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Preface 

It is a great privilege to present the conference proceedings of ‘Alliance International Conference 

on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, (AICAAM 2019)’. 

The theme Artificial Intelligence (AI), a cutting-edge technology with impacts on a wide range 

of businesses and activities, is rapidly becoming part of our everyday lives, changing how we 

work, travel and interact with each other. Yet we are only at the cusp of discovering the manner 

in which AI will have an impact on  business, society and culture. 

AICAAM 2019 aims to observe the innovative practices and novel ideas in diverse domains of 

science, technology, business and other interdisciplinary fields. The focus is on addressing 

societal challenges globally and supporting interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary scientific 

problems through innovative approaches in the field of machine learning and artificial 

intelligence.  

The ever-changing scope and rapid development of artificial intelligence and machine learning is 

driving important developments such as autonomous vehicles, medical diagnosis, advanced 

manufacturing and many others that create new problems and questions, resulting in the real 

need for sharing brilliant ideas and stimulating good awareness of this significant research field.  

As AI moves from the theoretical realm to the global marketplace, AICAAM 2019 produces a 

bright picture and fascinating landscape for artificial intelligence and machine learning. The 

support received and the enthusiasm witnessed in this conference have truly been remarkable. 

The responses to the call-for-papers had been overwhelming – both from India and overseas.  

We hope that the conference proceedings will prove an invaluable resource for researchers, 

businesses, and policymakers in the field, as well as for those general readers who want to find 

out about contemporary research on artificial intelligence and machine learning.  

We would like to express our gratitude and appreciation for the reviewers who helped in 

maintaining high quality of manuscripts included in the proceedings published by Alliance 

University.  We would also like to extend our thanks to the members of the organizing team for 

their meticulous support in bringing out the proceedings and conducting this event. 

         Dr. Anubha Singh 

Patron – AICAAM 2019 

Pro Vice-Chancellor, Alliance University 
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Abstract- Modelling successful business ventures can be a challenging process, which 
needs innovative concepts or methodologies. We propose an innovative methodology 
that is to apply the chemical bonding concepts in business ventures, where chemical 
elements bonding can be mapped to people association. This paper introduces 
implementation concepts of how the business ventures can be realized utilizing chemical 
bonding process and describes the model in detail with numerical examples. A business 
matching table is also introduced to identify suitable matches (read partners) to enter 
into business ventures based on the valences. The identification of a suitable partner is 
done through a search algorithm, and as the data gets larger and larger, the time 
complexity also gets bigger and the best algorithm takes O(n log(n)) time. 
 
Index Terms- Business Ventures, Chemical Bonding, Valency, Normalization, Business 
Matching Table, Search Pattern 
 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND FORMATION 
 
A) Business Ventures 
 
Capital accumulation occurs mostly through promotion of business ventures, where 
investments flow into new business domains, strengthen or expand the existing domains. 
Business venture is a kind of partnership association, where seeker may not have 
sufficient knowledge or strength in a certain business domain but want to enter into that 
business domain, where some others have good amount of strengths, and vice versa [1]. 
Two types of Ventures can happen a) between domestic and domestic or b) domestic  
foreign investors. Most of the present ventures in developing countries are of the type 
domestic  foreign in the form of FDIs [2] or through technology transfer [3][4]. In 
whatever form the association of two partners may be, it can be viewed as 
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conglomeration of Strengths, Weaknesses and Needs; and promotion and realization of a 
concrete association that leads to business venture in a mutually beneficial way. 
 
But how concrete the association can be realized? who does this job? and how it can be 
done? Is there any scientific methodology? These are all questions which have many 
answers and varied solutions based on situational needs. We consider chemical bonding 
concepts where atomic structure itself can be mapped to organization setup, and atomic 
number as strength of business domain, identifying the corresponding chemical element, 
etc., details of which are described in the next sections. Organization and company are 
interchangeably used to mean the same. 
 
B) Chemical Concepts 
 
Chemical elements are combined to form compounds. In the combination of the 
elements we see bonding among all the participating elements. This is due to valency or 
the electronic charge in the outermost shell of atom. Similarly, individual organizations 
combine their common business interests to form venture by sharing the strengths and 
weaknesses [5]. 
 
Atomic structure 
Atom is a smallest constituent unit of ordinary matter 
that has the properties of a chemical element. Every 
atom is composed of Nucleus and Electron orbits 
bound to the nucleus. Nucleus is composed of protons 
(positive charges) and neutrons (no charge), while the 
Electrons (negative charges) orbit around it. The 
number of protons of an atom defines its chemical 
element. of quantum mechanics 
of atoms, but for simplicity we stick to the Bohr 
model of atom, focus on atomic number and the valency (number of electrons in 
outermost shell), who can give or take electrons to form chemical bonding. 
 
Valency 
Electrons in an atom are arranged in orbitals or shells and those electrons that are present 
in the outermost orbit are called valence electrons, which are excess in the configuration 
[6]. If the outermost shell gets filled, there will be very little chemical activity and the 
combining capacity turns to zero eventually. Noble gases have no valence electrons. All 
the other elements look for bonding. Bohr model says that the outermost shell consists of 
a maximum of 8 valence electrons [7] in the electron configuration of , where n 
represents shell. Eg. 12 electrons = , which implies 
K, L shells are full and M shell contains 2 electrons. Therefore, valence is 2. 
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Chemical Bonding 

Chemical bonding involves transfer of an electron, so if one atom gains an electron 
while the other atom loses an electron. Because opposite charges attract, the atoms bond 
together to form a molecule.  

Transforming this concept to business venture 
that an organization wants to enhance in a 
certain domain but has no strength and there 
exists one or more organizations which have 
this required strength which can be shared to 
form a new venture (molecule). In the depicted 
image, Sodium Na has 1 electron excess and 
Chlorine has 1 electron deficient, hence these 
two elements can combine to form Sodium chloride [8] (ionic bonding), like a new 
venture. Some more examples are shown in the following pictures. These pictures are 
anonymous to only describe the concepts.  

 
Oxygen forms two bonds with two hydrogens to form water molecule (covalent 
bonding). Carbon form 4 bonds with hydrogen to form Methane (covalent bonding). As 
such, companies form partnerships with other companies to form new business ventures. 
As Garry describes the science that results from the integration of a constellation of 
underlying disciplines such as chemistry, biology and physics to evolve biotechnology, 
nanotechnology, in his science-based business paper [9], the proposed methodology can 
also be a result of proper implementation of chemistry principles to evolve successful 
business ventures. Ionic bonding is stronger in some compounds and Covalent is 
stronger on other compounds. We use both types of bonding as with the situation needs. 
 
 
II.  ATOMIC AND ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS AND CALCULATIONS 

 
Atom is a structured configuration of particles while company is a structured 
configuration of people. Although atomic structure and company structure are two 
different perspectives, a commonality can be identified. We identify the commonalities 
in two structures and map them to observe principal character that can be utilized in 
forming business ventures. 
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A) Atomic Organization 
 

Every combination of people or elements or for that 
matter anything in nature whether physical or 
abstract, is a perfect organization of charges that 
move around in search of a mate or matching for 
evolution. It is nature. Business is a need of people 
who are charged with positive or negative and 
coexist in an organizational setup. 
 
If we look at the basic structures, one can see 

commonness between an atomic structure and a company structure as described in below 
Table 1. Let us consider the atomic number of an element, which provides valency 
information for that element. And consider the business domain strength of a company 
as an atomic number of that business domain, where we can calculate the valency, which 
describe the capability to donate or acquire at employee (knowledge) level. 
 
 Atom Company 
Nucleus Nucleus Board of Directors & shareholders 
Protons Particles with positive electric 

charge 
Active directors & shareholders 

Neutrons Particles with no net electric 
Charge 

Non-active directors & shareholders 

Orbit Path in which electrons move Organization layer 
Electron Particle with negative electric 

charge, characterize the element 
Employees and others responsible for 
the performance of organization 

Valence 
electrons 

Excess or Deficient electrons in 
the outermost orbit 

Strengths and weaknesses  

Table 1: Atomic Organization Mapping 
 
B) Normalized Domain Strength Calculation 
All companies create their customer bases for each domain of their business (for 
example, mobiles, cars, toys, computers, sports equipment, etc) in different regions 
(North, South, East and West). In order to find out atomic number of a business domain, 
we summarize the strengths information in Table 2, in terms of customer bases in the 
four as given below. Also, we summarize the existing ventures or collaborations 
information in the same table. 

n N e 
W A# E 
w S s 

Table 2: Strength-identify for each business domain 
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A#: Normalized domain strength of a particular business domain 
N, S, E, W: Existing customers in North, South, East, West regions 
n, s, e, w: Existing ventures and collaborations in these regions respectively. 
 
Normalized domain strength of a company can be calculated using below formula. 
 

Normalized domain strength:          

where,  
 

 
Special cases:  

1) : means that there is no at least one venture in any region. Without 
having venture, no organization can survive. Business truth, so  

2) : means that there is at least one venture in each region, which 
cannot help determining the strength, so , no need to be an integer 
value, it can be a fraction value. 

3) : then  becomes < 1. We cannot work with chemical periodic 
table, so . 

 
C) Numerical Examples 
 
Numerical examples can help understand the calculation of normalized domain strength 
(A#), we provide two example, general case and extreme case: 
 
Example1 (General case): Let the existing customers in four regions be:  

 where  and the existing ventures in four regions be: 
 where  

 
3 20 0  

Normalized 
customers 

  8.5        
50  15 => => 39  3.5 => A# =>  69  
5 30 2    19        
 
This 69 can be taken as an atomic number of this particular business domain (not the 
whole organization). We can now look into the chemical periodic table which chemical 
element it represents. In this particular example, it represents Thulium whose valency is 
3+. Place this valency in the Business Matching Table which is described in next section, 
to find out matching partner for a perfect venture. 
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Another example which calculates with bottom line values. 
 
Example 2 (Boundary case) Let the existing customers in four regions be:  

 where  and the existing ventures in four regions be: 
 where  

 
1 1 1  

Normalized 
customers 

  -1        
4  2 => => 2  0 => A# =>  1  
1 2 1.5    0        
 
The atomic number of this particular business domain is 1, which represents Hydrogen 
in the chemical periodic table and whose valency is 1+. The negative value in 
normalized customers table signals the organization need to mobilize the strengths in the 
corresponding region if interested. 
 
 

III.  BUSINESS MATCHING TABLE CONCEPT 
 
Business matching table (BMT) is a table that helps business units to identify 
themselves in a position, based on their strengths and weaknesses (valences), also can 
find a right match to form a perfect chemical bonding or business venture to fulfil their 
business interests. A company which has less than 5 employees is termed as Micro and 
can be categorized as Sole Proprietor organization, similarly, a company which has 
more than 2500 employees can be termed as a corporation and can be categorized as 
large corporation. These are common terminologies in the business world. 
 

 
Table 3: Business Matching Table 
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A1-A8: Negative valency numbers from -1 to -8 
AB:  No valency, inert state 
B1-B10: Positive valency numbers from 1 to 8 
 
Strength / Weakness: Every company will have a kind of strength / weakness in certain 
business domain. Such as a service provider company can have weakness in mobile 
technology or security technology, etc. Weakness can be overcome by making bonds 
with suitable companies which are stronger in those business domains. 
 
Each cell in business matching table shall represent a set of characteristics which will be 
reflected in all those organizations. In this BMT definition, organizations will have 
continuous opportunity to move from one cell to another based on their changing 
strength in customer base. The relative gap in characteristics of cells will help guide 
organizations to determine the required resources to move in to desired cell by 
calculating the valency. 
 
Initially, most of the companies shall be established on their own strengths, however, in 
the course of business running, their strengths change. Strengths and weakness change 
continuously. If each organization documents the valences of their business domains in 
this table, it is easy to find venture partner from this BMT table.  
 
Business matching table though looks simple, but if we do simulation of strengths / 
weaknesses (valences) and business aspiration (needs) in all geographical regions and in 
all the business domains, the input size (number of parameters) increase, which leads to 
big-data analytics, we skip the details of this direction of research in this paper. 
 

IV.  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Thulium valency is 3+, it can have strong bonding with elements whose 
valency = 1 to form 3 bonds 
valency = 1 to form 1 bond + valency = 2 form 1 double bond give total 3 bonds. 
Thulium has chemical bonding solutions with Oxygen and Ferrous to from Thulium 
Oxide ( ) and Thulium Fluoride ( ), these are common. Here, we are not 
interested in the core chemistry but interested in the patterns of chemical bonding which 
can reflect in forming partnership towards ventures. In this particular example, Thulium 
valency can be positioned in our BMT at (Xlarge, B3) cell as shown in below figure. 
From the BMT table (Xlarge, B3) can form 3 bonds with any of A1 cells. In business 
terms it can form 3 single partnership associations with the companies whose valency is 
in A1 column. Or, (Xlarge, B3) can form 1 bond with any cell in A1 column and one 
double with any cell in A2. This can be seen in below figure. 
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In business ventures it always recommended to have minimum number of bindings, 
which necessitates to a search problem in order to find closer valency to 3. Here the 
valency is small number, we do not worry much but if the valency gets larger and 
positioned in B7, we will have to search all columns A1-A6 for suitable pairs. We can 
use ind a pair with given difference  algorithm to achieve this search. In this 
particular search the difference number can be half of valency number so that we can 
minimize the number of associations. The time complexity of this search algorithm can 
be reduced to O(nlog(n)) time by writing best logic algorithm, where big-O is order and 
n is the valency number. 
 

V.  CONCLUSION 
 
Capital accumulation strategies are tools in economy growth. However, the ultimate 
players in this process are organizations. These organizations in the globalization trend 
scenarios need to go into ventures across the world. Forming ventures is not easy, which 
may end up in mutual losses. To avoid any losses, it is recommended to adopt suitable 
concepts or methodologies. One of these concepts described in this paper is chemical 
bonding concepts. The paper described what the chemical elements are and how the 
bonding concept could be applied in business. Then creating a mapping with business 
organization structure where the chemical bonding process is implemented. The 
business matching table introduced here provides a way to find the partners to form 
stronger ventures. The process of finding venture partners is described with one example, 
but if we fill all the columns of the BMT, we will get large sets of data. As an extension 
of this research we create datasets and implement search algorithms to find the best 
match for a given valency. 
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* Ulster University, United Kingdom  
** Fujian Normal University, China 

 

Abstract- In this work we present an extensive evaluation of a low-cost, non-destructive 
sensor system on a task to differentiate between organic and conventional apples. This 
system includes a diffraction grating sheet, a smart phone, and a flashlight. The 
flashlight is used as a light source to illuminate an apple, the diffraction grating sheet 
splits the reflected light from the apple into different colors to create a rainbow, and the 
smartphone records the rainbow image. We acquired 150 apples from a local 
supermarket, 75 being organic and 75 being conventional. We used the sensor system to 
collect rainbow images under room temperature and dark condition, and then used 
image processing tools to convert images into spectra. We ran twelve machine learning 
algorithms on the spectral data created this way and conducted further experiments 
using a commercial NIR spectrometer on the same set of apples. The locally weighted 
partial least squares classification (LW-PLSC) reached the highest accuracy of 93% on 
rainbow image data, while the partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) 
correctly classified all spectral data. The sensor system is convenient and low-cost, 
which provides a variable solution for in-line food authentication. 
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A Statistical Approach to Quantify Promotion 

Corrected Measure of Item Loyalty 

Diptarka Saha
* 
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Abstract - Customers’ loyalty towards an item is an indispensable component of the item’s 

performance, yet this is an unobservable quantity and may be studied from many angles, as have been 

done by various authors. Another major goal of any item performance metric would be to eliminate 

the effects of promotion while calculating loyalty. This study provides a general framework for 

calculating item loyalty as a function of the exponentially weighted average of the customers’ 

purchases along with penalties and rewards that reflect the effect of promotion. The methods 

developed have been applied on Walmart’s panel data to generate meaningful and robust promotion 

corrected loyalty values for several products. 

Index Terms- Item Loyalty, Promotion Corrected Loyalty, Panel data, Walmart Canada  

I. INTRODUCTION 

As a core objective of marketing activities, maintaining and enhancing brand loyalty have been 

widely acknowledged [1]. The value of brand loyalty is self-evident for a company [2]. To have 

consumers that are loyal towards your brand is something that every brand prioritizes, since those 

customers are a great source of possible revenue in the form of lesser price elasticity, word of mouth 

promotion etc. [3].  

As a result, few topics have captured as much attention among practitioners and academics alike as 

brand loyalty. Despite the abundance of the studies performed, no universal model for measuring 

customer loyalty has been accepted [4]. Heuristically, the word loyalty is used to describe the 

customer's tendency to repurchase the same brand [5]. A conceptual definition provided by Jacoby 

and Kyner [6]. The definition is expressed by a set of six necessary and collectively sufficient 

condition. These are that brand loyalty is  

1. Biased or non-random  

2. Behavioural response (i.e. from purchase) 

3. Expressed over time  

4. By some decision-making unit (e.g. households) 

5. With respect to a set of alternatives 

6. Function of some psychological process 

In particular, any measure of brand loyalty should differentiate itself from market-share, there may be 

items, typically high-priced items that don’t generate high volume of sales compared to other 

(typically low-priced) items, but have a customer base that is immensely loyal toward the brand due to 

some unique selling point of the brand. A so-called ‘niche’ brand [7]. This study provides a definition 

of loyalty that is able to detect such items and thus provide important insights that is not apparent on 

the surface.  

Another important question to keep in mind while measuring loyalty is what other factors can collude 

sales other than loyalty – one very common occurrence we see in real world data is that sales is driven 
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by promotion; which to a casual eye may look like a result of customer’s loyalty towards the item. 

One of the major goals of this study is to eliminate effects of promotion while calculating loyalty.   

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Majority of the operational definitions of loyalty maybe categorized into two major classes: 

behavioral or attitudinal, based on their emphasis on purchasing or cognitive component [8]. Both 

approaches have their respective strength and weaknesses. Behavioral loyalty focuses on actual 

purchases especially giving emphasis on repeat purchases and purchase volumes [9]. Since they are 

based on long-term purchase data, data for behavioural loyalty measures are easy to collect and are 

unlikely to be incidental. Biggest limitation of this approach is its unidimensional nature, especially 

the fact that the distinction between repeat purchases and loyalty is non-existent; as many authors 

have pointed out that a customers’ inertia alone may result in her repeat purchases – that do not 

necessarily imply her unrivalled affection towards that product – the so called ‘spurious loyalty’ [10]. 

In fact, nearly three quarters of customers purchases are based on their emotion and attitude [11]. 

On the other hand, attitudinal measures rely on stated preferences, attitudes, intentions; these 

measures are typically based on surveys. For example, Anselmsson [12] presents an interesting case 

study of how customers are willing to pay a price premium for their preferred brands. Although 

attitudinal loyalty measures do provide insights into customer mindsets that are not captured by 

purchase history they still suffer from a number of disadvantages. First and foremost, would be the 

availability of data, behavioral measures require point of sale data, which is easily available due to 

automatic capturing, however, attitudinal measures require ground surveys – which can be time 

consuming, expensive in terms of money and human resources and overall hard to come by. Along 

with this, attitudinal measures may prove to be inaccurate as it depends on the mood of the person 

being surveyed when he’s being surveyed; moreover, intentions may not always imply loyalty or even 

a probability of future purchase, one may consider example of expensive cars in this regard. And 

finally, the survey results typically represent one single time point and hence may not always convey 

robust information.  

Due to these reasons, more recent measures pioneered by Dick and Basu [13] have incorporated 

behavioural and attitudinal measures simultaneously. They proposed attitude as a cause of repeat 

purchases. In fact, purchases induce a favourable outlook towards the brand in the mind of the 

customer which, in turn, generates more repeat purchases and hence loyalty is seen as a function of 

attitude-manifested behaviour. [14] 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data 

This work is based on point of sale data provided by Walmart Canada. As new product contenders 

fight for the shelf space in Walmart, identifying suitable items for a modular drop becomes all the 

more crucial and hence the need for an accurate yet interpretable loyalty scores. We will be 

demonstrating our work using products under the category Mouthwash. The motivation behind 

choosing mouthwash for this task is our belief that customers are likely to be unwilling to change their 

choices of mouthwash and tend to stick to their preferred brand/product. However, since this is also a 

relatively expensive product and vanity product in the sphere of oral care products, there would be a 

segment of the population who will be inclined to give in to promotional frenzies and yet another 

segment of the population who will display loyalty to their preferred product in face of extensive 

promotional bonanza – this creates an ideal situation to isolate effects of promotion on loyalty. The 
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data contains all purchases made in Walmart Canada from June 2017 to June 2018. Each entry in 

this data (sample: table 1) contains one household ID, the product ID (UPC), purchase date, 

the price, and whether or not that product was on promotion at the time of the purchase. As can 

be seen, this data doesn’t contain any attitudinal features, hence we will be proposing a behavioural 

measure of loyalty. Although this doesn’t encompass every aspect of customer loyalty this fits well 

into our framework and is sufficiently informative, objective, and reasonable regarding the aspect of 

available data.   

UPC Purchase Date Household ID Price Promotion 

6379370730 02/01/2018 101 5.77 1 

Table 1: Example of the Data 

In the given period, the data consists around 17 million purchases of 94 products by over 3 million 

households. For calculating the loyalty measures, we discard purchases made by light users, 

households with less than 3 purchases in the past 52 weeks. In the figures below, we summarise basic 

properties of the data.  

 

Figure 1(a): Empirical Density Plot of Market Share of The Products 

Figure 1(b): Scatterplot of Volume vs Price 

From these plots the data provides some insights, figure 1 shows positively skewed distribution which 

is expected as most of the items have low market-share and very few have (relatively) large share. 

Similarly, in figure 2 we have an overall negative correlation between price and volume of products, 

with a typical funnel like shape.  

B. Definitions 

With these specifications in mind, we begin describing our proposed measure. The following 

definitions will be used while describing the measure. 

First, to define the premise, we have 𝐻 households ℍ = {1, 2, … , 𝐻}. Every household makes 

𝑡ℎ  many visits to buy a mouthwash, in the given 52 weeks – each time they have 𝑛 products 𝕁 =  

{1, 2, … , 𝑛} to choose from. They buy exactly one product at each visit.  
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In what follows suffixes ℎ, 𝑗, 𝑡 will always denote household ID, product ID, and visit number 

respectively.  

1. Transaction (T): The random variable transaction is defined as 

𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗 if HH h bought the product 𝑗 at visit number 𝑡 

 

2. Promotion (P): This is an indicator variable that defines whether a transaction was made 

under promotion or not. So, for a transaction 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗 

 

𝑃(𝑇) = {
1, 𝑗 was on promotion duringt visit 𝑡 of HH ℎ

     0, 𝑗 wasn′t on promotion during visit 𝑡 of HH ℎ 
 

 

3. Promotion Delta (ΔP): This is another categorical variable that takes value 1 if the HH’s last 

transaction was not under promotion but the current one is and vice versa. Formally, 

Δ𝑃(𝑇) = 𝑃(𝑇ℎ(𝑡)) −  𝑃(𝑇ℎ(𝑡 − 1)) 

 

4. Switch (S): Finally, this variable denotes if a transaction is different from the one before it.  

𝑆(𝑇) = {
1, 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) ≠ 𝑇ℎ(𝑡 − 1)

0, 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑇ℎ(𝑡 − 1)
 

 

5. Loyal HH: A household is said to be a loyalty HH if they buy the same product in every visit. 

𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗 ∀𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑗 ∈ ℙ 

Let 𝕃 ⊆ ℍ denote the set of all the loyal HHs 

Along with these also define, ℍ𝑗 ⊆ ℍ as  

ℍ𝑗 = {ℎ ∈ ℍ | 𝑗 ∈ ⋃ 𝑇ℎ(𝑡)

𝑡

 } 

Having these definitions in hand, we attempt to find out how much sale of a product was due 

to promotion. One simple measure would be 

 

6. Beta (𝜷): This measures the proportion of sales of a particular product under promotion. 

More formally,  

𝛽(𝑗) =
∑𝐈(𝑇 = 𝑗 ∩ 𝑃(𝑇) = 1)

∑𝐈(𝑇 = 𝑗 )
 #(1)  

Where, I is the indicator function defined by:  𝐈(𝐴) = {
1  𝐴 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒
0      𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

 

However, this is a very aggregated view and doesn’t give us any information about the 

propensity to change preference of any HH; hence, it doesn’t answer the question if a HH will 

switch preference if 𝑗 was under promotion. To facilitate more intricate insights, we define the 

following statistics. 

7. Gamma (𝜸): The 𝛾 of a product 𝑗 measures if households switch from other products to 𝑗 due 

to promotion. 

 

𝛾(𝑗) =
∑𝐈(𝑇 = 𝑗 ∩  𝑆(𝑇) = 1 ∩  Δ𝑃(𝑇) = 1)

∑𝐈(𝑇 = 𝑖 ∩ 𝑆(𝑇) = 1)
#(2)  

 

This may be understood as the proportion of switches to product 𝑗 in which 𝛥𝑃 = 1, i.e. 

among all the transactions where a HH switched to product 𝑗, what proportion was “due to” 

introduction of promotion, as one should understand if this is high then the sale of product 𝑗 is 
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primarily driven through promotion and all such transactions should be penalized while 

calculating loyalty.   

8. Omega (𝝎): In a similar tone we also define 𝜔 of a product 𝑗, which measures if households 

don’t switch from product 𝑗 once promotion is withdrawn. 

 

𝜔(𝑖) =
∑𝐈(𝑇 = 𝑖 ∩ 𝑆(𝑇) = 0 ∩ Δ𝑃(𝑇) = −1)

∑𝐈(𝑇 = 𝑖 ∩  𝑆(𝑇) = 0)
#(3)  

This may be understood as the proportion of transactions where HH did not switch from 

product 𝑗  in which Δ𝑃 = −1, i.e. among all the transactions where a HH did not switch from 

product 𝑗, what was the proportion where promotion was withdrawn, as one should 

understand if this is high then even though the HH may have started buying the product 𝑗 due 

to the promotion they didn’t switch back when the promotion was withdrawn developing some 

kind loyalty to the product and all such transactions should be rewarded while calculating 

loyalty. 

We will use these three statistics for each product to measure the compound effect of promotion on 

sale and loyalty - business decisions can also be taken by having a quick look at these numbers only, 

however in the next section we will use similar concepts to extend and adjust Loyalty for promotion.  

C. L-prob 

Using definitions used above, we will define two measures of loyalty; but before that we will digress 

a little and introduce a simple and quick behavioural measure of loyalty we call ‘L-prob’. It measures 

100% commitment of a household towards a product. This can be difficult to find in a category such 

as say juice, as people tend to switch around quickly and this switching is more often than not 

idiosyncratic. However, this may be very useful in categories such as electronics. That being said let’s 

introduce the measure  

  𝐿(𝑗) =
|𝕃 ∩ ℍ𝑗|

|ℍ𝑗|
#(4)  

In informal terms, this is the probability that a HH never buys anything but the product 𝑗. The measure 

is really simple and easy to compute and interpret, however – it lacks the rigor to capture hidden 

patterns in the purchase data, we will primarily use this as a baseline to judge the performance of our 

loyalty measures.  

C. Loyalty Measures 

Now we are ready to introduce two measures of loyalty {𝜓1, 𝜓2}. Both are similar in anatomy; 

however, 𝜓1is based only on past purchases – whereas, 𝜓2 also utilises information on promotion 

during those purchases. Comparison between  𝜓1, 𝜓2 in the light of statistics 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜔 defined above 

will provide accurate insights regarding the effect of promotion and sale and loyalty of the products.  

 To give a brief overview, we create ‘Loyalty Proportion’ for each household as a function of an 

exponentially weighted average of its past purchases (for 𝜓1) along with penalties and rewards that 

reflect the effect of promotion (for 𝜓2). Once we have this, we aggregate results for each household to 

get an overall value for loyalty that reflects how much the market is loyal to that product after 

correcting for promotion. 
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To define Loyalty Proportion for a HH we have to first create the following indicator variables: 

 𝑌ℎ𝑗(𝑡) = {
1, 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

 

 

 𝑍ℎ𝑗(𝑡) = {
1, 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃(𝑇) = 1 
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

 

 

 𝑈ℎ𝑗(𝑡) = {
1, 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑇) = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Δ𝑃(𝑇) = 1
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

 

 

 

 𝑊ℎ𝑗(𝑡) = {
1, 𝑇ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆(𝑇) = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Δ𝑃(𝑇) = −1
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

 

Now define for some 𝛼 ∈ (0,1), 

𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ
1 (𝑡) = 𝛼 𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ

1 (𝑡 − 1) + (1 − 𝛼) 𝑌𝑖𝑗(𝑡)  #(5)   

And a more general version of this using the promotional information as  

𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ
2 (𝑡) = 𝛼 𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ

2 (𝑡 − 1) + (1 − 𝛼) 𝑌𝑖𝑗(𝑡) − 𝛽 𝑍𝑖𝑗(𝑡) − 𝛾 𝑈𝑖𝑗(𝑡) + 𝜔 𝑊𝑖𝑗(𝑡)  #(6)  

Where, 𝛼 ∈ (0,1), 𝛽 =
1

𝑛
∑ 𝛽(𝑗),𝑗  𝛾 =

1

𝑛
∑ 𝛾(𝑗),𝑗  𝜔 =

1

𝑛
∑ 𝜔(𝑗)  𝑗  

Note, the variable 𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ
1 (𝑡), henceforth called loyalty index, was introduced in [5] to be used as a 

predictor variable in predicting customer purchase probability using an MnL model. However, for our 

purposes we will deviate from that and use this as a descriptive statistic that will capture the bias of 

each households towards a particular product against its alternatives. This can be viewed in the 

following toy example involving 6 purchases of a household involving 3 items  
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Figure 2: Toy Example 1 

The variable 𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ
2 (𝑡) adds to this index by penalising purchases made under promotion and 

rewarding purchases made without promotion and hence will be able to eliminate the effect of 

promotion while calculating the aforementioned bias. 𝐿𝑜𝑦1 and 𝐿𝑜𝑦2 will act as backbones of 𝜓1, 𝜓2 

respectively.  

Once we have the loyalty indices for each household/product at each time point we proceed to define 

loyalty proportion for the household. 

Define,  

𝑀ℎ
1(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗  (𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ

1 (𝑡)) #(7)  

𝑀ℎ
2(𝑡) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗  (𝐿𝑜𝑦𝑗ℎ

2 (𝑡)) #(8)  

We understand, this value denotes the product which the household ℎ is most biased towards at time 

𝑡. Since these values are dependent for a household; over time, the long run frequency of these values 

will be a good proxy for that household’s overall bias towards a particular product against its 

alternatives. 

Finally, define:  

𝑝ℎ
1(𝑗) =

1

𝑡ℎ
∑  

𝑡

𝐈(𝑀ℎ
1(𝑡) = 𝑗)#(9)  

𝑝ℎ
2(𝑗) =

1

𝑡ℎ
∑  

𝑡

𝐈(𝑀ℎ
2(𝑡) = 𝑗)#(10)  

𝑝ℎ
1(𝑗), 𝑝ℎ

2(𝑗) will serve the loyalty proportion for the household, in the sense if the loyalty of a 

household is a constant number this is the share for each product.  

Finally, we summarise 𝑝ℎ
1(𝑗), 𝑝ℎ

2(𝑗) across households as follows:  

𝜓1(𝑗) =
∑ 𝑝ℎ

1(𝑗)𝐈(𝑝ℎ
1(𝑗) > 0)𝑗

∑ 𝐈(𝑝ℎ
1(𝑗) > 0)ℎ

#(11)  

𝜓2(𝑗) =
∑ 𝑝ℎ

2(𝑗)𝐈(𝑝ℎ
2(𝑗) > 0)𝑗

∑ 𝐈(𝑝ℎ
2(𝑗) > 0)ℎ

#(12)  

Note, if 𝑝ℎ(𝑗) =  0 for some 𝑗, ℎ, we don’t consider household ℎ for calculating loyalty for the 

product 𝑗. This is due to the fact that generally |𝕁| = 𝑛 ≫ 𝑡ℎ and hence most of the entries in 𝑝ℎwill 

be zero – so it will be ambiguous to consider these “disloyal” households while calculating loyalty as 

they will change the measure by huge margin and the measures will have no meaning. 

This completes our definition of loyalty measures for each product under a category – both with and 

without adjustment for promotion. Before we dive into results from real life data, let us illustrate how 
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the results actually differ using this simulated data of one household’s purchases in a two – product 

scenario.  

Product bought A A B B B A 

Promotion index 0 0 1 1 0 0 

Δ P - 0 1 0 -1 0 

Z 0 0 1 1 0 0 

U - 0 1 0 0 0 

W - 0 0 0 1 0 

Table 1(a): Toy Example 2 - Data 

This shows most of B’s purchases were a result of promotional activity, however – it also shows some 

new-born loyalty toward B at visit number 5 where the HH continued with B even when the 

promotion was taken away. The loyalty numbers for this HH would be 

 Basket Share 𝝍𝟏 𝝍𝟐 

A 0.5 0.5 0.67 

B 0.5 0.5 0.33 

Table 1(b): Toy Example 2 – Results 

Expectedly, the fact that B’s sales are not organic in nature but are rather induced by promotion is 

completely ignored by  𝜓1reflected in the value of 𝜓2 and hence although both products are bought 

exactly three times, our promotion corrected measure of loyalty is able to differentiate between them.   

IV. RESULTS 

We now present our findings for products in mouthwash category in Walmart Canada. Due to privacy 

reasons, the authors may not always be able to produce exact names and information in a tabular form 

and will hence focus on figures and summary statistics to judge validity of our results.  

First, a brief overview of the statistics 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜔 for the products is shown here:  
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Figure 3: Density of statistics 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜔 for Walmart Mouthwash products 

So, interestingly 𝛽, 𝛾 have a similar bimodal distribution – this indicates most of the products were not 

on promotion for long in the given time, however there are a bunch of products who were on 

promotion on almost more than 50% of the time, this will create a great contrast in the product 

universe, we should be able to see vastly differing 𝜓2 in products having similar 𝜓1. On the other 

hand, the behaviour of 𝜔 is much more routine, most of the mass is concentrated towards zero – 

which indicates that for most products, very few households were willing to continue with the product 

once promotion was withdrawn, a passive overview that the promotions were not really effective in 

building long – term item loyalty.  

Proceeding to actual loyalty values – first, we would like to compare the three loyalty measures 

{𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 , 𝜓1, 𝜓2} of the products with their respective market shares. As we specified earlier our loyalty 

measure must be able to differentiate itself from market shares. Moreover, as we expect high degree 

of correlation between 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 & 𝜓1. We also add the following figures along with associated 

correlation matrix between these item performance metrics for comparison. 

 

Figure 4: Scatterplot of  𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 , 𝜓1, 𝜓2 with Market share for Walmart Mouthwash products 
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 market_share l_prob psi_1 psi_2 

market_share 1.00 0.44 0.60 0.08 

l_prob 0.44 1.00 0.78 0.53 

psi_1 0.60 0.78 1.00 0.43 

psi_2 0.08 0.53 0.43 1.00 

Table 2: Correlation between Market Share and Loyalty measures 

Let us deep dive into the results,  

 First, we see 𝜓1 is fairly correlated with market share, however the correlation is not very 

high, in fact, the plot identifies products which might have low market share but relatively 

high loyalty, few such UPCs are  

 

UPC Average price 𝝍𝟏  Market Share 

69702932417 $ 11.97 0.76 0.005 

6081503995 $ 9.97 0.82 0.003 

Table 3: Low-Performance-High-Loyalty Items 

 Next, there is a strong correlation between 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 & 𝜓1 – this is also expected as described 

earlier.  

 However, by far the most interesting outcome would be the relationship of 𝜓2 with other 

metrics, we have seen the influence of promotion is quite high from the results of figure 3 – 

As a result,  𝜓2is virtually uncorrelated with market-share as most of the purchases are done 

due to promotion and item loyalty is penalised for such instances. We also, saw around 30 - 

40 % products have a high 𝛽, 𝛾 value this suggests large deviations between 𝜓2 & 𝜓1. This is 

observed in the data as correlation between them is only 0.43 – were promotions not causing 

the preponderance of sales we would expect this to be higher since 𝜓2 & 𝜓1will become 

identical functions. 

Finally, we compare some individual products to see exactly where we can see effects of promotion 

and how that is being adjusted in the definition of loyalty. Consider the products  

UPC market_share 𝜷 𝜸 𝝎 𝝍𝟏 𝝍𝟐 

6260095395 3.66 % 0.6272 0.3827 0.0109 0.8013 0.4122 

7906801318 3.17% 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.7896 0.8037 

Table 4: Difference between 𝜓1, 𝜓2  due to promotion: effect of 𝛽, 𝛾 
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These two products have almost similar market share and similar 𝜓1values, but if we add the 

promotion information we can see product in the first row (call it P1) has very high 𝛽, 𝛾 values and 

low 𝜔 values – customers are only buying this due to promotion, on the other hand product in the 

second (call it P2)  row has virtually non-existent 𝛽, 𝛾 values – suggesting the sales are organic; we 

can see this difference mirrored in the 𝜓2 values of the products. We see, 𝜓2(P2) ≈ 𝜓1(P2). For P1,  𝜓2 

drops drastically. Thus, this measure provides us with a unique view of loyalty where it has 

successfully eliminated any ‘spurious’ loyalty created due to promotional activities.   

Also consider, this following pair of products (row 1: P3; row 2: P4) 

 

UPC market_share 𝜷 𝜸 𝝎 𝝍𝟏 𝝍𝟐 

5800031086 0.08% 0.5372 0.2877 0.1579 0.1844 0.2043 

6260095976 3.87% 0.5935 0.3821 0.0096 0.8356 0.4462 

Table 5: Difference between 𝜓1, 𝜓2  due to promotion: effect of 𝜔 

Now, P4 seems like a typical example from above, high market-share and 𝜓1 but sales are actually 

driven by promotion and hence reduced 𝜓2values. However, the case of P3 is actually very interesting. 

It has similar 𝛽, 𝛾 values as P4 – so most of its sales are also initiated via promotion, however we 

notice it has (relatively) high 𝜔, this means this product has been somewhat successful in retaining 

customers even after end of promotional activities and hence doesn’t see a huge difference between  

𝜓1, 𝜓2; almost as if counter – acting forces balancing each other.   

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This study presents novel statistical measures for product loyalty based on past purchases of the 

customers along with promotional information. We attempt at deriving a theoretically robust loyalty 

measures that aren’t only dependent on sequential purchase and are able to successfully ascertain and 

eliminate effects of promotions, as a result, we can distinguish between products that have high sells 

and products that actually have high loyalty – this holistic approach helps while making optimal 

assortment decisions such as deletion, expansion. Apart from these, we have presented simple, 

interpretable statistics,  𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜔 and 𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏 which along with market-share can provide important 

aspects of promotion and loyalty in a glance due to their intuitive nature.  

The future scopes of this study include but is not limited to –  

 Enhance this process by introducing some cognitive properties thus making it 

multidimensional.  

 Evaluate loyalties at several time points to test for a seasonality component.  

 Evaluate demand transfer dynamics within category/ substitutable products, e.g.  what 

happens when a high / low loyalty product is dropped?  
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Abstract- Now a day’s data analytics and data science is at boom which works on big data and come up 

with some hidden patterns after data mining and analysis. Classification process on big data is a challenge 

as single classifier is unable to give an unbiased decision because of plasticity–stability problem. This 

paper gives the introduction about the ensemble based learning where multiple base classifiers participate 

in predicting the class of unlabeled data. Different voting techniques to combine the outcome of different 

base classifiers of ensemble are also explained. At the end a strict comparison is drawn to show the 

impact of voting technique in decision of ensemble. 

 

Index Terms- Classification, Base Classifiers, Ensemble, Voting 
 

I. ENSEMBLE BASED LEARNING 

ometimes  the data on which one wants to perform learning is so huge that it’s not possible to process 

or analyze such vast amount of data by one classifier. This huge amount of data can be analyze by 

partitioning data into smaller chunks and pass smaller chunks to multiple classifiers( ensemble) rather 

than one classifier as shown in fig. 1. Once the learning over different chunk of data is done or model is 

ready the unseen data can be passes to different classifiers for classification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Ensemble based Learning 
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Each classifier will predict the class of unseen data then by using different voting approaches one can 

combine the outcome and come to a final class conclusion. The Ensemble based classification [1,2] 

achieved by grouping the classifiers by some way then individual predictions of each classifier is 

combined to classify unseen data. 

 

II. COMPONENTS OF ENSEMBLE 

Ensemble is combination of set of diverse classifiers, which collectively do decision making and predict 

the label for unseen data. Generation of classifiers in ensemble can take place in different ways. Ensemble 

[3,4,5] can be generated in sequence, in parallel or in layered form.  In order to do the classification using 

an ensemble approach, first one has to consider following elements of ensemble.  

A. Training Set 

For supervised learning, the basic requirement is a training dataset. A labeled training dataset consists of 

instances and their corresponding class variable. An instance is feature –value vector which can be 

represented in a variety of languages. Generally, set of instances are represented by X which consist of n 

attributes X= {x1, ..., xi , ..., xn} and Y to represent the class label or the target attribute. 

B. Base Classifier 

The base classifier is a classification algorithm that attains a training data and makes a model that 

specifies the association between the input variables and the class variables.  

C. Diversity Generator  

The main element which is responsible for creating the different classifiers is called diversity generator. 

In order to create diverse classifiers in ensemble various techniques are proposed in literature [6,7,8] as 

mentioned below: 

 

a. Using diverse training sets:  

In order to create district classifier, diversity can be introduced in training set by partitioning it into 

N subsets to train individual classifier. Each member of ensemble will get a different part of training 

set and unique learning takes place. 

b. Using diverse feature subsets:  

In order to create distinct classifier, diversity can be introduced by providing separate set of features 

to train individual classifier. Rather than dividing a training set, each member of ensemble will get a 

different part of feature/attribute set and unique learning takes place. 

c. Using diverse classifier models:  

In order to create distinct classifier, diversity can be introduced by combining different types of 

individual base classifier. Here diversity in ensemble is introduced by keeping same training set and 

same set of features but using different base classifiers like naïve bayes, support vector machine and  

decision trees etc. 

d. Using diverse combination schemes:  

In order to create district classifier, diversity can be introduced by using different types of 

combination rules. The way you combine the prediction of each base classifier is also introduce 

diversity in ensemble even though training data, feature set and base classifiers are same. 
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D. Combiner 

The purpose of combiner is to join the prediction outcome of the various classifiers. The outcome of an 

ensemble depends on the selection of appropriate rule to unite the decision of each classifier. Voting rule 

is applied at the final step of ensemble system. In literature [9-14], various voting rules are presented 

which are explained in next section. 

 

 

III. VOTING TECHNIQUES IN ENSEMBLE 

Let xt is testing instance, each base classifier(hj) makes an prediction of class label for testing instance xt 

which is given by as where Yi=1….C where C represent no. of class labels. 

A. Geometric Average Rule  

Geometric Average Rule gives the prediction outcome of the testing instant xt to that class which 

maximizes the product of   as specified in eq. 1. 

 

                              𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖  𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

∏ 𝑃𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡)𝐿
𝑗=1      (1) 

 

 

B. Arithmetic Average Rule  

The Arithmetic Average rule is defined as discovering the maximal value of the arithmetic average of 

Pj(Yi|xt) as specified in eq. 2. 

 

                        𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

1

𝐿
∑ 𝑃𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡)𝐿

𝑗=1        (2) 

C. Median Rule  

The Median Value rule will select the target class label whose median value is maximum using eq. 3.  

 

𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

{𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑃𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡))}                    (3) 

D. Majority Rule  

In ensemble, each individual classifier provides the prediction of class label for testing sample and then 

majority voting rule select the final prediction as the one that takes the majority of votes from each 

individual classifier in the ensemble as specified in eq. 4. When there is tie among the class labels then a 

random class label is selected among all tie members.  

 

                              𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖  𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

∑ ∆𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡)𝐿
𝑗=1                                           (4) 

Where 

    ∆𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡) = {
1; 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑗(𝑥𝑡) = 𝑌𝑖

0; 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒     
}    
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E. Max Voting Rule  

Max rule selects the target predicted class label depending on information provided by the maximal value 

of Pj(Yi|xt) across all potential class labels as specified in eq. 5. 

 

                         𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

{max𝑗(𝑃𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡))}                                   (5) 

F. Min Voting Rule  

Min rule selects the target predicted class label depending on the maximal of the minimal values of  

Pj(Yi|xt) across all potential class labels as specified in eq. 6.  

 

                        𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

{min𝑗(𝑃𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡))}                                (6) 

 

G. BC Rule  

The Borda Count rule uses positional-scoring procedure where individual Pj(Yi|xt) provides rank to each 

class label as specified in eq. 7. Based on the prediction given by each classifier, each classifier will rank 

all the candidate class labels. For a multi class problem, each class label gets 0 rank least vote received, 1 

rank point for each next least vote, etc., up to C-1 points for majority vote received. Finally, the class 

label that receives largest votes will win the election.  

 

                        𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

∑ Ω𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡)𝐿
𝑗=1                                                (7) 

 

Where   if classifier hj ranked xt in the kth position for class label Yi , and C is the number of possible 

classes in multiclass problem. 

 

H. Weighted Majority Voting Rule  

A weight coefficient is consigned to each classifier in ensemble and after each prediction the weight of 

individual classifier is updated based on its performance. Here selects the target predicted class label 

depending on the weight of each individual classifier as specified in eq. 8. 

 

                          𝑥𝑡 → 𝑌𝑖  𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑦   max
𝑌𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑗. ∆𝑗(𝑌𝑖|𝑥𝑡)𝐿
𝑗=1                                             (8) 

Where wj is a weight coefficient for classifier hj: wj>=0 and  ∑ 𝑤𝑗 = 1𝐿
𝑗=1  

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The main aim of this paper is to determine which voting methods performed best in ensemble. Fig.2 

depicts the performance of different voting methods where using diverse base classifier diversity is 

introduced in ensemble and accuracy is evaluated using different ensemble size. The “Pima Indian 

diabetes dataset” downloaded from “UCI Machine Learning Repository” is considered here for 

experimentation purpose. On small ensemble size, the product, min and max voting rules perform well 

but as ensemble size grow number of correctly classified instances decrease. On large ensemble size 

Avg., Weighted majority and borda count perform better as they consider the overall voting and less 

demanding than the confidence method. Lastly, the majority-vote performance is low as it rejects a large 
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number of samples as they are not majority candidate which results the actual errors are much lower than 

the recognition performance suggests.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Results of different voting methods 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper gives a detail description of ensemble learning, basic components of ensemble, approaches to 

combine the decision of each classifier in ensemble and comparison of voting methods with respect to 

ensemble size. Based on review, conclusion is that the average voting and weighted majority voting are 

effective approaches as compare to others. The product and sum rule performed best on the smaller sized 

ensembles, while the Borda count gave good recognition results on larger ensembles. The weighted 

majority voting significantly improves the prediction accuracy on big data as consider the weight of each 

classifier.  
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Abstract— Delay minimization plays a crucial role in ensuring Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of 

Experience (QoE) in future internet architecture, which is still in infancy stage of development. In the 

distributed networking system with heterogeneous communication protocols, it is difficult to reduce delay. 

As the nodes executing applications on future internet architecture are wireless with mobility features, an 

adverse effect of delay leads to high energy consumption. In this paper an Energy Efficient Delay 

Compensation Routing technique, (EEDCR) is presented which is specially designed to sustain the peak 

traffic condition of the distributed networking system. Supported by simple and cost effective analytical 

model with a three level frame work viz, domain, gateway node and operator node, EEDCR has proved to 

be quite efficient in controlling the delay, minimizing energy consumption and improving the throughput. It 

is also capable of processing more traffic load compared to the existing conventional techniques. 

Index Terms-: Distributed Networking System, Delay Minimization, Energy Efficiency, Future Internet 

Architecture. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The existing architecture of internet renders services of different types and also provides the platform for 

executing number of applications from various domains. The objective of the future internet architecture is to 

develop a distributed platform for the purpose of enabling wide range of services without any significant 

impact on the ongoing services [1]. The future internet architecture is actually meant for developing a highly 

sophisticated and collaborative platform that can develop a well-integrated framework for harnessing 

different forms of technologies together. A slow pace of development of such architecture is the evolution of 

Internet-of-Things that connects cloud with sensors [2][3]. The characteristics of future internet architecture 

are i) provide seamless connectivity between nodes in the  distributed networking system, ii)  offer faster and 

reliable accessibility to complex services, iii) leverage parallel processing and task scheduling iv) offer robust 

security [4][5][6]. In this paper we discuss the problem of delay and energy consumption which are 

considered as the main components of the heterogeneous devices. The upcoming applications that utilizes the 

services of future internet architecture are highly distributed in nature, hence these devices require an 

effective communication protocol [7][8]. This leads to the problem of compute time, which is the time 

required to process routing message from one network device (e.g. switch/gateways) to other network device. 

The computation of processing time is highly detrimental for real-time applications and it results in delayed 

services. Hence, delay is one of the critical factor that play a significant role in both QoS (Quality-of-Service) 

and QoE (Quality-of-Experience) in upcoming distributed applications [9].  It is observed that, there is only a 

limited focus on the analysis on delay and the energy consumption in a situation like highly Distributed 

mailto:Selvarani.riic@gmail.com
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networking system. Hence, future internet architecture (FIA) is quite a complex structure that calls for a 

closer investigation on different networking factors and routing mechanisms. 

Here, we consider the energy associated with every node involved in communication at that instant. The 

energy optimization depends on routing and data processing policy of a particular communication technique. 

Hence, it is noted that if a node suffers undue delay, the node energy will be reduced.  

In this paper, we present a novel technique that emphasizes on delay minimization followed by energy 

optimization exclusively for distributed network system. We discuss some of the research works related to 

delay minimization and energy optimization in Section II followed by brief discussion of problem 

identification in Section III. The proposed system and its significant contribution are presented in Section IV. 

Section V discusses the research methodology followed by Algorithm implementation in Section VI. The 

accomplished simulated outcomes are discussed in Section VII and finally the summary of the paper is 

presented in Section VIII as the conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The techniques introduced by various researchers for addressing the problems caused due to delay in a 

distributed network system are discussed in this section. 

Bie et al. [10] have presented a technique for modeling the delay in vehicular traffic system. The author have 

discussed about the queuing model for minimizing the delay in the communication process.  The outcome of 

the work was assessed using prediction error percentage with respect to time interval. A study towards 

vehicular communication system is being carried out by Tiwari and Kumar [11] recently. Using the 

simulation-based approach, the authors have discussed a scheme for authenticating the cache at the gateways 

that significantly reduces the broadcasting operations; by this the delay is minimized. The outcome of the 

study was tested with response time of a query. 

Gancet et al. [12] presented a technique that attempts to minimize the communication latencies for 

underwater communication. They have designed and developed a remotely operated vehicle with an aid of 

satellite and communication interfaces to link onshore and offshore communication modules. Study on 

reducing the delay in planetary networks was carried out by Zhang et al. [13]. The authors have presented an 

algorithm that can significantly control topology and hence minimize the delay.  

Byun et al. [14] have presented a technique to address the problems of delay and energy efficiency in a 

communication system.  The author has used slotted ALOHA protocol [15] for the purpose of minimizing the 

delay and enhance the rate of transmission. Similar studies on delay and energy minimization was also 

carried out by Park et al. [16]. However, the authors use controlling mechanism to control voltage and 

frequency in microprocessor. The authors considered case study of DC-DC converter of PID controller. 

Raza et al. [17] have introduced a system that can compute the cumulative delay of the links over multiple 

networks. Here the study emphasized more on extracting the correlation among the delay with other 

associated network metrics. Saleh et al. [18] have discussed about minimizing energy dissipation by 

scheduling the transmission rate for a cognitive network with multiple accesses. The outcome of the work 

was tested with respect to throughput and delay. 
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Li et al. [19] have used Markovian chain for analyzing the tradeoff among delay, data quality, and energy for 

sensor networks using distributed algorithm. Motoyoshi et al. [20] have designed a system that enhances the 

quality of communication for future mobile networks considering OpenFlow clusters. The outcome of their 

work was found to minimize the cost significantly.  

Hence, it can be seen that there are adequate studies that focus on delay minimization. The next section 

describes the problems in the existing system. 

III. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Future Internet Architecture uses complex distributed networking system where the nodes of different 

domains communicate with each other through a gateway node. The existing border gateway protocol is 

applicable for communication in the existing internet architecture but not for future internet architecture 

because of its dynamic nature. The similar problem exists with energy issues too. The following are the 

various issues, to be answered for the future internet architecture growth and development: 

 How to calculate delay in heterogeneous network domain? 

 Even if we calculate delay in heterogeneous network domain, how it is going to be helpful in designing 

delay compensation technique? (as it may lead to lot of stale routing information) 

 Does delay affect energy utilization in distributed network?  

 How to develop a simulation model considering heterogeneous distributed network and then address 

delay problem? 

 Should we go for delay calculation at the end (i.e. delay efficient approach) or should be keep on 

estimating delay in progress of transmission (i.e. delay aware approach) 

The distributed network possesses many network domains where the nodes in each domain may be mobile. 

Mobility introduces dynamicity in the network domain, where there is a higher probability of delay (due to 

data packet conversion, searching for definite route, existing job processing etc). We have also illustrated in 

our prior work that futuristic internet-based architecture will use more heterogeneous network as compared to 

homogeneous network. Developing such type of network topology will obviously invite various challenging 

scenarios in distributed networking system. Even if our prior framework uses stochastic rate control, cross 

layer control, Markov modeling (for congestion control), it doesn’t address delay compensation. If delay 

compensation is not carried out in distributed network, it could lead to serious violation of SLA (as future 

architecture needs cloud environment potentially). Hence, the problem statement of the proposed study can 

be stated as “It is computationally challenging to formulate a unified algorithm for delay minimization and 

energy efficiency for distributed networking system” The following section presents the proposed system in 

order to address this issue. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system aims at minimizing the communication delay and optimizing the energy consumption 

in distributed networking system. Our prior study has already laid an emphasis on the need for addressing the 

complexities in distributed network system [21][22].  Our recent works have also introduced a Rate Control 
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Metric (RCM) that is responsible for directly controlling the traffic flow rate to minimize the traffic 

congestion in future internet architecture [23]. This paper is a continuation of the prior work, where we lay 

emphasis on the delay factor which was not addressed in our earlier studies. We name the proposed technique 

as Energy Efficient Delay Compensation Routing that is meant for smoothening and normalizing the traffic 

situation in peak hours especially built for distributed networking system. Fig.1 shows the architecture of the 

proposed system EEDCR. The proposed work develops a simulation study with distributed nodes, different 

network domains (to implement heterogeneous distributed network) with one test-destination point for 

assessing the time duration of receiving the data.  A tree-based approach is used as it can ensure that data 

dissemination time will not be increased beyond the controlled level. Finally, the proposed study develops a 

model that can calculate the energy consumed by the transceiver in a distributed network. In the entire 

process of modeling, the prime focus is on computing the time required for performing communication on 

different scenarios of distributed computing. The significant novelty of the presented work is that it is simple 

and a potential technique for energy saving. It can jointly conserve energy (apart from calculating it) along 

with selection of the communication channel with less amount of delay prior to formulate decision of routing 

in highly challenging dynamic architecture. The objectives are as under: 

  To develop a framework which can provide a balanced routing process between two major parameters 

Viz. energy efficiency and delay factor in the distributed networking system.  

 To develop an analytical model that can conceptualize the routing mechanism for future internet 

architecture by incorporating new modules like domain, gateway node and operator node. Here, domain 

represents a group of nodes.  

 Finally, framing a novel energy efficient routing architecture with delay compensation for heterogeneous 

environment (EEDCR).  

The next section discusses about the research methodology followed by the implementation of the 

algorithms.
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Figure:1 Proposed Architecture of EEDCR 

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The EEDCR is analyzed using empirical and mathematical models. Through these methods the 

communication delay is minimized. The formulation of EEDCR is discussed below. 

A. Core Modules Involved: 

Usually, the future internet architecture will consist of number of nodes, which are obviously quite 

heterogeneous in nature. We introduced two types of nodes namely gateway node and operator node along 

with conventional concept of domain. A domain is formulated by a group wise communication of 

homogeneous networks of similar applications or with different applications if they follow similar routing 

protocols in distributed networking system. The member nodes present inside the domain can communicate 

with each other but not with members of different domains. This is because of the incompatible compliance 

of routing protocol on different domains. This problem is addressed by considering a gateway node as 

shown in fig 2 that can process messages from different domains and also assist in routing process. The 

energy is managed at an optimal level by the use of a third party node called as operator node. A gateway 

node is responsible for gathering the data from its domain and forwards it to operator node  
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Figure 2 Relationships among Domain, Gateway and Operator Node 

The gateway nodes maintain the details of other gateway nodes in-order to process the request generated by 

the member nodes of one domain to member nodes of other domains. The information gathered by the 

gateway nodes is forwarded to the operator node which is an intermediated node in the communication 

network that identifies the gateway node closer to the destination node. 

 Routing Technique Applied 

The routing technique for communication among nodes in heterogeneous network is shown in (Fig.3).  The 

routing process is initiated by forwarding a query generated by a node located in a particular domain (say D1). 

The density of nodes in a domain is uneven, just to assume real time situation. The query forwarded by the 

node is received by its respective gateway node. Normally, a gateway has the list of the entire registered 

operator nodes, which must get connected in order to deliver the message to another domain. In our proposed 

system, we do not establish a direct contact among the domains in order to minimize the energy dissipated 

due to the data processed by the gateway. As the spatial distance and traffic intensity of the operator nodes 

may differ from each other, the requesting gateway node has to select an appropriate operator node that can 

ensure less delay and high energy efficiency. 
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Figure 3 Routing Technique of EEDCR 

Upon receiving a request from the gateway (say Gateway-1), the Operator Node (ON) searches for an 

appropriate gateway and instantly responds to the requesting gateway with total time required to process and 

transmit the data to the end node. The requesting gateway node broadcasts the request to all the available ON 

and in turn receives the responses that have time duration details in terms of latency. The requesting gateway 

node then computes delay and also calculates how much delay will be required to compensate for all the 

response along the different routes. Based on the route with lowest energy depletion and least delay, the 

requesting gateway node selects the final ON  forwards the same and processes the data to its destination 

gateway node (say gateway-2) reaching the final destination node. 

Delay Compensation 

In order to compute the delay, the proposed EEDCR determines the time duration required for performing 

specific task with respect to given number of modules involved. The process flow of delay compensation 

technique is highlighted in Fig.4, which shows that initially, the system starts allocating different number of 

nodes in all the domains that computes time slots for all the essential routing operation during peak traffic 

condition in the distributed network. The computation of timeslots potentially depends on size of network and 

number of domains involved in the process. 
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Figure 4 Delay Compensation Technique of EEDCR 

The system computes the duration of the time required for data gathering by the gateway node Ts(gn) and the 

operator node Ts(on). The system then computes the total time T1 required for domain-based communication 

which is then followed by the computation of total delay (T2) using probability theory. Finally, based upon 

the response from the ON, the requesting gateway node calculates the exact amount of delay to be 

compensated. This technique is similar to routing as it complements the routing during the situation of 

congestion in future internet architecture. 

Energy Optimization 

The energy efficiency of the EECDR is based on observing the amount of energy being dissipated during 

routing process using threshold-based scheme in order to control avoidable energy depletion.  The schema of 

energy efficiency and control is highlighted as in Fig.5. 
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Figure 5 Energy Efficiency Technique of EEDCR 

VI. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 

The development of EEDCR is carried out using mathematical modeling and implemented through 

MATLAB.  The complete design of the proposed algorithm is focused on developing and incorporating delay 

calculation and compensation techniques during the peak traffic condition in distributed networking scenario. 

The important simulation attributes used for the proposed study is as shown in Table1. 

 

Table 1 Simulation Attributes used 

Simulation Attributes Values Used Simulation Attributes Values Used 

Size of network 500-1000 Sensing time of Channel 0.5 sec 

Simulation area 1000 x 1000 

m
2
 

Size of Control Packet 30 bits 

Simulation Time 500 seconds Size of Data 3000 bytes 
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Path loss exponent 0.5 Highest velocity of node 100 ms
-1

 

MAC Type 802.11 Lowest velocity of node 1 ms
-1

 

Traffic Model CBR / VBR Range of Transmission 10 meter 

Capacity of Channel 300 mbps Initialized energy of node 10 Joule 

The uncertain traffic condition will always lead to delay in the network. Owing to the distributed nature of the 

traffic, it is quite difficult to compute the delay factor which also leads to massive energy consumption 

among the nodes. The description of the algorithms used in design of EEDCR techniques is given below: 

i) Algorithm for Delay Compensation 

The initial operation of this algorithm begins by exploring size of the network and its relationship with the 

domain.  We assume that the size of the network S is limited between D to (D-1) domains in each of the 

iteration, where D will represent last domain and (D-1) will represents its previous domain. The algorithm 

than finds the highest number of the nodes in i
th

 domain that can be represented as hi = 2hi-1.  Therefore, line-

2 of the algorithm will represent the maximum number of domains in progression. The size of the network is 

controlled by lower limit of 2
D-1

-1 and highest limit of 2
D
-1.  During the transmission, it is quite natural that 

data packets will be compressed by the forwarding nodes. The proposed work doesn’t focus on compression 

much, but still it considers a hypothetical rate of compression in order to justify the utilization of generic 

compression technique. The EEDCR structures and arranges its nodes in the form of a tree in D domain. The 

proposed algorithm focuses on the allocation of the nodes particularly in order to minimize the delay by 

allocating the initial (D-1) domains with certain number of nodes. Hence, the time interval scheduled for a 

gateway node is represented as 

Ts(gn)=S-2
D-1

. 

Whereas the second line of step-3 shows the time interval for a specific schedule. This will also mean that 

Ts(gn) is the time interval spent for gathering the data by the gateway node and Ts(on) is the time interval for 

transmitting the data to the operator node.  

In this section we calculate the time required for domain-based communication (T1).  A closer look into the 

time calculation T1 is the addition of (2
D-1

-1) and (S-2
D-1

+1). Therefore, we use a function f(x) in equation(1) 

to compute the time T1, which is cumulative period of time for the initial (D-1) domain to gather data and 

then forward the same to the operator node considering the rate of compression.  

||)(

)(

1

1
)(






gnT

x

xT
s

gns dxxfT 
                (1) 

 The second component of the equation (1)  is cumulative rate of compression starting from gateway node to 

operator node considering the maximum time duration to be equivalent to Ts(gn) expressed in setp-3 of 

algorithm. The delay calculation is carried out using equation (2) considering another function g(x) that 

considers number of selected operator nodes.  

)(1)1(2 xghT Di    (2) 
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 It means that EEDCR can control the overhead in the selection of operator node by the gateway node. We 

performed majority of the testing using 3-7% of selection criteria in order to compute T2. Finally, delay to be 

compensated is computed using equation (3) which uses further two functions i.e. α(x) and β(x).  

            )()(3 xxT     (3) 

The function α(x) is computed using maximum time consumed on respective domain and β(x) is computed 

by summing up all the rate of compression being considered for each gateway nodes. The computation will 

lead to generation of T3, which is the delay associated in the network during the peak traffic condition. The 

computation of the delay is carried out within the gateway node gn considering its associated connectivity 

with its nodes in one domain and other operator nodes. 

Algorithm for Delay Compensation 

Input: S (Size of Network), D (Domain), δ (rate of compression). 

Output: Delay duration (T2) and delay to be compensated (T3). 

Start: 

1. Init S 

2. Allocate nodes in domain 

hi=2
i-1

 

3. Perform Domain Allocation 

 Ts(gn)=S-2
D-1

 

 Ts(on)=S-2
D-1

+1 

4. Calculate time for Domain Communication 

||)(

)(

1

1
)(






gnT

x

xT
s

gns dxxfT   

5. Calculate total delay duration 

)(1)1(2 xghT Di  
 

6. Calculate delay to be compensated 

 )()(3 xxT    

End 

ii) Algorithm for Energy Efficiency 

The computation of energy is strongly associated with the selection procedure of the operator node. As there 

are various operator nodes and heterogeneous domains, the complexity could be further increased resulting in 

unwanted energy exhaustion. Hence, we formulate an algorithm where a novel technique is applied to 

compute the amount of energy drained and a simple threshold-based technique to control energy dissipation 

of the nodes.  
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Algorithm for Energy Efficiency 

Input: θ1 (size of data to be sent), θ2 (rate of transmission) , I1 (current required to perform transmission), I2 

(current require to perform algorithm processing), I3 (current required in sleep mode of node), Th (Threshold) 

Output: Minimized Transmittance Energy 

Start 

1. init θ1 and θ2. 

2. Estimate time to transmit data 

 ts= θ1 / θ2 

3. Compute power drawn 

 I=I1+I2+I3 

4. Perform Energy computation 

overheadTX EIE  .  

5. do( 

ETX=argmin[ETX + log(ETX)] 

6. While ETX>Th 

7. Perform communication 

End 

The processing of this algorithm is carried out in the gateway node that has to select the operator node with 

maximum residual energy based on preliminary evaluation (before performing the routing).The algorithm for 

energy efficiency considers the time required to transmit selected data from one node to gateway by dividing 

size of data to be sent with respect to rate of transmission. Hence, it is quite clear that the value of ts in step-2 

will differ in all iterations of routing.  The novelty of this technique the emphasis lied on the power used 

during the communication process. For analysis purpose, we consider usage of three different sources of 

power i.e. power required for performing transmission, power required to perform algorithm processing, and 

power required in sleep mode of the node.  

The transmitted energy is calculated using equation (4) that also includes energy that is expended due to 

overhead (Eoverhead).  

    overheadTX EIE  .
  (4) 

A simple logic is applied to control the energy dissipation by using threshold energy. As majority of the 

electronic and communication devices comes with standard specification of energy efficiency [24], hence, it 

is possible to generalize the cut-off energy of all such devices in order to perform optimal communication 

operations. The computation explained in step-5-6 is carried out by gateway node during selection of operator 

node. The probability of selecting an operator node by a gateway is around 3-7%. The gateway chooses the 

operator node through iteration in-order to find the one which yields lower value of ETX. Hence, the logic 
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written in sep-5 in do statement is about lowering the value of ETX by the log value of it. For an effective 

computation we use a scale that represents 10 Joules (initialized energy) using 1 unit of probability. This 

means that the algorithm considers lowest value of ETX as 0 while highest value equivalent to 0.9 units. This 

consideration is intentionally done so that log of any value within the limit of 0-0.9 will generate negative 

values that lower the energy consumption during routing. 

VII. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

This section discusses the outcomes of the proposed system. As the proposed EEDCR system emphasizes on 

delay minimization and energy conservation techniques the performance parameters viz. delay estimates, 

throughput, energy consumption, traffic load are chosen so that they can scale effectively on peak traffic 

condition with respect to increasing iteration rounds. 

Rationale of Comparative Analysis 

The proposed system is reviewed by considering the study that has similar concept of delay minimization and 

very closely associated with it. In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed EEDCR, we compare 

the outcomes with the work done by Asadi [25] and Hong [26]. Asadi have developed a technique called as 

DRONEE (Dual-radio opportunistic networking for energy efficiency), which is essentially meant for 

achieving energy efficiency for futuristic networking applications e.g. LTE (Long-Term Evolution) with 

opportunistic scheduling. DRONEE is also characterized by distributed network architecture and is designed 

for enhancing the quality of signal focusing on energy saving features.  The design of this technique also 

allows a node residing in one cluster to communicate with node located in another cluster. However, the 

study [25] chooses homogeneity in designing nodes, clustering, and routing process with a target to conserve 

maximum possible energy in uplink transmission. The study carried out by Hong [26] has focused on using 

distributed computing for retaining maximum throughput, delay, and energy efficiency. The author have used 

Slepian-Wolf bound [27], Markov chain, and adaptive MAC for controlling delay, energy in the 

communication process. The next section discusses about the outcomes accomplished from the simulation 

study. 

A. Analysis of Delay Estimates 

The delay is estimated by considering the time duration for a data to travel from sender node in one domain 

to destination node in another domain via gateway and operator node. The outcome highlighted in Fig.6 

showcase the comparative analysis of the delay estimates which shows that EEDCR has a superior delay 

performance as compared to Asadi [25] and Hong [26]. The method presented by [26] is based on the 

Slepian-Wolf technique that performs source coding in a distributed nature and ALOHA protocol for 

enhancing the throughput. The problem with this method is the adopted sequential encoding mechanism 

which consumes more time for processing the algorithm especially on heterogeneous distributed networking 

system. Another problem of this approach is the usage of linear recursive operation which consumes more 

processing time in order to identify the skew in the delay vector and then perform minimization of it. Hence, 

it has maximum delay. 

The DRONEE algorithm has mainly focused on performing clustering mechanism on LTE-based network 

considering the effect of stationary fading. DRONEE doesn’t have any form of recursive-based operation 

during clustering and hence it can assists in reducing the time duration of the data transfer as compared to 

Hong [26] approach. Alternatively, his method uses modulation and coding techniques in order to maintain 
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better fairness in its throughput. The modeling also includes computation of various power-related factors 

resulting in increased delay when compared to proposed EEDCR. Therefore, EEDCR reduces its 

computational process through multiple threading processes that results in simultaneous balance between data 

delivery and energy efficiency. Moreover, channel errors are less in EEDCR as the delay incurred in routing 

is estimated before the original routes are established. As a result it is evident from the graph depicted below 

that after 300ith iteration the delay is almost linear in case of EEDCR whereas the other approaches 

experiences maximum delay. Therefore, proposed EEDCR provides an efficient routing mechanism with a 

better delay performance as compared to existing techniques. 

 

Figure 6 Analysis of Delay Estimates 

B. Analysis of Average Throughput 

The QoS parameter throughput is considered for measuring the effectiveness in communication in the 

scenario of an additional operator node in EEDCR. It is computed as the cumulative amount of the data 

relayed from the gateway and the same being processed by the operator node per unit time (second). The 

result depicted in Fig.7 reveals that the average throughput of EEDCR has comparatively better performance 

in contrast to existing approaches. 

Although the Hong [26] approach was developed for improving the throughput, but its design principle was 

found to take the decision of enhancing the throughput only based on probability analysis. In order to perform 

probability analysis, the approach is highly dependent on continuous arbitrary data and lacks capturing of 

events that occur at preliminary routing stage.  Another significant impediment is the dependency on static 

sink for data processing, which reduces the throughput in a heterogeneous environment. On the other hand, 

the DRONEE algorithm makes use of the cooperative communication that assists in faster delivery of data 

packets in shortest interval of time for LTE networks. However, it also performs this task considering the 

probability of scheduling using enhanced round robin mechanism by selecting the channel that can assure 

QoS. Hence, both these approaches do not have significant change in their throughput. EEDCR addresses this 

problem by introducing operator node that is designed for performing data conversion from one domain to 

another domain during the routing process. Here, because of the pre computation technique associated with 

the EEDCR system in identifying the best route at the gateway and operator node which does not have any 

resource constraint, there will be significant enhancement in throughput quality of the network. From the 
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average throughput analysis graph it is noticed that at after 500
th

 iteration the EEDCR ensures improvement it 

the throughput where as the other two approaches do not show specific changes. Hence, EEDCR has 

maximum throughput performance. 

 

Figure 7 Analysis of Average Throughput 

C. Analysis of Energy Consumption 

The Future Internet Architecture may operate with low power devices. The nodes are operated at maximum 

energy level for routing process. It is to extend the life time of the network and enhance the quality of 

service. The comparative analysis of energy optimization in EEDCR and existing approaches is presented in 

the fig 8. 

The approach presented by HONG [26] has emphasized on clustering process in wireless sensor networks to 

reduce the energy consumption, it does not implement any optimization technique. It is due to the demand of 

the algorithm (recursive operation and probability theory) for recursive operation. When this approach was 

implemented on our scenario considering a scale 0 (lower battery state] and 1(higher batter state), we found 

that it is incompatible with the heterogeneous devices in perspective to energy conservation. The Slepian-

Wolf method has proved efficient for small sensor operations, but fails to retain energy. This is because of the 

utilization of energy towards data processing. The results depicted in the graph shows that the performance of 

the prior approach with respect to energy consumption was better till 500
th

 level of iterations owing to usage 

of Markov chain process. As the iteration process was increased, the energy dissipation also increased, 

because, in this system maximum number of operations are used for counting the state of the messages. On 

the other side, DRONEE [25] used clustering mechanism for energy optimization but when it was applied in 

our environment it spends most of its energy in performing opportunistic scheduling. Hence, we conclude 

that there is no significant difference in the outcomes of both these approaches. The proposed EEDCR adopts 

a simple threshold-based technique to compute the delay on the routes. It involves less overhead and results 

in accurate delay calculation that leads to significant conservation of energy. The behavior of EEDCR (Fig.8) 

with respect to energy is quite predictive in nature after 600
th

 round of simulation in heterogeneous 

distributed networking system where as the other two approaches exhibits irregularities in their performances. 
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Figure 8 Analysis of Energy Consumption 

D. Analysis of Average Traffic Load 

The traffic load is estimated by considering the number of request being generated over a period of time and 

the mean time required to process the same. It measures the sustainability of the system with increasing 

traffic load. It is assumed that if a system has the property of normalizing the traffic, then it exhibits a curve 

with gradient decent to prove its effectiveness in managing the traffic load under peak traffic condition. 

Fig.9 shows the analysis of the average traffic load. The Hong [26] uses arbitrary access mechanism and 

distributed source coding in a homogeneous network. However, when the simulation environment is changed 

to a system with heterogeneous nodes, this approach is found to consume more time in encoding the groups. 

From the average traffic load analysis graph it is proved that the existing mechanism is good for sensor 

network but not ideal for dynamic networks and hence the system is having lesser capability to sustain 

increasing traffic load with increasing rounds of iterations.  

 

Figure 9 Analysis of Average Traffic Load 

The DRONEE algorithm used cooperative communications scheme among wireless relay nodes to achieve 

high rate of data transmission. This feature was not enabled to compute delay during or before the routing 

process. The pre computation technique associated with the EEDCR system in identifying the best route for 

communication at the gateway and operator node assists in leveraging the capability of the node to sustain 
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increasing traffic load. The simulation results depicted in Fig 9 reveals that the performance of EEDCR 

decreases linearly with increasing rounds of iteration and traffic load.  The following section presents the 

quality analysis of the proposed EEDCR to conclude that it excels better in its performance when compared 

to existing techniques with respect to multiple performance parameters. 

Quality Analysis 

The performance parameters considered for quality analysis are delay, average traffic load, average 

throughput and energy consumption. The following are the observations arrived from results discussed in 

section VII. 

The delay estimates depicted in the fig 6 shows that at the initial iteration rounds EEDCR have the minimum 

delay of 0.2 milliseconds. This is because the delay compensation algorithm helps in finding routes with less 

delay before the routing process is initiated. Absence of this technique in the existing approaches increases 

the delay to 2 milliseconds in DRONEE algorithm and 2.6 milliseconds in Hong. As the number of iteration 

rounds increases the delay in EEDCR rises to 1 millisecond and later it almost increases linearly by 10%. In 

case of the existing approaches they exhibits random variations and therefore the behavior of these systems 

are unpredictable in future.  The average throughput of EDDCR presented in the fig 7 revels that as the 

number of iteration rounds increase the throughput also increases by 15% for every round of iteration. This is 

because of the additional operator node used in EEDCR to identify the best routes. The approaches adopted 

by DRONNE and Hong do not show remarkable changes with respect to average throughput. The 

comparative analysis of energy consumption by EEDCR showed in fig 8 scales linearly by 0.05 joules for 

every one step increase in iteration. This controlled dissipation on energy improves the lifetime of the 

network. In case of DRONNE algorithm the energy consumption increases to 0.5 joules at the 300
th

 iteration 

and later increases linearly by 0.02 joules for every increase in the iteration round. At 800
th

 iteration it rises to 

0.88 joules resulting fast drainage of the battery power and leading to low network lifetime. The Hong 

approach exhibits high energy consumption in every simulation round resulting in degradation in QoS. Hence 

both these approaches do not show improvements in the life time of the communicating nodes in the network. 

Finally the average traffic load depicted in the fig 9 infers that the EEDCR system has about 80% capability 

to withstand the increasing traffic load due to the presence of operator nodes for sharing the load of gateways 

and domain nodes ,whereas the DRONNE algorithm and Hong approach has 40% and 20% respectively.   

VIII CONCLUSION 

This paper has laid an emphasis on the fact that the delay minimization is only possible if the persistent 

problems associated with traffic and communication protocols are addressed efficiently. In existing internet 

architecture, the gateway node is overburdened with various networking and authentication responsibilities 

that degrade the data transmission to certain extent. Hence, we share some of the responsibilities of gateway 

to a third party node called as operator node. In the proposed model, a requesting node may reside within a 

particular domain (out of many domains) or move to another domain. Each domain is also assumed to follow 

its own routing techniques. The request messages of the nodes will be passed on to their respective gateways 

which are directly communicating with the operator nodes. There are many operator nodes, which keeps 

addresses of other respective gateways in order to access or forward the data to another node in different 

domains. The gateway node computes the routes based on minimal delay and minimal energy and perform 

data transmission, which gives guaranteed results of data transmission. Our result shows better outcomes with 

respect to data transmission and energy conservation in comparison to the existing techniques. 
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Abstract- In this modern world dealing with enormous amount of data, text summarization plays a crucial 

role in extracting meaningful content and presenting precise, understandable information from large text. 

Many approaches to summarize text have been introduced over the years. Conventional methods create 

summary from text directly by extracting words that leads to redundancy and neglect document summary 

relationship. Deep learning techniques are proved to be effective in generating summaries. The paper 

focuses on deep learning based techniques for text summarization introduced over the years. 

 

Index Terms- Text Summarization, Deep Learning, Auto Encoder, RNN, LSTM, GRU. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The textual information available has been flooding with the increasing number of articles and links over 

the past few years making it difficult to search over the data to collect valuable information and present 

the information in a concise and clear way. Increase in data increases importance for semantic density 

thus there arise the need to recognize the most important things in the shortest amount of time. The 

generated summary helps to decide whether the textual content condensed in the article is relevant or not. 

The idea of text summarization is finding a subset of the information to represent the entire document. 

Text summarization is taken as a task for condensing some textual information to a shorter version of 

itself which may contain all relevant and important information related to that document. It can be 

considered as a form of compression and hence suffer from information. Loss. Text summarization is 

effectively used in generating medical record summaries, weather data summary, news summaries etc. 

Text summarization is broadly classified into the following categories: 

1. Extractive text summarization: In this text summarization task objects are extracted from the 

documents without modification. 

2. Abstractive Summarization: Different from extractive summarization as a word are modified, 

perform rephrasing or uses word that are not in the original document to create the summary 

hence making it more complex. 

1.1. Deep Learning 

Deep learning[1] is considered to be a type of representation learning method that uses cascade of 

multiple nonlinear processing units for performing transformations and feature extractions in such a way 

that output of one layer if feed as an input to next layer. Deep learning algorithms are capable of learning 

from the inputs in a supervised or unsupervised manner through multiple levels called as feature layers.  

The features layers are not described and designed by humans but are automatically learned from 

generalized learning process.  
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Conventional methods for text summarization includes directly extracting words from the textual content 

to represent the summary, Text summarization include removing stop words, identifying noun groups, 

lemmatization etc. The major disadvantage of conventional methods is that the summary generated may 

contain redundant words. As there are no record of the words that are already been selected it is possible 

that words may repeat itself in the summary as it does in the main text. Also, in conventional methods the 

relation between the summary that are generated and the document is very low. Thus, making it difficult 

for the users to have clear understanding of the document from the summarized content. Thus to 

overcome the disadvantages Deep learning techniques are employed to text summarization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Three layered neural network with one input layer,one output layer and one hidden layer 

 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the various models of deep learning that are 

employed in text summarization and Section III compares various text summarization techniques using 

Deep learning models. Section IV discusses evaluation techniques. Section V pro-vides the conclusion 

and VI the references. 

 

II. MODELS IN TEXT SUMMARIZATION 

 

Various deep learning models are used in text summarization some of them are explained below: 

 

2.1Auto Encoder 

 

Auto encoder is an unsupervised learning algorithm that is used to learn data coding efficiently. Auto 

encoder aims at learning the representation of a set of data in order to reduce its dimensionality as well as 

complexity. The auto encoder consists of three layers that are the input layer, the encoding layer and the 

decoding layer (output layer). The input and the output layer are basically the same in such a way that the 

algorithm learns to compress the input data into an encoded format in the encoding layer which is later 

decoded to its original self by decoding layer. Auto encoders perform dimensionality reduction by 

compressing the input data by removal of noises.  
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Figure 4: Basic Architecture of Auto Encoder [2] 

 

For each input X given at the input layer, the input is encoded into an latent representation O such that O 

= f(X) and at the output layer the encoded representation is reconstructed as Y=g(O). 

 

2.2. Recurrent Neural Network 

 

Recurrent neural network [11] belongs to the class of artificial neural network that are represented using 

graphical models. Nodes belong to the part of directed graph along a sequence that allows the exhibition 

of temporal dynamic behavior. In traditional neural network input and output are considered to be 

independent of each other thus it does not take into account the previous information. In feed forward 

neural network [12] the connections between nodes never make up a cycle, information moves in one 

direction from input states through hidden states to output state. Also, the outputs are independent of each 

other such that output at time step t is not dependent on the out of time step t-1. In a scenario such as 

predicting the next word in a sentence feed forward network are observed to be inefficient. In RNN, the 

internal states can be used to process a sequence of input through back propagation. RNN are found to be 

effective where the input and outputs are dependent on each other. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Recurrent Neural Network Unit [13] 

 
Here in each time step t, the RNN unit takes the input vector 𝑥𝑡 and the hidden state vector ℎ𝑡−1 to form 

the output of the hidden state ℎ𝑡 the process is thus repeated until all the inputs are processed.RNN can be 

formulated as a function given as: 
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ℎ𝑡= f(𝑥𝑡, ℎ𝑡−1) (1) 

 

 

2.2.1. Limitation in RNN 
The major drawback of RNN are termed as vanishing gradient problem[14] and exploding gradient 

problem[15].While performing back propagation in RNN it tends to calculate the error that is square of 

the difference between the actual output and the output observed from a model. With the calculated value 

for error the weight function for the next time step is calculated as: 

W=n
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑤
  (2) 

    

where w is the change in weight, 
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑤
  is the rate of change of error with respect to weight that is called the 

gradient and n is the learning rate. Thus from this the new weight is calculated by adding w to the old 

weight. Now, if the value of the gradient becomes very small than 1 then ∆𝑤 becomes negligible resulting 

in no greater difference in the weight calculation for the next time step. This is referred to as the 

Vanishing gradient problem .Similarly, If the gradient value becomes too large and there are long term 

dependencies then in each time step the weight value increases drastically. This is referred to as 

Exploding gradient problem and can be solved by using truncated BTT[16] or by clipping gradient at 

threshold. As for the former, the solution is to use LSTM and GRU. 

 

2.3. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) 

LSTM’s [24] are a special form of RNN that are capable of learning long term dependencies. In some 

scenarios, only recent information are required to perform a given task such as language models trying to 

predict the last word in a sentence .In situations where the gap between relevant information and the place 

where it is needed is small RNN learns to use the past information without the occurrence of problems 

discussed earlier But there are cases where more context are needed where the gap between relevant 

information and where it is needed are large. In such cases LSTM network are proven to be efficient. 

 

LSTM has a chain like structure where the repeating module has four interacting modules that are the cell 

state, output gate, update gate and the forget gate. The cell state is represented using the horizontal 

running layer in the LSTM repeating module and act as a convener belt with minimal interactions. The 

basic structure of an LSTM module is given as follows: 
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Figure 6: Basic Architecture of LSTM [25] 

2.3.1 Forget Gate 

 

The forget gate identifies the information that need to be eliminated from the cell state so that only 

relevant information are taken forward. The gate take into account the output from the previous time 

stamp ℎ𝑡−1 the new input 𝑥𝑡and produces an output between 0 and 1 for each cell state describing 

whether to keep the state or not. The following equation defines the sigmoid function carried out by the 

forget gate. 

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎  (𝑤𝑓 [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡]; 𝑏𝑓 )                            (3) 

 

2.3.2. Update Gate 

 

Update gate decides on what information to be stored in the memory cell. The gate works in two layers, 

one of which is the input sigmoid layer that decides upon the value to be updated and an tanh layer that 

creates the vector of the new candidate value  𝐶𝑡−1̃  that can be added to the states later. 

 

At first the sigmoid function take into account the input coming from the precious time stamp ht 1 and the 

new input xt to calculate the value of it as: 

 𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎  (𝑤𝑖  [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡]; 𝑏𝑖 )        (4)  

 

and also the inputs are passed through the tanh layer to create 𝑐�̃� as follows: 

 

                                                               𝐶𝑡−1̃ = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ  (𝑤𝑐  [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡]; 𝑏𝑐  )                  (5) 

 

now the values of it , ft and are used to update the value of new cell state ct as : 

                                                   

 

                                                              𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝐶�̃�                                    (6) 

 

2.3.3. Output Gate 
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Output gate contains sigmoid layer that decides what parts of the cell state is given to the output. The cell 

state is made to pass through a tanh activation function to push its values between -1 and 1. After 

activation, the cell state is multiplied with the output of sigmoid layer to decide the output. The 

mathematical representation is given by the two equations: 

 

                                          𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎  (𝑤𝑜 [ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡], 𝑏𝑜 )                       (7) 

 

                                            ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ∗ tanh (𝑐𝑡)                                (8) 

 

The major disadvantage with an LSTM network is that there are lots of operations performed within a 

single repetitive unit. Which when considered for a big network, the training process consumes greater 

amount of time. In order to overcome this limitation GRU were introduced. 

 

 

2.4. Gated Recurrent Unit 

 

Unlike LSTM, GRU does not account to any cell state it uses two different gates namely reset gate and an 

update gate. The update gate decides how much of the past information needs to passed on to the future 

states. Where, Reset gate decides in how much past information to forget. These two gates account to the 

output produced by the repetitive unit in each time step. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 4: Basic Architecture of GRU [25] 

 

 

III. COMPARISON 

 

 
Table 1: Comparison of Text Summarization Techniques Using Auto Encoder  

 

Paper Pros Cons 

 

[3] Local representation reduces sparsity and 

multiple runs improve efficiency. 

Only works well with small vocabulary and    

mostly support query based search. 

 

[4] More descriptive feature space and 

improve recall on average. 

Under performed system, need improvement 

in accuracy. 

 

[5] Account to summarization and Computational needs are high. Relation 
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reconstruction of text and aims at 

efficient semantic representation of 

variable size text. 

between summary and document are poor. 

[6] Uses attention model to reduce 

redundancy. 

Needs improvement in performance. 

 

 

[7] Improves summary quality and 

outperforms state-of-art models. 

Not proven to be efficient. 

 

 

[8] Document–Summary pair training and 

more interpreted summaries 

Sometimes fails to arrange word in correct 

order 

 

[9] Achieves state-of-art performance in 

benchmark datasets and better internal 

representation 

Requires improvement in terms of sentence 

segmentation representation 

 

 

[10] Splits sentences based on position and is 

a hierarchical model  

Fails to outperform baseline attention 

decoder 

 

  

    
 

Table 2: Comparison of Text Summarization Techniques Using  RNN 

 

 

Paper Pros Cons 

 

[17] Structurally simple and performs end to 

end training. 

Efficient alignment and consistency in 

generation are challenges. 

 

[18] Provides state-of-art performance and 

promising results. 

Factual data incorrectly reproduced and 

replace uncommon words with alternatives. 

 

[19] Adress the modeling issue of preserving 

meaning and key content. 

Doesnot account to previous information 

 

 

[20] Trained on human generated reference 

summaries. 

Less Rouge value. 

 

 

[21] Reduces inaccuracy and repetition and 

out performs state-of-art model 

Performance and high level abstraction 

needs to be achieved 

 

[22] Captures notations of salience and 

repetition .Easily interpretable. 

 

Structured summarization problem. 

 

[23] Semi supervised technique outperforms 

standard seq2seq. 

Less accurate 

 

 

  
 

Table 3: Comparison of Text Summarization Techniques Using LSTM &GRU 
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Paper Pros Cons 

 

[26] Capture compositionality better without 

complex Architecture. 

 

Timescale constant can be optimized further. 

 

[27] Efficient document summary scoring Requires large scale training corpus. 

 

 

[28] Computational efficiency is prominent 

and has good Accuracy 

Redundant information. 

 

 

[29] Generate natural sentences Training is time consuming and also 

determining semantic similarity between 

phrases is difficult 

 

IV. EVALUATION METHOD 

 
Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting (ROUGE) [30] is a evaluation method for text summarization it 

automatically determines a summary quality by comparing it with ideal summaries created by humans 

called the gold standards. The measure determines the count of overlapping unit between the generated 

and the ideal summaries. There are four different Rouge measures described as follows: 

1. ROUGE-N :N-Gram co-occurrence statistics It is a n-gram recall calculated between the 

generated candidate summary and the set of referenced summaries. 

2. ROUGE-L: Longest Common Subsequence Given two sequence P and Q , the longest common 

subsequence of P an Q are the common subsequence with the maximum length. 

3. ROUGE-W: Weighted Longest Common Subsequence Improves ROUGE-L values by 

remembering the length of the consecutive matches that are encountered so far. 

4. ROUGE-S: Skip-Bigram Co-Occurrence Statistics Calculates the overlapping Skip-

Bigram between the generated summaries and the set of referenced summaries 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The paper summarizes the various model of deep learning that are employed in text summarization 

process and also the techniques that are developed over the years. It is observed Auto encoders, RNN and 

GRU are three main models that are widely employed in text summarization process and are proven to be 

more  efficient than conventional text summarization methods. 
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Abstract—The rapid progress of WWW has created gigantic amount of web data. Web usage mining can 

be applied to determine valuable information from the user communication with the WWW. The main 

objective of mining of web usage is to interpret the response of web site customers via the approach of 

data mining. Insight gained from web usage mining perhaps employed to boost designing of website, 

grant personification service and clear the way for more productive browsing. To attain this, it is required 

to secure pattern of user access in the form of log files. Web Usage mining is a way of determining 

communication of user with distinct web application. It is a process, which mainly consists of three inter-

dependent phases like preprocessing of data, discovery of pattern and analysis of pattern. This survey 

paper objective is to study various techniques and algorithms for data preprocessing and data discovery 

stages. The authors have identified the gaps that are present in various web usage mining algorithms and 

proposed techniques to handle few of them. They also studied and analyzed frequent itemset mining 

algorithm like Apriori, FP-growth and SSIFM (Single-scan Frequent Itemset Mining Algorithm) on web 

usage data. 

 

Keywords— Data mining; web usage mining; preprocessing; pattern discovery; pattern analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Mining of data is a method of extracting knowledge from massive volume of input. Repository of data 

perhaps in the form of database, data warehouse or data marts. Process of data mining involves three 

major stages specifically data pre-processing, pattern extraction and pattern analysis to discover useful 

patterns. 

 

Web mining is a branch of data mining, helpful in discovering hidden pattern form large volume of web 

data repository. World Wide Web is an information system which holds huge data in the form of links, 

images, audio, video and graphics files. Web mining is somewhat distinct from data mining because it 

majorly pertain to unstructured or semi structured data, while data mining concerned with structured data. 

  

Web mining conceivably on the whole subdivided to form three categories: The headmost subgroup is 

web content mining. It tries to obtain utility facts or comprehension from the content of web page. Web 

page may consist of text, audio, video, image, metadata and hyperlinks etc. Investigation in web content 

mining comprises acquiring facts from the web, classification of document and grouping, and drawing out 

information from web pages. The second subgroup is web structure mining. It tries to uncover knowledge 

from the hyperlink structure. It is categorized in to two kinds such as intra page structure and inter page 

structure. In Intra page structure, same page holds the link. It does not support opening of different page. 

Inter-page structure assist linking of one page to some other page. The third subgroup of web mining is 

called as web usage mining. It relates to the exploration of browsing pattern of user from web log. It gives 

prominence for diverse techniques of data mining to perceive and interpret identified patterns. 
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Web Usage Mining 

Web usage mining pertains to the preprogrammed exploration and investigation of patterns in web log. 

Discovered usage pattern is helpful to perceive and more effectively support the requirements of Web-

based applications. The main purpose is to acquire, design, and analyze the user access patterns and their 

profiles, when they communicate with website. In mining of web usage, several approaches are employed 

to extract data produced by proxy server, web server and cookies to arrive at navigation pattern and 

browsing nature of the user. 

 

Fig. 2 shows the three distinct phases of Web Usage Mining. Preprocessing of data is the first phase under 

this category. The web log file consists of huge amount of incomplete and unnecessary information, so 

straight away employing of such primitive log to perform web usage mining is not possible. Quality of 

web log file can be improved by applying preprocessing technique. Different techniques are applied in 

preprocessing phase that is cleaning of data, identification of user, sessionization, data integration, data 

transformation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Data Cleaning 

It is a mechanism to recognize and eliminate rows from web log which are not necessary and conformant. 

Web log consists of several attribute fields, from that only necessary fields are selected and others are 

Fig. 1: Categories of Web Mining 

Web Structure Mining finds 
knowledge from hyper link 

structure 

Web Usage Mining discovers 
access pattern of user from 

web logs 

 

Web Mining 

Web Content Mining draw out 

knowledge from web page 

 

Web Log 

Data Preprocessing 
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Sessionization 
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Clustering 
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Discovered Patterns 

Aggregate User Model 

Fig. 2: Web Usage Mining Architecture 
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removed. First step in data cleaning is to remove records with file extension JPEG, GIF, CSS and so on, 

as the web pages are not of user interest, and instead it is implanted objects in the web page. Second step 

is to discard the entries which are marked with error status code, in case of user request for the web page 

which is not available on web server. Third step is to remove the web log entries gathered from the 

crawlers or machines as they do not reflect the way in which actual user move across the website. Several 

search engines announce them as an agent and thus can be recognized without any difficulty by string 

matching. 

B. User Identification 

It is a process to find out the user one who contacted web site and which pages are secured. If users 

have registered their details, then identification of such users is easy. There are several users who did not 

sign up their information and access web sites via, agent. Moreover, the same person can use different 

systems, and different users can use the same system as well. Additionally, proxy server conceals suitable 

facts about individual users as different computers take part on the internet work with the same IP address 

with the help of proxy server. All the above complications make the effort of user identification greater 

difficulty and complexity. Cookies can be used to correctly track users’ behaviors. But taking privacy in 

to account, many users do not use cookies. Hence it is required to determine other approaches to provide 

solution to this problem 

C. Session Identification 

Sessionization, is the assignment to recognize the sessions from the raw data. But the challenge here is 

that, the log file of server do not hold entire essential facts. Modify data in to a suitable form, so that they 

can be treated as data for the algorithms. Data mining techniques will be applied to the appropriate data to 

achieve predetermined goal.  

 

The second stage of web usage mining is Pattern Discovery. After identifying user sessions, apply various 

mechanisms and process originated from various fields namely data mining, machine learning, statistics 

and pattern recognition. Based on the requirement of the investigator, different kinds of pattern access, 

such as finding association rules, path analysis, discovery of sequential patterns, and clustering and 

classification can be performed. Identifying of desired patterns and to extract understandable knowledge 

from them is a challenging task. 

 

Analysis of pattern is the last phase in the web usage mining. Main objective of this phase intend to 

remove the guidelines or arrangements which are not relevant. And also retrieve the relative rules or 

patterns from the outcome of pattern discovery phase. Structured Query Language (SQL), Online 

Analytical Processing (OLAP) are the tools used to perform pattern analysis. 

D. Data Sources 

There are three important data sources for web usage mining which includes data repositories such as 1. 

Server log 2. Client log and 3. Proxy log. 

Server log provides details corresponding to page asked by the user. Details of the current requests are 

entered at the end of the file. This log file holds information related to the request made by the user such 

as, IP address, date and time, URL of requested page, HTTP code, bytes served, user agent and referrer. 

All this input conceivably aggregated in to one file or segregated in to various log files, such as error, 

access and referrer log. Server log file is projected as not complete file since it do not document the 
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cashed pages. These are mainly user admin purposes such as, constructive web site administration, 

established resources management. 

The browser window of the client holds client log file within it. Recording of details to the log file are 

made by the Web server. These files are used to represent user behavior as they are most genuine and 

precise. But it is complex exercise to alter the browser for each user and demands users’ concentration 

and cooperation. 

Proxy log file hold the HTTP requisition from various users to various Web servers. This log file is a 

source of data to uncover the pattern of use of unidentified users who share a same proxy server. As 

Proxy server log files are more susceptible and composite, it is more difficult to deliver true picture user 

behavior. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

The best approach for preprocessing of web usage mining is proposed by K. Sudheer Reddy [7]. Authors 

have proposed algorithms for user and session identification. This method not only decreases the volume 

of the log file further improves the quality of data. Mitali Srivastava et.al [3] made an observation of 

extraction of data and cleaning of data in web usage mining. They suggested data extraction and data 

cleaning algorithm, which works on web log file. Result of the experiment in this paper showed that raw 

log data reduced to 80% after cleaning process. 

 

Neha Goel et.al [4], designed a tool for preprocessing web logs. It is a complete tool for reducing data 

which are not relevant and appropriate. And also modify it into a suitable form so that it can be applicable 

for analysis. The proposed methodology also figures out some enhanced attributes in statistics form 

namely the amount of time that has passed in getting the outcome, hit count by corresponding IP. K. 

Sudheer Reddy et.al [10] developed algorithms for retrieving log file from web server and combining log 

file. In the same paper, authors also focused on the preprocessing approaches realized on Web Sift tool. 

 

B. Uma Maheswari et.al. [5], suggests Greedy clustering algorithm using belief function for user profile 

creation. This algorithm uses belief function similarity measure to assist clustering task that has capability 

to apprehend the unreliability between web user’s navigation attainments. This study presented a method 

based on referrer information for making error free transactions in data preprocessing. Outcome of review 

is provided to the group of routines which makes use of Dempster’s rule. 

 

P. Nithya et.al [9] presented preprocessing approach for mining web log to eliminate noise and robots in 

the web. The output of preprocessing is an error free input for the later stages of data mining. For 

measuring the proposed preprocessing technique anonymous web data set is used, and it discloses the 

number of records. P. Dhanalakshmi et.al. [1], developed algorithms for static log cleaning static user and 

session identification. 

 

Priyanka S. Panchal et. al. [8], proposed composite method for predicting users acquire pattern rest on 

Markov model. This technique performs grouping of user exploration build on their affinity measure 

along with concept of Markov model. Here the fundamentals of apriori algorithm can be set for guessing 

web link. Web link prevision is a way to predict the user visit to web page based on their past visiting 

record. 
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Yakhchi S et.al. [12], proposed improved ARMICA which deals with numerous attributes such as the 

count of accomplished rules, database scans, and the aspect of produced rules. Authors compared the 

novel approach with the existing algorithms and outcome of the experiment showcased, ARMICA-

Improved is quicker, and produces reduced count of rules with more aspects. It has taken reduced count 

of database search to produce more exact results. 

 

Enhanced hybrid system proposed by Janisa Colaco et.al. [14], for predicting user navigation pattern. 

These novel algorithms are used for locating chronic pattern and grouping the identified patterns. This 

hybrid algorithm shows enhanced results compared to the existing system based on Apriori. Smaller 

amount of time is taken by this technique, which resulted in improvement on computational and 

clustering efficiency. Mining Least Association Rule (MILAR) algorithm [20] is applied on student exam 

dataset to obtain the secondary association rule. Inference shows that the count of implied association 

rules are downsized as there is increase in CRS (Critical Relative Support) value. Further it reduced the 

number of rules that are apathetic. 

 

Abdelghani Guerbas et.al [22] applied DBSCAN and OPTICS clustering algorithm for productive mining 

of web log and prevision of navigational pattern accordingly. Authors also recommended an outline for 

the best online navigational behavior prediction. It assists in decreasing the reaction time of server by 

accumulating pages that are most probably appealed by a user.  

III. GAPS IDENTIFIED IN EXISTING DATA PREPROCESSING ALGORITHMS  

An algorithm for static log cleaning, static user and session identification by P. Dhanalakshmi et.al. [1], 

has greater attainment in terms of error rate and F-measure only on restricted data volume and fields. 

Session identification algorithm proposed by P. Sukumar et.al [2], has not explored accuracy metric for 

the algorithm to identify user and session. 

 

Precision benchmark for user and session identification algorithm is not tackled in preprocessing method 

proposed by K. Sudheer Reddy et.al. [7], for web usage mining. Effectiveness of the method proposed in 

this paper is not measured. Algorithms recommended for cleaning data, data fusion and data extraction by 

Mitali Srivastava et.al [3], are not efficient as they are inappropriate for huge data set. Time taken by 

algorithms is increasing for large data set. So the proposed algorithm does not have the ability to scale up 

with growing data set.  

 

The tool that was designed for preprocessing web logs presented by Neha Goel et.al. [4], is restricted to a 

few records and to a specific website. So it is required to test the algorithms proposed by authors in this 

paper with different website for measuring its performance. K. Sudheer Reddy et.al [10], suggested 

algorithms for extracting and joining log file from web server. These algorithms require web log files of 

longer duration and more rules to improve server performance.  

 

Greedy clustering algorithm using belief function, suggested by B. Uma Maheswari et.al [5], is 

experimented on web log of smaller size.  Only few number of user identified and session formed by this 

method. As this algorithm cannot scale up to work on huge web log, its usage is limited to small data set. 

Algorithm proposed by Nisarg Pathak et.al.[6], examines only unchanging log files. It needs to enhance in 

identifying navigation pattern of user for unsteady website.   
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New clustering technique proposed by Priyanka S. Panchal et. al [8], computes fixed number of clusters 

which affects the accuracy of web page prediction. Accuracy and efficiency of the preprocessing 

algorithms for discarding provincial and widespread noise and web vehicles, is not measured in the work 

stated by P. Nithya et. al. [9]. In this paper, author has not compared time taken for user interested pattern 

prediction with other widely used prediction techniques. 

IV. GAPS IDENTIFIED IN EXISTING DATA DISCOVERY ALGORITHMS 

Efficiency of the algorithm proposed by D.Kerana et.al. [11], is similar to Apriori algorithm. Imperialist 

Competitive Algorithm presented by Shahpar Yakhchi et. al.[12], requires a predefined parameter and a 

proper mechanism to set this value. Frequent item set mining using pattern growth approach developed by 

Rashmi et.al [13], is not tested for large volume of data.    

 

Janisa Colaco et. al [14], developed hybrid algorithm for predicting pattern of user behaviour  is tested 

only for EPA data set. The experimental outcome of the newly introduced system is not distinguished 

with various alternative current systems. Suggested algorithms by the author perchance evaluated with the 

help of other set of data. Additionally, the suggested system can be exercised to various operation fields 

to evaluate its performance and applicability. 

 

Comparison of Dclat algorithm with other algorithms suggested by Vijayarani et. al [15], is not measured 

the quality of association rule. Novel fitness functions defined using multi-objective GA-PSO [16], need 

to be scrutinized for improving the kindness of the rules. Manju et.al. presented Ant Colony Optimization 

approach is employed to produce association rule in only one step [18]. In this paper association rule’s 

quality is measured only with respect to high confidence. New improved FP-tree algorithm developed by 

Ashika et.al. [19], tested only for fixed number of transactions of size 1000. 

 

Algorithm proposed by Zailani Abdullah et. al.[20], not tested with other benchmark data set. Scalability 

of the association rule mining algorithm is not addressed in the Association rule mining using Apriori 

algorithm [21]. Abdelghani Guerbas et.al [22], applied DBSCAN and OPTICS clustering algorithm for 

persuasive mining of web log and anticipation of online navigational pattern. It uses two-step process for 

mining navigational patterns, OPTICS and then DBSCAN instead of combined density-based clustering 

algorithm. 

V.   PROPOSED METHOD 

Collect user log data from web log of the servers, perform data preprocessing for data reduction, user 

identification, session identification. Design an efficient pattern discovery technique for grouping the web 

users based on their behavior (click streams). Develop an optimized clustering technique to group the 

users with similar browsing preference and web pages that appear to be theoretically associated with 

respect to the users’ perception. Develop an organized and qualified mining method based on association 

rule to find the co-occurrence relationship among the identified patterns to extract information. Efficiency 

factors to be considered are time factor and number of database scans. 

VI.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION 

The present work carried out in Java Eclipse platform, for the study and analysis of Apriori, FP-Growth 

and SSFIM frequent itemset mining algorithm to structure highest-n frequent item set. Experiment is 
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conducted on the web server log file of msnbc.com crunched from the website, 

“http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/msnbc/msnbc.html‟. This website contains pre-processed web log data 

that reports the page visited by users on September 28, 1999.  

 

Numerous experiments have been performed applying two types of data sets to examine the algorithm’s 

performance for frequent item set mining such as Apriori, FP-Growth and SSFIM. The first dataset is a 

collection items, with average size of 4-16 having number of transactions 693. The second instance is a 

collection of medium-sized database instances, with 3196 transactions. All three algorithms in the 

experiments have been realized in java Eclipse Platform and experiments run on a desktop machine 

equipped with Intel I7 processor and 4GB memory. The following table present execution time of various 

frequent item set mining algorithm for MSNBC data set by varying the values of minimum support. 

 

Table 1. Execution Time of Frequent Itemset Mining on MSNBC Dataset 

MSNBC Dataset 

Min 

Sup 

Execution Time in ms 

FP 

Growth Apriori SSFIM 

5 23 41 39 

10 21 37  33 

15 19 32 32 

20 19 31 31 
    

 

Fig. 3: Execution Time of Frequent Itemset Mining on MSNBC Dataset 

Table 1 shows that, for dataset with small instances, FP-growth, Apriori algorithm surpasses SS-FIM. 

However, for dataset with large number of instances, SS-FIM clearly surpasses FP-Growth and Apriori. 

Fig. 3 shows the runtime performance of the FP-growth,  Apriori and SSFIM using the msnbc datasets 

described above. 

 

Table 2 approves that SS-FIM algorithm is finer than FP-Growth and Apriori when we handle sparse and 

large dataset. It presents execution time of various frequent item set mining algorithm for chess data set 

by varying the values of minimum support. 
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Table 2. Execution Time of Frequent Itemset Mining on Chess Dataset 

Chess Dataset 

Min 

Sup 

Execution Time in ms 

FP 

Growth Apriori SSFIM 

60 926 123419 99 

70 310 19829 91 

80 178 3872 83 

90 138 485 77 

 

Fig. 4: Execution Time of Frequent Itemset Mining on Chess Dataset 

 

Fig. 4 shows the runtime performance of the FP-growth, Apriori and SSFIM using the chess datasets 

described above. It shows that SS-FIM is not sensible to any variation of minimum support threshold 

value. The number of item set generated by this algorithm is fixed. Alternatively, Apriori algorithm 

performs multiple scanning of the dataset. It produces enormous candidate itemsets when minimum 

support threshold value is fixed with low value which declines the runtime of the algorithm. FP-Growth 

algorithm decreases the number of dataset scanning contrasted to Apriori, but expend more memory when 

it operates on large dataset instances. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Due to huge advancement of web-based applications, most of the research is happening in web usage 

mining. It considers interpreting the look through behavior of website users and employing the perceived 

knowledge to elevate perfection of browsing experience. This paper presented an outline of all the aspects 

of web usage mining method. This paper described the recent approaches for preprocessing of web server 

log. This work also highlighted techniques and algorithms used in pattern discovery and analysis. Present 

work identified gaps that are present in several existing preprocessing and pattern discovery algorithms. 

Study and analysis of frequent item set mining algorithm reveals that for small instances of dataset, FP-

growth, Apriori algorithm is better than SS-FIM. However, SS-FIM performs well for dataset with large 

number of instances. 

 

Scalability of preprocessing algorithm for web usage mining is the focus of the future work. Design and 

implementation of efficient hybrid method in pattern discovery and analysis phase to extract more 

knowledge from web log file.  
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Abstract- Characterization of fabricated nano-template plays a vital role in nano engineering and 

technology. The geometrical properties of the nanopores in synthesized nano membrane depend on the 

anodizing parameters like concentration of acid, anodizing time, temperature of the bath and voltage 

applied. The present study exhibits the automated tool to measure the nanoporous media by extracting the 

geometrical features; nanopore radius and nanopore circularity of anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) by 

varying anodizing parameters. The experimental results depicts that as the anodization time is increased 

(5mins, 9mins, 20mins and 30mins), the nanopore radius have gradually increased from 7.9nm to 11.6nm 

and nanopore circularity has decreased from 0.73 to 0.56 by keeping the constant value in concentration 

(5%), temperature (20
0
C) and voltage (50 V). Similarly, as the voltage is increased (35V, 40V, 45V), the 

nanopore radius increased gradually from 8nm to 13.3nm and the nanopore circularity increased initially 

from 0.68 to 0.78 and decreased to 0.66  by maintaining the concentration (4.7%), time (8min) and 

temperature (5
0
C) constant. The increase in nanopore radius from 55.6nm to 67.4nm and increase in 

nanopore circularity from 0.55 to 0.67 is witnessed when the concentration (4% and 5%) and temperature 

(20
0
C and 25

0
C) has been altered keeping time (20 min) and voltage (50 V) constant.  The extracted 

feature values of nanopore radius and circularity are verified by a chemical expert, which proves the 

exhaustiveness of the proposed results.  

 
Keywords- AAO, Aluminium Nanopore, Characterization, FESEM, Pore radius, Pore circularity, 

Nanomaterial, Nanotechnology. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Anodic aluminium oxide (AAO)[1] has drawn extensive attention in nanotechnology due to its well-

defined pore architecture and suitable corrosion resistance, thermal stability, hardness, abrasion resistance 

and insulation properties. As a nano-template or host material, AAO plays an essential role for various 

surface engineering applications, e.g. molecular separation, catalysis, energy storage, electronics, sensors, 

drug delivery and template synthesis, and  it is a component in a diverse range of nanostructured materials 

in the form of nanodots, nanowires and nanotubes [2-6].  Pore geometry is found useful in describing 

important flow and transport mechanisms and in predicting flow properties of different porous media 

relevant to numerous fundamental and industrial applications [10-11]. The benefit of nanotechnology 

depends on the fact that it is possible to tailor the structures of materials at extremely small scales to 

achieve specific properties, thus greatly extending the material science toolkit. Using nanotechnology, 

materials can effectively be made stronger, lighter, more durable, more reactive, more sieve-like, or better 

electrical conductors, among many other traits. There are many daily used commercial products in the 

market based on the nanoscale materials and its process.  
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The importance of nanoscale materials has drawn attention of many nano researchers for the last couple 

of decades. The application of nanoporous templates was presented by C. Sousa [7].  Solar desalination 

through aluminium nanoparticles was studied by L. Zhou [8]. X Yang worked on the topological 

parameters of nanopore [9].  Computational geometry was studied by Joost H. [12]. The geometrical 

features of Al2O3  nanopore images was proposed by P. Bannigidad and Jalaja U. [13-15]. 

 

The objective of the present study is to extract the geometric feature values of nanopore radius and 

nanopore circularity from the Al2O3 FESEM images using global thresholding method. These values are 

useful in describing the important flow and transport mechanism and in predicting flow properties of 

different porous media relevant to numerous fundamental and industrial applications. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

Aluminium nanoporous FESEM images (A, B, C and D) are obtained at regular intervals of time (5 mins, 

9mins, 20 mins and 30 mins), keeping constant the concentration (5%), temperature (20
0
C) and voltage 

(50 V). The images (E, F and G) are obtained at varying voltage (35V, 40V, 45V) keeping the 

concentration (4.7%), time (8min) and temperature (5
0
C) constant. Images (H and I) are obtained at 4% 

and 5% concentration, 20
0
C and 25

0
C temperature respectively keeping time (20 mins) and voltage (50V) 

constant. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The objective of the present study is to develop an automated tool to determine the effect of changing 

anodization parameters on the geometrical features; namely, the nanopore radius and nanopore circularity 

of Al2O3 nanopores in the experimental FESEM images. In contrast with the current manual staining 

techniques the proposed method is more efficient, accurate, reliable and robust. The top views of 

anodized Al2O3 FESEM images are shown in Fig.1. Images labeled A, B, C and D are obtained at regular 

intervals of time (5 mins, 9 mins, 20 mins and 30 mins), keeping constant the concentration (5%), 

temperature (20
0
C) and voltage (50 V). The images E, F and G are obtained at varying voltage (35V, 

40V, 45V) keeping the concentration (4.7%), time (8min) and temperature (5
0
C) constant. Image H and I 

are obtained at 4% and 5% concentration, 20
o
C and 25

o
C temperature, 20 mins time and 50V voltage. 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0098300417308968#!
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The geometric features extracted from the images; nanopore radius and nanopore circularity are defined 

as below: 

1. Nanopore radius: Radius is defined as half, the average of nanopore major axis and minor axis.  

2. Nanopore circularity: The  nanopore circularity is defined by using the below equation: 
 

C=(4π.S)/L
2  

 
 

Where S=Surface area occupied by single nanopore. 

L= Nanopore perimeter. 
 

(A) (C) 

(D) (E) (F) 

(G) (H) (I) 

(B) 

Fig. 1 Top view of aluminium oxide FESEM images 
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The following facts stand true with nanopore circularity (C): 

 C = 1, when the nanopore is an ideal circle. 

 C < 0, when the nanopore deformation occurs. 

 C value is close to 0, when nanopore is similar to elongated polygon. 

 

The algorithm of the proposed method: 

1. Read aluminium nanopore FESEM image. 

2. Convert the given input image to RGB image using the function rgb2gray() 

3. Perform pre-processing operations on step 2: 

a. Applied image enhancement to enhance the quality of the image 

b. To obtain binarized image, the following steps are applied: 

for  i=1:size(gray_image,1); 

   for j=1:size(gray_image,2); 

       if gray_image(i,j)>121 

           binary_image(i,j)=1; 

       else 

           binary_image(i,j)=0; 

       end 

   end 

end 

c. Perform morphological operations on the binarized image. 

 

4. Segment the individual nanopores from the binarized image using the below method. 

filteredpours=ones(1,num); 

for segno=1:num 

      if length(find(L==segno))<100 

            L(find(L==segno))=0; 

            filteredpours(segno)=0; 

      end 

  end 

5. Extract the geometric features; i.e., nanopore radius and nanopore circularity and store them as 

knowledge base.  

6. Finally, analyse and interpret the results using the following conditions: 

If nanopore circularity = 1 then, the nanopore is an ideal circle. 

Else if nanopore circularity < 0, then, the nanopore deformation occurs. 

Else if nanopore circularity value is close to 0, then nanopore is similar to elongated polygon. 

 

 

The flow diagram of the proposed method is depicted in the below Fig. 2: 
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Fig. 2 Flow diagram of proposed method 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimentation is carried out on Intel(R) Core(TM) Duo T6670 @ 220GHz with 2 GB RAM using 

MATLAB R2014a software tool.  The images used in the experimentation are of  500*500 dimension 

with 205.24KX magnification and are obtained from the Department of Chemistry, Rani Channamma 

University, Belagavi at varying anodizing properties. The details of these Al2O3 FESEM images are 

depicted in Fig 1. 

. 

The FESEM images are initially enhanced and then converted to binary image using global thresholding 

method (Fig2. (ii), Fig. 3 (ii) and Fig. 4(ii)). The binarized images will undergo the morphological 

operation and then the nanopores are extracted through segmentation (Fig2. (iii), Fig. 3 (iii) and Fig. 

4(iii)). The nanopore radius and nanopore circularity is computed for every nanopore. Finally, the results 

are interpreted, analysed and categorised based on the values of nanopore circularity criteria (discussed in 

section 2).  
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Fig. 3    (i) Original FESEM images captured at different intervals of time, (ii) Grayscale images, (iii) 

Segmented images 

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

(i)                              (ii)                           (iii)                 
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Fig. 4    (i) Original FESEM images captured at different voltage, (ii) Grayscale images, (iii) Segmented 

images 
 

 
Fig. 5    (i) Original FESEM images captured at different temperature and concentration, (ii) Grayscale 

images, (iii) Segmented images 
 

E 

F 

G 

    (i)                             (ii)                              (iii) 
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The average results of Al2O3 nanopore images categorised based on nanopore circularity is shown in the 

Table 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aluminium oxide nanopores, categorised based on the geometric feature values of nanopore 

circularity extracted from the investigated samples are given in the Table 2. 

 

The experimental results are discussed as below: 

FESEM 

Images 

Number  of 

Nanopores 

Nanopores categorised based on the nanopore circularity (C) 

C near to 1 

(C>=0.8 and C<=1) 

C close to 0 

(C>=0.3 and C<0.8) 
C<0 

A 109 46 63 0 

B 139 51 88 0 

C 35 19 16 0 

D 37 11 26 0 

E 129 63 66 0 

F 221 125 96 0 

G 74 30 44 0 

H 99 33 66 0 

I 86 34 52 0 

Total 929 412 517 0 

FESEM 

Image 

Concentration 

(%) 

Time 

(min) 

Temperature 

(
0
C) 

Voltage 

(V) 

Average 

Nanopore 

Radius 

(nm) 

Average 

Nanopore 

Circularity 

(C) 

A 5 5 20 50 7.9 0.73 

B 5 9 20 50 8.9 0.61 

C 5 20 20 50 9.1 0.57 

D 5 30 20 50 11.6 0.56 

E 4.7 8 5 35 8.0 0.68 

F 4.7 8 5 40 9.6 0.78 

G 4.7 8 5 45 13.2 0.66 

H 4 20 20 50 12.7 0.55 

I 5 20 25 50 14.5 0.67 

Table 2. The aluminium oxide nanopores are categorised based on the geometric feature values of nanopore 

circularity extracted from the investigated samples  

Table 1. The average results of aluminium oxide nanopore images categorised based on circularity 
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 As the anodization time is increased (5 mins, 9 mins, 20 mins and 30 mins), keeping constant the 

concentration (5%), temperature (20
0 
C) and voltage (50V); 

o The nanopore radius has gradually increased from 7.9nm to 11.6nm (Fig. 6(1)). 

o The nanopore circularity has decreased from 0.73 to 0.56 (Fig. 7(1)).  

 Similarly, as the voltage is increased (35V, 40V, 45V), keeping the concentration (4.7%), time (8 

min) and temperature (5
0
C) constant; 

o The nanopore radius increased gradually from 8nm to 13.3nm (Fig. 6(2)).  

o The nanopore circularity increased initially from 0.68 to 0.78 when the voltage is 

increased from 35V to 40V but decreased to 0.66 when the voltage was further increased 

to 45V (Fig. 7(2)).  

 When the concentration (4% and 5%) and temperature (20
0
C and 25

0
C) was altered keeping time 

(20 min) and voltage (50 V) constant;     

o The nanopore radius increased from 55.6nm to 67.4nm (Fig. 6(3)). 

o The nanopore circularity increased from 0.55 to 0.67 (Fig. 7(3)).  

The extracted feature values of nanopore radius and nanopore circularity are verified by a chemical 

expert, which proves the exhaustiveness of the proposed results. Further, the total number of nanopores 

based on the geometric feature values of nanopore circularity which are closer to 1 are 412 nanopores and 

517 nanopores are closer to 0, out of total 929 nanopores from all the image data sets (A to I).  

 

 

Average Nanopore Radius (nm) 

Vs 

(1) Time (min) (2) Voltage (V) 
(3) Concentration (%) and 

Temperature (
0
C)  

   

 

Fig. 6    Nanopore radius in FESEM images with varied anodization time, voltage, temperature and 

concentration    
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Average Nanopore Circularity (C) 

Vs 

(1) Time (min) (2) Voltage (V) 
(3) Concentration (%) and 

Temperature (
0
C)  

   
 

Fig. 7    Nanopore circularity in FESEM images with varied anodization time, voltage, temperature and 

concentration 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

An automated tool is developed to measure the geometrical features; nanopore radius and nanopore 

circularity of AAO with the varying anodising parameters. The experimental results depicts that as the 

anodization time is increased (5mins, 9mins, 20mins and 30mins), and the nanopore radius have gradually 

increased from 7.9nm to 11.6nm and nanopore circularity has decreased from 0.73 to 0.56 by keeping the 

constant value in concentration (5%), temperature (20
0
C) and voltage (50 V). Similarly, as the voltage is 

increased (35V, 40V, 45V), the nanopore radius increased gradually from 8nm to 13.3nm and the 

nanopore circularity increased initially from 0.68 to 0.78 and decreased to 0.66  by maintaining the 

concentration (4.7%), time (8min) and temperature (5
0
C) constant. The increase in nanopore radius from 

55.6nm to 67.4nm and increased in nanopore circularity from 0.55 to 0.67 was witnessed when the 

concentration (4% and 5%) and temperature (20
0
C and 25

0
C) was altered keeping time (20 min) and 

voltage (50 V) constant.  The extracted feature values of nanopore radius and nanopore circularity are 

verified by a chemical expert, which proves the exhaustiveness of the proposed results. Further, the total 

number of nanopores based on the geometric feature values of nanopore circularity, closer to 1 are 412 

nanopores and 517 nanopores are closer to 0, out of total 929 nanopores from all the image data sets  (A 

to I). The extracted properties of aluminium nanoporous images are may be useful in describing the 

important flow and transport mechanism and in predicting flow properties of different porous media 

relevant to numerous fundamental and industrial applications. 
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Abstract- Automotive electronics has gained very high significance over the past three decades as 

electronics in today’s cars has already exceeded 20% of the total vehicle value, and is expected to 

increase further in the forthcoming years. Hence is an increasing demand to reduce the automotive 

Electronic Control Unit (ECU) development cost, enhance reliabilty, and shorten the development cycle 

time.  Modularity facilitates code reuse,  integration of third-party components is likely to reduce the 

development cost by introducing new features. In this paper, MATLAB is used to generate Application 

layer and RTE layer which in compliance with AUTOSAR. The generated AUTOSAR compliance RTE 

layer in MATLAB is completely independent of hardware, so the generated RTE is portable to any 

different hardware platform. Therefore the reuse of SWCs in automotive system is achieved using 

AUTOSAR standard. Model Based Design (MBD) is a promising way to meet the above demands. Most 

of the future innovations in the car industry will happen in the area of electronics, where the role of 

software is going to be very significant.  Further research work in this field facilitates automobile 

manufacturers to develop vehicles that satisfy new government norms that focus on specific parameters 

like road safety and pollution 

 

Index Terms- Reuse, Model Based Design, Model Based Testing, AUTOSAR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ver increasing market demand and newer technology affecting today’s competitive business 

environment globally. To enhance customization process several strategies such as; modular design 

concept, common platform, parts standardization, components commonality etc. can be adopted [1].  

 

Automobiles in the last three to four decades have seen an unprecedented rise in use and importance of 

software [2]. Being lightweight is important when automobile weight is reduced then fuel consmpation is 

also reduced by 0.5 litres [3].  Therefore, another solution is necessary. Because software has no unit cost, 

the idea to reduce complexity by using standardized software suggests itself. Prominent standardized 

automotive software architecture is the AUTOSAR. 

Model Based development under real-time constraint helps to launch new vehicles by reducing the 

valuable time required for testing. The  Model Based  methodology  approach  proposes  the use  of  an  

architecture  exploration  tool  to  facilitate  the  rapid   exploration   of   various   CPUs,   memories,   and   

peripherals [16]. 

E 
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II. REUSEABLITY OF SOFTWARE IN AUTOMOTIVE 

Typically, functionalities changes only to a small amount from one vehicle generation to the next. Most of 

the old functionalities remains remain same can be found in the new car generation. Today the process of 

software reuse is not systematically planned between OEMs and Suppliers, as required, say, for software 

product lines [4].  

 

In the end, a lot of the code could be generated from high-level models, which can be reused in product 

line approaches [5]. The organizational structure of the development process, with its interplay between 

OEMs and suppliers and the resulting conflicting desires for reuse, must also be taken into account, and 

could, in a second step, possibly be reshaped [6].  

 

A. Reuse of Software: A Challenge for Automotive OEMs 

 

More and more highly connected functions must be developed to series-production readiness, while at the 

same time development cycles become shorter and shorter. The importance of software in the automotive 

industry is shown in Figure 1. According to this study, in the year 2010, 13% of the production costs of a 

vehicle will go in software.  

 

The main prerequisite for reusing software in the automotive domain is to separate the hardware of an 

ECU from the embedded software that runs on it.  In order to fulfill the increased communication needs 

of these electronic systems, the ECUs communicate via different bus systems [7]. In requirements for the 

development of safety critical functions are stated for example, verification process, time-triggered 

architectures, and software architecture models [8]. 

 

 
Figure.1 Rise of importance of software in the car 

 
The increasing complexity of automotive electronics, the platform, distributed real-time embedded 

software, and the need for continuous evolution from one generation to the next has necessitated highly 

productive design approaches [9].   
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One of the most valuable aspects of Model-Based Design is the availability of executable models to 

perform Verification, Validation, and Test (VV&T) throughout the development process, especially its 

earliest stages [17].  

 

III. MODEL BASED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR AUTOMTOIVE SOFTWARE 

SYSTEMS 

Using Model Based Design the overall of cost- and time-consumption is heavily reduced because errors 

can be detected and corrected in early design phases [11]. Today, more than 3000 functions are realised 

by software running on ECUs, intelligent sensors and actuators [12] [13]. 

 

The reason for building those intermediate levels is the fact that it is much cheaper and faster to modify a 

model than to change the final product. The entire process is called MBD [14]. Additionally, methods 

such as Correct-by-Construction (CbyC) exist [15].  This method enables automatic code generation and 

ensures that the parameters that are verified on the model level can also be verified on the embedded code 

level [32].  

 

MBD can be defined as a visual way to create complex control systems. The main target is to move a 

designer’s focus from code programming to system design. An example on how to define it as a process 

is the V-model form, shown in Figure. 2 [31].  

 

 

 
Figure.2 A V-model of the Model Based Design process 

 
The big challenge for today’s engineers is to manage complex design requirements. This is why the 

system design phase is often divided into two parts. The first part is to create an overall architecture 

consisting all the input, output and inner parameters of the designed system. The second part is to design 

the individual components. Dividing the system design into smaller subsystems gives an ability to divide 

the workload amongst a design team [18].  

 

IV. MODEL BASED TESTING APPROACH FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT IN AUTOMOTIVE  

Here comes the most crucial step for yourresearch publication. Ensure the drafted paper is critically 

reviewed by your peers or any subject matter experts. Always try to get maximum review comments even 

if you are well confident about your paper. 
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Model based Testing (MBT) aids to link the process of creating test oracles [19]. MBT relates to a 

process of test generation from models related to a SUT by applying a number of sophisticated methods. 

MBT is defined as testing in which test cases are derived in their entirety or in part from a model that 

describes some aspects of the SUT based on selected criteria [19]. In the automotive industry, MBT 

describes all testing activities in the context of MBD.  

 Commercial tools such as Conformiq, Reactis have been developed to support MBT which can be 

used as an integrated part of the testing process [20] [33]. Currently the challenges present in automotive 

software development are to meet the brand survival demands, competition, quicker time to market, 

increased complexity advanced functionality, tight performance constraints and high reliability demands 

[21].  

A. Reuablity & Implementation of Reusablity through AUTOSAR 

 

The applications are decoupled from the hardware as shown in Figure.3. With a standardized interface it 

is possible to buy software and hardware from different manufacturers, and all work together [24].  

 

 
Figure. 3 Application software independent from the hardware using AUTOSAR 

 

The complexity of automotive software systems continues to increase [21]. Modularity facilitates code 

reuse and integration of third-party components which is likely to reduce the development cost by 

introducing new features. ISO-26262 requires robust testing of the software units of a system [23] [31] 

[32]. The industry requires the need for tools to perform the robust testing of AUTOSAR components 

[10].  

 

V. REUSE OF AUTOMOTIVE SOFTWARE 

The MathWorks approach based upon MATLAB®, Simulink, and Real-Time Workshop Embedded 

Coder for generating AUTOSAR-compliant code follows a transparent and intuitive process [25] [32].   

 

In the top-down workflow use an architecture design tool to design the architecture ECU network then 

export an XML-description of the corresponding components: the AUTOSAR Software Component 

Description. AUTOSAR System Target in Real-Time Workshop Embedded Coder needs to be selected 

[26]. The bottom-up workflow requires the same AUTOSAR configurations as described in the top-down 

workflow. 

A. Software Environments for Automotive System 

 

OSEK was developed to provide standard Real-Time OS and software architecture for various automotive 

ECUs [27]. The application software can be described in the form of a hardware independent model; 

advantage of this approach is the easy migration of proven function models from one vehicle to the next.  
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B. AUTOSAR Architecture 

 

AUTOSAR is a development partnership of Automobile manufacturer’s world wide, companies from the 

electronics, semiconductor, suppliers and software industry formed in 2003. This partnership has 

developed an industry wide standard for the automobile electronics, which is headed by the core partners 

– BMW Group, Bosch, and Continental [22].  

 

In AUTOSAR, the ECU software is sub-classified as application layer, software BSW layer, and run time 

environment RTE. The layer of the architecture is shown in Figure.4.  

 

The ECU Abstraction Layer offers consistent access to all features of an ECU like communication, 

memory or I/O.  The drivers for such outside peripheral components reside in this layer. 

 

 
Figure. 4 Different layers of AUTOSAR 

 

The Service Layer provides various types of background services such as vehicle network communication 

and memory management, diagnostic services, management services, ECU state management [35]. 

 

The RTE implements the data exchange and controls the integration between the application software 

section and BSW [35]. 

 

The AUTOSAR Software Component SWCs is a fundamental device concept of AUTOSAR, which is 

the fundamental structure of an AUTOSAR application Each SWCs is deployed, or mapped, on one ECU. 

For example, an automatic light adaptive application may consist of three AUTOSAR SWCs which are 

outside brightness detective component, a light request component and a light control master component 

[28].  The drivers do not follow the normal layered AUTOSAR architecture, but instead access both the 

microcontroller and RTE layers directly [29]. Detailed Comparsion metric with common software 

architecture based on different paramets as shown in Table1.  
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Table 1. Quality Attribute table for AUTOSAR. 

 
Quality 
Attributes 

Architecture 
Metric 

AUTOSAR 
/ Common 
Architeture 

Existing 
Architecture  

Complexity Software 

component 

Complexity 

1.688 2.164 

Portablity Dependency 

on Basic 

Software 

0.249 0.3579 

Testablity Average 

Input 

Interface 

Complexity 

1.123 3.183 

Maintanablity Average 

output 

Interface 

Complexity 

0.734 2.367 

 

From the table infered that, there is clear statisical differentiation between Existing Architecture and the 

Common Software Architecture [34]. Fig. 5 Shows the Statistical comparision of Existing Architecture 

and the Common Software Architecture. 

 
Figure.5 Statistical comparision of Architecture Metric 

 
 

VI. KERNEL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

The AUTOSAR porting procedure on Raspberry Pi is described [36] [31]. Kernel devlopment of 

AUTOSAR OS consider this Raspberry Pi board as Hardware for the kernel development. This kernel 

expansion process includes initialization, exception handling, memory modeling and context switch. 

Initialization is the primary code that is executed when the OS starts up.  

 

A Raspberry Pi's boot process starts with a small ROM based primary boot loader copying a file 

containing a secondary boot loader from SDHC card into the L2 cache of the microcontroller. The boot 
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loaders compute SDRAM and load a third boot loader into SDRAM which starts up the OS [30].  The 

bootloader of Raspberry Pi consist of bootcode.bin, loader.bin and start.elf. It boots at the ARM address 

space from the 0x00008000, which is the ARM entry point and location of the first ARM instruction. 

A. Cross Compilation Results 

 

After the completion of cross compiling a kernel image file along with bootloader files are generated. 

This kernel image corresponds to AUTOSAR OS. Kernel.img is the heart of the AUTOSAR OS which is 

be used for data communication through CAN protocol and also for sensor elements. Bootloader.bin and 

start.elf files are necessary for booting ARM processor from 0x00008000 of ARM address space and that 

is the ARM opening point and location for the initial ARM instruction. 

B. Reusability of Software Components 

 

In order to provide these reusabilty functionalities, a set of 6 SWCs is defined as shown in Figure.6 

showing the SteerSensor and WheelSensor sensor SWCs; the SteerManager and WheelManager 

application SWCs; and the SteerActuator and WheelActuator actuator SWCs. The type of the ports used 

is sender-receiver. Data is acquired at the sensor SWCs level, transformed and then yielded to the 2 

application SWCs. Data is also exchanged between application SWCs.  Finally the data is sent to the 

actuator SWCs from the application SWCs. Each SWCs is composed of one or more Runnables.  

 

The SteerManager SWCs is composed of 3 Runnables: Today car manufacturers produce large number of 

Customized Cars to meet customer demands. The objectives are to increase the ability to reuse software 

and to meet customization requirements.  

 
 

Figure.6 Typical steer-by-wire systems 

 

This system contains two Actuator SWCs for the two direction indicators. The system also contains two 

Sensor SWCs to read the state of the two switches. The Direction Indicator Switch component sends the 

state of the switch to a service, while the Warning Light Switch component uses a Sender-Receiver 

communication to send the state of the switch to another component. The communication between the 

components is designed only virtual by using the VFB.  
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Figure.7 Design of a car direction indicator system 

 

 
 

Fig.8 Internal component of indicator manger 

 

The model is developed using Simulink block as shown in Figure.7. DirectionIndicatorSwitch to process 

the signal from the switch is used to select the direction Light to turn ON by means of input switch. Light 

blinks only if WarningLightEnable is enabled. IndicatorManager is used to issue the signal to blink the 

Indicator based on the input. Left/Right Indicator contains pulse generator and based on the logic issued 

to the manager it blinks the light. The internal component of indicator manager is shown in Figure.8. 

Baesd on the logic issued by Manager blinks the indicator. 

C. Integration 

MATLAB generates Application layer and RTE layer with AUTOSAR compliance code. Driver files for 

Raspberry Pi are readily available. RTE interface should be manually written, which interfaces the 

MATLAB generated RTE and Driver file. Finally integrate the RTE which is generated by MATLAB, for 

Raspberry Pi board to form a kernel.img file. Copy that kernel.img into the SD card and insert into the 

Raspberry Pi board and turn it ON. Creating more than two runnables i.e. tasks and integrating these 

runnables with OS service i.e. Real – Time OS is also possiable. The MATLAB generated RTE i.e. 

runnables and OSEK OS are integrated with the Hardware driver file and then converted it into kernel 

image. The kernel image is then loaded into SD card of the Rraspberry pi. 

 

AUTOSAR uses its own notation for modeling applications. An application consists of one or more 

SWCs based in the Application layer. In order for SWCs to communicate with each other the Virtual 

Functional Bus (VFB) is used from SWC’s point of view all it sees is the VFB and not the hardware 

dependent BSW and the hardware itself; in reality this is provided by the RTE. 
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In this paper, resuse of automotive software component is implemented using hardware and software 

tools it follows AUTOSAR-Compliant Code, AUTOSAR architecture it support both MBD and MBT 

development. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

One of the advantages of modularity is the ability to focus specialized engineering talents that results a 

higher quality product or services. Modularization can be applied as a framework that splits the activities 

of end products among OEMs and suppliers. It is a concept of design and develops smaller sub-systems 

independently which are able to function properly after assembled and tested with an endproduct. In auto 

industries, expanded use of modularity concept could create ample opportunities for the production of 

customized vehicles. In shorter term, modularity may not be very much effective but in longer run this 

has been proven to be beneficial for industries.  The paper deals with the reuse of components, or 

subsystems, which is one way to achieve time to market. Thus AUTOSAR is developed for Raspberry Pi. 

Therefore AUTOSAR act as a platform for different embedded systems to speed up the development 

process and also provide an open hardware platform for experimentation on advanced automotive ECUs. 

In this paper, AUTOSAR compliance OS has been developed and the generated AUTOSAR compliance 

RTE layer using MATLAB, is completely independent of the hardware, which makes it portable to any 

different hardware platform. Therefore the reuse of SWCs in automotive system is achieved using 

AUTOSAR standard. The generated RTE is completely independent of hardware however the driver file 

depends on the specific hardware used in the design. 
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Abstract- Smart systems are those that have the capability to modernize the way that perform daily 

activities, the applications of smart are extended but not limited to the way in which do some of the 

basic activities like start a car. Nowadays, even the government equipment are coming up with 

fascinating technologies to improve efficiency of its performance. These systems however also 

present the same amount of vulnerability as that of advantage. This is precedent to the fact that all of 

these smart systems have data vulnerability and many other privacy breach issues based on the type of 

its application. However, this should not be a factor to hinder innovation and this brings up the 

necessity to protect and preserve privacy.  

This paper discusses about a smart system, it’s technological stacks and security issues which 

evidently provides extensive basis to the Security and Privacy of these systems. It starts with the 

definition of a smart systems in an ecosystem considering a car as an example, it examines the various 

vulnerabilities in details considering the recent breaches by Cambridge Analytica as well. A 

mathematical approach to the cause of data breach has been considered to analyse its effects and 

finally the technological approaches to solving this issue. This paper explains not only about the 

existing approach to security but also the modern day practices to resolve it. 

Index Terms- Smart Systems, Internet of things, Artificial Intelligence, Vulnerability, Security. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION TO SMART SYSTEMS 

What are smart systems? When the word ‘smart’ is used as an adjective with any of the common 

things present in this world, the general idea is that it has modern technologies integrated with it 

which may lead to, but, is not limited to reducing costs, improving conditions of living, decreasing 

time of processing, increasing scalability, feasibility, etc. It is the cluster of these smart systems that 

constitute the rapid growth in technology in today’s modern world [1]. 

A smart system in the field of Information Technology is with respect to the Internet of Things(IoT) 

that maybe, in simple words, either controlled by humans in order to achieve something smart or 

autonomously programmed in order to solve some of the emerging problems due to the rapid 

technological advances. To do a set of inbuilt commands in either of the cases is IoT, while on the 

other hand, if it has the ability to learn from itself then it has Artificial Intelligence integrated into it. 

Nowadays, ‘smartness’ has been integrated into almost every small thing around us that eventually 

has built up to form one large smart ecosystem [11, 7]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tandfonline.com/keyword/Internet+Of+Things
https://www.tandfonline.com/keyword/Security
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Fig 1. Smart ecosystem 

 

 

II. WHY SMART SYSTEMS (IN THE FIELD OF IT)? 

In the field of Information Technology, in order to ensure only forward growth in the technologies 

and no repetitions or redundancies, the connectivity or network plays an important role in this case as 

well as to integrate cognitive abilities in the systems used in daily life thereby to give it ‘smartness’. 

This connectivity, as shown in Fig 1, which denotes the ecosystem as a whole plays an important role 

in improving the efficiency of the system which is the main intention [11, 7]. 

The two main reasons in general for using smart systems are: 

 User ease of experience 

 Machine adaptability and efficiency 

[Here, efficiency refers to multiple parameters like speed, time, computing power, etc.] [7, 1] 

Each system has its own perspective of how it can be improved in order to either improve its 

efficiency or improve the user experience, thus justifying its requirement in today’s world.  

 

III. SECURITY IN SMART SYSTEMS 

First of all, the main question that has to be addressed is, why security? If the systems are so smart 

and integrated with intelligence (Artificial Intelligence), then why do they require security? To 

understand this, let us consider a case study of a smart car and then summarize few of the general 

points of security breaches in smart systems. There are many safety issues with respect to the driver 

and passengers as well during the journey, however, we will only be quoting the software 

vulnerability. [11, 3]. As a side note, to be clear, these vulnerabilities are only with respect to 

non-autonomous cars, however, autonomous cars have more vulnerability considering higher 

connectivity with the internet and other connected devices [16, 8]. 
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3.1. Case study- Smart car: [3] 

Let us consider all its applications with respect to every aspect of the car that makes it smart 

and what are the vulnerabilities in each case [7, 3]. 

 Interface 

 Physical components  

 Software Applications 

 

 

Fig 2. Interconnectivity between smart devices 

 

3.1.1. Interface: [8] 

This is the software interface used to connect the user to the hardware of the car thus 

allowing him/her to make use of the smartness of the car to its maximum extent. As shown in 

Fig 2, which denotes the smart links nowadays, the connectivity makes the vulnerability of 

this part of the network to be the highest percentage which can also be linked to the movie 

‘The Fate and the Furious’ that might not be too much of science fiction after all. The 

interface vulnerabilities could be of the following types: [7, 6] 

 Infotainment system & connected networks: [6, 5] 

This is the radio/entertainment system present in the car thus allowing the user to get news 

updates, play shows and even run many other applications that are related to the 

infotainment field on the display system screen installed in the car or through the audio 

system installed (the network has great vulnerability if left unprotected). [10] The main 

hacks according to recent estimates have been mainly through the smartphones that are 

connected to the car which makes it easier for the hackers to access and control any of the 

physical parts of the car through the connected network. 

 

 Navigation: [1] 

This is one of the globally used interface, whether it is to go to an unknown location or a 

known location. [12, 10] However, the vulnerabilities of this application are numerous 

especially considering the fact that the current location of the car is being publicly 

vulnerable to hackers. [5, 3] The attacks can be directly through the data obtained through 

the cloud, through manually accessing the smart car at its location or even remotely gaining 

access to the car through the location range at which it is currently on route. 

 

 Advanced unlocking systems: [13, 10, 3] 
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With the arrival of keyless entry into this world, the vulnerability of the cars has gone up 

much more than ever expected. The vulnerabilities are shown accordingly in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Vulnerability of smart applications [6, 3] 

Type of smart 

system Journey Vulnerability Medium of attack 

Risk 

level 

Infotainment 

system + 

connected 

network 

Pre 

journey    Data leak/loss 

Cloud stored data/Account 

hack Low 

  During  

Car access + data 

loss/leak 

Intruder through car 

offline/cloud online 

Mediu

m 

  Post 

Easy access of data 

+ full control of 

insecure car 

Through the unknown 

connected network/ 

parking area hack High 

 

Navigation 

Pre 

journey    

Destination/relevan

t data loss 

Through destination and 

house location details 

noted when connected to 

cloud Low 

  During  

Location/full 

control of smart car 

Cloud based location and 

other connected networks High 

  Post 

Destination/relevan

t data loss 

Through destination and 

physically vulnerable 

equipment at the 

destination 

Mediu

m 

 

Advanced 

unlocking 

systems 

Pre 

journey    

Unlocking of car 

through connected 

devices at home 

Access to the cloud 

network connected at home High 

  During  

Cloud data 

loss/sensors hack Sensors in range of the car High 

  Post 

Complete control 

of unattended car Sensors in range of the car High 

 

Smart car 

control(voice/r

emote) 

Pre 

journey    

Voice 

tracking/connected 

remote’s vicinity 

Manually in range of 

remote, bugging the car’s 

network High 

  During  

Cloud data 

loss/sensors hack 

Not much chances unless 

manually accessible Low 

  Post 

Voice 

tracking/connected 

remote’s vicinity 

Manually in range of 

remote, bugging the car’s 

network High 

 

 Smart car control: [13, 8, 5] 

When the term smart car control arises, it is not only with respect to the voice controlled 

key that is at vicinity and in easily accessible range with respect to the hackers but also the 

variety of devices that are connected with the car that makes it more vulnerable and easier 
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to access [13, 12, 9]. The devices themselves can also be hacked to gain access to the car 

through various sensors and devices at its vicinity. 

3.1.2. Physical car components: 

When it comes to the physical components of the car, every part of the car that is part of the 

‘smart’ network is at huge risk if left unattended without proper security measures. Especially 

considering the plethora of functions that can voice/app controlled from devices such as the 

mobile, laptops, etc [13, 12, 10]. 

 Radio 

 Digital display 

 Air conditioning 

 Windshield wipers 

 Wiper fluid 

 Transmission 

 Brakes 

All these car components are left to become extremely vulnerable when connected to the 

cloud however, what really is disturbing to know, are all the controlling components of the 

car are at the attacker’s vicinity [12, 10]. This means that even how our car goes physically 

on the road is also at stake which raises a lot of safety issues as well [8]. 

3.1.3. Software Applications: [3] 

These can be a wide range of software starting from the messaging app used in the car to the 

keyless control that is used in the car [5]. Any app basically connected to the car in turn to the 

cloud is vulnerable to attack either through the cloud or through the app used in the car. The 

access to this is partly our fault as well, considering that the data given to these apps are in 

abundance basically, pointing out where and when to attack. This clearly indicates the 

importance of using trusted apps over networks [13, 12]. 

Despite trust of the apps over a network, [6] the user is still liable for managing their own 

private data which is clear from the data that was being misused through the Cambridge 

Analytica incident which clearly proves, anything is possible if data is not protected. 

The country-wise data, as per Fig 3, which denotes the Vulnerability data provided by 

Facebook during the recent data breach by Cambridge Analytica, clearly distinguishes the 

fact that smart connected networks are highly vulnerable to attacks since the United States is 

clearly abundant with the smart cars network. An example to prove the previous statement 

lies with Tesla [4]. which has integrated the smart network in such a way that if one car is 

successfully penetrated, the entire network of cars is open to vulnerability [9, 6, 5]. 
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Fig 3. Vulnerability of data due to Cambridge Analytica (Country wise), by Facebook 

The further part of the paper clearly discusses the general points of the security of smart 

systems, i.e., Why, what happens and how to stop it? 

IV.CAUSES – VULNERABILITY AND THE NEED FOR SECURITY IN SMART SYSTEMS 

With the exponential growth in the technology in today’s world, it is very important to keep 

the smart devices safe. Also, considering the fact that all smart devices are interconnected. 

[12, 3] 

 

 
 

Fig 4. Security vulnerability of smart systems by type, by CNBC  
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Let us now consider the ‘v’ as amount of vulnerability of smart devices and ‘y’ the year 

under consideration. It is clear from Figure 4 that one conclusion can be drawn: [9] 

                                                     v  α  y                                                                           …(1) 

Converting it into an equation, we need to assume a constant ‘k’ which represents the amount 

of vulnerability based on the smart device.[14] 

i.e.,                                              v = ky                                                                             …(2) 

 

k is lesser for non-connected network smart devices than the connected ones. Also , if ‘n’ 

represents the number of smart devices, then, from Fig 4, which shows the statistics of data 

breaches, based on type provided by CNBC in the year 2017, we get    

                                                      n α  2v                                                                          …(3) 

 

This clearly proves that, as the years go by, due to the increasing availability of smart devices 

to every individual, the vulnerability is going nowhere and on the contrary it is essentially 

doubling its rate [16, 10]. 

 

 

V. EFFECTS – WHAT DOES BREAKING INTO SMART SYSTEMS DO TO YOUR DATA 

 

The main thing to be addressed are the concerns to what are the consequences of break-ins to 

the smart devices. With the existing technology of cloud connected devices, the vulnerability 

issue is now a major concern considering that all the devices are synced over the cloud, in 

other words, if one system is hacked, all the systems are doomed. However, what does it 

mean to be ‘doomed’? Some of the major concerns to smart hacks are listed below: [16, 2, 1] 

 Data breach: [5] 

The main loss that occurs due to an attack is the loos of sensitive data that leads to a lot of 

other interconnected losses. [17, 15, 14] For example, loss of the car password through an 

attack might lead to the loss of the control towards the car and makes the user prone to 

safety. 

 

 Control of smart devices: [15, 14, 12, 8] 

With the rising of use of Tech Giant’s latest cloud sync technology, it makes all the smart 

devices connected over a cloud vulnerable, meaning that if one of the device is attacked, it 

could mean an entire takeover of all the smart devices owned.  

 

 Financial loss: [5, 1] 

This is the most unfortunate consequence of all the effects of an attack on any smart 

device. Devices may be targeted and attacked for financial benefits by the hackers, which 

is a nightmare if any of the smart devices contain sensitive financial information stored in 

it [15]. 
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Fig 5. The vulnerability pathway access in smart cars [2] 

 
Fig 5, which denotes the pathway of travel of control through the entire Smart network based on self-

research, is an example and insight into what might happen if a hacker is able to get hold of one part 

of a network and thus increase its exposure, especially that of sensitive data. [17, 6] 

 

VI. MEASURES – SECURITY THAT IS CUTTING EDGE AND SHOULD BE USED TODAY 

 

Existing security technology for smart systems: [3, 1] 

The existing although might not be that advanced in protection, but protects maximum amount of 

vulnerability of users against attackers. Some of the basic self-protection techniques include: [18, 10, 

3, 1] 

 Ensure connection with the manufacturer 

 Regular updating of interface/application software’s 

 Keep smart devices in close vicinity 

 Do not disclose sensitive data [2, 1] 

 Ensure the genuineness of devices interconnected 

Some of the existing technologies to protect these smart devices in pre and post attack include: [1] 

 Cryptography/Encryption techniques: [16, 5] 

To encrypt the data within certain parameters that are known only to the user thereby ensuring 

privacy of data. 

 

 Intrusion detection systems: [5, 3, 1] 

This is to mainly ensure that the smart systems are not taken advantage by detecting intrusion in 

the first place as a preventive measure to avoid breach in networks. This technique is the most 

effective measure in terms of costs. It also includes the domain of hash lock mechanism. 

 

 Cyber-Physical Smart Systems: [19] 

This is to provide the smart system an AI based approach to prevent cyber attacks. This follows a 

concept of integrating both human and system with other systems as well which  

is wholly the entire concept of Tesla that ensures security of its systems through its connected 

network by learning from each other. 
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 IoT: 

This is a huge field of applications which if used in the right way, can be pulled over to the 

security field. From common knowledge, this fits in the field of communication thus involving a 

lot of the protocols to transfer (E.g.: TCP/IP). This being said, this technique involves providing 

security while it is being transferred. 

All these technologies can be used in order to ensure safety of the smart devices at bay, however they 

do not ensure the safety of the devices themselves, which ultimately relies on the main fact that the 

owner has to be responsible [18, 14]. 

If the device does get hacked despite all these measures, the cybercrime control is the best approach in 

dealing with the situation. However, the details of which are out of scope in this paper. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

With the appearance of wireless communication in the car, and the connection of the under-the-hood 

elements with the outer world, new security threats arise on the area of Connected Cars. ICT security 

needs penetrate into the vehicles. Because of this, privacy and security of the owner must be handled 

and the well-known security principles must be taken into account during the design of such system: 

confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, availability and non-repudiation [23]. With the appearance of 

wireless communication in the car, and the connection of the under-the-hood elements with the outer 

world, new security threats arise on the area of Connected Cars. ICT security needs penetrate into the 

vehicles. Because of this, privacy and security of the owner must be handled and the well-known 

security principles must be taken into account during the design of such system: confidentiality, 

integrity, authenticity, availability and non-repudiation [23] With the appearance of wireless 

communication in the car, and the connection of the under-the-hood elements with the outer world, 

new security threats arise on the area of Connected Cars. ICT security needs penetrate into the 

vehicles. Because of this, privacy and security of the owner must be handled and the well-known 

security principles must be taken into account during the design of such system: confidentiality, 

integrity, authenticity, availability and non-repudiation [23] With the appearance of wireless 

communication in the car, and the connection of the under-the-hood elements with the outer world, 

new security threats arise on the area of Connected Cars. ICT security needs penetrate into the 

vehicles. Because of this, privacy and security of the owner must be handled and the well-known 

security principles must be taken into account during the design of such system: confidentiality, 

integrity, authenticity, availability and non-repudiation [23] 

 

With the rise in the ‘smart’ era, however exciting it is to the people to keep up with the trending 

technology, [1] it is also important to keep any data or vulnerable equipment related to those smart 

devices at close quarters and under utmost discretion to avoid it from being misused for various 

unlawful purposes. This is clearly stated proven from the recent Facebook & Cambridge Analytica 

data breach incident [9]. 

In the technical perspective, when we start from the very basics of a system consisting of many smart 

devices that are connected together in an ecosystem as long as we keep trying to improve the ease of 

use and machine adaptability, vulnerability always increases exponentially. Whether it is a smart car 

or any other smart device, it is always open to a data or control breach for either personal/financial 

reasons of the attacker towards the victim. However, modern day technologies do provide solutions to 

cope with these attacks that range from cryptography techniques, intrusion detection to cyber-physical 

systems and IoT.  
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Abstract- The huge information in the web has created a big challenge for users to find relevant and 

useful information. Web page recommender systems solve this problem by suggesting the products or 

web pages of user interest. There are different types recommender systems generate useful 

recommendations based on navigational behavior of user. FAST algorithm is one of the sequential 

frequent pattern mining algorithms that is capable of mining complete set of patterns by greatly reducing 

the effort for support counting and candidate sequences generation. This paper discusses different types of 

recommender systems and proposes a hybrid context aware recommender system that is based on 

integrating semantic knowledge at different stages of web usage mining and FAST algorithm, coupled 

with clustering and sequential association rule mining. 

 

Index Terms- web page recommendation, web usage mining, sequential patterns, association rule mining. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

World Wide Web (WWW) is the biggest source of information. The size and complexity of web 

is getting increased as it tends to grow at an exponential rate [1]. Although web contains huge amount of 

information that is useful to the users, there is a problem in finding desired information easily. Often users 

find it difficult to extract most relevant information in the right time from large information space. This is 

very crucial in e-commerce web sites where they can lose the customers very easily. So, it is necessary for 

users to make use of automated tools such as recommender systems in order to obtain desired 

information.  

There are different approaches in recommending web pages.  

1. Content based filtering 

2. Collaborative  filtering 

3. Web usage based recommender system 

 

  In content based filtering the key words in the web pages are used to describe the items. In this 

approach, a user profile is built based on his preferences to indicate the type of items he likes [2]. Most 

similar items are recommended by comparing various items in the web pages with the items that are 

previously rated by the user. Collaborative filtering methods generate recommendations to a given user 

based on their similarity to other users. This method works by collecting and analyzing information on 

users’ behaviors, activities or preferences in order to generate recommendations. 

Web usage mining is a technique that analyses user information to find access pattern of web pages. 

The user related information can be usually obtained from web server log. The web server log is further 

mined to obtain usage patterns. Recommendations are generated to a given user by comparing the active 

user session with previously mined usage patterns. 

There is hybrid recommender systems, which are the combination of the different approaches 

discussed above. Sparsity and scalability problems are the disadvantages of collaborative filtering. 

Content based filtering fail to predict the future interests of user since solely the content of the webpage is 

considered for recommendation. Recommendations generated from web usage patterns suffer from new 

item problem, where the recommender system fails to recommend newly added items to user. In recent 

days researches have been carried out to combine semantic information at various stages of web page 

recommender system based on web usage mining to generate meaningful and accurate recommendations. 
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Prefix span algorithm is used to generate frequent sequential navigational patterns. These patterns are in 

turn used to mine association rules and to generate web page recommendations.  The proposed approach 

uses FAST algorithm to generate sequential patterns. Researches have showed that FAST algorithm 

outperforms prefix span algorithm and other existing sequential pattern mining algorithms in generating 

sequential patterns in terms of speed and memory. Lastly sequential rules can be mined from generated 

patterns. Meaningful and accurate recommendations are generated for given user by considering active 

user session, context information and previously mined sequential rules. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Robin van Meteren and Maarten van Someren presented [3] a recommender system that makes use 

of content-based filtering techniques to suggest items to users. A content-based filtering system selects 

items based on the correlation between the content of the items and the user’s preferences. Explicit 

feedback and implicit feedback from user and tf-idf scheme are considered to find the document they are 

interested in. The recommender system provides dynamic hyperlinks to web pages that contain the items 

of user interest. The presented system failed to predict the future interests of user.  

  

Badrul Sarwar et al presented a recommender system [4] based on item based collaborative filtering. 

The conventional collaborative algorithms suffered with scalability and sparsity problem. To alleviate 

these problems, item-based collaborative filtering considers the relationships between items over 

relationships between users. Cosine based similarity and adjusted cosine based similarity are used to find 

the similarity of items. The presented system produced much faster recommendations when compared to 

conventional user based collaborative filtering systems. 

 

Sule Gunduz et al presented an approach [5] that considers order of pages in a session, the distance 

between identical pages, and the time spent on these pages for providing recommendations. The authors 

introduced a similarity metric to find pairwise similarities between user sessions.  Clustering of user 

sessions is carried out based on pair wise similarity and the clusters are represented by using a click – 

stream tree. The click-stream tree is used to generate recommendations to the users. 

 

Jia Li et al [6] present a framework for a combined web recommender system, in which users’ 

navigational patterns are automatically learned from web usage data and content data. These navigational 

patterns are then used to generate recommendations based on a user’s current status. The items in a 

recommendation list are ranked according to their importance, which is in turn computed based on web 

structure information. The presented system overcomes limited information problem, incorrect 

information problem and persistence problem observed in existing recommendation systems. There was 

an increase in recommendation accuracy and up to date recommendations were obtained. 

 

Kim et al presented an approach that combines content-based filtering and collaborative filtering [7] 

to utilize the strengths of both approaches for achieving good performance. The recommender system 

used group rating matrix obtained from user profiles for generating web page recommendations. The 

presented system could overcome the disadvantages of individual content and collaborative filtering 

approaches and makes better use of strengths offered by each approach. 

 

Taowei Wang et al presented an approach [8] for generating recommendations based on 

collaborative filtering and web usage mining. To enhance recommending quality, the recommender 
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system made use of Uniform Resource Locator (URL) related analysis and K-means algorithm. The 

presented system could overcome the sparsity problem of collaborative systems.  

 

Reza Samizadeh et al presented an approach [9] to overcome the drawbacks of user-based 

collaborative filtering such as sparsity, scalability, new item problem etc., by combining of semantic 

knowledge with web usage mining. Scalability problem was alleviated by using web usage mining in 

collaborative component. New item and sparsity problems were overcome by extracting and utilizing 

semantic information in the web pages. The semantic patterns were created by integrating domain 

knowledge in the form of ontology with navigation patterns. The presented system provided good 

recommendation accuracy. 

C. Ramesh, et al presented a recommender system [10] that integrates semantic information at 

different stages of web usage mining process. The main advantage of presented approach is incorporating 

semantic information into web usage mining process which could provide more interesting patterns that 

consequently makes the recommendation system more functional, smarter and comprehensive. While the 

limitation is, web pages with semantic information cannot be validated as no standard parsers are 

available for validation of such web pages. 

 

Soheila Abrishami et al presented a web page recommender system [11] based on semantic web 

usage mining. The presented system integrated sematic information at different stages of web usage 

mining. Frequent sequential patterns were generated using prefix span algorithm. Sequential association 

rules were generated by using Rule gen algorithm. The presented system generated accurate, more 

meaningful recommendations and showed high precision and coverage compared to other systems. 

 

Mehdi Hosseinzadeh Aghdam [12] presented a context aware recommender system based on 

hierarchical hidden Markov model. Context aware recommender systems consider contextual information 

that affects user information and states. Many model-based recommender systems, such as matrix 

factorization or neighborhood-based methods, do not consider changes in user's interests to recommend 

items. Context-aware recommender systems take into account changes in user preferences by modeling 

them in time.  Hierarchical hidden markov model identifies the changes in user’s preferences over time by 

modeling the latent context of the users. Using the user-selected items, the proposed method models the 

user as a hidden Markov process and considers the current context of the user as a hidden variable. The 

latent contexts are automatically learned for each user utilizing hidden Markov model on the data 

collected from the user’s feedback sequences. The incentive to use the latent context is privacy, data 

access, and usability considerations. The proposed model has a better performance ad showed diversity in 

recommendations compared to existing methods. 

 

III. MOTIVATION 

As discussed above, there are different types of recommender systems which generate relevant 

webpage recommendations to the user. In content based recommender systems, recommendations are 

provided solely based on content of the web pages, but these systems predict future interests of users. In  
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collaborative filtering, products are recommended based on user- user or item- item similarity, 

but these systems do suffer from scalability and sparsity problems. 

 

 

 

 

Sr. No Author Name  and  Title Approach Algorithms and 

Techniques 

Advantages    Disadvantages 

1 Robin van Meteren and 

Maarten van Someren 
Using content Based Filtering 

for Recommendation. 

Content Based 

Filtering 

tf-idf User independence, 

Transparency, 
No cold start 

Unable to predict future 

interests of user 

2 Badrul Sarwar, George 
Karypis, Joseph Konstan, and 

John Riedl 

Item – Based Collaborative 
Filtering Recommendation. 

Collaborative Filtering K nearest neighbor 
approach, 

No cold start and 
sparsity problem 

Expensive model building 

3 Sule Gunduz and M. Tamer 

Ozsu 
Web page prediction model 

based on click- stream tree 

Representation of 
User behavior. 

Web Usage Mining Click stream tree, 

clustering 

No cold start and 

sparsity problem. 

Unable to generate 

meaningful 
recommendations to user 

4 Jia Li and Osmar R. Zaian 

Combining Usage, Content, 

and Structure Data to Improve 
Web Page Recommendation. 

Content Based 

Filtering, Web usage 

Mining 

Missions, HITS 

algorithm 

Overcomes persistence 

problem, incorrect 

information problem 

Unable to generate 

meaningful 

recommendations to user 

5 Kim, Byeong Man, Qing Li, 

Chang Seok Park, Si Gwan 
Kim, and Ju Yeon Kim  

Combining content-based and 

collaborative filters in web 
page Recommendation. 

Content based 

filtering, Collaborative 
filtering 

Group rating matrix, 

Adjacent cosine 
algorithm 

Overcomes the 

disadvantages of content 
based filtering and 

collaborative filtering 

Scalability problem 

6 Taowei Wang and Yibo Ren 
Web Page Recommendation 

Based on Web Usage Mining 

Using Collaborative Filtering 
Technique. 

Collaborative 
Filtering, Web Usage 

Mining 

K means clustering 
algorithm 

Good recommendation 
accuracy 

Scalability and sparsity 
problems 

7 Reza Samizadeh and Babak 

Ghelichkhani 

Improving Web Page 
Recommendations using web 

usage Mining and Semantic 

information. 

Semantic Web usage 

Mining 

BOW Good recommendation 

accuracy 

No efficient standard 

parameters are defined for 

evaluating semantic 
similarities. 

 

8 C.Ramesh, Dr. K. V. Chalapati 

Rao, and Dr. A. Goverdhan 
A Semantically Enriched Web 

Usage Based Recommendation 

Model 

Semantic Web usage 

Mining 

Clustering and 

association rule mining 

Good recommendation 

accuracy 

No standard parsers 

available for validation of 
web pages 

9 Soheila Abrishami, Mahmoud 

Naghibzadeh, and Mehrdad 

Jalali 

Web Page Recommender 

System Based on Semantic 

Web Usage Mining 

Semantic Web usage 

Mining 

Prefix span, Rule gen Good recommendation 

accuracy 

 

 

 

 

No standard parsers 

available for validation of 

web pages 

10 Mehdi Hosseinzadeh Aghdam 

Context-aware recommender 
systems using hierarchical 

hidden Markov 

model 

Collaborative filtering, 

Context aware 
recommendations 

Hierarchical Hidden 

Markov Model 

Accurate and Diverse 

Recommendations 

Scalability problem 

 

Table 1- Authors and their approaches for web page recommendation 
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In recent days, web usage mining has gained notable consideration for finding user behavioral 

patterns. Web usage mining is a technique for mining and analyzing the web server logs for finding  

 

interesting usage patterns. Despite of this, one of the most important disadvantages of this 

approach is result is produced in the form of web page addresses so that common navigation profile does 

not have any semantic meaning. The patterns often fail to reason about user’s underlying interests and 

preferences. Thus recommendations generated may not be accurate and the system would not be able to 

interpret and explain the recommendations. New item problem is the another disadvantage of web usage 

mining; it is the failure to recommend newly added pages or products to the visitors since these products 

or pages are not in the current common navigation profiles. This arises the need of a strategy that 

alleviates problems of existing recommender systems. 

 

 

The combination of web usage mining and semantic web has created a new and fast emerging 

research area called semantic web usage mining, where semantic web is incorporated at different stages of 

web usage mining process. Recommender systems that are based on semantic web usage mining have 

capability to overcome all the drawbacks of existing recommender systems thereby providing accurate 

and meaningful recommendations.  

Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is 

a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between user and system. The 

context can be defined by a vector of features such as time and location. 

  In this paper a new system is proposed to generate comprehensive, diverse and accurate 

recommendations to user. The semantic information is incorporated at different stages of web usage 

mining to generate more meaningful recommendations to user. FAST algorithm is used to generate 

frequent sequential patterns. Context information along with sequential association rules mined from 

sequential patterns is used in generating recommendations.  

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

The proposed system has four steps in recommending web pages to users. 

A. Data preprocessing 

B. Sequential Association Rule mining 

C. Clustering webpages based on their semantic similarity. 

D.  Web page Recommendation 
 

A. Data preprocessing 

  Data preprocessing is the first step in web page recommendation. Input for Pre-processing is raw 

web server logs [13]. Web log files are files that contain information about website visitor activity. Log 

files are created by web servers automatically. Each time a visitor requests any file (page, image, etc.) 

from the site, information on his request is appended to a current log file. 

As a first step in data pre-processing, data cleaning is carried out. In data cleaning invalid log entries are 

removed.[14] After data cleaning, the navigation history of each session from log files extracted. For 

extraction of navigation history user and session identification is carried out. In the next stage ontology 

mapping is done, where each page access in every transaction/session is mapped to the ontology instances 

defined in the ontology for the website. The Web server does not register semantic information about the 

request in the log file; instead it registers only the address of the request. Therefore, before starting the 
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frequent sequence finding, mapping between ontology and the Web site address should be carried out. At 

the end of data pre-processing transactions consisting of ontology individuals are obtained. 

 

B. Sequential pattern generation using FAST algorithm 

 

 After the preprocessing phase, the next step is the extraction of frequent navigation patterns. In this 

step sequential navigation patterns are created by using FAST algorithm. FAST algorithm quickly mines 

the complete set of patterns in a sequence database, reducing the effort for support counting and candidate 

sequence generation phases[15]. It employs new data representation of the dataset based on sparse id-lists 

and indexed vertical id-lists, which allows to quickly access an element and count its support without 

database scans. Researches have showed that FAST algorithm overcomes the limits of existing pattern 

mining methods like 1)the need of multiple scans of database 2)the generation of a potentially huge set of 

candidate sequences 3)the inefficiency of handling very long sequential patterns. The algorithm is mainly 

divided into two steps: 

a. Item set extension 

b. Sequence extension 

FAST algorithm is applied on transaction containing ontology individuals to obtain semantically rich 

sequential patterns. In the next step association rules are mined from generated patterns. The main 

advantage of this algorithm is recommendation time and accuracy can be improved. 

 
     

 

Fig. 1 General Architecture of proposed Hybrid Recommender System 
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C. Clustering webpages based on their semantic similarity. 

 

In this step webpages are clustered based on semantic similarity. The distance between the two 

ontology concepts in calculated by concept match, which is based on upward cotopy – a semantic 

similarity measure [16]. By using these distance metric web pages are clustered using k- means clustering 

algorithm based on their semantic similarity. 

 

D. Web page Recommendation 

 

This is the final step in generating web page recommendations.  This is an online phase in which 

active user session is matched with sequential association rules to generate web page recommendations to 

user by considering  user context information as well. Each of the recommended webpage is checked to 

determine to which cluster they belong to. Finally the cluster with maximum number of webpages is 

added to the final recommendation set. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Web page recommender systems are the tools which recommend the web pages based on user 

interests. There are several recommender systems based on content based filtering, collaborative filtering 

and web usage mining. Researches have showed that incorporating semantic information at different 

stages of recommender system can generate meaningful and accurate recommendations. In this paper a 

new approach is proposed to recommend webpages, which used FAST algorithm and k-means clustering 

to generate recommendations. This hybrid recommender system improves the recommendation time and 

accuracy. 
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Abstract- Conducting examination is a hectic process. It is an assessment intended to measure a test-

taker's knowledge, skill, aptitude, and so on. Standard approach of conducting an examination is 

expensive, resource consuming and time taking. Major tasks involved in conducting a successful 

examination includes questions paper generation, answer key generation, fair conduction of test and 

standardized evaluation. Question paper setting takes a lot of time and requires a skilled human work. 

Same goes with the answer key. Manual grading of answers takes up a significant amount of valuable 

time, money and other resources. Air conduction of examination is another challenge that organization 

faces with current infrastructure. Standardized evaluation of answer sheets are another concern which will 

always have human bias playing a part in the current scenario. Our work aims to solve this problem by 

building an automated examination platform using cutting-edge machine learning, natural language 

processing and web technologies. We aim to provide an inexpensive alternative to the current 

examination system. 

 

Index Terms- Automated Examination Platform, Answer Evaluation, Exam Assessment Analysis, 

Keyphrase extraction, Question Identification, Text Similarity Ranking 

 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

An examination (informally, test, exam or evaluation) is an assessment intended to measure a test-taker's  

(candidates) knowledge, skill, aptitude, or classification in many topics. In the current modern mass-

education system, the style of examination is mostly fixed, with the stress on standardized papers to be sat 

by large numbers of students. Both World War I and World War II demonstrated the necessity of 

standardized testing and the benefits associated with these tests. Tests were used to determine the mental 

aptitude of recruits to the military. The US Army used the Stanford–Binet Intelligence Scale to test the IQ 

of the soldiers. Thus it is very important that examination needs to be conducted in a fair and standardized 

manner for any unfair advantage or bias against the other. 

 

The purpose of this work (MARVIN - Machine Assessment using Reactive View INtelligence) is to build 

an inexpensive, accurate and efficient software platform which automatically forms questions along with 

their respective answers to conduct an online examination (or evaluation). Automated examination, if 

proven to match or exceed the reliability of human evaluators then it will reduce costs, resources and time 

required for conducting manual examination. Also it will be easier to understand the underlying patterns 

behind how students respond to a test. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Educational_assessment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aptitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Educational_assessment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aptitude
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standardized_test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standardized_test
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford%E2%80%93Binet_Intelligence_Scale
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II. RELATED WORK 

                  
The literature survey was done to gain insights on prior work done on question formation using classical 

natural language processing, answer evaluation and platform dependent challenges.  

 

Manvi Mahana, Mishel Johns, Ashwin Apte’s paper, “Automated Essay Grading Using Machine 

Learning”, took a shot on grading essays which were categorized into 8 classes based on the context. The 

approach was able to achieve a kappa score of 0.73 across all 8 essay sets. Total number of essays taken 

into consideration for this experiment was ~13K from kaggle.com . They used 5-fold cross validation to 

train and test the model rigorously. Jason Zhao’s attempt to score essays in the paper, “Essay Scoring 

using Machine Learning”, was very different than others. Their focus for this essay grading was the style 

of the essay, which is an extension on the studies conducted determining the quality of scientific articles 

by adding maturity to the feature set (Louis and Nenkova, 2013). The dataset used is from kaggle.com, 

containing ~13K, categorized into 8 topics based on the context. 

As far as our knowledge is concerned, there are various online examination platform available in present 

day. All of them fail to create a question on the fly and also to identify answers. They mainly maintain a 

collection of question - answer pairs, which are manually created and identified. No work has been done 

in this manner to automate the entire examination system using machine learning and natural language 

processing to remove human intervention and its resulting bias in the system. 

 

 

III. OUR MODEL 

 

Our platform consists of four parts: keyphrase extraction module, question formation module, answer 

identification module and response evaluation module. Suppose the input document (standard .txt format) 

is S which consists of multiple sentences = {s1, s2, s3, …, sT}, T being the total number of sentences in the 

document. The goal here is to form questions, identify answers to the respective questions, which is then 

used to evaluate candidate responses. A detailed report is generated based on the number of correct 

responses. Two types of test can be generated: objective and subjective. Objective test will have questions 

with four probable answers given as option, only one being correct. On contrary, subjective tests have 

long type answers. No probable solution is provided in this case. User/candidate is expected to form the 

answer all by him/herself. The answers are evaluated on the basis of contextual similarity and not naive 

text similarity metric. 

 

Keyphrase Extraction 

The goal of keyphrase extraction is to get most important keyphrases, where length of keyphrase i.e., 

number of words allowed in a keyphrase, 1 <= number_of_words <= 3. Keyphrase extraction module 

uses TF-IDF with ELMo based sentence embeddings to prune out the unnecessary keyphrases. TF-IDF, 

short for term frequency–inverse document frequency, is a numerical statistic that is intended to reflect 

how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. ELMo is a deep contextualized word 

representation that models both (1) complex characteristics of word use (e.g., syntax and semantics), and 

(2) how these uses vary across linguistic contexts (i.e., to model polysemy). These word vectors are 

learned functions of the internal states of a deep bidirectional language model (BiLM), which is pre-

trained on a large text corpus. ELMo is also used in answer evaluation. Contextual vector representation 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document
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of original answer and the response is generated for similarity measure using a siamese BiLSTM model 

architecture. 

 

Bidirectional Language Model 

Given a sequence of N tokens, (t1, t2, ..., tN ), a forward language model computes the probability of the 

sequence by modeling the probability of token tk given the history (t1, ..., tk−1):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

     

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Forward Language Model      
 

A backward LM (language model) is similar to a forward LM, except it runs over the sequence in reverse, 

predicting the previous token given the future context: 

 
Figure 3.2: Backward Language Model 

A biLM combines both a forward and backward LM. 

 

ELMo 

Unlike most widely used word embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014), ELMo word representations are 

functions of the entire input sentence, as described in this section. They are computed on top of two-layer 

biLMs with character convolutions, as a linear function of the internal network states. This setup allows 

us to do semi-supervised learning, where the biLM is pre-trained at a large scale and easily incorporated 

into a wide range of existing neural NLP architectures. ELMo is a task specific combination of the 

intermediate layer representations in the biLM. For each token tk, a L-layer biLM computes a set of 2L + 

1 representations: 

 

Figure 3.3:  

Where, hk, 0 is layer and hk, j = [For. hk, j;Bac. hk, j], 

for each biLSTM layer.  

 

 

The identified phrases are used by question 

formation module to create question based on the predefined question templates. Once questions are 

created, answer identification module takes both questions and phrases to identify appropriate answers. 

Answer module uses pre-trained BiDAF (Bidirectional Attention Flow) from Microsoft Inc., to identify 

answer for the given question from a set of probables. Ideally BIDAF architecture is used in machine 
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comprehension but here we have used it as a question - answering model. It selects an answer from the 

given probables. The questions formed are used to test candidates and the received responses are 

evaluating w.r.t the identified answer using cosine distance or Euclidean between features vectors from 

Siamese LSTM neural network architecture. 

 

Siamese LSTM 

The model is outlined in the Figure below. There are two networks LSTMa and LSTMb which each 

process one of the sentences in a given pair, but we solely focus on Siamese architectures with tied 

weights such that LSTMa = LSTMb in this work. 

Figure 3.4: Siamese LSTM Model Architecture       

         

The LSTM learns a mapping from the space of variable length sequences of din-dimensional vectors into 

Rdrep  (din = 300, drep = 50 in this work). More concretely, each sentence (represented as a sequence of 

word vectors) x1 , . . . , xT , is passed to the LSTM, which updates its hidden state at each sequence-index 

via equations (1)-(7). Below are the updates performed at each t ∈ {1,...,T} in an LSTM parameterized by 

weight matrices Wi, Wf , Wc, Wo, Ui, Uf , Uc, Uo and bias-vectors bi,bf,bc,bo: 

 

    
The two vector representation are measured on their similarity using the Euclidean distance between the 

two. Here we have an exponent of a negative (in this case) the output will be between 0 and 1. Based on 

the similarity score, answers are evaluated. Higher the score, higher the performance of the candidate. A 

detailed analysis report is generated based on the candidates’ performance. It includes number of wrong 

attempts, number of correct attempts, type of mistakes made and similarity of mistakes.  
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IV. IMPROVEMENT AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Future works include question generation using deep recurrent neural networks. Answer evaluation is 

done using a Siamese LSTM model. A more accurate result can be achieved by using bidirectional LSTM 

to counter the forward and backward context. One of the limitations of the proposed framework is its 

inability to generate computational problems and evaluate the same. Computer vision using deep 

convolutional neural networks comes to the rescue here and can play a vital in detecting mathematically 

formulas and converting them to a format more understandable to the model. Due to limited 

computational resources (GPUs), the models are not tuned to the best of its capacity. A good hyper-

parameter tuning can help enhance the performance further. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we proposed a platform framework to automate the current examination system. The 

platform forms questions based on a text corpus, then identifies answer to the formed questions and gives 

the candidate the opportunity to test his/her skills using an objective or subject type of examination. We 

achieved an accuracy of 88% in terms of subjective answer evaluation and a whooping 97% for objective 

answer evaluation, ~80% in terms of objective question formation and a good accuracy of 71% in terms 

of subjective question formation. The question formation is based on classical keyphrase extraction. The 

system developed is user-friendly and can be easily used by a naive user with little or no overhead 

knowledge. The system performs unbiased and consistent evaluation, which is a common problem 

encountered in offline examination systems. The platform can be accessed through any device as long as 

it supports a client browser and has internet connectivity.  
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Abstract- 
world. This study focuses on low power circuits using reversible logic gates. Reducing the number of 
constant inputs and minimizing the garbage outputs, in existing design is the objective. New Universal 
Reversible Logic gates Twin SJ and SMJ have been designed. Another gate by name DINV gate is also 
designed. Their inputs are suitably configured so that they perform various logic functions. Using these 
gates and other reversible logic gates, combinational circuit and sequential circuits are developed.  
Reversible D Flip Flop, Reversible T Flip Flop, and Reversible 5:32 decoder and Reversible 8:1 
multiplexer circuit are developed. All circuits are coded on Xilinx tool using VHDL coding, simulated and 
verified. 

Keywords: constant inputs, garbage outputs, Reversible logic combinational circuits,  Reversible logic 
sequential circuits 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Reducing power is a magic word that has gained importance with development of deep sub micron and 
nanotechnologies. Low power consumption, which is requirement of the modern world as more PDAs -
Personal Digital Assistant and other gadgets are being used by everyone irrespective of the age or area of 
business or study. There are many techniques fo
more interest. In this logic reduction in energy dissipation is achieved without destroying the information 
bits.  In 1961 Rolf Landauer [7] proved that traditional logic gates or binary logic gates dissipate a certain 
amount of energy during computation. This is caused by loss of each bit of information. [6] kTln2 joules 

operation. Charles Henry Bennett  [7] showed in 1973, that  [6]   in  order  to  avoid  KTln2 joules of 
energy dissipation in an irreversible circuit, reversible  logic  gates  will be of use,  since  there  is  no 
information  loss  in  reversible  circuits.   However, fan-out is not possible in reversible Logic, as one to 
many cannot be reversed. If we assume proper technology, a reversible logic circuit can realize the inverse 
operation simply by applying the gates in the reverse order. Synthesis is possible either from the outputs 
toward the inputs or from the inputs toward the outputs. 
 
In this paper [2] decoder 2:4 is built using Feynman and Fredkin gates. Using this 3:8 decoder is built. [1] 
in this paper decoders up to 4:16 are built. This work on 4:16 DECODER using, BVF F2G and FRG 
Gates was an improvement on Decoder using only FRG Gates. [4] HL gate and Rgate are built to 
construct the decoder circuits. [8] decoders are built on xilinx. 
 
[1] The authors gave possible research directions to optimize other  combinational and sequential  circuits  
and to improve on low power and quantum cost. [1] The authors also suggested, other  modifications in 
this research  work  to  reduce  garbage  output value and  number  of  constant  inputs/outputs and 
quantum cost using other reversible gates  such  as  Modified  Fredkin gate,  DPG  or DKG gates.
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[5] In this paper power efficiency is discussed. Main disadvantage is high number of constant inputs is 
used. Hence it has scope on improvement. Improvement on following the basic rule for Reversible Gates, 
i.e number of inputs should equal the number of outputs is possible by optimizing the constant inputs and 
garbage outputs. 
 
[9] [10] Sequential circuits  the authors Himanshu Thapliyal and M.B Srinivas, developed D Flip Flop 
using modified Fredkin Gate. RS Flip Flop, JK Flip Flop, T Flip Flop, Master slave JK Flip Flop are built. 
The authors had built D Flip Flop with 7 gates and number of garbage outputs are 8 which is very high.  
 

 
II. REVERSIBLE GATES 

 
All digital functions in conventional method are irreversible. At any point of time, previous computations 
cannot be recovered. Operations required in computation could be performed in a reversible manner, thus 
dissipating no heat. One of the conditions for any circuit to be reversible is  that  its  input  and  output  be  
uniquely  retrievable  from  each other or mapped one to one. The other condition is if a device can 
actually run backwards then it is called physically reversible. Basic Reversible Gates are Feynman Gate 2 
x 2, Double Feynman Gate 3 x 3, Toffoli Gate 3 x 3, Fredkin Gate. 3 x 3, Peres Gate 3 x 3, TSG gate 4 x 
4, Sayem Gate 4 x 4, to name a few. There are 3 x 3 and 5 x 5 gates built for unique applications in this 
study. The same gates can be used for other applications also. 
 
Reversible Logic has the following Rules, 

 Number of outputs equal that of inputs. n x n 
 Unique input to output pattern 
 Garbage outputs to be minimized 
 Gate count should be minimum 
  
 Fan-out should be NIL 
 Feedback / Loop back circuit is not allowed 

 
III. PROPOSED STUDY 

This study focuses on building (i) Reversible sequential circuits such as REV D Flip Flop and  REV T 
Flip Flop and (ii)Combinational circuits  such as 5:32 REV decoder using 4:16 REV decoder, 8:1 REV 
mux and REV 16 Bit Latch using D Flip Flop. This study involves VHDL coding for the reversible logic 
circuit and to analyze the power consumption and reduce garbage outputs. In this study, designing of new 
reversible gates, Universal gate (Twin SJ gate),D INV gate,   and building different reversible logic 
circuits - Flip Flops, decoders, multiplexer and Latch circuits using new design gates and other basic 
reversible gates is carried out.  These circuits are built, simulated and the results are analyzed using Xilinx 
14.7 
 
NEW REVERSIBLE GATES 

 DINV Gate  This DINV GATE is reversible gate with 3 x 3 configurations. The outputs are 
mostly of AND configuration. The Outputs are A'.B, A.B and A.C. This gate is used in Decoder 
circuits.
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Figure 1 :  DINV GATE 
 

(II) TWIN SJ Gate  This TWIN SJ GATE is reversible gate with 5 x 5 configuration with Outputs 
P=A'C+AD, Q=[(A+B).(C+D)] E, R=B  E, S=A+E, T=B+E 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 :TWIN SJ GATE 
 

DINV gate and TWIN SJ gate are used in 4:16 and 5:32 DECODERS. Toffoli gate, Feynman Gate, 
Fredkin Gate, Peres gate and Dual AJ gate are common reversible gates used in Flip Flop, mux and Latch 
design. 

REVERSIBLE D FLIPFLOP  Flip flop is used for storage of data as it latches data. It stores the bit that is 
available at 'D' input. Change in D input is updated on rising edge of the next clock. I.e. a delay of one 
clock. Hence it is also Delay (D) flip Flop. Reversible D Flip Flop is built in VHDL coding. Also 
reversible gate FEYNMAN is used as a buffer or for duplicating the signals as fan out is not possible in 
Reversible Logic. D Flip Flop is simulated and verified in enabled and disabled conditions. Results are 
given in Figure 12

D INV 
GATE 

A 

B Q=A.B 

P=A' .B 

C 
R=A.C 
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Figure 3: D FLIP FLOP RTL SCHEMATIC  

 
REVERSIBLE T FLIPFLOP T Flip Flop changes its output on every clock i.e. it toggles. Hence the 
frequency of output is half of the input frequency. Output toggles on every rising edge of the clock. 
Reversible T Flip Flop is built in VHDL coding.  Reversible gate FEYNMAN is used as a buffer or for 
duplicating the signals as fan out is not possible in Reversible Logic. T Flip Flop is simulated and verified 
in enabled and disabled condition. Results are given in  Figure. 13 

 

 
Figure 4: T FLIP FLOP  RTL Schematic 

REVERSIBLE 5: 32 DECODER 
N:2N Decoder is to select one out of  2N output lines using suitable inputs. Decoders are normally used to 
select a particular device or memory location using suitable signal lines generally, Address lines. In this 
study, 5:32 Decoder is built using two 4:16 decoders and suitably enabling them with 5th Input signal (I4). 
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Block diagram Fig.5 and Fig.6, show the over all view of the Decoder. RTL schematic of  5:32 decoder 
with exploded view of  4:16 decoder is given Figure 7. Four numbers of Feynman gates are used for 
buffering the Input signals I0 to I3. I0 to I3 are connected to both 4:16 decoders. Enable signal 'EN' and I4 

are inputs to DINV gate. DINV is a new gate, used to select / enable either of the 4:16 decoders based on 
I4. Outputs of DINV gate are enable signals for the 4:16 decoders.  If I4 is '0', then Decoder 1, for D0-D15 
is enabled.   If I4 is '1', then Decoder 2, for D16 - D31 is enabled. Circuit developed for 5:32 Decoder is 
simulated and verified in enabled and disabled condition. Results are given  in  Figure. 14 and Figure 15.  
When 'EN' signal is '0', then all the bits are 'zero', for different states if I0 to I4. This is clearly visible in the 
results.  4:16 decoder is built with 3:8 decoder  and Feynman Gates. 3:8 decoder is built with 2:4 decoder, 
DINV gate and Feynman Gates.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 :  5:32 DECODER BLOCK DIAGRAM

 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  4:16 DECODER 

RTL Schematic of  Decoder 5:32 with the exploded view of 4:16 decoders is given in Fig.7 

EN 

3:8 DECODER1 

D8-15 

D0-7 

EN 

EN 
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Figure 7:  5:32 DECODER RTL SCHEMATIC 
 
REVERSIBLE MULTIPLEXER 8:1 
 
Multiplexer is a combinational circuit used to connect one of the 2n input lines witn 'n' select lines. In this 
study, one of the 8 inputs get connected to the output by three select lines. 8:1 Multiplexer has 3 select 
lines (SEL0 to SEL2) to choose one out of 8 inputs.  
 
In reversible circuits, garbage outputs need to be optimized. Number of useful output is minimum in case 
of multiplexers. Two 4:1 multiplexers are used to build 8:1 multiplexer.   4: 1 multiplexers are built using 
2:1 multiplexers and Feynman Gates. This circuit uses basic gates. No special gate is used.  Reversible 
Feynman gate is a basic 2 x 2 gate. Outputs A and A XOR B (inputs A and B), enable to repeat or invert 
the signale based on input B. Giving '0' to B repeats A at both outputs. 
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Figure 8: MULTIPLEXER 8:1 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Feynman gate is used to copy the select bits SEL0 and SEL1. Inputs v_in1 to v_in4 are connected to 4:1 
mux I and Inputs v_in5 to v_in8 are connected to 4:1 mux II. Using selection bits SEL0 and SEL1, 
corresponding input is selected. Mux output from these 4:1 mux are connected to a 2:1 mux whose 
selection bit is SEL2.   

For example, if the selection bits are 000, IN1 should be available at OUTPUT. IN1 is at the output of 
Mux I and IN5 is at the output of Mux II. These are inputs to 2:1 Mux. From these inputs, IN1 is selected 
by SEL2 (0) of the 2:1 Mux. As another example, if the selection bits are 101, IN6 should be available at 
OUTPUT. IN2 is at the output of Mux I and IN6 is at the output of Mux II. These are inputs to 2:1 Mux. 
From these inputs, IN6 is selected by SEL2 (1) of the 2:1 Mux.  During simulation, To visualize the 
results, Inputs v_in1, v_in3, v_in5 and v_in7 are given '0' and v_in2,  v_in4, v_in6 and v_in8 are given '1'. 
By giving combination of Selection bits with different timing, the output corresponding to the selection is 
shown at output. Ref. Fig 18 for the results of 8:1 Multiplexer 
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Figure 9: MULTIPLEXER 8:1 RTL SCHEMATIC 

LATCH is a sequential logic circuit. 16 bit Latch circuit is used to hold data. D Flip Flop (latch) is used 
for storage of one bit. It gets updated on each clock. 16Bit latch has 16 D Flip Flops. Selection of  Flip 
Flop is done using Decoder. By decoding the Address lines, particular memory bit can be accessed (Read / 
write). A block called 'Interface' is built using Feynman and Toffoli gates.  RST of all D flip flops is  
connected from Interface Block. Input to Interface block, Toffoli gate is suitably given to set RST of 
particular D FlipFlop to '0'.  Clock output (clkout) of one D flip flop is connected to the clock input of 
next D Flip Flop. This reduces the number of Garbage outputs. Din (D0 to D15) of D flip flops is the 
actual data to be stored. Data is updated at the rising edge of the input clock. Exploded view of Interface 
Block is given in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: 16 BIT LATCH RTL SCHEMATIC (exploded view) 
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Figure 11: 16 BIT LATCH RTL SCHEMATIC 
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IV  RESULT & CONCLUSION 

Software Tool: In this study all the gates and circuits are built on Xilinx 14.7 tool. Xilinx ISE is a design 
environment software tool for synthesis and analysis of HDL designs. This enable us to synthesize 
(compile) the design and to  

 perform timing analysis 

 examine RTL diagrams 

 analyse the responses for different stimuli 
This tool has a limitation of not to be used with FPGA products of other manufacturers. Xilins ISE (circuit 
synthesis and design) + ISIM or modelsim logic simulator (used for system level testing). 
 
D FLIPFLOP Initially reset (rst) is made to '1' and after a delay it is made to '0'. A rising pulse is given to 
reset, to clear. 20ns pulse is given as clock and 30ns pulse is given as data. The state change of data (din) 
is updated at the output (dout) during next rising edge of the clock (clk). In the given figure 12., at 0.60us, 
'din' goes low and the 'clk' is low. Hence there is no change in 'dout'.  At the next rising edge of the 

clock(0.62us), 'dout' goes low.

 

Figure 12:  D FLIP FLOP RESULT 

T FLIPFLOP  Initially reset (rst) is made to '1' and after a delay it is made to '0'. A rising pulse is given to 
reset, to clear. 10ns pulse is given as clock.  In the Figure 13., the output 'dout' changes state (toggles) 
when there is state change of data (din) during next rising edge of the clock (clk). In the given at 0.45us, 
'din' goes low and the 'clk' is low. The 'dout' continues to be low. There is no change in 'dout'.  At the next 
rising edge of the clock, at 0.455us, 'dout' goes High (toggled). At 0.6us 'din' goes high and the 'clk' is low. 
The 'dout' continues to be high. There is no change in 'dout'.  At the next rising edge of the clock, at 
0.655us 'dout' goes low (toggled). 
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Figure 13: T FLIP FLOP RESULT 

DECODER5:32 Results are given  in  Figure. 14 to  Figure 17.  When 'EN' signal is '0', then all the outbit 
bits d0 to d31 remain  'zero', for different states of I0 to I4.   In Figure.14, at 0.81us in0 and in1 are '1' and 
in2, in3 and in4 are '0', '00011' corresponding bit 'd3' is selected. Similarly in Figure.15, at 2.39us, in3, in1  
and in0 are '1', in2 and in4 are '0',01011  is the input and corresponding bit 'd11' is selected. In Figure.16, 
at 3.99us,  in0, in1 and in4 are '1' and in2 and in3 are '0', '10011' corresponding bit 'd19' is selected. 
Similarly in Figure.17, at 5.6us, in4, in3, in1  and in0 are '1', in2 is '0', 11011  is the input and 
corresponding bit 'd27' is selected. It can be noted that when 'EN' is low, though the input signals were 
active, no output is available. 

 

Figure 14: 5:32 DECODER RESULT (A)

 

Figure 15: 5:32 DECODER RESULT (B)
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Figure 16: 5:32 DECODER RESULT (C) 

 

Figure 17: 5:32 DECODER RESULT (D) 
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8:1 MUX Feynman gate is used to copy the select bits SEL0 and SEL1, by giving B input '0'. Inputs 
v_in1 to v_in4 are connected to 4:1 mux1 and Inputs v_in5 to v_in8 are connected to 4:1 mux2. Using 
selection bits SEL0 and SEL1, corresponding input is selected. Mux output from these 4:1 mux are 
connected to a 2:1 mux whose selection bit is SEL2..  To visualise the results, Inputs v_in1, v_in3, v_in5 
and v_in7 are given '0' and v_in2,  v_in4, v_in6 and v_in8 are given '1'. By giving combination of 
Selection bits with different timing, the output of mux is proved. In the figure16., at 500ns, sel0 is '0', sel1 
is '1' and sel2 '0' corresponding to v_in3 (low), connected to muxoutput. Muxoutput has be linked to the 
timing of select bit timings, to verify the results. 

 

Figure 18: 8:1 MULTIPLEXER RESULT 

16 BIT LATCH A short pulse is given as reset. 20ns clock is there at the input (clkin). Inputs D0 to D15 
are given with '1' (11111111 11111111) at 0.280us. It is the falling edge of the input clock (clkin) and the 
DOUT becomes 11111111 11111111 on the risining edge of the input clock, at 0.290us. Similarly 
different16bit  inputs 01010101 01010101, 10101010 10101010, 1111111111 00000000 and  00000000  
1111111111 are given at datain and the DOUT is checked. It is observed that the DOUT matches the 
datain and results are verified. 

 

 

Figure 19: 16 BIT LATCH RESULT 
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The circuit has been simulated and functionality is verified using Xilinx. The circuit under study is 
designed [8] in Xilinx using VHDL code, simulated and verified. It is built on Tanner Tool. Garbage 
output of the designed circuits with existing design are compared. These circuits are simulated on Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) using VHDL code and simulated on Isim. Reduced Garbage outputs 
are achieved.  In future more complex circuits can be designed using these simple sequential and 
combinational circuits. Circuits like Dual port RAM, memory arrays shall be built using decoders and 
Latch circuits. Reversible counter, comparator circuits can be improved in garbage output and constant 
input.  Power reduction is more visible when the circuit is built on CMOS. 

 

Table 1. COMPARISON OF GARBAGE OUTPUT  

V  REFERENCES 

[1] International Journal of Research (IJR) e-ISSN: 2348-6848, p- ISSN: 2348-795X Volume 2, Issue 11, 
November 2015 Performance Analysis of Low Power Decoders Using Reversible Computing Manjinder 
Pal Singh, Er. Birinderjit Singh, Er.Amandeep Singh Bhandari. 

[2] Pandey,  N.,  Dadhich,  N.,  &  Talha,  M.  Z. (2014,  February).  Realization  of  2: 4  reversible 
decoder  and  its  Applications.  Signal Processing  and  Integrated  Networks  (SPIN), 2014 International 
Conference on (pp. 349-353).  IEEE. 

[3] M. 
11th IEEE  International  Conference  on Nanotechnology,  Portland  Marriott,  pp.  1543-1546, 2011. 

[4] 290| Page DESIGN OF 3:8 REVERSIBLE DECODER USING R-GATE Sweta Mann1, Rita Jain 
(ESHM-17) ISBN:978-93-86171-25-2  pp.  149-157, 2017. 

[5] International Journal of Electronics, Electrical and Computational System IJEECS ISSN 2348-117X 
Volume 7, Issue 4 April 2018, Design and Synthesis of Combinational Circuits using Reversible Logic 
G.Sreekanth1, C. Venkata Sudhakar2 VLSI,Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College, Chittoor, India 

Development, pp 525-532, 1973. 

[7] R.  Landauer
Research and  Development, vol.  5,  pp. 183-191, 1961.  

CIRCUIT

GARBAGE OUTPUTS

EXISTING METHOD PROPOSED METHOD
D FLIPFLOP NOT AVAILABLE 8 4
2 to 4 decoder[3] 3 2 0
3 to 8 decoder[4] 4 3 1
4 to 16 decoder 5 4 3
5 to 32 decoder NOT AVAILABLE NOT AVAILABLE 7

17 16 7
NOT AVAILABLE NOT AVAILABLE 16

16bit latch NOT AVAILABLE NOT AVAILABLE 16

PREVIOUS 
METHOD
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[8]  "Design and synthesis of combinational circuits using reversible decoder in Xilinx"  Gopi Chand 
Naguboina ; K. Anusudha ,  2017 IEEE International Conference on Computer, Communication and 
Signal Processing (ICCCSP)  2017 DOI: 10.1109/ICCCSP.2017.7944062  

Srinivas, Mark Zwolinski Electronic System Design Group Electronics & Computer Science University of 
Southampton, U.K (mz@ecs.soton.ac.uk)  Thapliyal MAPLD 2005/10121 

[10] Thapliyal, H., & Ranganathan, N. (2010). Design of reversible sequential circuits optimizing 
quantum cost, delay, and garbage outputs. ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing 
Systems, 6(4), 1 31. doi:10.1145/1877745.1877748 
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Abstract- Software design defects often lead to bugs, runtime errors and software maintenance 

difficulties. They should be systematically prevented, found, removed or fixed all along the software 

lifecycle (Design, development and maintenance stages). However, detecting and fixing these defects is 

still to the greater extent a difficult, time-consuming and manual process. Identifying and fixing the 

defects at earlier part of software life cycle will reduce the significant maintenance cost. In this paper, we 

propose detecting the design defects at design phase and software defects at implementation phase of the 

software life cycle. Detecting defects in early stage of design cycle is useful from the perspective of cost 

quality and schedule reduction. 

 

Index Terms- Software design defects, software bugs, run time errors, object oriented defects, anti-

patterns, code smells 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Object-oriented programming (OOP) is industry adapted a programming paradigm which consists of 

“objects" that have data fields (attributes that describe the object) and associated procedures known as 

methods. Objects, are instances of classes, are used to interact with one another to design applications and 

computer programs. Object oriented design, today, is becoming more popular in software development 

environment and Object Oriented design metrics is an essential part of software environment. The main 

objective of analyzing these metrics is to improve the quality of the software. Design defects, anti-

patterns, code smells defects at the architectural level and software coding errors   must be detected and 

corrected to improve software quality, automatic detection and correction of these software architectural 

defects, which suffer of a lack of tools. The contribution of this paper is to present issues related to the 

detection and correction of design defects at design level and software coding errors at implementation 

phase. 

II. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DESIGN PATTERNS AND DESIGN FLAWS. 

Design patterns is a reusable solution to commonly occurring design problems in software. Each class in 

design pattern plays specific role and interactions between the classes are well defined. Anti-pattern 

represents undesirable design structure that is difficult to maintain and understand the software. The 

complexity of the classes that constitute design patterns are comparatively less than compared to classes 

in anti-patterns. Roles and complexity and interaction with other classes can be used to identify the design 

pattern because their important features can be easily defined and recognized, which is not possible in 

case of some anti-patterns [1] as the classes that constitute the anti-pattern higher in complexity and 

consists of multiple roles. Anti-patterns have very large variety of characteristics (e.g., number of 

methods, naming of methods/classes, method parameters, class functionality etc.), therefore it is harder to 

apply general detection rules to all of them. 
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III. DESIGN-DEFECTS OR ANTI-PATTERNS 

Design defects are design structures that are complex, difficult to understand and maintain. They are bad 

practices in software design. Design solution that is initially appears to be a good solution for the problem 

to solve results in the creation of conflicts because of its implementation. Having knowledge of design 

defects, the developer is equipping with the knowledge needed to avoid or fix errors before writing any 

code or designing the software. A design defect or anti-pattern is a literary form that describes a 

commonly occurring solution to a design problem, solution which generates negative consequences in 

maintaining the software. Design defects are bad solutions to recurring design problems. The idea of 

design defect is to show what not to do. The Blob, the Spaghetti, the Poltergeist, the Lava Flow are 

among well-known design defects. For example, the Blob represents single complex controller class that 

monopolizes the processing and is surrounded by simple data classes. The Spaghetti code, which is one of 

the most famous design defect, describes a program or system with a software structure that lacks clarity 

and hard to maintain. 

 

IV. RELATION BETWEEN OBJECT ORIENTED MATRICES AND DESIGN DEFECT 

Design defects can be identified by measuring the objected oriented metrics coupling, cohesion, 

complexity and inheritance. Below table lists the relationship between the different object oriented metric 

categories and most commonly occurring design defects [6]. 

V. BLOB DESIGN DEFECT 

The Blob class also known as God class of the design. The Blob class violates the “Single-responsibility 

principle” [14], Single-responsibility principle states there should one only one reason to change the class, 

The Blob class is responsible for all (or most of the) behavior of an application while the rest of the 

classes (the data classes) are only responsible for Encapsulating data, hence it monopolizes the processing 

and acts as controller class that performs majority of system responsibilities. The basic form of a god 

class is defined in Figure 1. 

 

Anti-patterns 
Metrics Category 

Coupling Cohesion Complexity Inheritance 

Blob High low High Low 

Lava Flow Low 
 

High 
 

Functional 

Decomposition  
high Low Very Low 

Poltergeists High 
 

Low 
 

Swiss Army  

Knife 
High 

 
High 
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Figure 1 Blob or God Class Architecture 

Blob class will consist of one or more Blob method that obtains their data from classes different from the 

class they belong to [2] and perform the complex computations or operations. The blob method can also 

be visualized as complex method that performs more than one functionality i.e. there will be more than 

one reason to change the method. The basic form of a god method is defined in Figure 2 by the diagram 

modelled with continuous lines. This shows that the god method accesses attributes from the other classes 

through its method which expose the attributes of the class. 

 

Note: Arrow marks                          in all the diagrams indicate the function call. Where the pointing to 

Called from caller function. 
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Figure 2 Blob Method Architecture 

Detecting Blob pattern 

As Blob method performs the complex computations, the complexity of the function is high and, they 

access the data from other classes resulting high coupling and low Cohesion. The Blob defect can be 

identified by measuring the object-oriented metrics complexity, coupling and Cohesion. Object oriented 

metrics are captured through software metrics and properties are expressed in terms of valid values for 

these metrics [11]. The most widely used metrics are the ones defined by Chidamber and Kemerer [3]. 

These include: Weighted methods per class, WMC, Coupling between objects, CBO.  

 

Refactoring a Blob Class 

 

Solution: Refactoring of Blog class exposes the operation rather than the attributes as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 decomposing the responsibilities 

Refactoring a Blob Method. 

The Blog method consists of multiple responsibilities; this method can be decomposing until complexity 

reduces and becomes a function with single responsibility with different classes as shown in the Figure 3. 

VI. POLTERGEISTS DESIGN DEFECT 

Poltergeist is a class with minimal or limited responsibilities and roles to play in the software system; 

therefore, their effective life cycle is quite brief; they clutter software designs, creating unnecessary 

abstractions [6]; 

Poltergeists can occur in four different forms as follows 

 Irrelevant classes: 

 Agent classes 

 Operation classes 

 Object classes 

 

Irrelevant classes:  

An irrelevant class does not have any meaningful behavior in the software design. They composed of only 

of get (class data member accessor), set (sets the class data member) methods. Figure 5 shows the UML 

notation of design defect Irrelevant classes. The concreate class will access the irrelevant class attribute 

through the get method and sets attributes using set method. 
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Figure 4 Irrelevant Classes 

Refactoring Irrelevant Class. 

Although the behavior of irrelevant classes is meaningless, the data that it may contain is not. The 

correction of irrelevant classes consists in both eliminating them from the design and placing the data they 

contain with the respective accessor class.  

 
Figure 5 Refactoring irrelevant class 

Agent classes:  

Agent design defect are classes that are responsible for only passing the messages from one class to 

another, i.e., methods that offer redundant paths to access operations of other classes in the design. 

The UML specification of this design defect is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 Agent classes 

Refactoring Agent Class 

Refactoring agent class involves removing the agent method from the design and replacing the 

communication it performs to be done directly between the other two classes involved in the anti-pattern 

[4]. 
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Figure 7 Refactoring Agent class 

Operation classes:  

Operation design defect are classes with only one meaningful behavior and for having a short life cycle. 

The main idea of an operation class is that an operation that should have been a method within a class has 

been turned into a class itself. UML notation of Operation classes is shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8 Operation classes 

Refactoring operation class. 

Refactoring of operation class design defect involves moving the attributes and functionality to suitable 

class. 

 

 
Figure 9 Refactoring operation class 

Object classes:  

Object classes are subclasses representing exactly the parent classes with no additional functionalities or 

attributes. In figure 11 classes SbClass1 and SubClass2 are Object classes as they are exactly same as 

their parent class ConcreateClass2.  
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Figure 10 Object classes 

Refactoring Object class. 

Object class does not override any behavior or functionality of their parent class and they do not have 

additional behavior, they are unnecessary and therefore, must be remove them from the class hierarchy 

altogether. 

 
Figure 11 Refactoring Object class 

VII. LAVA FLOW DESIGN DEFECT OR FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION 

Lava flow design defect is a class with single action such as function which makes it simple [4]. 

Lava flow design defect is created by designer when he creates each class for function Figure 13, 

resulting multiple classes in the design where the functionality not logically grouped. 
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Figure 12 Lava Flow  

 

Refactoring Function Decomposition design defect 

 If the class has a single method are helper classes with single functionality, remove this class by moving 

the method to part of an existing class base class. The goal is to consolidate the functionality of several 

types into a single class that captures a broader domain concept than the previous finer-grained classes. 

For example, rather than have classes to manage device access, to filter information to and from the 

devices, and to control the device, combine them into a single device controller object with methods that 

perform the activities previously spread out among several classes. If the class does not contain state 

information of any kind, consider rewriting it as a function. Potentially, some parts of the system may be 

best modeled as functions that can be accessed throughout various parts of the system without restriction. 

 

 
Figure 13 Refactoring Function Decomposition Design Defect 
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VIII. SWISS ARMY KNIFE DESIGN DEFECT 

Swiss army knife class implements many interfaces to expose the maximum possible functionalities.  As 

it implements may interface it becomes complex class exposing many functionalities. The difference 

between Swiss army knife and the Blob is that the Swiss army knife exposes a high complexity to address 

all foreseeable needs of the class, whereas the Blob is a single large multifunctional object that 

monopolizes all the treatment and the system data. The symptoms of the presence of Swiss Army Knife 

anti-pattern is : Complex interfaces with no clear abstraction or purpose for the class, which is represented 

by the lack of focus in the interface. 

 
Figure 14 Swiss Army Knife 

 

Refactoring Swiss Army Knife 
Refactoring the swiss army knife involves reducing the complexity of the interfaces. 

Apply Extension Interface Patterns: 

• Introduce a common protocol for all provided interfaces (incl. Interface navigation) 

• Integrate additional functionality so that clients can discover existing component interfaces and 

navigate between them. 
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Figure 15 Refactoring of Swiss Army Knife anti-patter 

IX. PROGRAMMING ERRORS OR DEFECTS. 

Defects for programming coding errors, assignment versus equality operators, type mismatch, wrap 

around, string arrays. They occur due to the bad programming below table lists defects and their symptom 

and correction. Defects are under Numerical Defects, Programming Defects and Programming Defects. 

Numerical Defects [8] 

Defect Type  - Defect Description Defective Code Sample Corrective Code Sample 

Float overflow - Overflow from 
operation between floating points 

float square(void) { 

   float val = FLT_MAX; 

   return val * val;   
} 

double square(void) { 

    float val = FLT_MAX; 

    return val * val;   
} 

Invalid use of standard library 
floating point routine - Wrong 

arguments to standard library 

function 

double arccosine(void) { 
    double degree = 5.0; 

    return acos(degree); 

} 

double arccosine(void) { 

    double degree = 5.0; 
    double radian = degree*180/(3.14159); 

    return acos(radian); 

} 

Float division by zero - Dividing 

floating point number by zero 

float fraction(float num){ 

    float denom = 0.0; 
    float result = 0.0; 

    result = num/denom; 

    return result;} 

float fraction(float num){ 

    float denom = 0.0; 

    float result = 0.0; 
    if( ((int)denom) != 0) 

        result = num/denom; 

    return result;} 

Integer conversion overflow - 

Overflow when converting between 
integer types 

char convert(void) { 

    int num = 1000000; 

    return (char)num; 
} 

long convert(void) { 

    int num = 1000000; 

    return (long)num; 
} 

Integer overflow - Overflow from 
operation between integers 

int plusplus(void) { 

    int var = INT_MAX; 
    var++;              

    return var; 
} 

long plusplus(void) { 

    long lvar = INT_MAX; 
    lvar++; 

    return lvar; 
} 

Invalid use of standard library integer 
routine - Wrong arguments to 

standard library function 

int absoluteValue(void) { 
    int neg = INT_MIN; 

    return abs(neg); 

int absoluteValue(void) { 
    int neg = INT_MIN+1; 

    return abs(neg); 
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} } 

Integer division by zero - Dividing 
integer number by zero 

int fraction(int num){ 

    int denom = 0; 
    int result = 0; 

    result = num/denom; 

    return result; 
} 

int fraction(int num){ 
    int denom = 0; 

    int result = 0; 
    if (denom != 0) 

        result = num/denom; 

    return result; 
} 

Shift of a negative value - Shift 

operator on negative value 

int shifting(int val){ 
    int res = -1; 

    return res << val; 

} 

int shifting(int val){ 
    unsigned int res = -1; 

    return res << val 

} 

Shift operation overflow- Overflow 
from shifting operation 

int left_shift(void) { 

    int foo = 33; 

    return 1 << foo;  
} 

long left_shift(void) { 

    int foo = 33; 

    return 1 << foo;  
} 

Sign change integer conversion 

overflow - Overflow when converting 

between signed and unsigned integers 

char sign_change(void) { 
    unsigned char count = 255; 

    return (char)count; 

} 

int sign_change(void) { 
    unsigned char count = 255; 

    return (int)count; 

} 

Unsigned integer conversion 

overflow - Overflow when converting 

between unsigned integer types 

unsigned char convert(void) { 
    unsigned int unum = 1000000U; 

    return (unsigned char)unum;   

} 

unsigned long convert(void) { 
    unsigned int unum = 1000000U; 

    return (unsigned long)unum;   

} 

Unsigned integer overflow - 

Overflow from operation between 

unsigned integers 

unsigned int plusplus(void) { 

    unsigned uvar = UINT_MAX; 
    uvar++; 

    return uvar; 

} 

unsigned long plusplus(void) { 

    unsigned uvar = UINT_MAX; 
    unsigned long ulvar = uvar++; 

    return ulvar; 

} 

Programming Defects [8] 

Invalid use of == (equality) operator - 
Equality operation in assignment 

statement 

 
 

    for (j == 5; j < 9; j++) { 

        array[i] = j; 
        i++; 

    } 

  for (j = 5; j < 9; j++) { 

        array[i] = j; 
        i++; 

    } 

Invalid use of = (assignment) operator 

- Assignment in control statement 

    if(alpha = beta){ 

        printf("Equal\n"); 
    } 

 

    if(alpha == beta){ 

        printf("Equal\n"); 
    } 

 

Invalid use of floating point operation 
- Imprecise comparison of floating 

point variables 

    float flt = 1.0; 

    if (flt == 1.1) 

        return flt; 
    return 0; 

 

    float flt = 1.0; 

    if (fabs(flt-1.1) < Epilson) 

        return flt; 
    return 0; 

 

Dead code - Code cannot be reached 

along any execution path 

 
 int table[5];/* Create a table */ 

 for(int i=0;i<=4;i++) 

   table[i]=i^2+i+1; 
 if(table[ch]>100) return 0;  

 /*Defect: Condition always false */ 

 return table[ch];} 

   int table[5]; 
  /* Create a table */ 

  for(int i=0;i<=4;i++) 

    table[i]=i^2+i+1; 
  /* Fix: Remove dead code */ 

  return table[ch];  

} 

Non-initialized variable - Variable 

not initialized before use 

 

    int command; 

    int val; 
    command = getsensor(); 

    if (command == 2)  

      { 
        val = getsensor(); 

      } 

 

 

    int command; 

    /* Fix: Initialize val */ 
    int val=0; 

    command = getsensor(); 

    if (command == 2)  
      { 

        val = getsensor(); 

      } 
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    return val;               

     

    return val;               

 

Uncalled function - Function with 

static scope never called in file 

static int Initialize(void) {… 

     } 
void main() 

  { 

   int num; 
   num=0; 

   printf("The value of num is %d",num); 

  } 

void main() 
  { 

   int num; 

   /* Fix: Call static function Initialize */ 
   num=Initialize(); 

   printf("The value of num is %d",num); 

  } 

Variable shadowing - Variable hides 
another variable of same name with 

nested scope 

 

int fact[5]={1,2,6,24,120}; 

int factorial(int n){ 
  int fact=1;  

  /*Defect: Local variable hides global array with 

same name */ 
  return(fact); 

 } 

 
int fact[5]={1,2,6,24,120}; 

int factorial(int n){ 

  /* Fix: Change name of local variable */ 
  int f=1;  

  for(int i=1;i<=n;i++) 

    f*=i; 
  return(f); 

 } 

Defects in Multi-Threaded [8] 

Data race - A data race  is a situation 
where events from different threads 

execute without ordering and read 

and write the same data. Data races 
can lead to data inconsistency and 

unintended nondeterminism. 
  

violation of atomicity - A violation of 

atomicity occurs if a sequence of 

shared data access of one thread is 
interleaved with access to the same 

data from other threads. 

class Stack { 

int top; 

Object[] arr; 

int size() { 

return top; 
} 

void push(Object o) { 

// assert (top < arr.length); 
arr[top++] = o; 

} 
Object pop() { 

// assert(top > 0); 

return arr[--top]; 
} 

} 

class Stack { 

int top; 

Object[] arr; 

int size() { 

return top; 
} 

synchronized void push(Object o) { 

// assert (top < arr.length); 
arr[top++] = o; 

} 
synchronized Object pop() { 

// assert(top > 0); 

return arr[--top]; 
} 

} 

Deadlock - A deadlock situation 

occurs at runtime if threads use 
synchronization so that a cyclicwait 

condition arises. 

deadlock situation occurs at runtime if threads use 
synchronization 

so that a mutual wait condition arises Detected should be detected and corrected 
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X. CONCLUSION 

Currently system engineers use different design tools like UML, SYSML, MATLAB, SCADE etc to 

convert system requirements to architectural design diagrams. Design verification to detect the Design 

Defects and rectify them at design level and software errors at implementation phase is very impartment 

to control the flow of defects to the subsequent process steps of SLDC, making design and software more 

robust. Fixing design defects will make design more maintainable and reduces significant maintenance 

cost and software errors will reduce the unexpected behavior of the software and those reduce the defects 

identified at the testing phase, those reducing the cycle time, which intern reduces the manual hours. 
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Abstract- Reliable forecasts of univariate time series data are often necessary in several contexts. ARIMA 

models are quite popular among practitioners in this regard. Hence, choosing correct parameter values for 

ARIMA is an imperative yet task. Thus, a stepwise algorithm is introduced to provide robust estimates for 

parameters (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)(𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄) used in seasonal ARIMA models. This process is focused on improvising 

the overall quality of the estimates and it alleviates the problems induced due to the unidimensional nature 

of the methods that are currently used such as ‘auto.arima’. The fast and automated search of parameter 

space also ensures reliable estimates of the parameters that possess several desirable qualities and 

consequently resulting in higher test accuracy especially in the cases of noisy data. After vigorous testing 

on real as well as simulated data the authors have found sufficient evidence to conclude that the algorithm 

performs better than current state-of-the-art methods, all the while completely obviating the need for 

human intervention due to its automated nature. 

 

Index Terms- Time Series, auto.arima, ARIMA parameters, Forecast, R 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ime Series analysis and forecasting plays an essential role in various fields such as business, finance, 

economics, science, and engineering. Due to its importance in solving practical problems, several 

methods have been proposed in the literature to model a time series so that past observations are 

carefully handled, and future can be predicted accurately with confidence. Time series forecasting is thus 

nothing but an endeavour to predict the future by an astute scrutiny of the past. 

One of the most popular and frequently used time series models is ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated 

Moving Average) suggested by George Box and Gwilym Jenkins in their seminal text-book Time Series 

Analysis: Forecasting and Control [1]. The modelling approach is well celebrated in the academic 

community due to its robust theoretical underpinnings. In fact, under certain assumptions, it has been 

shown that ARIMA models may yield the optimal forecasts, outperforming competing methods such as 

Exponential Smoothing [2]. Variants of ARIMA, such as seasonal ARIMA, has been in use as well, with 

additional sets of parameters to capture the seasonality present in the series. 

When applied on real-world data however, ARIMA originally didn't receive such vogue from industry 

practitioners. This is partly because business data may not always conform to the necessary assumptions, 

but mostly due to the difficult, iterative time-consuming, and highly subjective procedure described by 

Box and Jenkins to identify the proper form of the model for a given data set. There have since been 

many attempts at automating the search for the optimal ARIMA model. However, as will be discussed in 

the later sections – all of them show several limitations.   

T 
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This paper presents a stepwise algorithm which automates the iterative nature of Box and Jenkin's 

approach to find best seasonal ARIMA model for a particular time series and performs better than current 

state of the art algorithms in terms of various criterion on which a time series model is judged and thus 

may fail to eliminate the need of human intervention. 

Section II summarizes the existing works which has been done to find solution to automatic ARIMA 

modelling. Section III describes the ARIMA model and the proposed algorithm. Section IV discusses the 

advantages of proposed algorithm over existing processes. Section V sums up the performance of the 

proposed algorithm on various time series data sets and section VI provides a salient conclusion. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Several attempts have been made in direction to automate the procedure to find ARIMA model in the past 

years, especially, in the eighties and nineties. The most recent method is given by Hyndman et. al [3] in 

which he proposed finding an optimum ARIMA model by minimizing AIC [4] by considering different 

combinations of model parameters. Presently, this procedure is most used commercially as a back-end 

algorithm in statistical software R's forecast package's auto.arima and in Scikit-Learn's pmdarima in 

Python. 

Hannan [5] proposed a method to identify the order of an ARMA model for a stationary series by fitting 

the innovations as an autoregressive model to the data followed by computation of likelihood of potential 

models using a series of standard regressions. The asymptotic properties of the procedure under very 

general conditions were then derived. 

Gömez [6] extended the Hannan-Rissanen identification method to include multiplicative seasonal 

ARIMA model identification. They implemented the automatic identification procedure in the softwares 

TRAMO and SEATS in which the algorithm fetched the model with minimum BIC. 

Mélard and Pasteels [7] proposed an algorithm for univariate ARIMA models which also allows 

intervention analysis and has been implemented in the software package "Time Series Expert" (TSE-AX). 

Liu [8] also suggested a method for identification of seasonal ARIMA models using a filtering method 

and certain heuristic rules which is used in SCA-Expert software. Forecast Pro [9], which is partially 

based on [10] and is famous for its automatic ARIMA algorithm which was used in the M3-forecasting 

competition [11]. Another proprietary algorithm is implemented in Autobox [12].  

Hwang [13] developed an automated time series cost forecasting system (ATMF) including both auto-

selected procedures for determining a best-fitting model and an auto-extracting module for forecasting 

values using the Box-Jenkins approach. Amin et. al [14] proposed an automated forecasting approach 

based on ARIMA to capture linear and non-linear patterns to predict future values of Quality of Service 

(QoS) attributes that can assist in controlling in software intensive systems. 

However, it needs to be highlighted that not much attempts have been proposed post Hyndman et. al [3] 

to automate the procedure of modelling in ARIMA. The lack of literature in recent times along with some 

serious limitations of the existing processes make it imperative to develop an automated forecast method 

based on the original Box and Jenkins approach.  
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III. MODEL 

A. Framework 

A seasonal ARIMA (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)(𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄)𝑓 process is given by 

    𝛷(𝐵𝑓)𝜙(𝐵)(1 − 𝐵𝑚)𝐷(1 − 𝐵)𝑑𝑦𝑡  = 𝑐 + 𝛩(𝐵𝑓)𝜃(𝐵)𝜖𝑡  

Where, 𝜖𝑡 is a white noise process with mean 0 and variance 𝜎2, 𝛷(𝑧) and 𝛩(𝑧) are polynomials of 

order 𝑃 and 𝑄 respectively, each containing no roots inside a unit circle, 𝐵 is a backshift operator and 𝑓 

is the seasonal frequency of the series. 

For a seasonal time series, 𝐷 = 0 𝑜𝑟 𝐷 = 1 is decided on the basis of Canova-Hansen test [15]. This test 

tests the Null Hypothesis that no seasonal unit root is present. Unit-root tests to test for presence of 

stochastic trend such as ADF test [16]� and KPSS test [17]� are performed to choose the optimum 

value of the parameter 𝑑. ADF test tests the Null Hypothesis that unit root is present whereas KPSS test 

tests the Null Hypothesis that no unit root is present. 

After optimum 𝑑 and 𝐷 is chosen, optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 are selected on the basis of the ACF and 

PACF of the series so that best model with minimum AIC and best performance on test data is obtained. 

A time series 𝑌𝑡 has a mean,  

𝜇 = 𝐸[𝑌𝑡] 

and autocovariance function,  

𝛾𝑌(𝑡 + ℎ, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑌{𝑡+ℎ}, 𝑌_𝑡) = 𝐸[(𝑌𝑡+ℎ − 𝜇(𝑡+ℎ))(𝑌𝑡 − 𝜇𝑡)] 

It is stationary when both mean and autocovariance function are independent of 𝑡.  

The Autocorrelation Function (ACF) is 

𝜌𝑦(ℎ) =  
𝛾𝑌(ℎ)

𝛾𝑌(0)
  =  𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑌𝑡+ℎ , 𝑌𝑡) 

When 𝑑, 𝐷, 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 are known, a model can be evaluated via an information criterion such as 

AIC: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 =  −2𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐿)  +  2(𝑝 + 𝑞 + 𝑃 + 𝑄 + 𝑘), 

where, 𝑘 = 1 if 𝑐 ≠ 0 and 𝑘 =  0 otherwise and 𝐿 is the maximized likelihood of the model fitted to the 

differenced data (1 − 𝐵𝑓)
𝐷

(1 − 𝐵)𝑑𝑦𝑡    

The performance of a time series model is evaluated on the basis of Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

(MAPE). In a time series, if 𝑦𝑡 is the actual value and  𝑦�̂� is the predicted value (forecast) and the series 

conists of 𝑛 time points then MAPE is defined as follows: 

    𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
100

𝑛
 ∑

|𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦�̂�|

𝑦𝑡

𝑛

𝑡=1
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An optimised seasonal ARIMA model should satisfy the following criteria: 

1. Optimum difference order, 𝑑, should be on the basis of both KPSS and ADF test. 

2. Optimum seasonal difference order, 𝐷, should be on the basis of Canova-Hensen test. 

3. Optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃 and 𝑄 should be on the basis of ACF and PACF. 

4. It should have minimum AIC. 

5. It should have minimum test MAPE. 

6. Model residuals should not have serial autocorrelation 

B. Algorithm 

 
Finding the best ARIMA Model has always been subjective and difficult. There is no hard and fast rule 

suggested in literature to find a best ARIMA model which makes developing an automated solution to it 

even more cumbersome. Robert Hyndman [3] has suggested finding optimum ARIMA models on the 

basis of AIC, which is currently being used in popular statistical softwares such as auto.arima in R and 

pmdarima in Scikit-learn in python. However, we note, this approach is unidimensional in nature as it 

only looks to find the model with minimum AIC. 

We suggest an algorithm which has a multidimensional view and it has been broken down into three 

separate algorithms in this paper for the understanding of the reader. The Algorithm 1 finds optimum 𝐷 

and 𝑑 of the ARIMA model. It consumes input data which is a time series data and tests for presence of 

seasonality in the data. It carries out Canova Hansen test to check for seasonal unit root and passes out the 

seasonally differenced data to next step. The algorithm automatically skips this test if the data is annual in 

nature. In next step, Augmented Dickey Fuller test and KPSS test are performed to find optimum 𝑑. In 

case, results of ADF test and KPSS test do not match, it throws a warning to user. 

Algorithm 2 gives optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 of the model. The differenced data from algorithm 1 is taken as 

an input and ACF and PACF of the series are computed. Based on the values of ACF and PACF, 

optimum values of 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃 and 𝑄 are found. There has been an upper bound put on the values of these 

parameters so that the resulting model is parsimonious.  

Algorithm 3 fits the ARIMA model and performs diagnostic tests. It stores AIC of the resulting model 

and compute residuals. It then performs Ljung-Box test on residuals to check for presence of serial 

autocorrelation in the residuals. It throws the optimum parameters and AIC of the model along with the 

results of Ljung-Box test. 

Let us, then, formally introduce the algorithms.  
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Input:  Time Series 𝑦𝑡, explanatory variable 𝑥𝑡, frequency 𝑓, cut off value 𝑉 

Output: Optimum 𝐷, 𝑑 

Initialize: 

𝑧𝑡 = 0, 𝑑 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑤𝑡 = 0, 𝑑1 = 0, 𝑑2 = 0 

Seasonal Unit Root: 

if 𝑓 >  1: 

      Perform Canova Hansen Test on 𝑦𝑡  

       if 𝐻0 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 then 𝑧𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡  −  𝑦𝑡−𝑓; 𝐷 = 1 

      else 𝑧𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡;  𝐷 = 0 

Augmented Dickey Fuller Test: 

while 𝑖 ∈  {0,1,2} do 

𝑢𝑡  = Δ𝑖(𝑧𝑡) Perform ADF test on 𝑢𝑡   

if 𝐻0 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 then 𝑤𝑡 =  𝑢𝑡;  𝑑1  =  𝑖 

else 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 

Kwiatkowski Phillips Schmidt Shin Test: 

while 𝑖 ∈  {0,1,2} do 

𝑣𝑡  = Δ𝑖(𝑧𝑡) Perform KPSS test on 𝑣𝑡   

if 𝐻0 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 then 𝑤𝑡 =  𝑣𝑡;  𝑑1  =  𝑖 

else 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 

if 𝑑1 = 𝑑2 then 𝑑 = 𝑑1 = 𝑑2  

else 𝑑 = 𝑑1; output warning message 

 

Input:  Time Series 𝑦𝑡, explanatory variable 𝑥𝑡, frequency 𝑓, cut off value 𝑉 

Output: Optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, 𝑄 

Initialize: 

Algorithm 1: Finding Optimum 𝑫 and 𝒅 of ARIMA Model 

Algorithm 2: Finding Optimum 𝒑, 𝒒, 𝑷, and 𝑸 of ARIMA Model 
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𝑎𝑡 = 0, 𝑏𝑡 = 0, 𝑝 = 0, 𝑞 = 0, 𝑃 = 0, 𝑄 = 0 

for 1 ≤  ℎ ≤  𝑓 + 5  

𝑎𝑡[ℎ]  = 𝜌(ℎ) 

for 1 ≤  ℎ ≤  𝑓 + 5 

𝑏𝑡[ℎ]  = 𝜋(ℎ) 

Optimum q: 

for 𝑖 ∈  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} do 

if 𝑎𝑡[𝑖] < 𝑉 then 
𝑞 = 𝑖 − 1;  𝑗 = 𝑖 + 1  
 

for 𝑗 ∈  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} do 

if 𝑎𝑡[𝑗] < 𝑉 then 
𝑞 = 𝑗 − 1 

    else 

𝑞 = 0 
Optimum p: 

for 𝑖 ∈  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} do 

if 𝑏𝑡[𝑖] < 𝑉 then 
𝑝 = 𝑖 − 1;  𝑗 = 𝑖 + 1  
 

for 𝑗 ∈  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} do 

if 𝑏𝑡[𝑗] < 𝑉 then 
𝑝 = 𝑗 − 1 

    else 

𝑝 = 0 
Optimum P: 

for 𝑖 ∈  {𝑓 + 1, 𝑓 + 2, … , 𝑓 + 5} do 

if 𝑏𝑡[𝑖] < 𝑉 then 
𝑃 = 𝑖 − 1;  𝑗 = 𝑖 + 1  
 

for 𝑗 ∈  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} do 

if 𝑏𝑡[𝑗] < 𝑉 then 
𝑃 = 𝑗 − 1 

    else 

𝑃 = 0 
Optimum P: 

for 𝑖 ∈  {𝑓 + 1, 𝑓 + 2, … , 𝑓 + 5} do 

if 𝑎𝑡[𝑖] < 𝑉 then 
𝑄 = 𝑖 − 1;  𝑗 = 𝑖 + 1  
 

for 𝑗 ∈  {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} do 

if 𝑎𝑡[𝑗] < 𝑉 then 
𝑄 = 𝑗 − 1 

    else 

𝑄 = 0 
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Input:  Time Series 𝑦𝑡, explanatory variable 𝑥𝑡, frequency 𝑓, cut off value 𝑉 

Output: Optimum 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞, 𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄, 𝑅, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 

Initialize: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 0, 𝑅 = 0 

Fit ARIMA (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)(𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄)[𝑓] on 𝑤𝑡 and explanatory variable 𝑥𝑡 

Compute AIC of the model, store as 𝐴𝐼𝐶 

Compute residuals 𝑒𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡  −  𝑦�̂� 

Ljung Box test on Model Residuals:  

if 𝐻0 𝑖𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 

   𝑅 = 1; Serial Autocorrelation Absent 

 else 

𝑅 = 0; Serial Autocorrelation Present 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Literature suggests that a best time series model should satisfy all the criterion discussed in section III.A. 

Existing automated solutions for finding suitable ARIMA model used in popular software packages only 

take care of one aspect – namely, minimizing the AIC of the model and only conducts KPSS test to find 

optimum 𝑑. They consider different combinations of 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 and choose the one which provides 

minimum AIC.  

The authors have sufficient evidence to believe that due to such neglect in consideration of ACF and 

PACF current methods fail to produce optimum model, especially in those cases where the data is noisy. 

It has also been observed that in some cases they give positive values of 𝑃 and 𝑄 even though it is clearly 

evident from the data (and from ACF and PACF) that there is no seasonality present. In addition to this, 

they do not conduct Ljung-Box test on model residuals on their own. In literature, it is highly 

recommended in order to notify the user if the serial correlation is present in the residuals or not.  

The algorithm discussed in previous section overcomes all these limitations and consequently shows 

better performance than existing solutions. First, it takes into account the results of both KPSS test and 

ADF test to find out optimum difference order and in case of contradictory results, it throws a warning to 

the user. Second, it iterates over ACF and PACF of the series to find out optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 which 

makes this algorithm highly effective in case of noisy data to capture all the patterns and nuances present 

in the series. It tests the model on test data on its own to provide the user test MAPE. Third, this 

algorithm performs Ljung-Box test on model residuals to notify user if there is a serial correlation present 

Algorithm 3: Fitting optimal ARIMA model and performing diagnostic tests 
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in residuals generated by the model. Fourth, it gives the user liberty to choose the cut off value i.e. the 

lag(𝑉) till which ACF and PACF are considered significant on his own, unlike the existing black box 

solutions. Fifth, in cases where ACF and PACF behaves abnormally, for e.g., ACF at lag 1 and lag 2 is 

insignificant but ACF at lag 3 is significant, the existing solutions would provide MA order as 1 or 2 but 

this algorithm goes to lag 3 and beyond to find optimum MA order while making sure that model remains 

parsimonious. 

As a result, the model generated by this algorithm tend to perform better than the models generated by 

existing solution in terms of both AIC and test MAPE. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

We show here three implementations of the proposed algorithm and demonstrate the superiority of our 

proposed solutions over currently popular solution such as auto.arima. Three cases have been chosen to 

highlight different aspect of our algorithm as will be discussed later. 

A. Dataset 1: Nile Data 

It is a standard time series data present in various statistical softwares summarizing annual flow of Nile 

River from year 1871 to 1970. It is illustrated in figure 1(a).  

 

Figure 1(a): Annual Flow of Nile River 

Figure 1(b): Quarterly Sales in Walmart 

The data is split into train and test data, in which, train data is from year 1871 to 1941 and test data from 

year 1940 to 1970. To align with notations used in the algorithm in section II, we have, frequency 𝑓 = 0, 

Train data as 𝑦𝑡 and cut off value 𝑉 = 0.33 as input. Canova-Hansen Test is not performed as time series 

is yearly in nature. Later, ADF test is performed followed by KPSS test, both of which, suggested 

optimum 𝑑 = 1. ACF and PACF were then computed on the differenced series, 𝑤𝑡, to find optimum 

values of 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄. The correlograms are depicted in figure 2(a).  
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Figure 2(a): ACF, PACF in Dataset 1 

Figure 2(b): ACF, PACF in Dataset 2 

The algorithm derives ACF and PACF of the differenced series and gives optimum values of 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 

𝑄 as (1,1,0,0) respectively. This finding is consistent with the figure 2(a). There are significant spikes in 

correlograms of both ACF and PACF at lag 1 which diminish from lag 2 onwards. This step is followed 

by fitting an ARIMA model and performing Ljung-Box test on the model residuals which suggested no 

serial autocorrelation in model residuals with 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0.71. The final output is 𝑝 = 1, 𝑑 = 1, 𝑞 =

1, 𝑃 = 0, 𝑄 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑅 = 1, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 894.13. The test MAPE is 10.56 %.  

To compare with existing automated solutions, auto.arima is implemented on the same train and test data. 

It suggests 𝑝 = 1, 𝑑 = 0, 𝑞 = 0, 𝑃 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑄 = 0, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 910. The optimum values of 𝑞 is not 

consistent with values of ACF of the series. It does not perform Ljung-Box test on its own. When 

performed manually on model residuals generated by this model, the test suggests no significant serial 

autocorrelation at p-value 0.87. The test MAPE is 12.68 %. By looking at figure 2(a) and at the results of 

both KPSS test and ADF test, it is evident that the performance of the search algorithms used in 

auto.arima is suboptimal. Due to mis-specification of the model, the AIC obtained is not minimum and it 

performs relatively poor on the test data. 

B. Dataset 2:  Real-life Retail Data  

We proceed by showcasing how the existing automated solutions tend to fail with real life seasonal data. 

Figure 1(b) presents Quarterly Sales data of a particular department of food section of Walmart U.S. The 

data has a non-linearity present which is evident from the slightly U-shaped form. 

We execute the proposed algorithm on this data by specifying 𝑦𝑡 as the Online Sales, 𝑓 = 4, 𝑉 = 0.33 

We have following two explanatory variables as input all the hypothesis testing were carried out at 5% 

significance level. 

1. 𝑥1𝑡: Real GDP of USA  
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2. 𝑥2𝑡: Unemployment rate of USA 

Canova-Hansen test is applied which suggested optimum 𝐷 = 0 with 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0.17. Afterwards, 

both KPSS test and ADF are test applied and both suggested optimum 𝑑 = 2. ACF and PACF were then 

computed on the differenced series, 𝑤𝑡.The correlograms are presented in figure 2(b). 

Optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 are generated followed by fitting the ARIMA model and performing the Ljung-

Box test on the model residuals. The output is 𝑝 = 2, 𝑞 = 1, 𝑑 = 2, 𝑃 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑄 = 0, 𝑅 = 1, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 =

302.67. The optimum values of 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 match with the occurrence of spikes in the ACF and PACF 

of the series presented in fig. 2(b). The test MAPE is 18.67%.  

For comparison with the existing process, we implement auto.arima on same train and test data which 

gives 𝑝 = 0, 𝑞 = 0, 𝑑 = 0, 𝑃 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑄 = 0, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 381.43. We notice once again, auto.arima fails to 

produce model with correct parameter values. Model residuals have insignificant autocorrelation 

according to Ljung-Box test. The test MAPE is 35.39%.  

We note here that since auto.arima doesn’t perform extensive tests for 𝑝, 𝑞 and hence misses the mark 

while detecting the non-linearity mentioned previously. This is alleviated our algorithm and consequently, 

better results are obtained. 

C. Dataset 3: Simulated Data with Noise 

 
 

Figure 3(a): Plot of Dataset 3 

Figure 3(b): ACF, PACF in Dataset 3 

A time series is simulated to showcase how the proposed algorithm is performing better when the series is 

noisy. The simulated data is quarterly in nature.  

The data is presented in figure 3(a). An unusually high peak at time point 2 and small trough at time point 

10 indicate that the series is noisy and has significant outliers present. We executed the proposed 
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algorithm on this series with no exogenous variables at 𝑉 = 0.33 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 = 4. All the tests are done at 5% 

significance level. 

First, Canova-Hansen test is executed which gave optimum 𝐷 = 0 with 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0.33. Following 

this, KPSS test and ADF test are executed. Here, the ADF test suggested optimum 𝑑 = 1 and KPSS test 

suggested optimum 𝑑 = 0, it threw warning to the user that ‘ADF and KPSS results are different’ and 

went on to consider optimum 𝑑 = 1. ACF and PACF are then computed on the differenced series, 𝑤𝑡. 

The correlograms are shown in figure 3(b). 

Optimum 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑃, and 𝑄 are found out based on the values of ACF and PACF of the differenced series and 

ARIMA model is then fitted. This is followed by performing Ljung-Box test on the residuals generated. 

The output is 𝑝 = 2, 𝑑 = 1, 𝑞 = 1, 𝑃 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝑄 = 0, 𝑅 = 1, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 320.67. The optimum values of 

the parameters of the model match with the plots of ACF and PACF of the differenced series presented in 

fig. 3(b). The test MAPE is 29.52%. 

For comparison purpose, we also implemented auto.arima on same train and test data which produced the 

output 𝑝 = 0, 𝑞 = 0, 𝑑 = 0, 𝑂 = 0, 𝑄 = 0, 𝐷 = 0, 𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 340.03. The test MAPE is 91.52% which is 

magnanimous and indicates that auto.arima fails miserably to read the irregularities present in the data. 

To diagnose the reason behind this bump in performance, we must note that the proposed algorithm takes 

into account the behaviour of ACF and PACF of the series which makes it aware of the outliers present in 

the data. The resultant optimum value of 𝑝 = 2 dictates that the predicted value of series at any time point 

depends on the values of past two points and hence the effect of the outlier will be subdued. Adding yo 

this, the coefficient attached to two AR components are  0.57 and 0.45, both of them less than unity in 

absolute terms. This implies that, although the occurrence of outlier at time point 10 goes on to affect the 

predicted values from time point 11 onwards, the effect of the outlier declines significantly as we move 

far from time point 10. Effectively, this means that when we consider test data from time point 14 

onwards, the effect of outlier had already started getting dampened to the point that the predicted values 

do not get affected much. This results in high accuracy of the forecasts produced. 

On the other hand, auto.arima, in order to reduce AIC without considering ACF and PACF of the series 

produces a model with AR and MA components equal to zero and a non-zero mean. It fails to match the 

crests and troughs present in a data. The estimated value of mean is obviously affected by the presence of 

outlier and is equal to 71766.15. It ends up predicting same value of the time series in both train and test 

data at all time points which are equal to 71766.15. As a result, it fares poorly in terms of MAPE on test 

data as well in terms of AIC. 

The examples described above proves how the existing automated solutions get model specifications 

wrong at times due to not taking in to account the results of both ADF and KPSS test and the behaviour of 

ACF and PACF of the time series. The proposed algorithm outperforms these solutions in terms of both 

model AIC and test MAPE while taking same amount of computational time. It handles the noise as well 

as non-linearity in the data much better and produce best ARIMA models. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Authors would like to reiterate here that the proposed methods will only be successful where ARIMA is 

able to capture the variability in the data. ARIMA, despite being statistically coherent, suffers from 

certain limitations. Petrica et al [18] had discussed in detail how ARIMA fares poorly in financial data. 

This is due to its inability to capture heteroscedasticity. In case of small data, ARIMA fails to capture a 

seasonal pattern which makes it data hungry and its dependency on assumption of normality of data 

makes it impractical. 

That being said, time series is an indispensable part of research in several domains and seasonal ARIMA 

is one of the most common models used in all such works. However, as a result of the generality that 

SARIMA models offer parameter tuning becomes tiresome. As we discussed here, all previous efforts 

have been focused on optimising these parameters based on one or two criteria. Hence, in practice almost 

always the practitioner resorts to iterative optimisation through parameter space. We attempt to remedy 

that by introducing a series of tests in a need statement. As can be understood heuristically at each step we 

urge to fulfil one of the criteria of a good ARIMA fit as described in section III.A. The superiority of the 

process over the existing processes is also evident in the examples we have provided. Based on this and 

several other experiments the authors have conducted, we can conclude not only our model provides 

optimal parameter tuning resulting in better performance when executed on test data, but also the output 

parameters are more realistic and meaningful.  
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Abstract- Arithmetic adder is basic of all computation or calculation so if it is improved with decreasing 

power so it will lead to better result. Approaches like sleepy keeper technique, sleepy keeper using 

isolated sleepy keeper technique are discussed to reduce power and their simulation is done on cadence 

low power kit to get result. There are disturbances from the input which lead to disturbance in the output, 

which is assumed to be stable in case of sleepy keeper approach. This disturbance creates swings and 

introduce noise in such a way that signal cannot be recognized any more. Isolated Keeper approach can 

retain the output in sleep state even in the case of disturbance. With this approach, a considerable reduced 

dynamic power is obtained at the cost more power in static state. Low dynamic power leads to good 

efficiency of device. 

  

Index Terms- Static power, Dynamic power, Sleepy keeper approach, Isolated Sleepy keeper approach. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ddition, subtract, multiply, division are some regular operations called arithmetic that are generally           

utilized as a part of microelectronic frameworks. Addition is a fundamental operation of any 

arithmetic process and is the fundamental or pillar of numerous other customarily utilized math 

operations. Accordingly, 1-bit Full Adder cell is the most critical and fundamental square of a number 

mathematical unit of a framework. Clearly, enhancing its power  straightforwardly prompts enhancing the 

execution of the entire framework The wide utilization of this operation in math capacities, have made 

numerous analysts anxious to propose a few sorts of various rationale styles for actualizing 1-bit Full 

Adder cell. The increase in business of convenient gadgets, for example, mobile phones, gaming 

reassures, and so forth require microelectronic devices plan with low power dissipation. As the extent of 

chip, combination and multifaceted nature of the chips keep on increasing, and then heat or power is 

expanding then cool it down, increment the cost and usefulness of the processing frameworks. As the 

innovation increases  to 65nm there is not as much increment in unique power dissipation but rather the 

static or leakage power is same or surpass when the dynamic power increment past 65nm technology. In 

this way the procedures used to control power is not restricted to dynamic power [1-3]. At different 

theoretical levels control streamlining in a processor can be accomplished. Framework or Algorithm or 

Architecture have a more potential for power sparing even these methods tend to expand greater 

usefulness on an Integrated Circuit. So improvement at Circuit and Technology level is likewise vital for 

scaling down of ICs. Add up to Power dissipation in a CMOS circuit is total of dynamic power, static or 

spillage control. Plan for low-control suggests the capacity to diminish every one of these segments of 

energy utilization in CMOS circuits amid the improvement of a new low power electronic item.  

 

A 
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II.   TECHNIQUES FOR LOWERING THE POWER LEAKAGE 

 

2.1 Dynamic Power Suppression 

Dynamic/Switching power happens in view of charging and discharging of load capacitors of a circuit [1-

2]. Scaling of supply voltage has been the most embraced approach for power optimization, since it yields 

broad power speculation stores in view of the quadratic dependence of trading/dynamic power on supply 

voltage VDD. The real disadvantage of this approach is that cutting down the supply voltage impacts 

circuit speed. So both design or outline and innovative or technology arrangements must be connected to 

repay the lessening in circuit execution exhibited by reduced voltage. A portion of the systems regularly 

used to lessen dynamic power are portrayed underneath. 

 

2.2 Adiabatic Circuits 

In adiabatic circuits as opposed to dissipating the power, a similar power is reused. By remotely control 

the shape and length of signal transition power consumed by flip a bit can be diminished or reduce to little 

values [2-3]. Diodes are not utilized as a part of outline of adiabatic circuit since diodes are 

thermodynamically irreversible. MOSFETs ought not to be turned ON and OFF when there is noteworthy 

potential contrast amongst source and drain when there is a huge current passing through the device 

separately. 

 

 
Figure 1 Charge Recovery Logic [3] 

 

In the above adiabatic circuit at first, ø and /ø at Vdd/2, P at Gnd, and/P at Vdd. On substantial or valid 

input and by step by step swinging P and/P, the pass gate is turned on. Rails ø and /ø "split", step by step 

or gradually swinging to Vdd and Gnd. When the output is  examined, pass gates are off. Whenever ø and 

/ø bit by bit swing to Vdd/2 then the interior node is re-established or restore. Once the device is ON, the 

vitality move happens in a controlled way so that there is no potential drop over the gadget or a circuit. 

2.3 Logic Design for Low Power 

During the outline of circuit, different decisions are made, for example, Choices between static versus 

dynamic topologies, standard CMOS versus pass-transistor rationale styles and synchronous versus 

Asynchronous planning styles [3-4] . In static CMOS circuits, about the 10% of the aggregate power 

utilization is because of short out current. In unique circuits there is no such issue, in light of the fact that 

there is no any prompt dc path from supply voltage. i.e. vdd to ground. There is such a way, exit just in 

domino-logic circuits so as to decrease sharing; henceforth there is a less measure of short out power 

dissipation. We can also use the pass transistor logic to exploit reduced swing to lower power.  
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P = CL*Vdd* (Vdd-Vt)       (1) 

 

2.4 Reducing Glitches 

At the point when two parallel driving common gate at various times then Glitches happen in a logic 

chain. The output changes to incorrect for a short minute before settling to right outcome. Consider circuit 

appeared as underneath [4-5]. Give us a chance to expect at first that without buffer, path A is fast and 

Path B is moderate. So if A=1 and B=1 then Z=0.Next if B is to change to 0 and A to 0 since B is 

moderate the information 0 touching base at B will be direct and along these lines Z switches towards 1 

promptly before changing back to 0 realizing power dissipation. 

 

 
Figure 2 CMOS AND circuit [3] 

 

2.5 Logic level power optimization  

During logic optimization for low power, technology parameters, for example, supply voltage are settled 

or fixed and the degrees of flexibility are in choosing the usefulness and estimating the gates. Path 

equalization with buffer insertion is a strategy which guarantees that flag signal from inputs to output of a 

logic network follows ways of comparative length to overcome glitches [3-5]. So when ways are leveled 

or equalized a large portion of the gates have adjusted moves at their information sources, which limiting 

the exchanging action or glitches. Another logic level power minimization systems which incorporate 

neighborhood changes is appeared in figure beneath .In this re-mapping change a high-movement node 

which is set apart with set apart with x is evacuated and supplanted by new mapping. 

 
Figure 3 Logic Remapping for Low Power [3] 

 

2.6 Standby Mode Leakage Suppression 

Substrate current and sub threshold leakage produces the static and leakage control. For technology of 1 

µm or more from 1um, switching force was dominating. Yet, for deep submicron forms underneath 

180nm, Leakage control ends up predominant element [6]. Since Leakage control impacts battery lifetime 

subsequently it is a noteworthy worry in later technology. At the point when transistors are either not 

exchanging or in remain by mode then CMOS technology has been to a great degree control effective , 

and is normal by the framework designer ,the low leakage from CMOS chips. To meet our necessities 

identified with leakage control constraints, numerous edge and variable limit circuit procedures are 

utilized [5-6]. In various edge CMOS, the procedure gives two different sort of limit transistors. 

 

(1) Low-edge transistors are utilized on speed fundamental sub-circuits and they are fast.  

(2) High-edge transistors are slower yet make low sub-edge spillage, and they are used as a piece of 

noncritical or direct methods for the chip. 
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 As more transistors progress toward becoming planning basic then various limit strategies prompts lose 

adequacy or effectiveness.         

2.7 Variable Body Biasing 

Variable body biasing circuits control the limit voltage of transistors utilizing substrate biasing and in this 

manner deficiency related is overcome with multi threshold design or outline [8-10]. At the point when a 

variable-limit of circuit is in standby mode, then NMOS transistors substrate is negative biased, and the 

threshold increments because of the body bias impact. In this manner similarly, PMOS transistors 

substrate is positive body bias to expand their V tie the threshold in standby mode in a principal, Variable 

threshold circuits can, take care of the static leakage issue, yet they require controlling circuits that 

regulate substrate voltage in standby mode. Quick and accurate body bias control with control circuit is a 

major challenge and it requires carefully designed closed-loop control. At the state when the circuit is idle 

mode, the bulk or body of both PMOS and NMOS are biased by supply voltage to build the limit voltage, 

Vt of the MOSFET. However, in typical operation they are changed back to lessen the Vt. 

 

2.8 Dynamic Threshold MOS 

In dynamic threshold CMOS i.e. DTMOS, the limit voltage is changed to suit the working condition of 

the circuit. A high threshold voltage in the standby mode gives the low leakage current, while a low limit 

voltage in the dynamic mode takes into account higher current drives [7-8]. Dynamic threshold CMOS 

can be obtained by tying the gate alongside the body. The diode build in potential in mass silicon 

technology is utilized to restrict the supply voltage of DTMOS. The PN diode amongst source and body 

ought to be turn reversed biased. Hence, this method is reasonable for ultralow voltage circuits in mass 

CMOS going from 0.6V and underneath. 

 

2.9 Short Circuit Power Suppression 

At the point when sets of PMOS/NMOS transistors are directing at the same time it cause the short circuit 

current which prompts to short circuit power [8-10]. The short out way exists for direct current spill out of 

vdd to gnd. One approach to diminish short circuit power is to keep the fall time and rise time same. On 

the off chance that Vdd < Vtn + |Vtp| then short out power can be dispensed with. 

  

 

III.   TECHNIQUES FOR THE SIMULATION 

 

3.1 Sleepy keeper approach 

 

In sleepy keeper approach, a NMOS transistor having high threshold value limit is associated in parallel 

with the PMOS transistor to which sleep signal  is given and a PMOS transistors having high threshold 

value limit  is associated in parallel with the NMOS to which sleep bar signal is given are associated in a 

pull down network [6-8].The current situation with the circuit can be held in rest mode and furthermore 

decreases sub edge leakage control essentially .Result of this paper is that the tired attendant is the best 

way to deal with limit the static power in computerized VLSI circuit. 
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 3.2 Isolated Sleepy Keeper Approach  

 

This approach includes the techniques as we discussed previously except one that is isolated sleepy 

keeper technique [6-8]. It states that the sleepy keeper approach is good in getting the output in sleep state 

but if there is any disturbance in sleep state from input then there will be voltage swing at output therefore 

to isolate the output from the network in such a way that no disturbance should be transferred from base 

network or from input to the output during the sleep mode, isolated sleepy keeper approach is introduced. 

The pass transistor can pass only 1or 0. Therefore instead of pass transistor, transmission gate is used 

which can pass both 1 and 0 in an efficient manner in active modes is ‘set’ to 0 and ‘not s’ is set to 1 then 

whatever will be result it pass to the output .in sleep mode‘s’ is set to 1 and ‘not s’ is set to 0 then both 

transistors of transmission gate are off and output is isolated from the base network.  

                               
Figure 4 Isolated sleepy keeper network [6] 

 

 

IV. RESULTS 

All the designs are simulated in the spectre circuit simulator in cadence. It creates the netlist for DC, AC 

or transient analysis. Low power unit empowers groups with restricted involvement in actualizing 

propelled low-control procedures which help the group to embrace them in their outline with essentially 

hazard is decreased. It enhances the efficiency noteworthy through provided framework. Through the use 

of demonstrated procedures the timetable consistency re-establishes or re construct. It helps in keeps 

away from normal issues in low-control plan through practices and master learning. Low control kit 

advances flows and trade off to guarantee that the utilized technology is giving best outcome or not which 

may prompt enhance nature of silicon. It also reduces overall packaging and system cost. 

Sleep keeper approach and isolated sleep keeper approach have been applied to inverter and full 

adder to analyze the reduced power. Tabular comparative analysis is also done for the considered low 

power techniques with base design and sleepy keeper approach .So inverter and full adder circuits with 

their results are considered in this section.  

 

4.1 Inverter 

Inverter is used to invert the input. It is basically a ‘NOT’ gate  
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Figure 5 Circuit diagram of inverter 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Circuit diagram of inverter using sleepy keeper approach  
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Figure 7 Circuit diagram of an Inverter using isolated sleepy keeper approach 
 

 

 

Table 1 Comparison of power of an inverter with different approach 

 

From table 1, it is clear that isolated sleepy keeper approach is much effective for the total power 

dissipation in the simulated inverter. In the static power, the change is not significant, but for the dynamic 

power a significant change has been observed.  

 

 

4.2 Full Adder 

 

Full adder adds the binary numbers .For example the for one bit full adder it has three input say a, b, cin 

and it provide output sum and carry . 

NETWORKS TOTAL  

POWER 

STATIC  

POWER 

DYNAMIC 

POWER 

 

BASE INVERTER 

 

 

7.53E-06 

 

2.73E-11 

 

7.52E-06 

 

INVERTER WITH SLEEPY KEEPER 

APPROACH 

 

 

 

1.0E-6 

 

 

1.41E-11 

 

1.00E-06 

INVERTER WITH ISOLATED SLEEPY 

KEEPER APPROACH  

 

 

7.46E-07 

 

 

2.04E-11 

 

 

7.47E-07 
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Figure 8 Circuit diagram of full adder 
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Figure 9 Circuit diagram of full adder using sleepy keeper approach 

 
 

 
Figure 10 Circuit diagram of full adder using isolated sleepy keeper approach  
 

 

Table 2 Comparison of power of full adder with different approaches 
 

NETWORK  TOTAL POWER  STATIC 

POWER  

DYNAMIC 

POWER  

FULL ADDER  2.07E-07 

 

7.12E-11 

 

2.07E-07 

 

FULL ADDER WITH SLEEPY 

KEEPER APPROACH  

5.92E-07 

 

9.32E-12 

 

5.92E-07 

 

FULL ADDER WITH ISOLATED 

SLEEPY KEEPER APPROACH  

5.71E-08 

 

1.86E-11 

 

5.71E-08 

 

 

From table 2, it is clear that isolated sleepy keeper approach is much effective for the total power 

dissipation in the simulated full adder. In the static power, the change is not significant, but for the 

dynamic power a significant change has been observed.  

  

V. CONCLUSION 

Approaches like sleepy keeper technique, isolated sleepy keeper technique are discussed to reduce power 

and their simulation is done on cadence low power kit to get results. These approaches are implemented 

on circuits of Inverter and Full Adder. With the approach of isolated sleepy keeper technique, a 

significant improvement has been observed in the power dissipation. Adders are the integral part for high 

speed multipliers and for other arithmetic operations and a significant power reduction in one cell can 

contributes to high power reduction in the complete digital integrated circuits. This research work further 

can be expanded to apply this approach on memory designs and advanced high speed adders. 
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Abstract- The present paper examines the failure mechanism of the coating system of Al2O3-ZrO2 ·5CaO 

applied on a Cast iron (CI) substrate. Atmospheric plasma spray coating technique was used for coating 

applications. Muffle furnace was used to heat the sample at 600±2ºC followed by ambient cooling. Both 

the heating and cooling cycle was maintained for 30 minutes. Results were compared with the as-sprayed 

coated specimen with the post thermal cyclic test specimen. It has been noticed that normal stresses 

developed due to the formation of thermally grown oxide (TGO) at the interface of the top/bond coat and 

institute the weakest link in the coating system. Also due to differential porosity at the interface led the 

moisture to penetrate from the top coat to bottom coat thus thermochemical effect commenced underneath 

the bond coat, leading to the formation of oxides and made the top coat gradually more brittle during the 

thermal cyclic process. 

 

Index Terms- Muffle furnace, Al2O3-ZrO2 ·5CaO, thermochemical, thermally grown oxide. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

hermal barrier coatings (TBCs) often used to protect the components subjected to high-temperature 

applications viz. gas turbine engines, internal combustion parts, etc. [1]. In the previous studies it has 

been found that yttria stabilized zirconia failed due to the phase transformation from tetra, t-ZrO2 to 

monoclinic, m-ZrO2 [2]. Attention is required to improve the thermal cyclic behavior by appropriate 

material composition. Fracture response and thermal resistance of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)–

NiCoCrAlY bond coat (BC) under thermomechanical loads were investigated by Rangaraj and Kokini, 

and it has been reported that thermal shock resistance is low in brittle materials like ceramic [3]. It has 

been found that failure mainly governed by the thermos-mechanic failures, chemical failures, erosion 

failures, oxidation of bond coat, hot erosion effect, CMAS (CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2) attack, inconsistency 

in the thermal expansion, and due to changes in the thermal conductivity, etc. [4-9]. Thermal shock 

resistance changes with many properties such as fracture toughness, elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, 

thermal expansion coefficient, and thermal conductivity. It has been investigated that thermal stresses that 

occur due to the temperature difference at the interface of the bond coat and surface of the specimen when 

cooled with water [10]. Few basic properties such as toughness, low thermal conductivity, stability at 

high temperature, high thermal expansion coefficient and low elastic modulus values are required to resist 

the thermal shock failure [11, 12]. Ceramic materials have the high-temperature resistant capacity so that 

it can be used in TBC systems to reduce the thermal shock failures. It satisfies basic properties such as 

toughness, low thermal conductivity, the coefficient of thermal expansion and low elastic module. Studies 

found that elastic modulus value changes with the closing or growth of cracks and plays a crucial role in 

the determination of TBC life. If crack growth increase, the value of the elastic module will change and 

that will hamper the TBC life period under service condition [13-15].The failure of the coatings depends 

on the cracks, show when it propagates and results in failure. [16-18]. 

 

T  
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In the present investigation, an effort has been made to investigate the causes and mechanism behind the 

spallation of composite coating Al2O3-ZrO2·5CaO applied to cast iron (CI) substrate of the particular 

thickness. The muffle furnace was used to heat and cool the coated sample uniformly during the thermal 

cyclic test. It is believed that the above studies are valuable for material scientists for the design of 

thermal-shock-resistant materials. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY  

 

2.1.Selection of material and  powder trade names 

Cast iron (CI) was selected as a substrate material. The selection of powder was based on the thermal 

coefficient of expansion provided by Sulzer Metco. The trade names of different powders are shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Trade name and composition of the powder 

 
 

2.2. Coating Methodology 

The Atmospheric plasma spray technique was used to coat on the cast iron substrate. Before the coating 

process, the mixture of Al2O3 and ZrO2.5CaO in 50:50 was prepared using ball mill technique. The 

substrates were chemically cleaned using tetra chloride-ethylene followed by preheating it to the 

temperature of 250±50 ºC. This process was done to minimize the thermal mismatch between the 

substrate and the bond coat. The schematic of a coating system is shown in Fig.1.The top coat thicknesses 

were about 100µm. The plasma spray machine specification and spray parameters for bond coat and top 

coat are given in Table 2 and 3 respectively. 

 
Fig.1 The schematic of coating system applied on CI substrate 

Table 2: Air Plasma machine Specification 

 
Table 3 Plasma spray parameters for different coating materials. 
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2.3. Thermal cyclic test procedure 

The thermal cyclic test was conducted on a Muffle furnace. The schematic of the test setup shown in 

Fig.2. The temperature of the furnace was maintained at a temperature of 600±2ºC. The coated substrate 

was kept on silica ceramic cups to ensure uniform heating all-around refer Fig.2. The heating and cooling 

cycle time of 30 minutes was maintained throughout the experiment. The cooling was done under ambient 

conditions. 

 

                                                          
             

                 Fig. 2 Muffle furnace test setup 

2.4 Coating characterization  

 

Evaluation of the coating thickness, surface morphology, and determination of elemental composition was 

carried out using Zeiss Evo 18 special edition machine, and the machine specifications are given in Table 

4.XRD analysis was carried out on Bruker, and its specifications are given in Table 5. 

 

Table 4: Machine specifications of Zeiss Evo 18 

 
 

Table 5: X-ray Diffractometer specifications 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

Morphology of the as-sprayed and after thermal cyclic test shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) respectively. The 

composite mixture applied as the top coat was found to be homogeneous, localized agglomeration, 

uneven microvoids, and localized pin holes. At higher magnification of 1500X, noticeable hair cracks 

were observed in the case of post-thermal cyclic test sample [Fig.3 b]. The cracks are formed in the 

alloyed mixture, mainly at the interfaces of the adjoining splats of the two different phases, alumina, and 

calcia stabilized zirconia, and hair crack impressions acknowledged mostly on the grains of Zirconia 

phase. The coefficient of thermal expansion value for alumina and zirconia dioxide are,9.6×10-6 K-1& 

15.3×10-6 K-1respectively[19]. The nucleation of these crack often attributed to the inconsistency in 

thermal coefficient of expansion between the two phases [20]. Also, due to the repeated thermal cyclic 

loading, i.e., heating and cooling residual compressive stresses institute in the composite mixture [21]. It 

is also evident from the micrograph that the network of cracks is more or less same in both the phases, 

Zirconia phase/grains (white color) and Alumina phase (dark gray color) identified as shown in Fig.3 b. 

The bulk stresses present in the bond coat decide the life of the coating, and the residual stresses present 

at the interface may interact with the micro defects and promote crack growth [22]. 

 

It is also evident that the top coat delaminated from the bond coat. The bond coat didn’t spall from the 

substrate, and excellent metallurgical bonding understood. The reason of spallation of the top coat, Al2O3-

ZrO2.5CaO from the bond coat, Fe38Ni10Al attributed to the thermal inconsistency at the interface and 

effect amplified during prolonged heating and cooling cycle. It is also understood that the weakest link 

formed at the top/bond coat interface. Other reason for failure at the interface attributed to the differential 

porosity difference between the interfaces and roughness. The roughness at the interfaces act as stress 

concentrators and to a certain extent decides the lifespan of the coatings [23]. The average porosity for as-

sprayed coating in case of the top coat and bottom coat found to be 1.90 & 2.75%, [Fig 4.c & d] 

respectively. The life of the coatings also found to depend on the porosity, horizontal and vertical cracks 

at the interface of the top/bond coat.LU et al. [24] had found that the presence of porosity is generally 

beneficial if a pre-existing crack dominates the failure. However, in the present work due to the porosity 

difference at the interface and the moisture present in the atmosphere leads to oxidation and can be 

visualized as dark black spots at the top coat [Fig.5 e]. EDX analysis has also confirmed the oxidation 

phenomenon. The elemental abundance of the individual elements, traces of iron content 1.51 wt. % 

along with oxygenated element 50.85 wt. % has been confirmed after thermal cyclic test refers to Fig. 6 h. 

No traces of any iron element found in case of as-sprayed coatings refer Fig.6 g. The oxidation at the top 

acknowledges due to the thermochemical reaction between the iron (Fe) elements present in the bond coat 

with the moisture present when exposed to ambient temperature during the thermal cyclic test [25]. The 

byproduct, rust formed at the surface can also be understood with the help of thermochemical, redox 

reaction given in Equation 1. 

 

During the test, it was noticed that the thermally grown oxide layer (TGO) developed at the 

junction of the bond coat and top coat resulting weakening of the top coat/bond coat interface [Fig.8] The 

growth of the TGO layer found an increase with an increase in time. At the end of 312 cycles, the top coat 

starts delaminated from the edges shown in Fig.6 b. The failure of the coating in the present work is in 

agreement with results obtained by Julian D. Osorio [26]. 
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Fig.3 Morphology of the top coat (a) As-sprayed coating (b) After thermal cyclic test 

 
 

Fig.4 Micrograph of as-sprayed average porosity (c) 1.90 % topcoat and (d) 2.75% bond coat  

 
 

Fig.5 Micrograph of the topcoat post thermal cyclic test e. oxidation status after 295 cycle f. crack 

propagation after 312 thermal cycles test. 
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Fig.6 EDX and elemental composition of the topcoat (g): As-sprayed coatings  

(h)& (i): after thermal cyclic test. 

 

 
 

Fig.7 SEM micrograph (200X) at the cross section with no TGO layer between top coat/bond coat. 
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Fig. 8 SEM micrograph (500X) at the cross section with TGO layer between top coat/bond coat. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The thermochemical effect found to play a crucial role and is having a detrimental impact on the life of 

the coating systems. No failure of the coating observed during constant heating as long as the specimen 

remained in the Muffle furnace. Bond coat shows excellent metallurgical bonding with the substrate. 

During prolonged heating and cooling cycle it is speculated that TGO, a brittle byproduct formed at the 

bond (Fe38Ni10Al) /top coat (Al2O3-ZrO2.5CaO) interfaces. Thermochemical and differential porosity at 

the interface found to develop the weakest link in the coating system also found governing mechanism 

behind spallation of the top coat. After 312 cycles the visible crack observed and considered as the failure 

of the top coat. 
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Abstract- Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common cancer in children and adults. 

Leukemia produces a large number of immature blood cells in the bone marrow. The detection of 

leukemia in the earlier stage is important before it spreads into the blood streams and other vital organs. 

For decades, the diagnosis of leukemia has been done by experienced operators and it is a time 

consuming task for pathologists. The computer aided detection of acute lymphoblastic leukemia using 

supervised learning is discussed in this paper. The proposed method reduces the diagnostic time and 

gives better accuracy. The microscopic blood smear images from the database are preprocessed and 

segmented as three clusters based on shape, color and texture using k-means clustering algorithm .The 

texture features are extracted by grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and local binary Pattern 

(LBP). Support vector machine (SVM) with Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) as kernel is used for 

classification. The proposed methodology is tested for 367 images from ALL-IDB. The accuracy of 

90.5% for ALL-IDB1 and 95.3% for ALL-IDB2 are obtained using SVM classifier and the results are 

compared with other standard classifiers such as Linear Discriminant (LD), Ensemble (Bagged trees) 

and KNN. 

Index Terms- Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), Blood smear images, Acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia image database (ALL-IDB), Support vector machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbors 

(KNN). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

one marrow is the soft and flexible tissue available in bone cavities which can generate millions of 

blood cells every day. Three types of blood cells substantially produced by the bone marrow are 

platelets, erythrocytes and leukocytes (white blood cells-WBC). WBC is responsible for the human 

immune system. Acute lymphocytic leukemia known as acute lymphoblastic leukemia is the type of 

cancer that occurs in white blood cells [4, 6]. Mostly children are affected by acute lymphocytic leukemia 

rather than adults. The most common types of leukemia are acute lymphoblastic leukemia, acute myeloid 

leukemia (AML), chronic lymphoblastic leukemia (CLL) and chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) [2]. 

Several methods have been proposed for the diagnosis of leukemia over the past ten years.  

 

In this paper, the blood smear images of healthy persons and patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

are obtained from the database available in the internet. The images were preprocessed and segmented 

using k- means clustering as three clusters based on the shape, color and texture .GLCM and local binary 

pattern techniques are used as texture operators. SVM classifier is adopted for classification purpose. 

 

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia is diagnosed using texture features and SVM classifier with Gaussian 

radial basis function. The proposed method gives better accuracy than other standard classification 

B 
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algorithms such as Linear Discriminant (LD), Ensemble (Bagged trees) and KNN and results are 

tabulated in the section IV. 

 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are presented in section II and the 

proposed method is introduced in section III. In section IV, Image acquisition, the segmentation and 

classification results are shown and the metrics used for performance evaluation are also discussed. 

Finally, the conclusion and perspectives on future works are given in section V. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS  

Several methods have been used for the diagnosis of leukemia over recent years and some of the works 

related to the detection of leukemia cells are discussed in brief in this section.  

 

AimiSalihah et al [1] proposed colour image enhancement techniques and morphological features for 

leukemia cell detection. Contrast stretching, Bright stretching and Dark stretching are used to identify the 

blast cell as either Acute lymphoblastic leukemia cell or Acute Myeloid leukemia cell. Histogram 

technique is proposed for validating the results. The contrast stretching gives more accurate results than 

other methods. In [6], Himali Vaghela et al recommended histogram equalization and linear contrast 

stretching methods to detect the leukemia cells either as acute or chronic. Watershed transform method 

was adopted for nucleus segmentation to detect cancer cells. K- means clustering and shape based 

features are proposed to identify the blast cells with the accuracy of 72% and 73.5% respectively. 

 

Luis Vogado et al [9] proposed leukemia cells segmentation based on the multi-space color channel. K-

means clustering and morphological operations were used for cancer cell detection. The results are 

validated by different performance measures of accuracy and kappa index with the normalized values of 

0.912 and 0.93 respectively. In [10], Silva and Kelson Aires proposed method for classification of 

leukemia cells using convolutional neural network. Alexnet, Caffenet and Vgg-f networks architectures 

are developed and images features are extracted according to the gain ratios for further classification. 

Transfer learning is adopted for the classification of images with different characteristics obtained from 

the different image databases.  

 

Preeti Jagadev and Virani [14] proposed the method for the detection of leukemia and its types by using 

image processing techniques. Marker controlled water shed algorithm, k means clustering algorithm and 

HSV color based algorithms are used segmentation. SVM classifier is adopted for classification of 

different types of leukemia cells. Ruggero Donida Labati et al [15] discussed the details about acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia image data base where samples have been collected by experts of Tettamanti 

research Centre for childhood leukemia and hematological diseases, Monza, Italy and the morphological 

operations were used for identifying leukemia cells.  

 

Subrajeet Mohapatra and Dipti Patra [16] proposed a method for leukemia detection using Hausdorff 

dimension and contour signature in blood microscopic images. K-means clustering is used to separate 

white blood cells from platelets and erythrocytes. Shape and texture features are used to detect the 

leukemia cells. Fractal features i.e. Hausdorff dimension is implemented to estimate the perimeter 

roughness and to classify lymphocytic cell nucleus. The extracted features are given as input for SVM 

classifier. The classification accuracy of 90% is obtained.  
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In [18], Shailesh Mishra and Deshmukh recommended the method for detecting leukemia using 

morphological features and image processing techniques. Dilation and border extraction are carried out to 

identify the blast cells by using morphological features. Thanh et al [19] proposed a system for 

identifying leukemia cells using convolutional neural network for clinical decision support system. 

Convolutional neural network with two convolutional layers of size 50x50x30, one max pooling layer of 

25x25x30, one fully connected layer and one soft max layer is recommended and obtained the accuracy 

of 96.03%. 

 

In [20], Worawut Srisukkham et al suggested an intelligent leukemia diagnosis with Bare-Bones PSO 

based Feature optimization technique. Marker –controlled watershed algorithm is adopted for 

lymphocytic membrane identification. Separation of nucleus and cytoplasm is achieved by stimulating 

discriminant measure (SDM) - based clustering algorithm. Initially 80 raw features are obtained. Feature 

optimization techniques are adapted to exhibit the optimized features. SVM classifier is used to classify 

lymphocytes and lymphoblasts using the identified optimized feature subsets. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

The proposed method for the automatic detection of acute lymphoblastic leukemia in microscopic blood 

smear images consists of four steps such as image pre-processing, image segmentation, feature 

extraction and classification. Fig.1 shows the system architecture for efficient detection and 

classification of acute lymphoblastic leukemia.  
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Fig.1: Proposed system architecture 

A. Image Preprocessing 

Image preprocessing is applied to the raw image in order to enhance the image features [1].Image resizing 

and contrast stretching are the two important preprocessing techniques adopted in the proposed work. The 

input images are resized to 256x256 sizes and the quality of the image is enhanced by contrast stretching 

technique. 

B. Image segmentation 

Image segmentation algorithms are applied to partition an image as regions which have more similarity 

based on some predefined criterion [3]. Region splitting and merging, region growing, thresholding and 

clustering are some of the techniques used for image segmentation [8]. K-means algorithm is adopted in 

the proposed work which is an iterative technique used to partition an image into K clusters. The selection 

of cluster centers are done by either randomly or based on some heuristic approach.  

 

Each pixel in the image is assigned to the cluster that minimizes the distance between the pixel and the 

cluster centre. The cluster centers are re-computed by averaging all the pixels in the cluster. The steps are 

repeated until convergence is attained, that is until no pixels change clusters. 

 

K-means clustering algorithm is proposed for image segmentation. The steps involved in the algorithm 

are given as steps. First, the microscopic blood images are read from database. The color image is 
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converted from RGB to L*a*b space. Colors are classified using k-Means clustering in a*b* space. Each 

pixel in the image is labeled from the results of k- means. The value of k is taken as three to obtain three 

clusters based on the shape, colour and texture. 

C. Feature Extraction 

The performance of a classifier depends on the features extracted. The features must be less sensitive to 

any actions in the image such as zooming the image, scaling and changing the orientation. The purpose of 

feature extraction is to represent the most relevant and important information from the image and present 

them in the lower dimensionality space (2). The prominent features extracted include shape, texture and 

color. In the proposed work, texture features are extracted from segmented image and used for 

classification. 

D. Gray level co-occurrence matrix 

A statistical method of examining texture that considers the spatial relationship of pixels is the gray-level 

co-occurrence matrix. The GLCM is used to characterize the texture of an image by calculating a spatial 

relationship between pairs of pixel with specific values as matrix.  

E. Local Binary Pattern 

Local Binary Pattern is a texture operator used to label the pixels of an image by thresholding the 

neighborhood of each pixel and considers the result as a binary number. Due to its discriminative 

power and computational simplicity, LBP texture operator has become a popular approach in various 

applications. The assigned label values are used as input for classification process. 

 F. Classification 

Classification maps the pixels of an image into a particular class based upon the extracted features. 

The classification approach is implemented in two phases, i.e. training phase and testing phase [14]. 

The training data composed of features extracted from the images using gray level co-occurrence 

matrix and local binary pattern techniques. SVM is used for classification. The classification is 

performed by finding a hyper-plane that differentiates input data into two classes. Nonlinear 

transformation is also possible in SVM by adopting kernel trick. Linear, quadratic, polynomial, 

Gaussian radial basis function kernels are available in SVM classifier. The default kernel function is 

linear. SVM classifier with Gaussian radial basis function is adopted in the proposed work to obtain 

better classification accuracy. 

 G. Evaluation 

The performance of the classifier is measured using various parameters such as accuracy, sensitivity, 

specificity and precision. A confusion matrix is generally used to describe the performance of the 

classifier [10]. It clearly shows the number of instances correctly classified, the number of instances 

which have been wrongly classified. If Class1 is a positive class and Class2 is a negative class, then the 

classifier’s confusion matrix could be represented as in table 1. In table 1, TP stands for true positives 

i.e., the number of positive instances correctly classified; FP stands for false positives i.e., the number of 

negative instances classified as positive by the classifier. FN stands for false negatives i.e., the number of 

positive instances classified as negative; TN stands for true negatives i.e., the number of negative 

instances classified as negative. 
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 Predicted 

class 1 

Predicted 

class 2 

Action class 

1 

 

TP 

 

TN 

Action class 

2 

 

FP 

 

FN 

 

Table 1: Confusion Matrix Structure 

 

Accuracy is the most common measure to check the performance of the classifier. Accuracy is the ratio 

of the number of correctly classified images to that of the total number of images. 

                                       Accuracy = (TP + TN)/ (TP + FP + FN + TN)          (1) 

Sensitivity is also known as the true positive rate or recall. It states the rate at which the positive 

instances are correctly classified. 

                                      Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN)                                     (2) 

Specificity is known as the true negative rate. This parameter states the rate at which the negative class 

label are misclassified as correct label values. 

                                     Specificity = TN / (FP + TN)                                      (3) 

Precision is the ratio of correctly classified positive instances to that of the total number of instances that 

have been classified as positive by the classifier. 

                                     Precision = TP / (TP + FP)                                              (4) 

F-measure is known as F1 score or F score. F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity. 

                                     F-measure = 2*TP / (2*TP + FP + FN)                          (5) 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Image Acquisition 

Leukemia is a blood cancer. The diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukemia is carried out in the proposed 

work. Totally 367 images of the blood smears of leukemia patients and non- leukemia patients obtained 

from Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia-Image Database (ALL-IDB).The details of the ALL-IDB is shown 

in the table 2. 

 

Images 

ALL-IDB1 ALL-IDB2 

HEALTHY BLAST TOTAL HEALTHY BLAST TOTAL 

92 15 107 130 130 260 

 

Table 2: ALL-IDB Data set details 

 

 

ALL-IDB1 and ALL-IDB2 are the two image sets available in ALL-IDB. ALL-IDB2 images have 

similar grey level properties to the images of ALL-IDB1. The ALL-IBD2 is a collection of cropped area 

of interest of normal and blast cells that belongs to the ALL-IDB1 dataset. The description of ALL-IDB1 

is as follows. The ALL-IDB1 image files are named with the notation ‘Im XXX_Y.jpg” were XXX is a 

3- digit Integer counter and Y is a Boolean digit equal to 0 if no blast cells are present, and equal to 1 if at 

least one blast cells is present in the images. The image with labelled with Y=0 are from healthy persons, 
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and all images with label Y=1 are from acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients. Blood smear images of 

healthy and leukemia patients were obtained from acute lymphoblastic leukemia-Image Database (ALL-

IDB). ALL- IDB1 contains 92 healthy blood cells samples and 15 blast cells whereas in ALLIDB2, 

healthy and leukemia cells images are 130 each. The normal and leukemia blast cells are shown in figure 

2. 

 

 

                    Fig. 2: Blood smear images (a) Healthy cells_ALL-IDB1 (b) Blast cells_ALL-IDB1 

                                                                 (c) Healthy cell_ALL-IDB2   (d) Blast cell_ALL-IDB2 

 

ALL-IDB1 dataset images with healthy cells and blast cells are shown figures 2. (a) and (b). ALL-IDB2 

dataset consists of single cell images. Figure 2. (c) Shows the healthy cell consists of nucleus and 

cytoplasm as separable one. In figure 2. (d), cytoplasm area are completely covered by nucleus 

indicates that the cell is affected by an acute lymphoblastic leukemia. 

 

B. Image Pre-processing results 

The blood smear image quality is improved by adopting image preprocessing techniques. Image 

resizing and contrast stretching are used in the proposed work. The images are resized to 256x256 sizes. 

Contrast stretching is done to preserve the edges of the blood cells as shown in figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Contrast stretching (a) ALL-IDB1 image (b) ALL-IDB2 image 

 

C. Image Segmentation outputs and Feature extraction 

The image is segmented after preprocessing by using k- means clustering algorithm with a 

cluster size of 3.Based on the colour, texture and shape the image pixels are grouped as three 

clusters as shown in figure 4. The texture features only separated by using the texture 

operators such as gray level co-occurrence matrix and local binary pattern techniques. The 

extracted texture features are used for further classification. 
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Fig. 4: Segmentation of blood smear image using K means clustering 

(a) ALL-IDB1 healthy cells clusters   (b) ALL-IDB1blastcells clusters 

(c) ALL-IDB2 healthy cell clusters     (d) ALL-IDB2 blast cell clusters 

 

D.  SVM classification results 

Binary SVM is a classifier which discriminates data points into two categories. Each data point is 

represented by an n-dimensional vector. Maximum separation between the two classes is 

achieved by selecting the hyper-plane with the largest margin. The margin is the summation of 

the shortest distance from the separating hyper-plane to the nearest data point of both categories. 
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The hyper-plane correctly classifies testing data points. SVM does the mapping from input space 

to feature space in order to support nonlinear classification problems. The kernel trick is helpful 

to make a linear classification in the feature space in to nonlinear classification in the input 

space.  

 

In the proposed work, SVM with Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) is employed for 

classification. SVM classifier defines an optimal hyper-plane that separates the data into two 

different classes. The SVM classification output of the test image is either as healthy blood cell 

or leukemia blast cell. The classification results either diseased or normal. The results are 

displayed with the help of MATLAB GUI commands as shown in figure 5. 

 

                                          
(a)                                                                                               (b)    

 

 

                                    
                                 (c)                                                                                         (d) 

Fig. 5: SVM classifier with Gaussian radial basis function outputs  

(a) Healthy person–ALLIDB1 image (b) Leukemia patient- ALLIDB1 image 

(c) Healthy person–ALLIDB2 image (d) Leukemia patient- ALLIDB2 image 
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E. Metrics for performance evaluation 

The accuracy, precision, specificity, sensitivity and F-measure of the proposed method are given in the 

table 3. SVM classifier with Gaussian radial function as a kernel gives the accuracy of 90.5% for ALL 

IDB1 and 95.30 for ALL IDB2.This is comparatively higher than SVM with linear kernel. The results are 

obtained by generating confusion matrix in Matlab version 2018a.The error rate is very low and the value 

of sensitivity is a measure that indicate the number of times the classification perfectly done. The 

specificity and F-measure are also calculated for the proposed SVM classifier with Gaussian radial basis 

function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3: Evaluation metrics 

The measured accuracy is compared with other existing classifiers such as Linear Discriminant (LD), 

Ensemble (Bagged trees) and KNN classifiers as shown in figure 6.The SVM classifier with Gaussian 

Radial Basis Function gives the accuracy of 90.5% for ALL-IDB1 and 95.3% for ALL-IDB2 . 

 

 

Fig. 6: Performance comparison of different classifiers 

 

 

 

LD ENSEMBLE(BT) KNN SVM-L SVM-G

ALL IDB1 65.6 87.5 85.9 89.1 90.6

ALL IDB2 87.5 90.6 92.2 93.3 95.3
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Performance comparision of different clasifiers    

Metrics for 

evaluation 
ALL IDB1 ALL IDB2 

Accuracy 90.5% 95.30% 

Sensitivity 87.83% 94.59% 

Specificity 92.06% 95.23% 

F-measure 87.25% 93.33% 
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V. Conclusion 

The diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukemia using texture features and SVM classifier is carried out 

and results are discussed in this paper. The proposed methodology is tested for 367 images from ALL-

IDB. The accuracy of 90.5% forALL-IDB1 and 95.3% for ALL-IDB2 are obtained using SVM 

classifier with Gaussian radial basis function and the results are compared with other standard 

classifiers such as Linear Discriminant (LD), Ensemble (Bagged trees) and KNN. Deep learning 

algorithms, convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures will be used in future to ensure the 

unsupervised learning mechanisms and to obtain better accuracy. The proposed system will be validated 

with large amount of data and used in daily life, helping physicians and patients to diagnose the disease 

at the earliest. 
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Abstract- Cloud computing, needs that all things be associated to the central information storage, 

where enormous capacities of information are processed to find optimization solutions or make 

business decisions. IoT video data are collected through the sensors before it could be stored into 

cloud/storage server. We can apply few analyses to classify data which are useful to store and 

which can be discarded local to IOT device. The IOT video data consolidated from the devices to 

the Cloud is voluminous, and the quality of results is not significantly compromised, then the 

Edge analytics can be performed for the aggregation/transformation process to reduce the size of 

data streams before sending them to Cloud. If the control action needs to be relatively real time, 

then the action latency and efficiency are determining metrics to consider edge analytics. Our 

proposed framework collects IOT video from bigger and smaller ecosystem, do edge analytics to 

classify the useful data and draw an automatic prediction or an insight to categorize IoT videos 

and give them a semantic link to IoT videos. This categorization allows coming up with new 

mode or cloud ecosystem (smart city cloud, smart traffic cloud, education, energy) which allows 

group and store specific information for specific purpose. 
 

Index Terms- Edge analytics, video streaming, classification, and Prediction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The internet of thing is the network of devices that contain electronics, software, sensors, 
actuators, and connectivity which lets these things to link, act together and exchange data. The 
networking capabilities and miniature size of sensors have added to the proliferation of Internet 
of Things (IoT) and continuous sensing environments. Video data from such sensors must be 
analyzed real-time with low latency, Edge computing reduces latency because data does not have 
to traverse over a network to a data center or cloud for further process. Edge computing allows 
information produced by internet of things (IoT) devices to be administered closer to where it is 
created instead of sending it across long routes to data centers or clouds. This is ideal for 
situations where delays of milliseconds can be unacceptable, such as in financial services or 
manufacturing. Challenges in achieving this include: high data arrival rates, buffer overflows, 
context-switches, and object creation overheads. 
 
However this ‘cool’ data system with its high-tech varied sensors are nonentity without being 
analyzed real-time by Stream Processing. Stream processing is a technology acting while the 

data is being produced, enabling its applications to act-on (collect, integrate, visualize, and 

analyze) real-time streaming data. In other words, Stream Processing enables us the facility to 
quickly process large amounts of data from multiple sources, in real-time. The cutting edge 

  
Technique in Internet of Things (IoT) applications involve video analytics—a technology that 

applies machine-learning algorithms to video feeds, enabling sensor cameras to recognize 

people, objects, and situations automatically. These applications are new, but several factors are 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_access
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
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encouraging their growth, including the increased sophistication of analytical algorithms and 

lower costs for hardware, software, and storage. Live video from sensors gives many advantages 

in relation to other sensing modalities. Most significant is its rigidity and open-endedness: new 

image and video processing algorithms can be developed to enhance the data pull out from an 

existing video stream. Furthermore, video offers high resolution, wide exposure, and low cost 

relative to other sensing modalities. The inactive nature of video sensing is especially striking for 

public spaces. A participant does not have to attire a special device, install an app, or do anything 

special. He or she merely has to be noticeable to a camera. 

 

IoT video is collected form bigger and smaller ecosystem. By collecting, analyzing, applying 

various methodology/statistically analysis, this research aims discard 10% of the data which is 

not useful to store in cloud/server. Also, an automatic prediction or an insight can be drawn to 

categorize IoT videos and give them a semantic link to IoT videos. This categorization allows 

coming up with new mode or cloud ecosystem (smart city cloud, smart traffic cloud, education, 

energy) which allows group and store specific information for specific purpose, examples.- All 

smart cities based IoT videos will be moved smart city cloud storage, which later can used to 

analyze indent like theft analysis, power failure, and traffic. 

II. IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 

1.Thilina Buddhika et.al(2016): stated in there paper achieving real time stream processing in 

IoT and sensing environments requires a holistic framework that accounts for the CPU, memory, 
network, and kernel issues that arise. Efficient scheduling of workloads through the use of thread 

pools and minimizing context-switches by processing streams in batches reduces the number of 
context switches during stream processing [1]  

2.R. Pereira et.al(2016): stated in their research paper, some developments related to video 

streaming and the specific requirements associated with Low Power Personal Area Networks, the 

scenario relevant to the Internet of Things. They have considered alternative versions of the 

H.264 encoder standard, namely the AVC and its extension SVC. Evaluation is currently being 

conducted to assess their relative merits. Future work will include specific forms of streaming 

more suitable to devices of different capability, and considerations for adaptation of SVC into 

the DASH framework, following completion of the evaluation as indicated above [2]  
3. Byungseok Kang et.al(2017): Gateways are emerging as a key element of bringing legacy 

and next generation devices to the Internet of Things (IoT). They integrate protocols for 

networking, help manage storage and edge analytics on the data, and facilitate data flow securely 

between edge devices and the cloud. Current IoT gateways solve the communication gap 

between field control/sensor nodes and customer cloud, enabling field data to be harnessed for 

manufacturing process optimization, remote management, and preventive maintenance [3]  
4. Mr.Prabhu R et.al(2013): The mobile phones grow to be an essential part of our everyday 

life, with smart phone sales at present greater than before very much and also user demands to 
run lots of applications have enhanced. The victory of next invention mobile phone 
communication based on the capability of service suppliers to engineer innovative added worth 

to video service [4]  
5. Yantao Li et.al(2016): Wireless video streaming on smartphones drains a significantly large 

fraction of battery energy, which is primarily consumed by wireless network interfaces for 

downloading unused data and repeatedly switching radio interface. In this paper, we propose an 

energy-efficient download scheduling algorithm for video streaming based on an aggregate 
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model that utilizes user’s video viewing history to predict user behavior when watching a new 

video, thereby minimizing wasted energy when streaming over wireless network interfaces [5]  
6. Jiyan Wu et.al(2017): Delivering high-definition (HD) wireless video under stringent delay 

constraint is challenging with regard to the limited network resources and high transmission rate. 

Concurrent multipath transfer (CMT) using stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) exploits 

the multihoming feature of mobile devices to establish associations with different access 

networks. In this paper, we study the multihomed HD video communication with SCTP over 

heterogeneous wireless networks[6]  
7. Nalini Bagal et.al(2015): Real-time audio-visual communication has become the need of 

this era. Video conferencing may be one solution to saving both time and money. In fact, video 

conferencing may be a more effective way of communicating to clients and customers. 

Integrated Network Systems can install video conferencing that will allow you to share anything 

that is on your computer monitor and meet people face to face. In last few years, work is being 

done for real time transmission of audio and video. This paper presents detailed study of audio 

and video transmission through various channels. Most popular is using wireless [7].  
8. Hitendra Patil et,al(2014): The standards like IETF as well as W3C are used to define the 

framework, protocols, and application programming interfaces. These interfaces provide further 

real-time interactive voice, video, and data in web browsers as well as other applications. This is 

explaining how media as well as data transfer in a peer-to-peer style directly between two web 

browsers. It’s showing the protocols handled to transport & its secure the encrypted media, 

traverse NATs & firewalls, negotiate media capabilities, and provide identity for the media. Web 

Real-Time Communication (Web RTC) is an upcoming standard that aims to enable real-time 

communication among Web browsers in a peer-to-peer fashion [8]. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Live video analysis gives many advantages compared to other sensor data. In the proposed 

system the videos are collected from IOT devices such as video cameras from various locations 

and the analytics of video also called as video streaming is performed using edge analytics rather 

than cloud analytics. In edge analytics, small multi-tenant data centers named cloudlets are 

placed close to IOT devices, these cloudlets give vital privacy to public videos. Before the videos 

are uploaded to the cloud eco system, the video should be analyzed, recognized and perform face 

detection for privacy concern. Once the bounding boxes of faces have been detected, blurring 

those pixels is performed in cloudlets. Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed 

system, where the denaturing, the term used for preserving the privacy of video is performed in 

cloudlets, close to IOT devices. 

 

Using longitude and latitude coordinates, we can recognize the location of the video, which lets 

us understand the nature of video. For example, If the crowd is more, from a particular 

geographic location which is usually crowded on every working days at the busy traffic signal, 

will give us conclusion note that the video is from the traffic camera. Likewise taking this as one 

of the parameter to recognize and categorize the video, we can well detect and denature the 

videos from public cameras. In future keeping the longitude and latitude coordinates for 

recognizing the nature of video, efficient algorithm will be applied for face detection and 

denaturing of the data in cloudlets and uploaded to cloud ecosystem for storage and distributed 

accessibility. 
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Fig 1: Architecture for live video streaming 
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Abstract- Identifying a credible signature match based on a base signature of a person is an age-old 

problem. Despite recent automation and advances in this field using image recognition, a lot remains to be 

explored. In this paper, we develop an intelligent framework which can automatically detect a forged 

signature even if it is highly skilled, based on the developed feature embeddings and the corresponding 

algorithm. Siamese Triplet Convolution Neural Network is used to generate the feature embeddings for 

the signature images followed by a generalized Logistic Regression model to detect forgery. On the 

widely used SigComp dataset, our system achieves an accuracy of 96% in detecting forged signatures. 

Once the model is trained, it requires just one base image to determine whether another signature image is 

genuine or fraudulent with one shot learning. This algorithmic framework can be used in multiple 

commercial settings. One such example is testing customer or employee signatures on documents against 

a corresponding base signature saved beforehand. 

  

Index Terms- Active and real-time vision, Fraud detection, Off-line signature recognition, Triplet loss. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ignatures are widely relied upon for identity verification by business, financial organizations and 

governments to authorize transactions and documents. Accurate signature verification is imperative 

since forgery and fraud can cost organizations money, time, and their reputation. In the last few years, 

a lot of progress has been made in the field of automating signature forgery detection using machine 

learning and image recognition-based concepts. 

Signature forgery can be broadly of two types: 

• Blind Forgery: Where the forger has no idea what the signature to be forged looks like. This is easy 

to detect by machine because it is usually not very close to the appearance of a genuine signature. 

• Skilled Forgery: Either simulation or tracing, in which the forger has a sample of the signature to 

be forged. In this case, detecting fraud requires more sophisticated tools to differentiate minute but 

critical details between genuine and forged signatures. 

 

In this paper, an automatic off-line signature verification and forgery detection system using image 

processing and Deep Convolutional Siamese networks is proposed wherein a deep triplet ranking network 

is used to calculate the image embeddings. This is coupled with generalized linear model architecture 

with logistic loss functions and cross validation to arrive at the final model to label images as authentic or 

forged.  

Training the model requires significant computation resources, but once the model is trained, it requires 

only one base image to determine whether another signature image is genuine or not with one shot 

learning. This process is instantaneous and can be carried out in real time. The main contribution of this 

paper is to enhance the robustness of the signature image embeddings using a FaceNet [1] based triplet 

network architecture with transfer learning using MobileNet CNN architecture [2]. The triplet loss 

S 
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architecture with fine- tuned MobileNet CNN embeddings not only takes care of the separation between 

the genuine and forged signatures but also ensures the relative positioning of the genuine (positive) 

signatures in the embedding dimension. 

 

An overview of the rest of the paper is as follows: in section II we review the literature in this area; 

section III delves into the method and framework developed in selecting triplets, learning the embeddings 

and the logistic loss parameters. Finally, in section IV we present some quantitative results of our 

embeddings. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Examples of blind and skilled forgeries from SigComp dataset 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Offline signature verification is one of the most challenging tasks in the field of forgery detection and lot 

of work has been done in this field. Earlier methods to handle the problem include creating hand crafted 

features like block codes, wavelet, Fourier transformation etc. [3]. There is also a literature of work 

considering the geometrical and topological characteristics of local attributes such as position, tangent 

direction, blob structure, curvature as in Munich et al. [4]. 

Projection and contour based methods as shown in Dimauro et al. [5] gained a lot of popularity in this 

field. Other interesting approaches on direction profile [6], surroundedness features [7], grid-based 

features [8] etc. have also gained a lot of momentum in the past. There is also some literature related to 

structural methods where relationship between the local features is explored using graph-based matching 

[9]. 

Srinivasan et al. [10] explores the person-dependent and person-independent learning tasks which tend 

to capture both type of variances and thereby giving greater accuracy, but the method is highly sensitive 

to the number of samples per individual for consistency in estimation of the distribution. 

Justino et al. [11] presents a very interesting learning process based on HMM where the objective is to get 

the best model that is able to represent each writer’s signature while differentiating the intra-personal 

variation and interpersonal variation. 

Drouhard et al. [12] proposes a neural network-based approach which uses a directional probability 

density function as a global shape factor wherein its discriminating power is enhanced by reducing its 

cardinality via filtering.   
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Alvarez et al. [13] focuses on building systems trained using VGG Convolutional neural network 

architecture with varying degrees of information, as well as experimenting with different objective 

functions to obtain optimal error rates. 

Dey et al. [14] emphasizes on an offline writer independent signature verification task using a Siamese 

twin architecture which has the ability to learn complicated features to detect forgery which can’t be 

achieved through hand-crafted features.  

The architecture proposed in this paper uses depth-wise separable convolutions which significantly 

reduces the number of parameters when compared to normal convolutions with the same depth in the 

networks resulting in light weight deep neural networks. The triplet loss minimizes the distance between 

an anchor and a positive, both of which have the same identity, and maximizes the distance between the 

anchor and a negative of a different identity as explained in Schroff et al. [1], thereby giving state of the 

art results in face recognition problems. 

We use this triplet loss function in conjunction with logistic regression model to efficiently identify the 

complex patterns in the signatures to detect blind as well as skilled forgery. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Triplet loss architecture based on FaceNet [1] 
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III. METHOD 
A. CNN Network Architecture 

We use a deep convolutional Siamese network. Siamese convolution networks are twin networks with 

shared weights, which can be trained to learn the feature embed- dings where similar observations are 

placed in proximity and dissimilar are placed apart.  

Triplet Loss function is used, wherein we contrive the data set in a triplet formation. This is done by 

taking an anchor image (genuine signature of a person) and placing it in conjunction with both a positive 

sample (another genuine signature of the same person) and a negative sample (a forged signature by 

someone else of the same person). This kind of framework ensures that the squared distance between two 

genuine signatures of the same individual is small, whereas the squared distance between a genuine and 

forged signature of an individual is large. 

In implementing the CNN architecture, we have modified the pre-trained MobileNet CNN model [2] 

with additional layers and have used  Transfer  Learning  in building  the same.  We have trained the last 

few layers and built dense layers on top of it   to extract the embeddings with triplet loss function. Figure 

3 shows the structure of convolution neural network based on [2] and the corresponding trainable and 

non- trainable parameters. 

 

Fig. 3. Structure and layer configuration of triplet CNN architecture based on MobileNet [2] 

We use the Adam Optimizer with mean absolute error for back propagation to get to the final encodings. 

The image embeddings so obtained are such that the dissimilarity between the anchor image and positive 

image must be low and the dissimilarity between the anchor image and the negative image must be high 

for every triplet. 

This kind of architecture ensures that even small differences in signatures can be captured in order to 

flag a skilled forgery.  
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The loss that is being minimized is then 

 

where,  

f(a) refers to the image encoding of the anchor a  

f(p) refers to the image encoding of the positive p 

f(n) refers to the image encoding of the negative n 

 is a constant used to make sure that the network does not try to optimize towards 

f(a)- f(p) = f(a)- f(n) = 0   

 
Fig. 4. Training the model using Deep Triplet Ranking CNN Network 

 

 

B. Logistic Regression Model 

 

Once the final image embeddings for all the training images is attained through the triplet loss 

architecture, we train a generalized linear model with logistic loss function to get the final model that 

declares any signature as genuine or forged against a base image signature. 

For training this logistic function, we arrange the images in a pairwise manner where each observation is 

pair of images, either both of a person’s genuine signature, or one of person’s genuine signature, and the 

other as person’s forged signature.  

These will have labels (class) genuine or fraud assigned to them respectively. We use cross validation to 

get to the final logistic model taking the corresponding differences between the embeddings of each of the 

pairs (1024 length difference vector of embeddings) as the feature set and the class labels (genuine/ fraud) 

as the dependent variable y. 

 

The loss function pertaining to this is 
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where, 

g() is the Logistic Loss Function 

yi is the response class (0/1) for image pair i 

xi
a
, xi

b
 are the image embeddings from the trained CNN network of images in the image pair i, where xi

a
 is 

a person’s genuine signature, and xi
b
 is either genuine or forged 

Xi(xi
a
 , xi

b
) represents the entire set of difference based features computed from the corresponding 

embeddings of image pair i in space IR
m
. 

W and b represent the final weights obtained from generalized linear logistic loss function. 

 

C. Final Framework Architecture 

 

Once the training process is completed, all we need is the trained model outputs (encodings and logistic 

model weights). Next, we create a database framework to save the original signatures of every new 

individual against a unique ID. We pass these base images through the encodings we obtained in the 

training process and get the corresponding image embeddings. This is in the format of a vector of length 

1024. We precompute these embeddings and save them against the individuals’ unique ID in the database. 

Now, whenever we acquire a new signature image against one of the unique ID’s that needs to be 

accessed to determine whether it is genuine or fraud, the framework passes that image through the 

encoding once again to get its image embeddings. 

 

This new image embedding is then compared to its corresponding embedding of the base image of that 

individual to determine whether it is genuine or forged. This is done by taking the difference vector of the 

two embeddings and passing it through the logistic model to get the final prediction. If the resultant 

probability from the logistic model is low, then the framework declares the new image as a genuine, 

otherwise it is considered a forgery. 

The test workflow is depicted below in Figure 5 and the framework flowchart is 

depicted in Figure 6. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Testing process of determining whether signature is genuine or fraud 
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Fig. 6. Execution Framework Flowchart 

 

 

IV. DATASETS AND EVALUATION 

 

We evaluate our method on the SigComp datasets which are widely used in this field. The entirety of 

SigComp 2009, SigComp 2010, and SigComp 2012 was used. For SigComp 2011, we only used the 

Dutch offline dataset. 

We create all combinations of triplets from this data: this is done by taking an anchor image (genuine 

signature of a person) and placing it in conjunction with both a positive sample (another genuine signature 

of the same person) and a negative sample (a forged signature by someone else of the same person). A 

total of 120k such triplet combinations was obtained. We resize all the images and convert them to arrays 

to be passed in the CNN triplet model. 

 

A. Logistic Regression Model 

 

We keep a holdout set of around 20%, that has the same distribution as our training set, but disjoint 

identities. For training the logistic model, we use 10-fold cross validation on the image pairs obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 
1
 These datasets are from ICDAR Signature Verification Competition from years 2009-2012 
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TABLE I 

RESULTS OF ACCURACY, PRECISION AND RECALL 

 

Data Accuracy Precision Recall 

Training 98.49%   

20% Hold Out Test Set 96.54% 95.28% 96.75% 

Average 10-fold CV 95.93% 94.74% 96.01% 

Cross Validation fold 1 96.68% 95.83% 96.60% 

Cross Validation Fold 2 95.37% 94.35% 95.10% 

Cross Validation Fold 3 95.55% 94.37% 95.50% 

Cross Validation Fold 4 95.76% 94.75% 95.60% 

Cross Validation Fold 5 96.24% 95.07% 96.40% 

Cross Validation Fold 6 96.24% 95.70% 95.70% 

Cross Validation Fold 7 95.85% 94.66% 95.90% 

Cross Validation Fold 8 96.37% 95.08% 96.70% 

Cross Validation Fold 9 95.63% 94.20% 95.90% 

Cross Validation Fold 10 95.59% 93.42% 96.70% 

 

B. Personal Signature Images 

We also curated a database of our personal signatures (both genuine pairs and forged) with clean labels to 

test the model output. This consisted of more than 50 signature pairs. 

 

 

C. Results 

Our model achieved a training accuracy of 98.5%. On the 20% hold-out set, it attained a test accuracy of 

96.5%. The precision and recall for the same was 95.2% and 96.7% respectively. 

The results from the 10-fold cross validation are presented in Table I. This gave an overall accuracy of 

above 96% which denotes that the model has high accuracy and generalizability, and is significant as 

well. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The differences between the images of a genuine signature and its skilled forgery is at times very minute 

and is challenging to detect by even a trained eye.  Deep Triplet loss function is a very powerful loss 

function used in the industry for face recognition [1]. We have created our custom triplet model 

architecture with modified MobileNet CNN and dense layers with triplet loss function. Based on this loss, 

the image embeddings are created in such a way that the dissimilarity between the anchor image and 

positive image must be low and the dissimilarity between the anchor image and the negative image must 

be high for every triplet. This kind of architecture ensures that even small differences in signatures can be 

captured in order to flag a skilled forgery effectively. 
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Power Reduction In Logic Circuits Using Power 

Gating For Deep Sub-Micron CMOS VLSI 
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Abstract: Technology scaling leads to subthreshold leakages in deep submicron regime. There 

is a need for effective leakage reduction techniques to minimize leakage currents. This paper 

presents basic gates circuits and a full adder circuit with low power consumption. This crucial 

leakage reductions are achieved by turning off the logic cells from ground and supply rails by 

power gating technique. Power gating technique reduces static power consumption but it 

increases the delay of the logic cells badly in deep submicron CMOS circuits and the 

performance is besmirched to a great extent. In order to enhance performance additional 

transistors are added in the circuit which reduces both dynamic and leakage consumption 

enormously. Simulations are done with 45nm CMOS technology in Cadence Virtuoso. Circuits 

are working in 0.5V supply voltage. It reduces the static power without much affecting dynamic 

power consumption compared to those of equivalents. For the 10T full adder, the proposed 

design accomplish percent reduction in dynamic power consumption and percent reduction in 

static power consumption. The proposed designs are apt for low power and highly efficient 

adders. 

Keywords: Power gating, retention, transistor stacking. 

I. Introduction 

                                Electronic devices such as laptop, cell phone, digital camera etc. are part of 

our day today life. Its battery life span is of great importance. When the mobile phone is 

operating in talk mode, some components of the mobile phone are turned off, but this doesn't 

stop the battery from getting depleted. This is because circuits which are de-activated by turning 

off certain component parts still have leakage currents flowing through them. It decreases the 

battery life over relatively long standby time although the magnitude of leakage current is less 

than the normal operating current. The normal operating current reduces the battery life over 

relatively short talk time. Thus low power circuits for different applications are of great interest. 

                               Power dissipation in CMOS circuits [1] comes from two components. 

Dynamic dissipation may be due to charging and discharging of load capacitances as gates 

switch, or “short-circuit” current while both PMOS and NMOS stacks are partially ON, whereas 

Static dissipation may be due to Sub-threshold leakage through OFF transistors, Gate leakage 

through gate dielectric, Junction leakage from source/drain diffusions and Contention current in 

ratioed circuits. Power can also be considered in active, standby, and sleep modes. Active power 

is the power consumed while the chip is in the working condition. It is usually dominated by 

switching. Standby power is the power consumed while the chip is in idle condition. In sleep 
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mode, the supplies to unneeded circuits are turned off to eliminate leakage [2]. This drastically 

reduces the sleep power required, but the chip requires time and energy to wake up so sleeping is 

only viable if the chip will idle for long enough. There are many proposed technique for power 

and energy reduction. Voltage supply (Vdd) scaling is considered one of the most effective 

elements in the process of reducing power dissipation in CMOS circuits. In order to maintain the 

required current drive, Threshold Voltage (Vth) has also be reduced. Reducing threshold voltage 

Vth results in an exponential increase in leakage power. The ratio Vdd /Vth tend to decrease with 

technology scaling to keep the leakage power under control. Another technique is power gating. 

In this, the power supply and the ground line are separated from the circuit block while the chip 

is in sleep mode. 

                                 In this paper, we synthesized NOT, NAND and NOR gates and proposed 

novel techniques to minimize power and to improve the performance of these gates in nanoscale 

technology [3]. Also, 1-bit 10 T full adder has been realized with power gating for the leakage 

power reduction in 45nm technology [4]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes the related work. Section III shows the design considerations and section IV presents 

the proposed design. Section V describes the implementation and simulation together with the 

simulation of a 1bit 10 T full adder. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section VI. 

II. Related Work 

                                Ankita Nagar [5] proposed the reduction of power dissipation in basic gates 

using transistor stacking. It is found that when the number of low input increases in case of 

NAND gate the power dissipation decreases and for NOR gate power dissipation decreases with 

the increase in high input vector combination. Jatin Mistry, James Myers and Basher M [6] 

presents a technique called sub clock power gating. Amit Bakshi [7] gives an idea on reducing 

subthreshold leakage power consumption and ground bounce noise during the sleep to active 

mode transition. Shota Ishihara, Masanori Hariyama [8] gives the classification of power gating 

technique as fine grain power gating and coarse grain power gating. In coarse grain power gating 

a single sleep transistor is shared among all the components whereas in finegrain power gating 

each component will have sleep transistors. In order to reduce subthreshold leakage in sleep 

mode Seta et al applied reverse body bias [9] for deep submicron circuits. T Kuroda et al 

proposed variable threshold CMOS [10]using TWIN well or triple well technology. An extra 

circuitry to apply bias to the footer was proposed by Kawaguchi et al [11] and this technique is 

called super cut off CMOS power gating. Large cores power deduction is possible through multi-

mode power switches.It is proposed by Zhaobo Zhang et al by using three transistors attached to 

footers to the main core to operate in four modes such as active mode, snore mode, dream mode 

and sleep mode. In this paper we proposed a design to reduce the power consumption using 

power gating with reverse body bias and extra devices to improve performance. 

III. Design Considerations 

                                Supply voltage scaling is an important step in the technology scaling process.  

Supply voltage scaling helps in maintaining the power density of an integrated circuit below a 
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limit dictated by available cost effective cooling techniques and it also guarantees the long term 

reliability of the devices fabricated in a scaled semiconductor technology. In current CMOS 

technologies, dynamic power dissipation due to switching is the main component of the total 

energy consumption of an integrated circuit. The dynamic switching energy is proportional to the 

square of the supply voltage in a full voltage swing CMOS circuit. Moreover the leakage and 

short circuit energy components also depend super linearly on the supply voltage. Reducing the 

supply voltage, therefore, is an effective way to lower the power dissipation. 

                                 Power gating is one of the technique to reduce the leakage power. Power 

gating uses PMOS or NMOS as sleep transistors that are having low leakages. Power gating 

consists on switching off the power supply from blocks that are in standby mode and switching 

the power back on when their functionality is required. In order to switch power off, high Vt 

transistors are used as switches and placed between the block power and ground pins and the 

rails. Header Switch which is a PMOS transistor is placed between the power pins and the power 

rails. Footer switch which is a NMOS transistor placed in between the ground pins and ground 

rails. This way the controlled block, is no longer powered by the main power rails (always-on 

rails), but by a switched/virtual power rail. The control of the power switches is achieved 

through an enable or sleep signal. For a header switch, the enable signal takes the logic value 1 in 

order to switch power off. In the footer switch case, the opposite happens. As important as the 

power switches themselves is to distribute and deliver power in the best way possible across the 

whole design. The power network should be designed to minimize the voltage drop and to 

correctly power all blocks and standard cells in the design. Additionally, a state retention strategy 

can be implemented. Depending on the application, it can be necessary to save the state of the 

block. This way, when power is switched back on, the block can return to the exact same 

functioning state [14]. This is achieved by using state retention transistors. It may be also 

important to isolate the powered-off block output signals. These signals, if floating, can induce a 

crow-bar current in an adjacent block, to which represent input signals. Sub-threshold leakage 

current that is flowing through a stack of series-connected transistors decreases when more than 

one transistor in the stack is turned off. This effect is known as stacking effect. It is also known 

as self-reverse bias. Leakage currents in NMOS or PMOS transistors depend exponentially on 

the voltage at the four terminals of transistors [15]. The gate voltage Vg is “0” and this will 

increase source voltage Vs of NMOS transistor. This reduces sub-threshold leakage current 

exponentially. In our design we consider transistor stacking, retention transistor and novel hybrid 

technique to reduce the power consumption. 

 

IV. Proposed Work 

NOT Gate 

 Novel hybrid NOT gate 

                        The design of a hybrid NOT gate is shown in fig 1.The circuit contain an inverter 

design with sleep transistors. In the static mode, the sleep transistors P0 and N1 are off. 

Therefore the logic circuit is isolated from supply and ground rails. So the static power is almost 

low. In the dynamic mode the sleep transistors are on and when the input is zero, PMOS P3 will 
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be ON and the little leakage current in the NMOS N0 is fedback to the input through the PMOS 

P3 and thereby the dynamic power is reduced. When the input is high, PMOS P3 will be OFF 

and the NMOS N0 would be ON and it is connected to ground through high threshold voltage 

transistor N1. This low voltage threshold PMOS P3 added to the input of the inverter increases 

the throughput. The source and gate of this PMOS is shorted. Its drain is connected to the ground 

and also fed to the virtual ground. This low threshold voltage transistor is used to minimize the 

standby leakage.  

  

          Fig.1 Novel Hybrid NOT gate 

Novel Hybrid NOT gate with transistor stacking 

                                In this design transistor stacking is employed. Here instead of one transistor 

in the logic circuit, two PMOS/NMOS transistors (P2, P3 and N0, N1) are placed one over the 

other. It will not affect the total width or length of the transistors. But the standby power is 

reduced further because leakage current through a stack of two off transistors will be less than 

that of a single off transistor. The dynamic power consumed will be more as extra transistors are 

used in this technique. When such series connected NMOS transistors N0 and N1 are turned off, 

the internal node makes the gate to source voltage of upper transistor N0 to be negative. Hence 

the subthreshold leakage current is reduced. Care should be taken such that addition of extra 

transistors should not impact adversely the performance of the logic circuit. In order to improve 
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the performance of a static CMOS inverter a low threshold voltage transistor PMOS P4 is 

connected. Also by applying a body bias using an extra circuitry standby leakage can be further 

suppressed. 

 

Fig 2. Novel Hybrid NOT gate with transistor stacking.           

Novel Hybrid NOT gate with retention transistor 

                                Here the circuit is designed with retention transistors is shown in fig 3. Here 

symmetric virtual rail clamping technique is employed. This technique work by reducing the 

virtual supply to less than Vth rather than shutting down completely as in the case of 

conventional power gating. Symmetrical Virtual rail clamping is used to achieve reduced 

voltage. For this a pair of NMOS and PMOS transistors are used at the head and foot of the 

power gated logic. A high threshold NMOS transistor N2 is connected parallel to high threshold 

PMOS transistors P0 and P1 in the pullup network and also a high threshold PMOS transistor P4 

is connected parallel to high threshold NMOS transistor N1 in the pulldown network.  
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Fig 3.Novel Hybrid NOT gate with retention transistor 

In the static mode when sleeppmos and retention transistors are given logic high, virtual supply 

rail is clamped to Vdd -Vthn and virtual ground rail is clamped to Vdd+Vthp, where Vthn and Vthp 

are the threshold voltages of the NMOS N2 and PMOS P4 transistors. This results in enormous 

reduction in voltage across power gated logic due to the following reasons. The first reason is 

that the charge stored in the supply rails is recycled back to charge the virtual ground rail in sleep 

mode through the PMOS P4.The second reason is that by connecting the PMOS body and 

NMOS body in the power gated circuit to the actual supplies achieves a new threshold voltage 

due to reverse body bias on all the transistors in the logic circuit which reduces leakage further. 

The third reason is that virtual rail clamping helps gates to keep its correct output for minimum 

supply voltages. Also in the static mode, when the input is low, PMOS P3 would be ON and 

thereby voltage in the virtual ground is fed back to the input and thereby static power is reduced. 
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On the other hand, when the input is high, PMOS P3 would be OFF and voltage in the virtual 

ground could not be fedback to the input. Hence static power reduction is more only when the 

input is low. In the dynamic mode when sleeppmos (P0, P1) and retention (N2) are given logic 

low, dynamic power is reduced more compared to the previous circuits as fewer number of 

transistors are ON in this technique. 

NAND Gate 

Novel Hybrid NAND gate 

                                In the dynamic mode, when both inputs are high, both the NMOS, N4 and 

N3 in the pull down network are ON and the high threshold PMOS transistor P2 is OFF and the 

output goes low as all the transistors in the pullup network are OFF and current from the pull 

down network flows back to the input through this transistor P2 thereby reducing the dynamic 

power consumption. Here the PMOS transistor P2 whose gate and source is tied together and 

anyone of the inputs is given to the gate/source and the drain is connected to both ground and 

virtual ground as shown in fig 4.This extra HVT transistor supports in the reduction of dynamic 

and standby power consumption to a large extend without degrading the circuit performance. 

The output of CMOS NAND gate is high when any one of the input is low. On the other hand, 

when both inputs are high, the output is low. When both inputs are low, the outputs goes high as 

both the PMOS transistors in the pull up network are ON and both the NMOS transistor in the 

pulldown network are OFF.A part of the current in the transistor N2 flows through high 

threshold PMOS P2 as it is ON and thereby reducing dynamic power consumption. 

When the inputs IN1 and IN2 are High and low then high threshold PMOS transistor P2 is ON 

and the output goes High as the PMOS transistor P3 is ON and the current in the NMOS 

transistor N4 flows back to the input through the high threshold PMOS P2 thereby reducing 

dynamic power. When the inputs are low and high then the high threshold transistor P2 is OFF 

and the output goes High as the PMOS transistor P4 is on and the current flowing in the NMOS 

transistor N1 drains to the ground through reverse body biasing. In the active mode, pmossleep 

and nmossleep are set Low and High respectively and the sleep transistors P0, P1 and N2 are 

turned on. As these sleep transistors ON resistances are small, the virtual supply rail more or less 

functions as the actual power rail. In the standby mode, power gating technique reduces the 

leakage power by using pmossleep and nmossleep. In the standby mode. pmossleep and 

nmossleep are set High and Low respectively and the sleep transistors are turned OFF, detaching 

the NAND gate circuit from the power supply and ground lines. This scheme reduces leakage 

power to a large extent and also the dynamic power consumption of the circuit is reduced but it 

increases area and delay of the circuit. Since the NMOS ON-resistance is smaller for the same 

width compared to PMOS, NMOS high threshold transistors are sized smaller compared to high 

threshold PMOS transistors. 
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Fig 4.Novel Hybrid NAND gate. 

 

 Novel hybrid NAND gate with transistor stacking 

                       One way of influencing the throughput of the static NAND circuit is by adding an 

extra device, a high threshold voltage PMOS P6. Here the PMOS transistor P6, whose gate and 

source is tied together and any one of the inputs is given to the gate/source and the drain is 

connected to both ground and virtual ground as shown in Fig. 5. This extra HVT transistor 

supports in the reduction of dynamic and standby power consumption to a large extent without 

degrading the circuit performance. The CMOS NAND gate output goes high when any one of 

the input is Low. Alternatively, when both inputs are High, the output is Low. Moreover reverse 

body bias and transistor stacking techniques are applied to reduce standby leakage power. In the 

active mode, pmossleep and nmossleep are set Low and High respectively and the sleep 

transistors P0, P1 and N4 are turned ON. As these sleep transistors ON resistances are small, the 

virtual supply rail more or less functions as the actual power rail. When both inputs are high the 

output is low as all the PMOS transistor in the pull up network are OFF and all the NMOS 

transistors (N0, N1, N2 and N3) in the pull down network are ON and the current flows to the 
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ground through NMOS transistor N4 and thereby reducing dynamic power consumption. 

Likewise when both the inputs are low all the NMOS transistor in the pull down network are ON 

and the current in the HVT transistor N4 flows through the HVT PMOS transistor P6 as it is ON 

and thereby reducing dynamic power consumption.

 

Fig 5.Novel Hybrid NAND gate with transistor stacking 

                               

When the IN1 and IN2 are high and low respectively, the output is high as PMOS transistors P2 

andP4 are ON and HVT PMOS transistor P6 is ON and the current in the NMOS transistors (N2 

and N3) flows back to the input through the PMOS P6 thereby reducing dynamic power. When 

the inputs IN1 and IN2 are low and high respectively, then the PMOS P6 is OFF and the output 

is high as the transistors P3 and P5 are ON and N2 and N3 are OFF and the leakage current 

flowing through the NMOS Transistor N0 and N1/ drains to the ground through reverse body 
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biasing. In case of standby mode power gating technique reduces the leakage power by using 

pmossleep and nmossleep.in the standby mode, pmossleep and nmossleep are set High and Low 

respectively and the sleep transistors are turned off, detaching the NAND gate circuit from the 

power supply and ground lines. This scheme reduces leakage power to a large extent and also the 

dynamic power consumption of the circuit is also reduced but it increases area and delay of the 

circuit. 

                        HVT NMOS transistors are sized smaller compared to HVT PMOS transistors. 

Using transistor stacking in the NAND gate circuit increases the resistance and results in 

maximum reduction of sub threshold leakage current flowing through a stack of series connected 

transistors when more than one transistor is turned off in the stack. Here due to stacking effect, 

the subthreshold leakage current through a logic gate dependent on the states of the primary 

inputs. But the dynamic power of this circuit is increased as more number of transistors is 

utilized in this circuit. 

Novel hybrid NAND gate with retention transistor 

                             

 

Fig 6.Novel Hybrid NAND gate with retention transistor 
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Here Virtual rail clamping has been introduced as a way to maintain a voltage across the power 

gated logic to retain register state. This technique reduces the recharge, glitching and wake up 

cost associated with power gating, as valid logic outputs are maintained. In general virtual rail 

clamping ensures a single voltage drop reduction across the power gated logic. But in order to 

increase the leakage power savings of power gated logic, symmetric virtual rail clamping is used 

to reduce the clamped voltage by two threshold voltages. Using this technique static power 

consumption is reduced to a large extent. Also symmetric virtual rail clamping causes the NAND 

gate to hold its output for very low supply voltages also. Moreover the dynamic power 

consumption is also deceased as the number of transistors used here is less compared to the 

previous circuit. Fig 6 shows the circuit of NAND gate with data retention transistors. 

NOR Gate 

Novel Hybrid NOR gate 

                                In the dynamic mode, when both inputs are High, these two high threshold 

voltage NMOS transistors N0 and N1 are ON and also the two NMOS N2 and N3 in the logic 

circuit are ON. As the output is pulled to zero, the current through these two transistors N2 and 

N3 are fed back to the input through these HVT NMOS transistors N0 and N1 and thereby 

reducing the dynamic power consumption. When input In1 is Low, the transistor P2, connected 

next to Vvdd in the logic circuit is ON and the same input is fed to the high threshold transistor 

P4 whose gate and drain are shorted. This switches ON the high threshold voltage PMOS P4 

whose source is connected to Vvdd trying to pull up the output High. If the input In2 is high, 

then the PMOS P3 is OFF and thereby pulling the output to Low. On the other hand, if the input 

In2 is also Low, then the PMOS P3 is ON and the NMOS N2 and N3 are OFF and thereby the 

output is pushed high. When the input In1 is High andIn2 is low, then the PMOS P2 is OFF and 

the PMOS P3 is ON and the high threshold PMOS P4 is also OFF. Even though this PMOS P4 is 

ON, this transistor is no more connected to supply voltage as the PMOS P3 is OFF and hence the 

output goes Low. Fig 7 shows the circuit of novel hybrid nor gate. 
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Fig 7.Novel Hybrid NOR gate.                                  

     

Novel hybrid NOR gate with transistor stacking 

 

                                In this circuit two high threshold voltage NMOS transistors N0 and N1 are 

connected as shown in fig 8.and their source are tied together to the virtual ground VGND and 

another high threshold voltage PMOS P6 is connected with gate and drain shorted and its source 

is connected to virtual supply Vdd. This technique employs transistor stacking. This technique 

helps in the maximum minimization of leakage power. In general the output of the NOR gate is 

low if any one of the input is High and the Output is high if both the inputs are low. In this 

transistor stacking technique, the resistance between the power supply and actual ground 

increases and thereby large percentage of the leakage power gets reduced. Addition of high 

threshold voltage transistors over the transistor stacking of logic circuit helps in the further 
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reduction of leakage power compared to simple power gating technique. Also supply voltage is 

reduced to 0.5V which helps to achieve definite reduction in active and standby power. 

 

                             

 
Fig 8.Novel Hybrid NOR gate with transistor stacking 

 

In the dynamic mode, when both the inputs are high these two HVT NMOS N0 and N1 are ON 

and also all NMOS transistors in the logic circuit are also ON.As the output is pulled to zero, the 

current through these transistors N3, N5, N4 and N6 are feedback to the input through these 

HVT NMOS transistor N0 and N1 and thereby reducing dynamic power consumption. When the 

inputs IN1 is low, the transistors P2 and P3, connected next to Vdd in the logic circuit is on and 

also the same input is fed to HVT PMOS transistor P6.This switches on the HVT PMOS P6 

whose source is connected to Vdd, trying to pull up the output high. If the input IN2 is high, then 
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the PMOS transistors P4 and P5 are off and thereby pulling the output LOW. On the other hand, 

if the other input IN2 is also low, then the PMOS transistors P4 and P5 are on and thereby the 

output is pushed high. When the input IN1 is high and IN2 is low then the PMOS P2 and P3 are 

off and high threshold voltage PMOS P6 is also off and the PMOS transistors P4 and P5 are on. 

Even though these PMOS transistors P5 and P6 are on, these transistors are no more connected 

to supply voltage as the PMOS P2 and P3 are off and hence the output is low. 

 

Novel Hybrid NOR gate with retention transistors 

 

                                In the second technique, retention transistors N5 and P5 are employed to 

preserve the output values. Using feedback connection in the circuit, in general preserves the 

output of the circuit. But here addition of HVT NMOS transistor N5 in parallel to HVT PMOS 

transistors and the addition of HVT PMOS transistor P5 in parallel to HVT NMOS transistor N4 

help in retaining the output. This technique helps in reducing the leakage power to some extent 

and also the dynamic power of the circuit. In the static mode, when both the inputs IN1 and IN2 

are high, the transistors P2 and P3 are off and hence no more attached to supply rail. Hence in 

these two cases, static power is greatly reduced. Moreover reverse body bias is employed in all 

the techniques to increase the threshold of the transistor in the standby state. Reverse body 

biasing is done by connecting the PMOS substrate to the supply rail and thereby increasing N 

well voltages of the PMOS. Hence the effective threshold of the PMOS transistor are increased 

which subsequently helps in the leakage current reduction in PMOS transistors. Similarly, by 

connecting the NMOS substrate to the ground rail increases the P-well voltages of the NMOS, 

which helps to raise the NMOS threshold and thereby leakage reduction occurs in the NMOS 

transistors. But a large voltage is required to achieve a mall rise in the threshold voltage. Hence 

this method is less effective. 

 
Fig 9.Novel Hybrid NOR gate with retention transistor. 
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                                        For the proposed techniques, the width of the High Threshold Voltage 

transistor (HVT) and the list of high voltage transistors used in the circuit are tabulated in table I, 

II and III. 

                                                       

Table I 

HVT TRANSISTORS AND WIDTH OF HVT TRANSISTORS UTILIZED IN NOT GATE 

               Technique     HVT 

Transistors 

Width of power gating 

PMOS transistors(nm) 

Width of power gating 

NMOS transistor (nm) 

Novel Technique  P0,P1,N1 600 120 

Novel Technique with 

transistor stacking 

P0,P1,N2 600 120 

Novel Technique with 

retention transistor 

P0,P1,P4,N1,N2 P0,P1-600 

P4-120 

120 

            

 

                                                                     

  

Table II 

HVT TRANSISTORS AND WIDTH OF HVT TRANSISTORS UTILIZED IN NAND GATE 

       Technique     HVT Transistors Width of power gating 

PMOS transistors(nm) 

Width of power gating 

NMOS transistor (nm) 

Novel Technique  P0,P1,P2,N2 P0,P1-960 

P2-120 

120 

Novel Technique with 

transistor stacking 

P0,P1,P6,N4 P0,P1-960 

P6-120 

120 

Novel Technique with 

retention transistor 

P0,P1,P5,P4,N2,N3 PI,P2-960 

P5,P6-120 

120 

 

Table III 

HVT TRANSISTORS AND WIDTH OF HVT TRANSISTORS UTILIZED IN NOR GATE 

       Technique     HVT Transistors Width of power gating 

PMOS transistors(nm) 

Width of power 

gating NMOS 

transistor (nm) 

Novel Technique  P0,P1,P4,N4 P0,P1-600 

P4-120 

120 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking 

P0,P1,P6,N0,N1,N2 P0,P1-600 

P6-120 

120 

Novel Technique 

with retention 

transistor 

P0,P1,P4,P5,N0,N1,N4,N5 P0,P1-600 

P4,P5-120 

120 

        

 

V.  SIMULATION RESULTS        
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                    We applied different techniques to reduce the dynamic and static power 

consumption of NOT, NOR and NAND gate. All the design are done and simulation is 

performed in Cadence design environment using 45 nm technology. The power dissipation is 

measured during active mode and standby mode of operation for all circuits. In the static mode, 

power gating PMOS transistor are constantly maintained at 0.5V and power gating NMOS 

transistor are connected to ground potential. In the active mode, power gating PMOS transistor 

are connected to ground and NMOS transistors are connected to 0.5V supply. The period and the 

pulse width of the input are set as 1.5ns and 750ps respectively. The rise time and fall time are 

set within 50ns for NOT gate and 82ns for NAND and NOR gate.                             

The static and dynamic power dissipation during all operating modes are measured by using 

CADENCE result browser and calculator. Table IV and V summarizes the simulated results of 

standard NOT gate with novel hybrid technique, transistor stacking technique and retention 

transistor technique. Figures 10 shows the simulated output waveform of hybrid NOT gate. 

 

Table IV 

DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF NOT GATE 

INPUTS Standard CMOS 

(nw) 

Novel Hybrid 

technique 

(nw) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (nw) 

Novel 

Technique with 

retention 

transistor (nw) 

0 131.6 41.64 11.87 41.72 

1 131.1 41.46 13.78 41.39 

 

From the dynamic power consumption result obtained, we can clearly see that the dynamic 

power consumption is reduced compared to the standard CMOS NOT gate and the transistor 

stacking technique have the least power consumption. 

Table V 

STATIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF NOT GATE 

INPUTS Standard CMOS 

(pw) 

Novel Hybrid 

technique 

 

(pw) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (pw) 

Novel 

Technique 

with retention 

transistor (pw) 

0 4.14 13.71 2.389 11.87 

1 3.94 2.69 13.68 13.78 

 

From the above result we can see that the leakage power consumption is reduced with the novel 

techniques. 
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Fig 10.Novel Hybrid NOT gate                          

 

 

 

 Delay of NOT gate with different techniques are given in table VI. Delay is less in retention 

transistor technique.                                                  

 

 

Table VI 

Delay of NOT gate 

INPUT Standard 

CMOS (ps) 

Novel Hybrid 

Technique 

(ps) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (ps) 

Novel technique with 

retention transistor (ps) 

0 120 44 81 44.4 

1 174 90 141 85 

 

Table VI and VII summarizes the simulated results of standard NAND gate with novel hybrid 

technique, transistor stacking technique and retention transistor technique. Figures 11 shows the 

simulated output waveform of NAND gate with transistor stacking. 

 

 

Table VI 

DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF NAND GATE 

INPUTS Standard CMOS 

(nw) 

Novel Hybrid 

technique 

(nw) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (nw) 

Novel 

Technique with 

retention 

transistor(nw) 

00 204 66.94 78.54 66.88 

01 93.85 20.29 26.69 20.09 

10 38.61 7.213 6.653 17.1 

11 217 66.13 69.57 66.15 
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Table VII 

STATIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF NAND GATE 

INPUTS Standard CMOS 

(pw) 

Novel Hybrid 

technique 

(pw) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (pw) 

Novel 

Technique with 

retention 

transistor(pw) 

00 1.44 2.951 1.621 4.486 

01 4.14 4.423 3.443 12.37 

10 3.83 3.922 2.909 11.78 

11 7.89 1.499 1.495 1.622 

Even in all these techniques, novel technique with transistor stacking consumes less static power. 

But the dynamic power consumption is less in the case of novel technique with hybrid NAND 

and retention transistors. 

 

 
Fig 11 .Novel hybrid NAND gate with transistor stacking 

 

Table VII 

DELAY OF NAND GATE 

INPUT Standard 

CMOS(ps) 

Novel Hybrid 

Technique 

(ps) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (ps) 

Novel technique with 

retention transistor (ps) 

0 102 122 212 123 

1 168 89 189 86.69 

 

Delay is minimum in novel hybrid technique with retention transistor. The simulated result of 

NOR gate is shown in Table VIII and IX and the output waveform is shown in figure 12. 

 

 

Table VIII 

DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF NOR GATE 

INPUTS Standard CMOS 

(nw) 

Novel Hybrid 

technique 

(nw) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (nw) 

Novel 

Technique with 

retention 

transistor(nw) 

00 198.3 75.91 87.71 76.58 
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01 48.88 41.85 36.77 37.39 

10 103.5 26.88 25.97 22.09 

11 188 60.81 49.29 62.25 

                                               

Here novel technique with retention transistors consumes less dynamic power compared to other 

technique. Static power consumption is less in case of novel technique with transistor stacking 

and hybrid technique. 

Table IX 

STATIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF NOR GATE 

INPUTS Standard CMOS 

(pw) 

Novel Hybrid 

technique 

(pw) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking (pw) 

Novel 

Technique with 

retention 

transistor(pw) 

00 8.289 2.636 2.595 46.06 

01 3.946 1.88 2.167 34.37 

10 3.686 0.669 0.653 0.703 

11 1.951 0.6209 0.63 0.576 

 

 
Fig 12. Novel Hybrid NOR gate with retention transistor 

 

                                                                               Table X 

DELAY OF NOR GATE 

INPUT Standard 

CMOS  (ps) 

Novel Hybrid 

Technique(ps) 

Novel Technique 

with transistor 

stacking(ps) 

Novel technique with 

retention transistor(ps) 

0 116.69 46.47 58.32 48 

1 334 297.2 646 299 

Delay is less in novel technique with retention transistors as extra transistors are added for state 

retention, helps in quick low to high transition and thereby the delay is minimized as shown in 

table X 

                               From the ideas obtained we tried to reduce the power consumption of a full 

adder. For that a 10T full adder is considered. Figure 13 shows schematic of 10T full adder[15]  
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cell designed using CMOS 45 nm technology consist energy recovering logic reuses charge and 

therefore consumes less power than non-energy recovering logic. It also uses the sleep transistors 

to reduce the leakage power. The circuit consists of two xors realized by 4 transistors. Sum is 

obtained from the output of the second stage xor circuit. The cout can be obtained by 

multiplexing a and c which is controlled by the output of a xor b. Let us consider that there is a 

capacitor at the output node of the first XOR module. The charge stored at the load capacitance 

is reapplied to the control gates. The combination of not having a direct path to ground (depends 

on input) and the re-application of the load charge to the control gate makes the 10T full adder an 

energy efficient design. The circuit produces full-swing at the output nodes. But somewhat less 

to provide so for the internal nodes. A 

 

Table XI 

DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF 10T FULL ADDER 

10T full adder circuit (nw) 10T fulladder circuit using sleep 

transistor(nw) 

62.57 53.9 

 

Table XII 

STATIC POWER CONSUMPTION OF 10T FULL ADDER 

10T full adder circuit (pw) 10T full adder circuit using sleep 

transistor(pw) 

4.436 0.383 

 

From the result it is clear that the power is reduced by four times in the proposed design. 
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Fig 13.Schematic diagram of 10T full adder with sleep transistors 

 

 

Conclusion 
       

            We have proposed three techniques to reduce the power consumption of logic gates and 

the design is extended for the performance analysis of 10T full adder. Voltage scaling is one of 

the most efficient ways for reducing power and energy. For ultra-low voltage operation, 

techniques which allows bulk CMOS circuits to work in the sub-0.5V supply territory is 

presented. We are also reducing the leakage power with the help of power gating techniques. The 

hybrid multiple mode power gating reduces the static power, delay as well as power delay 

product. 
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Abstract- In this paper, a clustering approach based on modified mutation strategy in the Differential 

Evolution has been proposed. The objectives of modification are to achieve high rate of convergence and 

to obtain better cluster efficiency. The proposed form of modification has been applied on probabilistic 

environment to define the differential vector through randomly selected members and the best solution 

has been obtained. Over number of benchmark dataset, clustering efficiency have been estimated and 

compared with Conventional Differential Evolution as well as Particle Swarm Optimization. The 

proposed solution has delivered the superior and consistent performance over the considered benchmark. 

 

Index Terms-Clustering, Convergence, Differential evolution, Mutation, Particle swarm optimization  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The tremendous growth of data-based knowledge in scientific studies has presented lot of challenges       

before the researchers to extract useful information from them using traditional data base techniques. 

Hence effective mining methods are essential to discover the implicit knowledge from huge data 

warehouses. Data based knowledge offer numerous opportunities in various practical applications like 

bioinformatics, engineering, biology, healthcare, medicine, prediction analysis, forecasting the crime and 

various computing techniques.  

 

To perform this, knowledge extraction is done with the help of data mining techniques such as 

classification and clustering. The important task of combining various population or data points into 

clusters is clustering which performs similarity of points. It is one of iterative process of discovery of 

knowledge which involves major trial and failure. The clustering process does not require any kind of 

feedback to perform similarity of data points, it is self-organized [1]. Clustering defines a new swarm 

intelligence (SI) for partitioning any datasets into an optimal number of groups through one run 

of optimization. SI is an innovative distributed intelligent paradigm for solving optimization problems 

that originally took its inspiration from the biological examples by swarming, flocking and herding 

phenomena in vertebrates.  

 

Data clustering is a popular approach of automatically finding classes, concepts, or groups of patterns. 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) incorporates swarming behaviors observed in flocks of birds, schools 

of fish, or swarms of bees, and even human social behavior, from which the idea is emerged. Data 

clustering using PSO can be used to find the centroids of a user specified number of clusters. For 

automatic clustering of large unlabeled data sets, Differential Evolution (DE) is used. [2]  

 

This work proposed the method for clustering, based on differential evolution. Even though DE is very 

efficient, but sometimes it suffers from the issue of slow convergence and difficulties in achieving the 

global solution. To overcome these, balance between exploration and exploitation has been maintained by 

adding the two modules in the conventional DE. To increase the level of exploitation, under the 

probabilistic mode, selection between best and randomly selected member takes place. The Differential 

vector made by best solution, deliver the fast change in the solution and results in faster convergence. The 
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multi-culture approach helps in exploration of new and efficient solution. Gathering and selection of 

solution from different environments will maintain the diversity in the population. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

The author Gupta [3] et al., has proposed a new efficient clustering approach which was applied on k 

harmonic means (KHM) by using PSO. The local optimum problem of KHM was overcome by PSO. 

Also, fuzzy logic was used to control the various parameters of PSO. The author Pranav [4] et al., has 

achieved the global optima on clustering by making use of two validation indices criteria. These indices 

were simple and robust against other outliers and shown best clustering which has lower computation cost 

and parallel execution and faster convergence. The author Wang [5] et al., combines PSO and DE 

approach by taking velocity update of PSO and mutation parameter of DE to generate the new population. 

The DE re-mutation, crossover and selection are performed throughout the optimization process to get the 

good results. This approach gives the best result compared to inertia weight PSO and comprehensive 

learning PSO and basic DE. The author Zhu et al., [6] has discussed complications associated with K-

means clustering algorithm and centroid all rank distance concept has been presented. To overcome the 

difficulties associated with density and delta-distance clustering (DDC) when data derived from the two 

indicators are large, an efficient and intelligent DDC algorithm has been discussed by author Liu et al [7]. 

A robust recommendation algorithm based on kernel principal component analysis and fuzzy c-means 

clustering has been presented by author Huawei et al., [8].  The author has presented a variation of 

differential evolution (DE) algorithm to solve an automatic clustering problem [9]. The author [10] 

describes the new improved approach of PSO by improving the diversity mechanism and mutation 

operator to employ new neighborhood search strategy. These new approaches were tested on well-defined 

benchmark data sets. Based on matrix partitioning a hierarchical clustering algorithm has been presented 

in [11].  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Modified Mutated DE (MMDE) 

To increase the convergence speed of DE, a new approach in mutation operation has been presented. It 

has two possibilities of differential change under the probabilistic environment. In the first case, 

differential change is defined through best member and random selected member while in second case 

three random members are selected to define the differential change. A threshold value is defined to 

determine the selection of differential change type. Best member based differential change generate the 

faster change, while the random member-based selection tries to prevent from suboptimal convergence. 

The pseudo code for applied mutation strategy has been shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this work Thr equal to 0.2 has taken. Threshold value should not be high otherwise 

population will lose the diversity soon.  

● Define the Threshold value (Thr) 

●   r = U [0, 1]; a random number generated through uniform distribution in range of [0 1]; 

●    if   r < Thr 

                     • Select two members’ m1 & m2 randomly from population 

                      •Select best member BM from population  

                      •Mutation vector defined as: Mv = m1+ mf* [ BM- m2]; 

        Else 

                      •Select three members m1, m2 & m3 randomly from population 

                      • Mutation vector defined as: Mv= m1+ mf*[m2-m3] 

● End 
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B. Multi-domain-based DE  

A multi-culture concept called “Multi-culture modified mutation Differential Evolution” has been 

developed to evolve the individual population independently and later exploit to form a better community 

to search the solution space efficiently. This approach is inspired very much by present human society, 

where at fundamental level two things happen (i) the independent existence of a number of separate 

population, and they get their progress under the same environment up to a certain period of time. (ii) 

with respect to objectives, a number of individuals are selected from the different population and form a 

new population to achieve the objectives. Rather than working under monoculture formed by one 

population as in conventional PSO, multiculture environment has been proposed, where a number of 

different environments created by a different set of population independently. Each population has 

evolved socially, independently to generate the multiculture and later among all, best individuals are 

selected to finish the task. This is a dual stage process where first stage finds some potential solution 

discovered from different regions of solution space, and later in the second phase, each individual 

contributes more efficiently to find a global solution. Even with the small size of the population, the 

proposed method has achieved better quality solution with the very high value of consistency.   

 

In the working principle of MMDE, population (POP) are the initial random population, which is evolved 

by the DE process individually and independently for a fewer number of iterations and creates the multi-

culture new population (NPOP). Even though the process of creating the NPOP is same for all POP, 

because of difference in leadership and different community surrounding, each NPOP has different 

characteristics. Through the fitness-based selection process, among all members from all NPOP, better 

members are selected to form a new population (SPOP), which has the same size as initial POP. In SPOP, 

there are a number of good candidates, which are different and have higher fitness value, hence the high 

level of diversity exists. Finally, over SPOP, MMDE has been applied till terminating criteria has not 

meet, to obtain the Final Population (FPOP). 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

For the data set namely “Wine data”,” Iris”, and “Glass” data set which are available in UCI 

repository[12] have been considered to analyze the work. In the first part, only the MMDE has been 

applied and performances have been obtained for 5 independent trials. Comparison has been made with 

conventional DE(CDE) and dynamic weighted PSO(DYPSO). For all the cases, the size of population has 

been considered as 100, mutation rate and crossover rate as 0.4 and 0.5. The allowed number of iterations 

were 600.The performances have been represented in terms of correctly placed data samples in the 

clusters, number of data samples placed wrongly, cluster efficiency and total intra cluster distance value. 

In second part, multidomain based experiment has been included with MMDE and performances have 

been estimated over “Glass” data set. Experimental process has been developed in the MATLAB 

environment. 
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A. Dataset: Wine Data 

There are total 178 set of data carrying 3 clusters. Each data contains 13 attributes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1 DYPSO based convergence in 5 trials for winedata set          Fig.2 CDE based convergence in 5 trials for      
              winedata set 

 
Fig.3: MMDE based convergence in 5 trials for winedata set 

 

 

 

Table1: Mean Performance over 5 trials by different algorithm over winedata set  

 

 Correctly 

clustered 

data samples 

Wrongly 

clustered data 

samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster Distance 

value 1.0e+006 * 

DWPSO 125 53 70.22 2.4088e+006 

CDV 125 53 70.22 2.3707e+006 

MMDV 125 53 70.22 2.3707e+006 
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Table 2: Centroid position for winedata 

C1 3.0351 3.0067 3.0065 3.0541 3.2816 3.0057 3.0043 3.0108 3.0041 3.0154 3.0024 3.0067 4.9797 

C2 3.0375 3.0051 3.0065 3.0462 3.2867 3.0078 3.0081 3.0008 3.0051 3.0154 3.0029 3.0084 6.2486 

C3 3.0339 3.0067 3.0062 3.0565 3.2508 3.0057 3.0048 3.0010 3.0040 3.0111 3.0024 3.0067 4.2455 

 
The performances obtained under 5 independent trials by different algorithms have been shown in 

Table1.It can be observed that all the three algorithms have nearly the same performances, while there is 

little more distance measure appeared for the DYPSO. The obtained centroid value by MMDE for 1st trail 

have been shown in Table2.The convergence characteristics for DYPSO, CDE and MMDE have been 

shown in Fig.1 to Fig.3.To get the relative convergence speed, Fig.4 has plotted the mean convergence 

characteristics. Proposed MMDE has shown the fastest rate of convergence while DYPSO was the 

poorest. 

 

B  Dataset: IRIS Data 

Contain total 150 data set and each data has 4 attributes. Three different global clusters exist in dataset. 

The convergence performances of DYPSO, CDE and MMDE have been shown in Fig. 5 to Fig.7, while 

the statistical performances have been shown in Table 3 to Table 5. It can be observed that MMDE has 

shown very consistent performance in all trials and in Fig.8 comparative convergence has been shown. 

The obtained best value of centroid has been shown in Table 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig,4: Mean convergence comparison for Iris data set      Fig.5: DYPSO based convergence in 5 trials for     
         Iris data set 
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Fig.6: CDE based convergence in 5 trials for Iris data set          Fig.7: MMDE based convergence in 5 trials for  

            Iris data set 

   

 

 Table 3: DYPSO performance over Iris data 

 

Trial No. 

IRIS(PSO) 

Correctly 

clustered data 

samples 

Wrongly 

clustered data 

samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster Distance 

value 

1 134 16 89.33 79.3157 

2 134 16 89.33 80.2949 

3 133 17 88.67 79.4755 

4 136 14 90.67 83.2333 

5 133 17 88.67 79.7068 

Mean 134 16 89.33 80.4052 

 
Table 4: CDE performance over Iris data 

Trial No. 

IRIS(CDV) 

Correctly 

clustered data 

samples 

Wrongly 

clustered data 

samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster Distance 

value 

1 134 16 89.33 79.2028 

2 134 16 89.33 78.9563 

3 133 17 88.67 79.1462 

4 134 16 89.33 79.2389 

5 134 16 89.33 78.9430 

Mean 133.8 16.2 89.2 79.0974 
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      Table 5: MMDE performance over Iris data 

Trial No. 

IRIS(MMDV) 

Correctly 

clustered data 

samples 

Wrongly 

clustered data 

samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster Distance 

value 

1 134 16 89.33 78.9471 

2 134 16 89.33 78.9631 

3 134 16 89.33 79.0133 

4 134 16 89.33 78.9454 

5 134 16 89.33 78.9494 

Mean 134 16 89.33 78.9637 

 

 
Fig.8: Mean convergence comparison for Iris data set                          Table 6: Centroids value for Iris data set 
 

C. Dataset: Glass Data 

This data set contains total 214 data set. Each data set carried 10 attributes and 6 clusters exists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

          

           Fig.9: DYPSO based convergence in 5 trials          Fig.10: CDE based convergence in 5 trials for                                      

         for Glass data set            Glass data set 
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DWPSO

CDV

MMDV

Centroids of IRIS Dataset 

C1 5.8863     2.7456     4.3731     1.4115 

C2 5.0173     3.4385     1.4452     0.2704 

C3 6.8326     3.1128     5.7640     2.0469 
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Fig.11: MMDE based convergence in 5 trials                           Fig.12: Mean convergence comparison for Glass                                                                                          

for Glass data set                                                                          data set 
 

      Table 7: DYPSO performance over Glass data 

Trial No. 

Glass 

(PSO) 

Correctly 

clustered 

data samples 

Wrongly 

clustered data 

samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster 

Distance value 

1 183 31 85.51 2.4897 e+004 

2 189 25 88.32 2.5737 e+004 

3 178 36 83.18 2.4721 e+004 

4 184 30 85.98 2.6271 e+004 

5 188 26 87.85 2.5209 e+004 

Mean 184.4 29.6 86.17 2.5367e+004 

 
                                             Table 8: CDE performance over Glass data 

Trial No. 

Glass 

(CDE) 

Correctly 

clustered 

data samples 

Wrongly 

clustered 

data samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster 

Distance value 

1 183 31 85.51 2.4990 e+004 

2 189 25 88.32 2.5797 e+004 

3 178 36 83.18 2.5850e+004 

4 184 30 85.98 2.5368 e+004 

5 188 26 87.85 2.5546 e+004 

Mean 184.4000 29.6000 86.17 2.5510e+004 
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Table9: MMDE performance over Glass data 

Trial No. 

Glass 

(MMDE) 

Correctly 

clustered  

data samples 

Wrongly 

clustered 

data samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster 

Distance value 

1 187 27 87.38 2.4990 e+004 

2 187 27 87.38 2.5797 e+004 

3 187 27 87.38 2.5850 e+004 

4 189 25 88.32 2.5368 e+004 

5 184 30 85.98 2.5546 e+004 

Mean 186.8 27.2 87.29 2.5510e+004 
 

                Table10:  Centroids value for Glass data set 

C1 166.0782     2.4471    13.7061     3.5266     2.2563    73.3031 2.4611    10.7421    -0.1976    0.5747 

C2 198.4844     2.5638    16.2827     3.2212      2.7751    73.5565     1.7972     9.9803     1.6024     -0.1853 

C3 54.2369       2.1344    14.2542     4.4666     1.9043    72.6730     1.0457     9.7003     1.4352      0.2335 

C4 18.5031       2.1863    13.2582 4.4278     1.5191    74.4194     1.3567    10.2181    0.4565     10.1096 

C5 129.9205     0.8875    13.9521     4.3390     2.7228    75.5818 0.9168     8.7067     1.4468      1.4522 

C6 91.0957       2.8459    14.1901     3.6017     2.9122    72.2789     0.9257    10.0617     0.7071     1.1787 

 

For the Glass data set the obtained convergence characteristics have been shown in Fig.9 to Fig.11. 

Comparative mean convergence has been shown in Fig.12. It can be observed that, in spite of more 

number of clusters, superior convergence has appeared. The obtained statistical performance has been 

shown in Table7 to Table9. For MMDE, maximum cluster efficiency has been obtained. The obtained 

best centroid value has also been shown in Table10. 
 

D. Multidomain based MMDE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.13 Convergence characteristics in 1
st
 Stage for   Fig.14 Convergence characteristics in 2

nd
 stage        

multidomain MMDE                      for multidomain MMDE   
    
Convergence characteristics over Glass data set for multidomain MMDE has been shown in Fig.13, for 

the 1st stage and in Fig.14 for the 2nd stage. The obtained performances have been shown in Table11. It 

can be observed that maximum efficiency 87.48% has been obtained. The corresponding centroid value 

has also been shown in Table 12. 
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Table11: Multidomain MMDE performance over Glass data 

Trial No. 

(MMDE) 

GLASS 

Correctly 

clustered data 

samples 

Wrongly 

clustered data 

samples 

Clustered 

efficiency 

Total Intra 

Cluster Distance 

value 

1 188 26 87.85 695.5811 

2 188 26 87.85 694.0454 

3 189 25 88.32 707.4350 

4 190 24 88.79 697.8723 

5 181 33 84.58 715.1624 

Mean 

(Std.Dev) 

187.2 

(3.5637) 

26.8 

(3.5637) 

87.48 

(  0.1252) 

702.0192 

(9.042) 

 
Table12: Centroid values by Multidomain MMDE 

 

C1 16.0000     1.5165    13.4754 3.3530     2.4072    74.6342     0.0100     8.7993     0.0894     0.2050 

C2 201.3622     1.5122    14.7074     0.1029     1.2528    72.3216     0.1859     8.6580     1.3473     0.0031 

C3 165.4855     1.5189    12.7370     2.3479     2.1774    71.8032     0.7419     7.7070     0.2396     0.0068 

C4 48.0214       1.5246    11.9324     4.4900     1.1781    72.9279     0.7290     9.8281     0.0987     0.0876 

C5 88.8809       1.5116    13.4721     3.3903     1.0875    72.9210     0.3255     7.9812     0.0100     0.1157 

C6 127.1936     1.5134    13.9751     3.8544     1.4775    73.6876     0.2323     9.0625     0.0100     0.1454 

 

E. Comparative study of MMDE with K-Means 

Comparative performance between Multi-Domain MMDE and K-Means over all the three different data 

sets have been shown in Table13-15. For each data set 5 independent trials have been applied. It can be 

observed with outcomes that the problems with K-Means algorithm are twofold. First it may not deliver 

the optimal performances, second, there is high level of variations in the performances over trails which 

is really a serious issue from the practical point of view. This happens because of sensitivity of K-Means 

algorithm towards initialization. Whereas the proposed method Multi-domain MMDE has delivered not 

only better performance because of exploration but also variation level is very less. 

 

 
     Table 13: Comparative Performance of MMDE and K-means for Wine Data 

 

WineData Multi-Domain K-Means 

Trial 

MMDE Samples K means Samples 

Correctly 

clustered 

Wrongly 

Clustered 

Correctly 

clustered 

Wrongly 

Clustered 

1 125 53 125 53 

2 125 53 120 58 

3 125 53 120 58 

4 125 53 120 58 

5 125 53 120 58 

Mean 125 53 123.75 54.28 

Efficiency 70.22 67.98 
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          Table 14: Comparative Performance of MMDE and K-means for Iris Data 

 

Iris Data Multi-Domain K-Means 

Trial 

MMDE Samples K means Samples 

Correctly 

clustered 

Wrongly 

Clustered 

Correctly 

clustered 

Wrongly 

Clustered 

1 135 15 134 16 

2 134 16 134 16 

3 137 13 100 50 

4 133 17 134 16 

5 134 16 100 50 

Mean 134.6 15.4 120.4 29.6 

Efficiency 89.73 80.27 

 

    Table 15: Comparative Performance of MMDE and K-means for Glass Data 
 

Glass Data Multi-Domain K-Means 

Trial 

MMDE Samples K means Samples 

Correctly 

clustered 

Wrongly 

Clustered 

Correctly 

clustered 

Wrongly 

Clustered 

1 188 26 187 27 

2 188 26 187 27 

3 189 25 187 27 

4 190 24 187 26 

5 191 33 187 27 

Mean 187.2 26.8 187 26.8 

Efficiency 87.48 87.38 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, a modified mutation strategy for differential evolution has been proposed to facilitate the 

clustering requirement of data. This modification increases the convergence rate and deliver the cluster 

efficiency up to the mark. To increase the level of exploration, two stage based a multimodal structure has 

also been proposed. With this structure, the bias variation sensitivity of cluster activity decreased. 

Number of benchmarks have been tested which had the number of clusters from 2 to 6 to ensure the 

generalize capability. Proposed solution has outperformed the conventional form of DE as well as 

dynamic weighted form of PSO. Proposed work has been evaluated only using datasets of UCI 

Repository, further it can be applied on application oriented dataset to evaluate performance. 
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Abstract- Catalogue management is a very important aspect in the field of ecommerce as it 

helps the visitors in efficiently selecting the necessary interest items. In an online store, 

customers are unable to touch the product before buying it and this can only be compensated 

by providing a good sensory experience through image catalogue and efficient management 

of the same. In every retail website, all the items in the catalogue are in a particular order of 

different categories. In this work, we have developed an entire pipeline where the first task is 

to automatically classify the various orientations (front view, side view, top view etc.) of the 

images sent by the vendor using CNN and Transfer learning.  In the second part of our 

pipeline, we have eased the process of catalogue management with the image quality 

assessment of the vendor images using No reference image quality assessment and finally the 

automatic ordering of items are done as per thresholding. Good quality images from all 

orientations plays a critical role in making a customer-friendly online store leading to 

customer satisfaction. 

Index Terms- Convolution Neural Networks, Transfer Learning, Image quality assessment, 

Structural similarity index, Quality Embedding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Efficient Catalogue management is very important and vital for ecommerce retailers since it 

helps online visitors in selecting the necessary items and if the catalogues are well organized 

it serves as a great aid for the customers which help them in turning to loyal customers. Many 

research works have been done in the field of image classification using convolution neural 

network [1] and Transfer learning [2], but very few works have been done using a 

combination of both in classification of various orientations (different views like side view, 

front view etc..) of images of items sent by vendors which is being done as a part of catalogue 

management in this work and hyperparameter tuning has been done using Bayesian 

optimization [3] which gave much superior results when compared to the baseline model. 

Since manual/decision rule based ordering of the images sent by vendors are being done in 

majority of industries currently which is extremely time-consuming and hence it can be 

improved vastly by the our methodology . Secondly, quality of the images sent by the vendor 

plays a crucial part as improper image quality in an online platform might directly lead to 

customer dissatisfaction. The way human perceives image quality is very unique and to make 
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the machine understand and learn that way makes image quality assessment a very difficult 

task to perform[4]. Hence, Structural similarity index [5] has been considered as a metric in 

this case for assessment of the quality of images of items sent by vendor which gives the 

human-perceived notion of quality . The major challenge faced with respect to quality is the 

blurring effect in images sent by vendors which also is one of the primary cause of customer 

dissatisfaction as understood from various customer feedback and surveys .Hence the second 

phase of the pipeline deals with assessing the quality of the image automatically once it falls 

below a certain quality threshold. The main contribution of the paper lies in the development 

of quality embeddings which projects each and every image in some latent dimensions which 

represents various quality attributes and using the same ,the human perceived quality metric 

has been predicted for every image. The concept of quality embeddings have not been used 

before and it helps in no-reference image quality assessment task efficiently. Another 

contribution of the paper lies in the synthetically generated noisy datasets which eliminated 

the manual annotation process very effectively and helps in the no-referencing quality 

assessment. The key idea lies in the concept that human beings while detecting if an image is 

of poor quality or not doesn’t need the true reference superior quality version of the image. If 

an image is a lit blurred, human beings are well adept in detecting the same and hence for 

machines to reflect the same intuition , the above methodology has been implemented. 

Bayesian optimization has been leveraged in the process of hyperparameter tuning which 

reduces the time complexity of the pipeline significantly and provides an intelligent approach 

to search the best hyperparameters in the given space. 

 

II. IDENTIFY,RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 

There is lot of research work that has happened over the years in the field of image 

classification and orientation detection, but in majority of the models developed there is a 

requirement that the dataset size should be large enough since deep convolution based models 

will have a lot of parameters. The complexity lies in this case since there will be multiple new 

items for which dataset size won’t be large and the model thus developed should be robust 

enough to work in such scenarios as well. It also includes other constraints such as time 

complexity, simplicity and light weight models for the pipeline to work optimally. The 

creation of robust features using light weight MobileNet CNN helps in achieving the objective 

of orientation classification. 

 

There has been work done in the field of image quality assessment but in many of the cases 

manually annotation of datasets have been used. In our case , we have synthetically generated 

noisy datasets which reduces the manual efforts of annotating. The quality embeddings 

developed in our architecture has never been used/developed  till date for image quality 

assessment. 
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The dataset that has been used for image orientation classification consists of 3 classes- Front 

view, Side view and Top view and the size has been kept low to meet the constraints 

mentioned earlier. The dataset consists of 312 images in total out of which 95 of back view, 

108 of front view and 109 of side view images have been used to train. The challenge was to 

show good accuracy even with small datasets. 

 
Figure 1: Back, Front and Side view of the images trained 

 

 

 

III. STUDIES AND FINDINGS 

Image Orientation Classification using Convolution Neural Network and 

Transfer Learning 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients(HOG) as Baseline Model:   

The HOG features are mainly used in image processing object detection tasks The key idea 

behind the histogram of oriented gradients descriptor is that local object appearance within an 

image can be described by the distribution of edge directions. The image is divided into small 

connected regions and for the pixels within the regions, a histogram of gradient directions are 

computed. The final feature vector is the combination of all these histogram features. 

For implementation of the task of classification of image orientation into one of the 3 

categories, the baseline model that has been used is with the histogram of oriented gradients 

features as it has been widely used in many places where image   orientation classification is 

the prime objective [7]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Histogram of oriented gradient features of Image side view 
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Using Histogram of oriented gradient features as predictors, 5 different classification models 

were fitted to the training data and for each of the models, the ideal hyper parameters were 

computed using Bayesian Optimization of hyper parameters [3], the convergence plot of the 

same (sample) is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Convergence plot of model hyper parameters in Bayesian Optimization 

The cross-validation accuracy of each of the models thus computed is shown below in Table 

1. 

Table1: Cross Validation accuracy of various classification models with Histogram of 

oriented gradient features 

Classifiers Cross-Validation 

Accuracy 

SVM 62.22% 

Multinomial Logistic 
71.23% 

Naïve Bayes 62.12% 

Decision Tree 55% 

Random Forest 70% 

 

Bayesian Optimization helps in reducing the time complexity associated with grid search for 

the hyperparameters significantly as it implements an intelligent way of searching the space 

using Gaussian process. So, at each iteration it implements a trade-off between exploration 

and exploitation and thus forms an utility function and optimizing the same it chooses the next 

best hyperparameter. 
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Figure 4: Bayesian Optimization and Gaussian Process 

 

But as can be seen in Table1, HOG features fail to give a good accuracy in orientation 

classification problem and thus we use our CNN and  Transfer Learning based approach to 

implement the same. 

 

Convolution Neural Networks and Transfer Learning features based 

model:   

Recently image classification task using Convolution Neural Networks (pre-trained on 

ImageNet dataset) and Transfer Learning has gained huge success [1], [2]. So, to solve the 

image orientation classification problem (front, side and back view) three pre-trained 

Convolution Neural Network model features have been extracted. The three models are 

Mobile net [8], VGG16 [9] and Inception [10] from which the last layer features have been 

extracted which consists of the most important and specific features for the classification task. 

Each of the pre-trained features has been finally trained on our dataset. The pre-trained 

features act as the predictors and all the 5 models mentioned previously which consists of 

SVM, Multinomial Logistic, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree and Random Forest with the 

response variable having 3 classes’ i.e. Front view, Side view and Back view. 

The cross-validation accuracy for each of the pre-trained features and each model has been 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Cross Validation accuracy of Pre-trained CNN features for each of the Classification 

models 

  Cross Validation Accuracy 

Classifiers Mobile net VGG16 Inception 

SVM 94.2% 83% 82.9% 

Multinomial 

Logistic 94.69% 89% 90% 

Naïve Bayes 85.6% 80.2% 69% 

Decision Tree 90% 76% 65% 

Random Forest 93% 88% 81% 
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As shown in Table 2, the MobileNet features clearly outperform each of the other pre-trained 

CNN features even for a relatively small dataset and hence the same has been chosen for the 

process of image orientation classification.  

The major advantage of MobileNet is that it uses depth wise separable convolutions to build 

light weight deep neural networks[8]. Another advantage being it has only two global 

hyperparameters which can be tuned very easily for the trade-off between latency and 

accuracy. 

 

Figure 5: Number of Computation in Vanilla Convolution 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Number of Computations in Depth wise Convolution 
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As discussed, the number of computations has been significantly reduced in case of depth 

wise convolution and thereby decreasing the time complexity and making the model light. 

 

It can be clearly seen from both Table 1 and 2 that amongst all the classifiers used, 

Multinomial logistic regression clearly outperforms all the other classifiers for both pre-

trained CNN features as well as Histogram of oriented gradient based features. Hence, 

Multinomial Logistic Regression model with Mobile net features has been selected as the final 

model of classification of image orientation which gives an accuracy of approximately 95%. 

Comparison of final model with baseline model based on Cross validation accuracy: 

Statistical Significance 

A 10 fold cross validation was performed for both the MobileNet feature based multinomial 

logistic regression model and Histogram of gradient feature based multinomial logistic model 

and a Student’s  t-test [11] was performed to show that the accuracy in the former is 

significantly better than the later as shown in Table 3. The p-value<0.05 which indicates the 

statistical significance. 

Table 3: Student’s t-test for comparison of Cross-validation accuracy of models 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  Multinomial logistic _Hog Multinomial Logistic Mobilenet CNN 

Mean 0.68747 0.93525 

Variance 0.012784722 0.002838069 

Observations 10 10 

Pooled Variance 0.007811396   

Hypothesized Mean 

Difference 0   

df 18   

t Stat -6.26883626   

P(T<=t) one-tail 3.26456E-06   

t Critical one-tail 1.734063607   

P(T<=t) two-tail 6.52912E-06   

t Critical two-tail 2.10092204   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Cross-validation accuracy for both the models 

As it can be seen from both Table 3 and Figure 7, MobileNet CNN model features with 

Multinomial Logistic Regression classifier trained on our dataset outperform significantly our 
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baseline model and hence that has been selected for the image orientation classification. This 

constitutes the first part of our pipeline. 

 

Image Quality Assessment using Structural Similarity Index and Transfer 

Learning 

For the task of quality assessment of images sent by vendor automatically, structural 

similarity has been used as the desired index as mentioned in [5]. The conventional metrics 

such as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the mean squared error (MSE) which 

operate directly on the intensity of the image don’t qualify as human visual system-based 

quality metric. But in our case, it is very important to use a quality index which is very similar 

to human perception and hence Structural similarity index which considers the impact of 

changes in luminance, contrast and structure in an image has been considered as shown in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Structural Similarity Index 
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As shown in Figure8 and Equation 4, the structural similarity metric incorporates the 

illuminance, contrast and structural components of an image and hence is likely to capture the 

human perception whereas other metrics like MSE and PSNR etc. only captures the pixel wise 

difference between the two images which is not the way human perceives quality. 

 

Introduction of Noise to the images of our dataset: Synthetic Data Generation 

The way human perceives quality is very unique and every time some image of poor quality 

comes, it is a very easy task for human to detect that the quality is not adequate may be some 

blurring, other noise factors are there in the image. Humans won’t need any reference image 

of superior quality for that poor quality image to tell that which motivates us to the concept of 

no-reference image quality assessment. 

The main challenge in the field of image quality assessment is that we won’t have the perfect 

image of an item every time with its corresponding imperfect/poor quality version for 

assessing the quality of the images. Hence, we need a methodology where quality of the 

image can be assessed without reference image [6]and which can work for small datasets as 

well. The idea is to make the machine learn the way human perceives quality in such cases. 

The first step is to add distortion to the reference images of the datasets with different noise 

signals and artificially create our own datasets of good images and distorted images. There 

can be various types of noise signals which can be given to the image but for our case we have 

considered blurring as the noise factor with various factors and kernels of the same.  The noise 

signals considered are different types of blurring since that is one major area of concern for 

the images sent by vendor which is shown in Table 4.( Here reference image is only for the 

training set, for test set there won’t be any).  

 

Table 4: Different distortion types added to reference images 

Type of Noise added Kernels and Parameters 

Mean Blur (5,5),(25,25),(55,55),(75,75) 

Gaussian Blur (5,5),(25,25),(55,55),(95,95) 

Bilateral Blur (9,50,50),(9,125,125) 

Median Blur 5,27 
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The operation has been done for all the 312 images and each type of distortion has been 

considered as a separate class/category which makes a total of 13 categories including the 

reference good images. Since each parameter induces blurring of different types and each type 

has been considered as a separate class for the supervised framework that we have created. 

Image quality based classification using Mobile net CNN features and Deep Learning 

Classification algorithm: Quality Embeddings 

In the second step of the process of image quality assessment, the pre-trained MobileNet[8] 

last layer features have been extracted for all the images of 13 different classes mentioned 

above  which includes the good/reference class images, Mean blurred images (4 different 

classes),Gaussian Blurred images (4 different classes),Bilateral Blurred images(2 different 

classes) and Median Blur(2 different classes) . The MobileNet [8] final layer features of the 

images contain all the important features and information about them. As discussed earlier as 

well the benefits of having a light weight model with depth wise convolution, MobileNet 

CNN captures the most relevant features from the image . Then we have built deep layers on 

top of it which basically projects the features into different dimensions. Finally using a 

SoftMax layer, we have classified them into the 13 different classes and the model is trained 

on the same. The deep learning architecture after extraction of the MobileNet embeddings 

have been shown below.  

Table 5: Deep Learning Model Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Layers No. of Neurons Activation Function 

Input Layer 1024 - 

Hidden Layer1 512 Relu 

Hidden Layer 

2 

256 Relu 

Hidden Layer 

3 

112 Relu 

Output Layer 13 Softmax 
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The key idea and innovation of the work lies in the concept of creating quality embeddings for 

each of the images. The last but one layer before the SoftMax layer of the model described 

above projects the images into quality dimensions. The main intuition behind that is if the 

model is generating such features in the final layer such that it is being able to classify images 

which are similar otherwise and the only difference lies in quality of the images, then the 

features that are generated are quality based features. 

 

 

Figure 9: Validation accuracy of the Deep Classification model 

As shown in figure 9, the cross-validation accuracy obtained by the model was 84.5% which 

is quite high considering the amount of data used. The final layer of the deep model is 

extracted as these features are the quality embeddings or quality-related features for these 

images. The main idea as mentioned above as well behind the statement is that in these image 

classes (13) the only difference is the image quality and all other things are same for all the 

classes and hence if a model is differentiating between these images it clearly indicates the 

features will be those features which are related to quality characteristics of the images. The 

diagrammatic workflow has been shown below in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10: Generating Quality Embeddings using Deep architecture 
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Computation of Structural Similarity Scores and prediction using Ridge Regression 

model 

Once the quality related features have been extracted for the images, the Structural similarity 

scores for all the known synthetically generated distorted images and original images are 

computed from the reference images. So, for the true reference images the structural similarity 

will be 1 and as the distortion in the images increasing the structural similarity metric value 

decreases.  

Then the quality embeddings for all the images have been extracted using the deep learning 

model described in Table5 and extracting the last but one layer weights. 

Once the images are projected into quality dimensions, the quality embeddings have been 

taken as predictor variables and the Structural similarity scores  computed for the same 

images as the response variables and a Ridge regression is fitted with an 80-20 validation and 

a validation accuracy of 83% is achieved by this methodology. So, now whenever a new 

image is there, the quality embeddings are extracted from the images by projecting them in 

the latent quality dimensions and then considering the same as a test feature for our Ridge 

regression model, the Structural similarity score for that image will be predicted using the 

model and based on which and a business decided threshold value, necessary actions will be 

taken. The ridge regression model equation is shown in Equation 5. 

 

 
 

Finally the ordering is done as per business requirements which complete the pipeline of our 

process and the flow has been shown below in Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11: Directional Flow for predicting Structure Similarity metric using Ridge regression 
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Evaluation: 

As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, our MobileNet CNN features with Multinomial logistic 

regression performs much better than the baseline model and other pre-trained CNN features 

compiled in Table 6. 

Table 6: Cross validation accuracy of various models 

  Cross Validation Accuracy 

Classifiers Hog MobileNet VGG16 Inception 

SVM 0.6222 0.942 0.83 0.829 

Multinomial 

Logistic 0.7123 0.9469 0.89 0.9 

Naïve Bayes 0.6212 0.856 0.802 0.69 

Decision Tree 0.55 0.9 0.76 0.65 

Random Forest 0.7 0.93 0.88 0.81 

 

The statistical significance test has been performed to check if the increase in accuracy is 

statistical significant or not and hence a paired t-test has been done to do the same. 

 

 

Table 7: Student’s paired t-test for comparison of Cross-validation accuracy of models 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  Multinomial logistic _Hog Multinomial Logistic Mobilenet CNN 

Mean 0.68747 0.93525 

Variance 0.012784722 0.002838069 

Observations 10 10 

Pooled Variance 0.007811396   

Hypothesized Mean 

Difference 0   

df 18   

t Stat -6.26883626   

P(T<=t) one-tail 3.26456E-06   

t Critical one-tail 1.734063607   

P(T<=t) two-tail 6.52912E-06   

t Critical two-tail 2.10092204   

 

As it can be seen that MobileNet CNN features with Multinomial logistic regression 

performance is much superior and that has been tested in Table 7 via paired t-test. 
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Table 8: Validation accuracy of Deep Learning Model for Image quality Classification 

Epochs Validation Accuracy 

1 0.6394 

7 0.78 

15 0.7982 

20 0.8445 

25 0.8263 

28 0.8528 

30 0.8453 

An accuracy of 85% was achieved by the deep learning quality classification model and 

finally the Ridge regression model had an accuracy of 83%. 

The final workflow of the pipeline has been shown below in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Final Workflow of the Pipeline of Catalogue Management. 

 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have successfully build a pipeline where in the first step we have classified the 

image orientations, in this case Front-view, Side-view & Back-view with a cross validation 

accuracy of 94% with pre-trained Mobile Net features and Multinomial Logistic Regression 

approach and that too with small dataset which was one of the challenge for our work. This 

process actually reduces the manual labor and helps in easing the process of catalogue 

management.  

The next most important part of our pipeline of automated catalogue management was to 

successfully implement image quality assessment with no-reference image. This is a very 

important area since many of the images of items sent by the vendor are not as per required 

quality which causes the customer to move to different industries. Moreover, this is a reasonably 

challenging task to assess image quality when the reference image is not present. 

 In the methodology developed to solve this problem, the first step is to add distortions/noise to 

our reference images and then extract MobileNet features and finally a deep learning model is 

trained in such a way that it can uniquely identify the different classes of images. The last layer 
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features from this deep learning model has been extracted since it consists of the quality 

characteristics of the images.  

The structural similarity index has been used as the index to measure the structural similarity 

between the reference and distorted images as it is almost similar to the way human perceives 

image quality. Using the structural similarity scores as the response and the features of the deep 

model as predictor, a Ridge regression model is being fitted with an accuracy of 83% which is 

quite good considering the complexity of the problem. So, now whenever a new image comes, 

first the MobileNet features will be extracted from it   and its structural similarity score will be 

predicted from the Ridge regression model. 

Finally, the ordering is done as per Business requirements and this wraps up the pipeline built for 

automated catalogue management. 

Further scope of research is there to classify more orientations of images for image orientation 

classification. In image quality classification task, ensemble models can be used to make the 

accuracy better and many different types of noise signals can also be added to make the model 

much better. 
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Abstract- The objective of this study is to determine the relationship between financial ratios and 

systematic risk of Steel industry. The financial variables that have been utilized for the study are 

Quick ratio, return on assets excluding Revaluations, Operating Profit Margin, Net Profit Margin, 

Debt equity ratio. Four years data from 2015 to 2018 have been collected from Yahoo Finance, 

National Stock Exchange, Moneycontrol.com. The consequences of 15 Steel Companies have been 

studied through the application of Pearson algorithm and the results are discussed elaborately in 

this paper. This work supports investors to decide on ventures for investment. 

 

Index Terms- Systematic Risk, Quick Ratio, Net profit margin, Operational profit margin, 

Pearson Correlation, Debt equity ratio 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Systematic Risk is a part of total risk which is beyond the control of an individual or a company. Every 

investment or security is subjected to systematic risk therefore it is not a type of risk which can be 

diversified. Systematic Risk is a crucial factor for any investor. Investors tend to invest in companies 

which have a high return. To measure the Systematic Risk, beta is used. Beta varies from industry to 

industry. Financial Ratios are  good indicators of a company’s performance and its financial situation. 

Therefore relationship between Systematic Risk and the financial ratios can be used to find if we could 

invest in the company or not. Therefore, in this paper we will find the relationship between the financial 

ratios and Systematic Risk in companies related to the Steel Industries of India. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

The total risk of a company includes Systematic Risk and Unsystematic Risk. Unsystematic Risk is 

specific to the firm, Systematic Risk is the market related risk. The Unsystematic risk can be reduced by 

diversifying the stocks therefore the main concern to the investors is the systematic risk. Gu and 

Kim(1998) suggested that the systematic risk (Beta) of each firm can be estimated by the equation or the 

characteristic line. The slope of the characteristic line of each company which is estimated against S&P 

500 return represent the stock's return and its beta. Previous studies on financial ratios: The financial 

ratios in quick service and full service Restaurants were studied by Kim, Ryan and Ceschini (2007), the 

data from year 1999 to 2003 was utilized. According to the research the return on investment is found to 

be negatively correlated to beta. Debt to equity ratio was not very significant in the restaurant services. 

Kim et al (2007) estimated that there is a positive relation between quick ratio and risk(beta). Gu and Kim 

(1998) evaluated the current ratio, leverage ratio (total liabilities to total assets), asset turnover, and profit 

margin of 35 casino firms and found that only asset turnover was significant and negatively correlated 
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with Beta at the .10 level. All other variables were found to be statistically non significant. Further they 

also suggested that it is better to use quick ratio instead of current ratio as it represents the liquidity better. 

Till date, there has been no study which explored the relationship between Steel Industry in India and the 

financial Ratios. 

 
 

  III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The ratios that are selected for consideration for our research are: - 

 
Quick Ratio: The quick ratio is an indicator of a company’s short-term liquidity position and measures a 

company’s ability to meet its short-term obligations with its most liquid assets. [1] 

 
Quick Ratio = (Cash + Marketable Securities + Accounts Receivable) / 

CurrentLiabilities 

 
Return on assets: Return on total assets (ROTA) is a ratio that measures a company's earnings before 

interest and taxes (EBIT) relative to its total net assets.[2] 

 
Return on assets = Net Income/Total Number of Assets. 

 
 

Operating profit margin: Operating Profit Margin is a profitability or performance ratio used to calculate 

the percentage of profit a company produces from its operations, prior to subtracting taxes and interest 

charges. [3] 

 
Operating profit margin = Operating profit/Total Revenue. 

 
Net Profit Margin: Net profit margin is the percentage of revenue remaining after all operating expenses, 

interest, taxes and preferred stock dividends (but not common stock dividends) have been deducted from  

a company's total revenue. [4] 

 
Net Profit Margin = Net Profit/Total Revenue. 

 
Debt Equity ratio: The debt-to-equity (D/E) ratio is calculated by dividing a company’s total liabilities by 

its shareholder equity.[5] 

 
Debt Equity ratio = Total Liabilities/Total Shareholder’s Equity. 

The relation between each of the financial ratio and the Systematic Risk is analyzed. 

The companies that were used for the research are :- 

Large scale companies in steel industry:- 

 JSW Steel Ltd. 

https://investinganswers.com/node/5011
https://investinganswers.com/node/549
https://investinganswers.com/node/37
https://investinganswers.com/node/5247
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/earnings.asp
https://investinganswers.com/node/5108
https://investinganswers.com/node/2792
https://investinganswers.com/node/4567
https://investinganswers.com/node/5151
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 Tata Steel. 

 Steel Authority of India Ltd. 

 Manaksia Steels Ltd. 

 Visa Steel Ltd. 

 

Medium and small scale :- 

 Jindal stainless and Power Ltd. 

 Usha Martin Ltd. 

 Mukand Ltd. 

 Beekay Steel Industries Ltd. 

 Shivalik Bimetal Controls Ltd. 

 Kamdhenu Ltd. 

 Vardhman Special Steels Ltd. 

 Balasore Alloys Ltd. 

 Panchmahal Steels Ltd. 

 SAL Steel Ltd. 
 

 

  IV. ANALYSIS ON SYSTEMATIC RISK( β) 
 

Systematic risk can be calculated by the sensitivity of a security’s return with respect to market return. 

This sensitivity is calculated by using the β (Beta) Coefficient. 

The value of Systematic Risk (β) can be calculated using the following formula: 

β =Slope (Rp, Rm) 

Rm: Market Return 

Rp: Portfolio Return 

The beta has been calculated by the taking the slope of the Market Return and the Portfolio Return. The 

tool that was used for the calculation of beta is Excel. The data for the Market Return and the Portfolio 

return has been extracted from Yahoo Finance. 

 

 
  V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS 

 

 
 

Financial Ratios 

(Large Scale 

Industry) 

/Financial Years 

FY18 FY17 FY16 FY15 

JSW Steel     

     

Quick Ratio 0.68 0.56 0.41 0.67 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

115.98 100.28 84.44 1,032.60 

Operating 

Margin(%) 

Profit 21.14 22.07 17.35 19.24 

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/finance/beta-coefficient/
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Net 

Margin(%) 

Profit 7.11 6.84 -9.61 4.7 

Debt Equity Ratio 1.14 1.38 1.58 1.06 

     

Tata Steel     

     

Quick Ratio 0.34 0.28 0.32 0.27 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

510.87 511.31 725.65 686.4 

Operating 

Margin(%) 

Profit 26.46 24.74 18.87 23.95 

Net 

Margin(%) 

Profit 6.99 7.17 12.82 15.41 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.45 0.61 0.44 0.39 

     

 

Steel Authority 

of India Ltd 

    

     

Quick Ratio 0.4 0.38 0.42 0.55 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

86.46 87.18 94.89 105.33 

Operating 

Margin(%) 

Profit 8.02 0.08 -7.42 10.18 

Net 

Margin(%) 

Profit -0.83 -6.37 -10.29 4.57 

Debt Equity Ratio 1.18 1.08 0.84 0.65 

     

     

Manaksia Steels 

Ltd. 

    

     

Quick Ratio 1.69 4.04 3.25 2.78 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

26.88 24.35 23.4 22.64 

Operating 

Margin(%) 

Profit 6.99 7.49 5.87 4.81 

Net 

Margin(%) 

Profit 3.37 2.73 1.72 2.48 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.53 0.36 0.35 0.3 

     

Visa Steel Ltd.     
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Quick Ratio 0.1 0.19 0.24 0.26 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

-68.52 -59.43 -41.92 11.13 

Operating 

Margin(%) 

Profit 0.02 1.16 0.58 -0.22 

Net 

Margin(%) 

Profit -9.08 -10.21 -115.49 -26.18 

Debt Equity Ratio -- -- -- 22.59 

*The data has been extracted from moneycontrol.com 

Table 1 : Financial Ratios of Large Scale Steel Industry for the period:- FY2015 – FY2018 

 

 

 

Financial Ratios 

(Small and 

Medium 

Scale)/Financial 

year 

FY18 FY17 FY16 FY15 

Jindal Stainless     

Quick Ratio 0.4 0.44 1.64 1.42 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

49.07 42.96 -25.46 -7.64 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

11.87 13.31 7.9 5.05 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

2.95 0.7 -5.9 3.71 

Debt Equity Ratio 1.84 2.98 -- -- 

     

Usha Martin 

Ltd. 

    

     

Quick Ratio 0.38 0.37 0.39 0.31 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

5.69 14.95 26.66 39.26 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

11.77 10.65 8.47 16.22 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

-6.99 -10.93 -12.22 -7.8 

Debt Equity Ratio 20.06 7.78 4.6 2.8 

     

Mukand Ltd.     

     

Quick Ratio 0.79 1.39 1.28 1.19 
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Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

80.2 25.56 32.61 32.49 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

2.02 13.13 12.2 11.99 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

1.43 0.42 0.05 0.05 

Debt Equity Ratio 1.46 7.19 5.36 5.09 

     

Beekay Steel 

Industries Ltd. 

    

     

Quick Ratio 1.81 1.42 1.14 0.94 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

157.53 121.59 102.05 93.13 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

13.64 11.68 12.57 11.59 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

7.23 4.78 3.71 3 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.59 0.78 0.82 0.91 

     

Shivalik Bimetal 

Controls Ltd. 

    

     

Quick Ratio 1.49 1.64 1.99 1.52 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

22.2 37.1 33.85 31.7 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

17.2 15.98 13.67 16.11 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

10.01 7.25 4.16 5.19 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.36 0.36 0.57 0.64 

     

Kamdhenu Ltd.     

     

Quick Ratio 1.6 1.62 2.07 1.93 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

54.96 49.11 45.16 42.52 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

3.7 3.94 3.75 3.09 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

1.32 0.98 0.96 0.82 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.68 0.92 1 0.98 
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Vardhman 

Special Steels 

Ltd. 

    

     

Quick Ratio 2.16 1.42 1.73 2.14 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

94.9 106.75 96.56 91.47 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

7.2 8.88 6.37 1.74 

Net Profit 2.91 2.84 0.64 -2.28 

Margin(%)     

Debt Equity Ratio 0.65 1.28 1.65 2.02 

     

Balasore Alloys     

     

Quick Ratio 0.9 0.87 0.71 0.56 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

103.57 101.47 52.9 55.12 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

12.43 17.7 9.78 12.75 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

5.41 8.26 2.23 3.44 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.18 0.2 0.32 0.3 

     

Panchmahal 

Steels Ltd. 

    

     

Quick Ratio 0.58 0.55 0.52 0.52 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

63.39 63.67 63.51 70.11 

Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

4.14 4.94 -0.63 2.7 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

0.13 0.08 -4.33 -0.9 

Debt Equity Ratio 0.58 0.57 0.51 0.42 

     

SAL Steel Ltd.     

     

Quick Ratio 0.48 0.43 0.27 0.26 

Return on Assets 

Excluding 

Revaluations 

0.45 -4.56 -4.13 -0.74 
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Operating Profit 

Margin(%) 

1.27 2.65 6.87 7.14 

Net Profit 

Margin(%) 

8.49 0.24 -8.52 -20.75 

Debt Equity Ratio 44.12 -- -- -- 

*The data has been extracted from moneycontrol.com 

Table 2: Financial Ratios of Medium and Small scale industry for the period:- FY2015 – FY2018 
 

 

Analysis on Systematic Risk (Beta ) 
 

 
 

Systematic Risk 

for Large Scale 

Industry 

/Financial Years 

FY18 FY17 FY16 FY15 

Tata Steel Ltd -0.028 0.293 0.251 0.213 

JSW Steel Ltd -0.148 1.073 0.511 0.835 

SAIL Ltd -0.521 1.291 0.821 0.0195 

Manaksia Steels 

Ltd 

-0.021 0.081 0.552 -0.046 

Visa Steel Ltd 0.088 0.468 1.503 0.180 

*The following data has been calculated from Yahoo Finance website 

Table 3: Systematic Risk associated with Large scale industry for the period:- FY2015 – FY2018 

 

 

Systematic Risk 

for Medium and 

small scale 

Industry 

/Financial Years 

FY18 FY17 FY16 FY15 

Jindal Stainless 0.400 1.658 1.391 1.266 

Usha Martin Ltd 0.619 0.111 1.105 0.722 

Mukand Ltd -0.180 -0.173 0.562 0.428 

Beekay steel Ltd 0.583 -0.724 -0.148  

Shivalik Bimetal 

Controls Ltd 

1.118 1.547 0.831 -0.289 

Kamdhenu Ltd 0.248 -0.591 0.694 0.702 

Vardhman Special 

Steel Ltd 

0.405 -0.343 0.850 -0.483 

Balasore Alloys -0.284 1.295 1.396 0.741 

Panchmahal Steels 

Ltd 

0.153 0.504 -0.942 1.165 

SAL Steel Ltd -0.402 -0.209 0.691 1.325 

*The following data has been calculated from Yahoo Finance website 

Table 4: Systematic Risk associated with Medium and Small scale industry for the  period:-  

FY2015 – FY2018 
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Correlation Analysis between Systematic risk and Financial ratios 

This study was calculated by using Pearson’s correlation coefficient on the 15 steel companies mentioned 

above. 

 

Financial Ratios Correlation 

Quick Ratio Negative Correlation 

Return On Assets Excluding Revaluations Positive Correlation 

Operating Profit Margin Negative Correlation 

Net Profit Margin Negative Correlation 

Debt/Equity Ratio Positive Correlation 

Table 5: Correlation between Systematic Risk and Financial Variables 

 

 
II. CONCLUSION 

The main goal of an organization is to improve shareholders’ value. The total risk of the investment is 

calculated and measured by the variance or, most commonly the Standard deviation of the return. To 

comprehend the parameters related with Systematic Risk is valuable for financial investors and company 

managers. This study finds the relation between systematic risk and quick ratio, return on assets excluding 

evaluations, operating profit margin, Net profit margin and Debt-Equity Ratio. Correlation analysis has 

been used for estimation. Study included 15 financial companies listed in NSE for the period of 2015 to 

2018. Quick Ratio is negatively correlated with beta (β), Return on assets excluding revaluations is 

positively correlated with beta(β), Operating profit margin is negatively correlated with beta(β), Net profit 

margin is negatively correlated with beta(β), Debt/Equity ratio is positively correlated with beta(β). 

Managers can estimate these parameters to control systematic risk and to improve financial performance 

of a firm. Financial ratios do play an important role in finding systematic risk. This study is essential for 

investors and finance managers to understand what kind of relationship exist between financial ratios and 

systematic risk. The future research will involve larger number of ventures and more number of 

parameters for better analysis and results, which will support the investors for better decision on their 

investments. 
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Abstract- Detection of negotiable items and performing various cost negotiation strategies is an age-old 

problem in the field of retail but despite of that, there are lot of areas that are unexplored in the above 

field. 

This paper talks about detection of negotiable items and how cost negotiations can be performed by 

leveraging retail price-based cost reverse engineering negotiation methods. Retail price change of an item 

over time is analyzed along with the cost trend of the item to determine potential for cost negotiations. 

These comparisons are performed within different item similarity clusters, so that we can see how 

different peer items within the same similarity cluster perform with respect to retail price and cost price 

trends. Hence our methodology efficiently captures and detects the most robust set of negotiable items 

considering major attributes including margin percent, sales volume, substitutability etc.  

 

Index Terms- Item substitutes, Community detection, Parent supplier, Dis-intermediation, Joint buy. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

his paper guides us on Cost negotiations of different items using different negotiation levers 

to be identified during the process. In this paper we would focus on cost negotiation using 

one such lever which is based on retail price-based cost reverse engineering. Retail price of any 

item usually consists of both promotional and non-promotional sales. For performing cost 

negotiations, we should be able to identify the trend of regular retail price of the item over time 

which would be obtained after removing all the promotional events. The regular retail price of an 

item can be computed by removing different promotional effects like clearance, rollback, price 

adjustments etc. By understanding the trend of change in regular retail price we can identify if 

there is an opportunity for cost negotiations by comparing it with the trend of average unit cost 

for each item using correlation coefficient-based metric. These comparisons can also be 

performed by comparing the trends among similar item description clusters. These item 

similarity clusters are obtained by leveraging a combination of Lucene elastic search 

implementation and community detection algorithm. 

 

Retail price of an item changes constantly based on the demand, competitor pricing and various 

other factors. Price change of an item for rollback is set centrally for any retail and it gets 

applicable across all items within certain departments. Clearance and Price adjustments are made 

by store manager when items are not getting cleared and which remain in the shelf for a long 

period of time. These are tagged with certain report codes for different types of promotions along 

with the quantity of units sold at the promotional price that was offered. Use these report codes 

we will be able to separate regular sales and units using which we can then calculate Regular 

Average Unit Retail (AUR), which is the sell price of unit quantity. The change in trend of the 

T 
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regular AUR and its comparison with the trend in the Average Unit Cost (AUC) would help in 

and efficient negotiation of the item cost. 
 

II. IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA 

There is lot of work happening in this space around how various negotiations can be performed. 

Economic, behavioural, and software agent perspectives based integrative negotiation gained 

quite a lot of popularity in the field of electronic ecommerce [1]. 

There has been work around leveraging retail price trend for negotiation cost of an item. 

Research has also been done on how to identify similar items based on their item details. 

Community detection and elastic search has not been leveraged till date for detection of similar 

items based on their descriptions. But both of these together have not been leveraged for cost 

negotiations.  

We have utilized Walmart items details like descriptions, signage etc. for identifying item 

similarity clusters. Along with these descriptions we have utilized retail price, promotional 

activities, cost information, warehouse data, external data like holidays, events, climatic 

conditions etc. for obtaining the regular retail trend and cost price trends for different items 

across departments.  

III. STUDIES AND FINDINGS 

Regular retail price of an item refers to non-promotional price over time. We can build out data 

at week level in order to avoid day level nuances in the data and avoid data sparsity for low 

selling items. Also, we are averaging the prices of different items across different stores. This 

help in generalizing the retail and cost data trend over time and across stores. We will need to 

compute actual sales, units across different weeks. Flag different promotional events basis their 

report codes from the data to identify the promotional contribution of various events for their 

sales and units. Regular sales and units can be computed using the below formula. 

Regular Sales = Actual Sales – Rollback Sales – Clearance Sales – Price Adjustment Sales 

Regular Units = Actual Units – Rollback Units – Clearance Units – Price Adjustment Units 

Regular Average Unit Retail (AUR) can be computed as a ratio of Regular Sales and Regular 

units over different weeks. Similarly, Average Unit Cost (AUC) can be computed as a ratio of 

Net ship cost to the Net ship quantity over different weeks.  

 

 
Figure 1: Promotional Breakdown of Retail Price 
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On computation of AUR and AUC separating out the promotional effects, the trend of the 

variables has been compared using Pearson’s correlation coefficient ratio metric.  

 

r_ratio  =   (rAUR,time) /   (rAUR,time +  )                   (1) 

where, 

r_ratio -   correlation coefficient ratio metric 

rAUR,time – correlation coefficient of AUR over time  

rAUR,time  - correlation coefficient of AUC over time 

 

 
  Figure 2: Trend based analysis of AUC and AUR 

 

The correlation coefficient gives an adept understanding of the variation of the one of the 

variables with respect to another and hence in this case it has proven to be efficient in detecting 

negotiable items efficiently.  

The entire scenario can be broken down into the following cases: 

1. Sale Price increasing, Cost Price increasing 

i. r_ratio > 1 – No action needed 

ii. r_ratio <1 – Scope for Negotiation  

2. Sale Price decreasing, Cost Price decreasing 

i. r_ratio > 1 – Scope for Negotiation 

ii. r_ratio <1 – No action needed 

3. Sale Price decreasing, Cost Price decreasing 

i. No actions needed 

4. Sale Price decreasing, Cost Price increasing 

i. Scope for Negotiation 
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As shown in Figure2, the AUR retail price decreased with time for that item whereas the unit 

cost price remains almost constant giving an indication for potential negotiation. 

Comparison of Average unit cost (Cost per unit) across different items within similar item 

clusters can also aid to cost negotiation. Our aim is to find items with similar description and 

create clusters, so that we can perform comparison of AUC among the items within the same 

cluster. Also, these clusters can be leveraged for additional cost negotiation opportunities such as 

Join Buy, Dis-intermediation and Parent-Supplier Connection. 

 

For creation of item similarity clusters, we need first obtain similar description-based items. It is 

computationally expensive as we need to find similarity score between all the possible item 

pairs. Product description of that item includes the most relevant information of the same 

including its textual details, category, subcategory, fineline information,color, texture, brand etc. 

To compute the pairwise item similarity, we have extracted various natural language based 

features including n-grams, percentage match, words share etc. The metrics thus formed have 

been used to compute various similarity scores like Jaccard index, Cosine similarity etc. whose 

weighted average gives the separation between the two items which is an indication of item 

substitutability. 

  

To make the number of item pairs for computing similarity metrics, we have leveraged Lucene 

search library [9]. Lucene is an inverted full-text index. It takes all the documents, splits them 

into words and then builds an index for each word. We would take help of the item descriptions 

like signage, upc, supplier inputs etc. to create the index for the items. Lucene library is utilized 

for building the index on the concatenated descriptions of the item. Once we have the index built, 

we parse each item through the index to obtain top 50 most relevant similar items based on their 

descriptions. The resultant set would be up to 50 most relevant items for each such item that has 

been parsed based on the similarity score computed by Lucene. This process continues for all the 

items that have been considered. The output is in the form of similar item pairs with their scores. 

The flow for computing these similar cluster items can be shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Flow for Computing similar cluster items 

 

 

The similar item pairs obtained using the Lucene search functionality can be visualized in the 

form of a network. Each item would resemble a node and every item pair resembles an edge 

connecting the nodes as shown in Figure3. The scores between each item pair is utilized as edge 

weight in the graph. We need to identify communities of similar items among these item pairs.. 
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There are numerous algorithms to achieve this, but we need to choose an algorithm which can 

follow top-down approach. Firstly, lets understand how different algorithms operates. 

 
Figure 4: Community Detection in Graphical Networks 

 

Edge-betweenness-community is a hierarchical decomposition method where edges are removed 

in the decreasing order of their edge betweenness. This is done assuming that edges connecting 

different groups mostly contain multiple shortest paths. It yields good results but is slow since its 

computation intensive due to calculations of edge betweenness. Also, they need to be re-

calculated after every edge removal. It’s ideal for few thousands of vertices in the data. It builds 

a full dendrogram and does not give the final cut off point to obtain the final groups. 

 

Fast greedy-community is another hierarchical approach, but it is bottom-up instead of top-down. 

Modularity gets optimized in a greedy manner. Communities are merged iteratively considering 

every vertex belongs to a different community so that each merge is locally optimal. The 

algorithm stops when modularity has reached its saturation. The method is fast and hence most 

sorted as there are no parameters that needs to be fine-tuned. One drawback is that communities 

below a given size gets merged with neighboring communities. 

 

Walk trap-community performs random walks on the network. These walks tend to stay within 

the same group because there would be few edges that lead to outside group. Walk trap runs 

short random walks of 3-5 steps and results are used to merge separate communities in a bottom-

up fashion. Modularity score can be leveraged to select where to cut the dendrogram. It is a bit 

slower than the fast-greedy approach but is more accurate. 

 

Spinglass-community is from statistical physics based on Potts model. Each vertex of the 

network can be in one of c spin states, and the edges of the specify which pairs of vertices would 

prefer to stay in the same spin state. Communities get defined after simulating for a given 

number of steps based on the spin states of the vertices in the network. This method is not fast 

and not deterministic due to the inherent simulation, but has a tunable parameter to determine the 

cluster size. 
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Leading-eigenvector-community is a top-down hierarchical method which optimizes the 

modularity function. At each iteration the network is split into two parts such that the separation 

yields a significant increase in modularity. Split is determined by evaluating leading eigenvector 

of modularity matrix. Due to the eigenvector calculations, it might not work on degenerate 

networks.  

 

Label-propagation-community is a simple method where every node is assigned one of k labels. 

During different iterations it re-assigns labels to nodes in a way that each node takes the most 

frequent label of its neighbors. The method stops when the label of each node is one of the most 

frequent labels in its neighborhood. It is very fast but yields different results based on the initial 

seeds. Hence, one should run the algorithm a large number of times and then build the final 

communities which is tedious. 

 

For this paper we have utilized customized constraint-based Louvain community detection [10] 

algorithm to determine the optimal clusters. This algorithm also optimizes modularity which is a 

scale value between -1 and 1 that measures the density of edges inside communities to edges 

outside communities. First small communities are identified by optimizing modularity locally on 

all nodes, then they are grouped into one node for the next iteration.  

 

                      (2) 

where, 

 Aij represents the edge weight between nodes i and j . 

 ki and kj are sum of weights of the edges attached to nodes i and j 

 2m is the sum of edge weights in the graph 

 ci and cj are communities of the nodes 

   is a delta function 

 

The modularity (2) has been maximized using constrained optimization on the UPC information.  

 

To identify how granular the communities needs to be formed is a critical task. For solving this 

problem, we have leveraged the UPC information. The same UPC might be supplied by different 

suppliers and would have different item numbers. Since we are grouping different item numbers 

under the communities, the UPC information would help us to determine if the communities 

have been formed correctly. We need to ensure that most of the communities that have been 

formed contains all the items of the same UPC number falling into the same community. If this 

fails for 90% of the items then we re-run the algorithm by fine tune the edges and breaking the 

communities further to achieve the above constraint.  

On removing weak edges from the network, the Louvain algorithm would create more granular 

clusters leading for most of the items having same UPC to fall into the same community. Several 

iterations are performed and under each iteration a new network is created with the fine-tuned 

edges and the communities are identified ensuring that 90% of the items having same UPC fall 

into the same community. 
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Once communities are identified and all the items are tagged to each of the community. We 

would compute the volume and margin percent for each of the item. Basis the distribution of the 

volume and margin percent we are going to classify each of the cluster into four groups as shown 

in below table. Each group would help every retailer to take a strategic decision for improved 

quality and sales as shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1 

Group Strategic Decision for Retailers 

High Selling High Margin Strategic Items 

High Selling Low Margin Negotiation Opportunity 

Low Selling High Margin Marketing/Promotional Opportunity 

Low Selling Low Margin Alternate Sourcing Opportunity 

 

Table 1: Shows how retailers can take strategic decisions using the Group information different 

items get assigned 

 

Also, retail-based cost negotiations can be performed within each cluster that has been formed. 

For example, in the below cluster we can see that there are 4 similar items. But one can observe 

that we have a good margin percent and good volume percent for the first two items on 

comparison with the bottom two items. Customers are tending to buy smaller packs comparative 

to the larger packs in this variety of items. As a retailer we can improve the profits by procuring 

more quantities of first two items as they have been liked by the customers and they have been 

having maximum margin percentage as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 

Item Name Units% Margin% 

GV NFC ORANGE JUICE 59OZ CARAFE 0.69 0.29 

GV NFC ORANGE JUICE WITH PULP 59OZ CARAF 0.36 0.29 

GV NFC ORANGE JUICE 109OZ CARAFE 0.01 0.04 

GV NFC ORANGE JUICE WITH PULP 109OZ CARAF 0.01 0.07 

 

Table 2: Shows items falling in same cluster for cost negotiations 

 

All the item clusters that have been formed would be classified to one of the groups as shown in 

the table 3. Each group would help to take a strategic decision by the retailer which would 

eventual help in increased customer satisfaction, increased sales and more footfalls.  
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Table 3 

Cluster 

No Item Name Group 

1 MYBIOME WOMENS PROBIOTIC Low Selling High Margin 

1 MYBIOME MENS PROBIOTIC Low Selling High Margin 

1 MYBIOME 50+ PROBIOTIC Low Selling High Margin 

2 OLE CREMA SQ 15OZ High Selling High Margin 

2 OLE CREMA SQUEEZE High Selling High Margin 

3 SIMPLY GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 52OZ High Selling Low Margin 

3 SIMPLY CRANBERRY COCKTAIL 52OZ High Selling Low Margin 

3 SIMPLY GRAPEFRUIT JUICE High Selling Low Margin 

4 TROPICANA PP LEMONADE 52OZ Low Selling Low Margin 

4 TROPICANA PP RASPBERRY LEMONADE 52OZ Low Selling Low Margin 

4 TROPICANA PP PEACH LEMONADE 52OZ Low Selling Low Margin 

Table 3: Shows sample clusters number and the groups they have been assigned 

 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Analyzing just average unit retail and comparing with the average unit cost would help in identifying cost 

negotiation possibility in one dimension. On identification of item similarity clusters and comparing AUC 

with AUR across different items within the same item similarity cluster would help in leveraging cost 

negotiation opportunities in multiple dimensions, since item cost performance across different items is 

being compared. Tagging of each item into different groups in terms of their selling and margin 

performance helps the sourcing managers to better negotiate with different suppliers across the globe. 
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Abstract—Dementia is a neurological impairment, which results in loss of mental ability to perform a 

regular task. Alzheimer disease (AD) and Mild Cognitive impairment (MCI) are most common forms 

of dementia. The tissue variation in brain helps to identify the pathological changes in these disease 

progressions. Thus, an attempt is made to diagnose the severity of such neurodegenerative disorders 

based on pattern changes in brain tissues. Initially, MR images are pre-processed using robust brain 

extraction (ROBEX) tool. The skull stripped images are subjected to Tsallis entropy based on 

multilevel thresholding to segment the brain tissues such as white matter (WM), gray matter (GM) 

and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Pyramid histogram of gradient (PHOG) and Zernike moments (ZM) 

features are extracted from different segmented brain tissues for normal, MCI and AD. The significant 

features selected based on principal component analysis (PCA) are subjected to least square SVM 

(LSSVM) and SVM classifiers. Result shows that prominent tissue variations are observed in PHOG 

features compared with ZM. It is noticed that SVM classifier is able to classify the normal, MCI and 

AD images better than LSSVM. Higher classification accuracy is obtained for GM. These finding 

suggest that GM is able to show significant difference between normal, MCI and AD subjects. Thus, 

this study could aid to analyse the brain tissue interior variation and connection between 

neurodegenerative disorders. Hence this approach could be used as a supplement in the investigation 

of dementia disorder. 

 

Keywords—Alzheimer disease, mild cognitive impairment, brain tissue, white matter, gray matter, 

cerebrospinal fluid, pyramids histogram of gradient(PHOG), Zernike moment(ZM) 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Dementia is the most common chronic degenerative symptom. This leads to various 

brain disorders such as Alzheimer (AD), Mild cognitive impairment (MCI), Vascular 

Dementia, Dementia with Lewy Bodies (DLB), Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD) and mixed 

dementia. AD and MCI is recognized as important cognitive problem as a dementia risk [1]. 

Various researches suggest that subjects with MCI have greater chance to convert into AD due 

to prominent memory disturbance. Approximately 50 million people worldwide live with 

dementia [2]. It causes major impact in cognitive skill and cause difficultly to lead a social 

economic life. The identification of cognitive feature is of greater importance to provide an 

advent treatment. Currently, diagnosis of dementia relies on clinical assessment which limits 

to highlight the substantial changes in the brain regions.  However, many studies suggest that 

tissue variations of these disorders incorporate the potential information about the diseases 

progression [3]. 

 

 The diagnostic strategy for these degenerative disorders can be developed with the 

combination of clinical assessment and analysis of pathological changes [4]. These changes 

are generally observed by Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging. It is a noninvasive, 

nondestructive and flexible imaging technique that does not require ionizing radiation.  

 

http://mii.ucla.edu/mii/repository/223.pdf
http://mii.ucla.edu/mii/repository/223.pdf
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The MR brain images relatively contain extra-cranial tissue. The delineation of these extra-

cranial tissues requires preprocessing which is commonly referred as skull stripping. Various 

techniques [5] such as morphological operation, elastic registration and tissue segmentation 

are used to separate the brain from extra-cranial tissues. Based on various report Robust 

learning based Brain Extraction System (ROBEX) tool results better delineation of T1 

weighted MR brain image [6]. It is based on point distribution model adjusted by using voxel 

classification with random forest algorithm. This helps to identify discrimination in tissue 

effectively. 

 

Recently, a variety of data analysis and machine learning methods are used to discriminate 

among normal, MCI and AD subjects. Based on various study deterioration of brain  widely 

affect the brain tissue regions such as White matter (WM), Gray matter (GM) and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [7]. Diagnosis of tissue variation in these disorders is challenging 

due to heterogeneous pattern that is analogous to other brain disorder. A precise and accurate 

diagnosis of these tissues variation would facilitate the diagnosis and understanding of this 

disease. Hence, segmentation is carried out.  

 

Segmentation of brain tissue is a tough task due to the irregular intensity between tissues and 

its boundaries [8]. Many techniques such as voxel based method, vertex based method, 

thresholding, clustering, graph based method and Region of Interest (ROI) have been 

attempted for segmentation of brain tissues [9]. Among them thresholding is commonly used.  

In an image, pixel with gray level values higher than a certain threshold value ‘T’ are 

categorized as object of the image and remaining gray level values are lesser than ‘T’ are 

categorized as background image [10] . However, in case of medical image, bi-level 

thresholding does not give appropriate performance. As a result, there is strong requirement 

for multilevel thresholding. Tsallis entropy is simple to implement and easily extended to 

multilevel thresholding problems compared to other entropy due to its non extensive property 

[11]. The moment-preserving principle used to select the thresholds of the gray-level image. 

The segmentation result requires quantification study to understand its pathology. Hence 

quantification is carried out by feature extraction techniques. 

 

Now-a-days, feature based analyses are utilized in the study of complicated disorders 

associated to brain of human for the reliable diagnosis. Zernike moment (ZM) [12] and 

Pyramid Histogram of gradient (PHOG) [13] descriptors are considered for this study. These 

features have been effectively used in variety of medical image analysis including detection of 

tumors and degenerative disorders. However, identifying discriminative features is 

challenging owing to the large set feature.  

 

Feature selection method help to identify the prominent feature set. In this study, feature 

selection is performed using principal component analysis (PCA). This method effectively 

represents the intrinsic pattern of the given features [14]. This methodology has been applied 

to face recognition and image denoising techniques. Neuroanatomical pattern classification 

has recently facilitated the identification of imaging biomarkers. Recently various machine 

learning techniques are applied for classification. Among them, SVM [15] and least square 

SVM (LS-SVM) [16] classifier is widely used in EEG signal classification, schizophrenia, 

breast cancer and breast microscopic images.  Hence in this work SVM and LS-SVM are 

adopted for classification of normal, MCI and AD images. 

 

The contribution of this work is to identify the variations of normal, MCI and AD subjects in 

their neuroanatomical region of brain MR images. This study preciously made to interpret the 
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tissue pattern changes in WM, GM and CSF effectively. Initially T1 weighted MR brain 

images are skull stripped using ROBEX tool. Then the images are subjected to segmentation 

using multilevel Tsallis entropy based segmentation for delineation of brain tissue. Different   

features such as ZM and PHOG are extracted from segmented brain tissue. Then, the effective 

feature set is identified using PCA. These feature sets are help to discriminate and analyse the 

tissue pattern changes. Finally, SVM and LS-SVM is used to classify normal, MCI and AD 

images.  

 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 brief description of methods that includes 

dataset details, skull-stripping, feature extraction, feature selection and classifier are focused. 

Section 3 presents the results and discussions of framework. Finally, the conclusions are given 

in Section 4. 

 

 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 

The flow diagram of the work is depicted in Fig. 1. The input images, obtained from 

publically available database are exposed to skull-stripping process using ROBEX tool. 

Segmentation of various brain tissues are carried out using multilevel Tsallis entropy. The 

pattern variations features such as ZM and PHOG are extracted from segmented brain tissue. 

The significant features are selected using PCA, and are classified as normal, MCI and AD 

using SVM and LS-SVM classifiers. 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the proposed work 

 

IMAGE DATABASE    

 

In this study, total of 750 images (N=250, MCI=250 and AD=250) are considered. The 

images are acquired from Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database 

(http://adni.loni.usc.edu/data-samples/). The T1-weighted transaxial view MR images are used 

for the analysis. The MCI and AD images are selected based on the Mini mental state 

examination (MMSE) and clinical dementia rating (CDR) score which is available in the 

database. All the MR scans are atlas registered and bias field corrected images. These MR 

images are subjected to further processing. 

 

SKULL STRIPPING 
 

The normal, MCI and AD T1 weighted MR Images are skull stripped using ROBEX tool.  It is 

based on the combination of generative and discriminative model to delineate the non brain 

http://adni.loni.usc.edu/data-samples/
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tissue [6]. The brain boundary is detected with the help of discriminative model using random 

forest classifier. The generative model finds the contour of brain tissue with highest like hood 

in accordance with discriminative model. The contours are obtained using graph cut method to 

attain the target shape. Thus the tool produces the result with improved intensity 

standardization, higher boundary probability volume and better final segmentation.  

 

MULTILEVEL TSALLIS ENTROPY BASED SEGMENTATION 

 

Multilevel thresholding uses more than one threshold value and creates an output image with 

multiple groups [17]. Tsallis entropy is used to measure the improbability of the system.  

Tsallis entropy can be extended to non-extensive system based on a general entropic formula 

which is represented in Eq. (1) [18]. 

1

1 ( )

1

k

i

i
q

p q

s
q









                                                                                                                    (1) 

where k is the total number of possibilities of the system and q is the measure of degree of 

non-extensivity of the system called Tsallis parameter or entropic index . This entropic form 

can be extended for a statistical independent system by a pseudo-additive entropic rule which 

is expressed in Eq. (2) [11]. 
( ) ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )A B A B A B

q q q q qs t s t s t q s t s t    
                                                                                                (2) 

This method is used to obtain threshold value for segmentation of an image. The information 

measure between required classes is maximized and the corresponding gray level is considered 

to be the desired threshold values of particular region. Tsallis entropy of an image I depends 

on the desired threshold t. Here, 
( )A

qs t
and 

( )B
qs t

represent the entropy of each class, and the third 

term 
( ) ( )A B

q qs t s t
represents the interaction between the threshold classes. Parameter q can be 

lesser or greater than 1. The value of q is less than one as the entropy becomes sub-extensive 

and greater than one as the entropy become super-extensive. In this work, non-extensiveness 

parameter ‘q’ is considered to be 0.5 in order to improve the correlation and effectiveness of 

the threshold values.  

 
 

ZERNIKE MOMENT (ZM) 
 

ZM is a global descriptor with the class of orthogonal moments. ZMs belong to the class of 

orthogonal rotation invariant moments (ORIMs).  It is obtained by projecting the input image 

onto the complex orthogonal Zernike polynomials. The discrete form of the ZM for an image 

with the size N × N is expressed as follows [12], 
1 1
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   Where   
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                                                                                                            (3)    

In Eq. (3) 
, ( , )n mV x y is the Zernike basis functions, 

,n mR  is a radial polynomial and ρ is the 

length of vector from the origin to (x, y) with the range of 0 ≤ xy ≤ 1, where N is a 

normalization factor.  This enables the contribution of each moment to be unique and 

independent of information in an image. To analyze the performance and effectiveness of ZM 

a group of high-order and low-order moments have been extracted from normal, MCI and AD 

images. The first, second and third group includes 36, 44 and 25 moments which is based on 

Eq. (4). 
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(4) 

PYRAMID HISTOGRAM OF GRADIENT (PHOG) 

 

PHOG descriptors are used to represent the shape and spatial patterns of an image. The 

objective of the PHOG [19] is to take the spatial property of the local variation into account. In 

PHOG edge contours are extracted using the Canny edge detector for an image. The grid at 

resolution level (L) had desires cells along each dimension. The orientation gradients are then 

computed using a 3*3 Sobel mask without Gaussian smoothing [20]. Here shape descriptors 

are used in the orientation range [0-180]. PHOG bin size is fixed throughout as k bins (here k 

= 8). Each PHOG feature for the entire image is a vector with the dimensionality 4
l

l L

k


 . 

Finally, based on the levels L, the images are divided and HOG is computed. Finally, the 

histograms of all the blocks consist of a whole HOG descriptor. 
 

PRINICIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) 

 
PCA is able to transform samples into a new space and to use lower-dimensional 

representation from the new space to denote the sample. Consider m be the numbers of 

features are taken, with respect to n as m × n matrix A. Let k < n be the dimensionality of the 

space that seeks to embed features.  Assume that the columns (features) of A are                

mean-centered [21]. Then, PCA returns the top k left singular vectors of A as m ×k matrix Pk. 

After that projects the data on the k-dimensional subspace spanned by the columns of Pk. Let      

KUM = KU T

KU  be the projector matrix on the resultant subspace. It is well-known that the 

resulting projection is optimal in its residual which is represent in Eq. (5), 

|| ||
KUA P A 

                                                                                                                             (5) 

Thus this process minimized over all possible k-dimensional subspaces. 
 

 
 

 

CLASSIFIER 
 

Support vector machine (SVM) maps the input points into a high-dimensional feature space 

and finds a separating hyperplane that maximizes the margin between two classes in this 

space. Without any knowledge of the mapping, the SVM finds the optimal hyperplane by 

using the dot product functions in feature space that are called kernels [22]. The solution of the 

optimal hyperplane can be written as a combination of a few input points that are called 

support vectors. In the feature space, the decision function that separates classes is given as 

Eq. (6) 
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( ) ( )TD x w x b                                                                                                                           (6) 

Where w and b is the one dimensional vector and bias term respectively. Then the SVM is 

formulated in the primal form as, 
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                                                                                               (7) 

In Eq. (7), ξi are artificial slack variables representing classifier errors and C is a constant. It 

used to avoid parameter sensitivity.  

 

The Least Square SVM is the Least Square interpretation of Support Vector Machine. It finds 

the pattern in the data which can be used for classification and regression analysis [23]. This 

approach minimizes the sum of squares of the errors made in the results of every single 

equation to determine the line of best fit to the model. In LS-SVM for function estimation, the 

optimization problem is formulated as [24] 
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(8) 

                               Where, ek∈R are error variables; and γ ≥ 0 is regularization constant. To 

solve this optimization problem, Lagrange function is constructed as 
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                                                                                    (9) 

where, αk∈R are Lagrange multipliers. Solving by differentiating the above Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) 

least square model can be solved in kernel space. This will improve the robustness of the 

classifier. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

The image dataset used in this work includes normal, MCI and AD subjects. The MR brain 

images are skull stripped using ROBEX tools. The T1 weighted axial view of MR images are 

skull stripped. Fig.2 (a) shows the original image in the database. The corresponding skull 

stripped images are shown in Fig. 2(b). Visual results show that the ROBEX tool is able to 

extract the whole brain tissues better for both normal, MCI and AD subjects. It is able to 

observed the there exist a tissue variation in delineated images as the disease progresses. 

Finally, the obtained skull strip images are used for segmentation. This automated skull 

stripping methods help to improve the accuracy of prognostic and diagnostic procedures in 

brain image segmentation and analysis. 

 

Fig. 2. Skull Stripping using ROBEX (a) Typical MR image and (b) Segmented Whole brain image 

Fig. 3(a) represents T1 weighted MR image of Normal, MCI and AD subjects.  Fig. 3 (b), (c), 

(d) and (e) represent the segmented image, white matter, grey matter and CSF. The visual 

representation of the images indicates there exist the tissue variation among normal, MCI and 
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AD subjects respectively. In the Fig 3(a) original image, it is evident the visibility of different 

tissues is strongly dependent on the different threshold values. 

 

 In Segmentation Tsallis entropy is used to segment the tissue. Based on global and objective 

property of the image histogram in Tsallis entropy it is suitable to implement in multilevel 

thresholding case. Parameters are tuned for Tsallis to improve the image thresholding values 

to segment the brain tissue. It is observed from segmented image in Fig.3 (b) that brighter, 

darker and background regions are well separated by different threshold values to obtain 

different tissues.   

 

Fig. 3. Segmentation of Brian Tissue (a) Typical MR image (b) Segmented image(c) White matter (d) Grey 

matter (e) Cerebrospinal fluid (1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 row represent the normal,MCI and AD respectively) 

Then from the segmented WM, GM and CSF- PHOG and ZM features are extracted for 

normal, MCI and AD images. PHOG features is extracted for L=1, 2, 3 levels which indicate 

the number of pyramids. Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (c) depicts PHOG descriptor at each level 

respectively.  

 

Fig. 4. Typical Representation of PHOG feature at each level (a) Level=0 (b) Level=1 and (c) Level=2  

From the Table I . It shows each level corresponding to different set of features. 
TABLE I.  FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM THE SEGMENTED IMAGE 

 

Pyramid Histogram of Gradient 

Level Bin Number of  Features 

1 8 40 

2 8 168 

3 8 680 

Zernike moment 

Group order (n) Number of  moments 

1 1-10 36 

2 11-20 44 

3 11-20 25 

 

Zernike moment is based on orthogonal property where moment represents the descriptor 

information of an image. Zernike feature require moment order (n) and repetition moments 

(m) to extract the features. Here Zernike amplitude features for three groups such as (G=1, 2, 

3) are extracted. To analyze the effect of orders of Zernike moments on the performance of the 
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overall system, a group of high-order and low-order Zernike moments have been extracted. 

These three groups of Zernike moments are analysed to determine the various detail of the 

tissue. 

 

The extracted features from PHOG and ZM for different order and various levels are given to 

feature selection method. PCA perform selection based on the highest eigen values. The obtain 

eigen value is used to select the significant features set.  

 
(a)  

 
 

(b)  

Fig. 5. Biplot representation of (a) Zernike moments and (b) PHOG features 

The multivariate features of PCA can be visually represents by means of biplot. In biplot the 

features in original space are more representatives in the new generated space. In Fig. 5, PCA 

biplots allow visualization of the magnitude and sign of each features contribution to the 

largest two principal components. The x-axis is represented by principal component 1 and the 

y-axis by Principal component 2. In the above biplots, PCA scores are represented in red 

points and the original features are represented in blue vectors. The distance between the 

scores and the vector shows how much the score influences the vector or vice versa [25]. If the 

score are situated on the opposite side of the PC coordinate compared to the vector then the 

scores have less effect on features. This factor determines the influence of significant features. 

The size of the angle between vectors determines the correlation of the features. A longer 

vector means the variable is well represented by the plot and vice versa. A small angle 

indicates a strong positive correlation, 90 degrees represents no correlation and 180 degrees 

represents a negative correlation.  

A visual analysis of the biplots indicates that Zernike and PHOG methods seem to capture the 

information in different ways, as evidenced both by the different nature of the radial 

dependence of  features with respect to the first two principal components as well as by the 

respective distribution of the scores. In ZM feature the score are less influence to the vector 

when compare to PHOG. The angle of projection for PHOG and ZM comparison of actual 

vector lengths in the biplots is difficult, largely due to the matrix-specific PCA variable 

scaling. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Zernike and PHOG features based on classifier accuracy for different brain tissues (a) 

White matter (b) Grey matter and (c) CSF 

The considered groups and levels of extracted feature classification were carried out for each 

brain tissues. The classification measure accuracy is consider to evaluate the performance of 

LS-SVM and SVM. The average classification accuracy of ZM and PHOG feature for various 

brain tissues are shown in Fig. 6. It is observed that SVM gives more accuracy when compare 

to LS-SVM. It is notice that ZM give lesser accuracy and variation in brain tissues when 

compare to PHOG. This shows that PHOG that are extracted from WM, GM and CSF seems 

to have important discriminating features between normal, MCI and AD images. 

TABLE II.  CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF PHOG FEATURES USING LS-SVM AND SVM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The classification result of PHOG features for each level is represent in Table 2.The results 

shows a that there exist a reliable tissue variation in every level in PHOG between the brain 

tissues. SVM perform better in each levels of PHOG than LS-SVM. In SVM it is observed 

that at each level there exist a difference in tissue variation in WM, GM and CSF. At each 

level GM appear to have high discrimination than WM and CSF. From the above result, it is 

clear that level 3 in SVM shows higher classification accuracy when compared to other levels. 

Hence SVM in level 3 gives maximum accuracy of 99.2% for grey matter than WM (98%) 

and CSF (98.8%).Thus the significant feature PHOG and its corresponding level is identified. 

The significant difference in GM is able to classify the normal, MCI and AD subjects. Another 

critical observation shows that changes in GM [26] cause shrinkage in hippocampus, cortical 

and sub-cortical along the discriminating directions. Such patterns of changes are well known 

to characterize the disease progression in AD and related dementia.  

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF ACCURACY OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND CONVENTIONAL METHOD 

Database Approach Accuracy Reference 

ADNI SPM tissue segmentation +PCA+SVM  83.48% 27 

ADNI Fuzzy possibilistic tissue segmentation + SVM Classification  71% 28 

ADNI Proposed Method  90.4% - 

 

PHOG 
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LS-SVM 
 

SVM 
 

WM 

 

GM 

 

CSF 

 

WM 

 

GM 

 

CSF 

 

LEVEL 3 
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98 
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99.2 
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96 
 

97.6 
 

96.8 

 

LEVEL 1 
 

58.4 

 

60.4 

 

70.4 
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74.4 

 

74.4 
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82.4 

 

84.9 

 

87.8 

 

85 

 

90.4 
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Table 3 compares the accuracy of the proposed method with other state of art methods. It 

shows that, the proposed framework gives improved accuracy than other methods. These 

findings suggest that these features can be a useful representation for characterizing brain 

tissue variationscomplementary to volumetric analysis for better diagnosis. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work an attempt is made to analyse the tissue variation in normal, MCI and AD 

subjects from MR brain images. At the beginning delineation of non brain tissue was carried 

out using ROBEX tool. It is observed that it properly segment the non brain tissue using 

hybrid approach. Segmentation of a brain tissue from the skull stripped is carried out using 

multilevel Tsallis entropy. It is also identified from the results better segmentation is carried 

out based on the improved threshold values. The ZM and PHOG features are extracted for 

further evaluation. The significant feature set obtains using PCA. It is noticed that compare to 

ZM feature PHOG performs well. Results show that accuracy of SVM is higher than LS-

SVM. Similarly in SVM, GM pattern variation is well diagnosed for normal, MCI and AD 

images using PHOG feature. These observation shows that GM shows a discriminate variation 

to classify normal, MCI and AD subjects effectively. These findings suggest that tissue 

variation can be a useful representation for characterizing dissimilarities in brain structure that 

is complementary to volumetric analysis. Thus, this framework could be used to study the 

neuropsychiatric disorder such as dementia. In future, this work could be extended by 

considering other regions such as caudate, hippocampus and thalamus from different views 

with more number of samples. 
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Abstract- There are so many n number of e-commerce websites available in market which is the reason 

for the need of having an analysis tools with the help of which an organization can determine whether 

they are meeting their sales goals or not. Due to which we have aim to develop “Sales Analytic Tools” 

which is describe briefly, in our paper we have explained about which system do we need to analyses the 

database transaction of any e-commerce website with help of various data mining algorithms and 

techniques like  k-means algorithm, linear regression, logistic regression. This research paper is all about 

how to develop a system which takes an input from transaction stored in database. Transaction means 

details of product sold. After taking the input from database, the input data will be segmented, based on 

which we will analyse a graph and obtain the products list which are now a day’s trending in market most 

and will get to know the pattern in which we should sale our products. With the help of which our system 

will provide us tactics of how we can improve our sales and online sales planning to overall increase 

productivity and profits of an enterprise. 

 

Keywords – Sales analytic tool, data mining, k-means algorithm, logistic regression, linear regression, 

online sales planning. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

E-commerce websites are most used in this world of internet as it provides almost all the products which 

are useful for their customers which make other e-commerce websites difficulty and challenges. In e-

commerce websites the very crucial thing is data, data of an enterprise which can be a really big data
 [2]

. 

There were 35 million online shoppers in India in 2014 and is 100 million by 2016 and is expected to 

cross $100 billion by 2020 in India out of which $35 billion can be through fashion e-commerce
[5]

. This 

means that online sales will increase four times in coming years. 

 
Fig. 1.1 Increase in website usage according year 
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II. Literature Survey 

E-commerce websites are the most trending in this busy world. Since it is very easy and fast way to 

purchase products in just few clicks. There is very strong competition in e-commerce enterprise for the 

best and fast sales of products. Therefore it is very important for every enterprise to stay trending with 

trending fashion. In our system we are performing an algorithm in order to analyse the production and 

sales of products with various data mining techniques. Data mining helps to analyse database of our 

system which help us to find different tactics to increase sales of available products. After obtaining 

tactics it will work on sales optimizations. Optimization helps to manage products by grouping it as fast 

or slow selling products. This makes need of this systems for all enterprise as it provides profit and 

increases productivity. 

Data mining 
[1]

: Data mining is abstraction of secret information from big database as it has very good 

potential to help enterprise for data warehouse. Enterprise makes knowledge driven decisions (KDD) with 

help of data mining tools which helps predicting future trends. It also helps in solving problems related to 

business with less time consuming. 

The customer data is stored in form of transaction in database which is classified with some important 

factors, which interns helps in decision making. The pattern of product sale tells us about new trends and 

also helps in strategizing business goals and needs. It leads to give us best strategy in competition 
[6]

. 

Product review and rating plays very important role, since it helps us to convince other customers to 

purchase that particular product. Also if the rating or review of the product is less then it helps 

organization to understand that the product is not so good either in quality wise or trend wise. 

Apriori Algorithm: is a data mining algorithm. It is used when transactions are stored as frequent item set 

and are mined and used association rule on them. Those item sets which are most frequently used are 

determined by Apriori can be used for the determined of association rules which the highlight general 

trends. 

K-means: is a clustering and is also called nearest centroid classifier. It is popular for cluster analysis in 

data mining. K-means clustering is used to create k groups from a set of objects or items, so that the 

members of a group are more similar. It is a well-known and best cluster analysis technique used for 

clustering. The best value of k usually used is between 5 to 6. Logistic Regression 
[4]

: It is a powerful 

algorithm for binomial outcome (output is in form on yes / no or 1 / 0). It is used to predict whether a 

particular product will be sold or not in sense if future sales based on past sales. 

Linear Regression 
[4]

: It is an algorithm which gives the result in form of graph when there is a 

relationship between dependent and independent variables. This technique is used for prediction. It uses 

research and analysis to predict the future outcomes. Enterprise uses logistic regression after restructure 

of budget. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEMS 

 Existing systems helps in classifying various systems which are existing. The classifications of existing 

systems can be as follow: 

Mind tree: 

 It provides complete view of customers. 

 Since planning, tracking, customer interaction etc is also required it consists of a module called 

manager module. 

Tableau: 
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 Excellent user interface: Since it provides best convenient, straightforward and manageable user 

interface due to which more customers likes to use it. 

 It integrates with many big data platforms such as Hadoop. 

Micro Strategy: 

 It uses visual data exploration interface. 

 Multiple source data is combined and used. 

 Advance analytic tools are used for trend and financial analysis. 

Drawbacks of Existing Systems: 

 Big data is used. 

 Data can be breach due to big analytic tool. 

 Tools are not exact, since they use big data sets. 

 Existing systems have very complex environment. 

 

IV. OUR APPROACH 

The Sales Analytic Tool takes input as transaction data of sales by using data mining techniques. Then the 

data is analysed. The raw data is then segmented based on product rating, review, sold etc important 

factors 
[3]

. Then the profiling is done which is in terms of graph, which helps to see which products are 

sold more and which are sold less. With the help of which an enterprise to do planning for more sales 

examples if the product is not getting sales we can keep it for offers and if product is getting sold more 

than we can increase the rate of product. This provides high profit organizations. As shown in below 

figure 1 and 2: 
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Fig.4.2. Overview of process between data analysis and optimization 

Features of our system: 

 Database: contains details of all transaction of customers, also contains details of products 

available and sold. 

 Product Sold: Analysis of sold/ unsold products. 

 Product Rating and Reviews: Based on customer review on particular product, enterprise can 

suggest other customers also to purchase those products. 

 Market Trends: Those products which are trending more should be available so that enterprise 

can have more profit. 

 Product Selling Patterns: Products are generated based on fast selling or slow selling. 

 Sales Strategies: Based on profiling product’s price, offer, discount etc is been done. 

 Current Stock and Price: Those products which are sold more should be available to increase 

profit of company and availability to customers, therefore stock of product should be always 

there. The prices of products are revised as per profiling is done. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

Since it is all about e-commerce website, we need to work on both front-end as well as back-end. 

Front End: The website with the help of which our enterprise’s business will run. Our website consists of 

all those products which are supposed to be sold by our company. It consists of home page which consists 

of various categories which are available in our enterprise. 
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Fig.5.3. Home Page of an e-commerce website 

Back End: It is where we will store our website’s transaction done by customers. And those data is 

segmented based on fast and less selling. After which our tool performs optimization of products. After 

optimization our tool will work on pricing of products for increasing enterprise’s profit. 

Product_id Product_name Product_type 

1234 Jeans Cloths 

5678 Heels Shoes 
Table.5.1. Transaction of products stored in database. 

 

Product_id Product_name Fast_selling Slow_selling 

1234 Jeans No Yes 

5678 Heels Yes No 
Table.5.2. Segmentation of products. 

Since we are using data mining it is necessary for us to store our data in a warehouse which is database in 

our case. The data or transactions are than taken by our tool in terms of input, which further proceeds for 

segmentation which means what kind of similar data are there are clustered as one segment, and then 

profiling is done where the output is shown in form of graph which interns helps entrepreneur to 

understand in which way the products are getting sold, which also provides different strategies to gain 

more profit in business. Since our tool works on k-means algorithm which is a machine learning 

algorithm, which means that it works on cluster formation of similar type of data and different clusters are 

dissimilar to each other. 

Product 

name 

Product 

sold 

Original 

cost 

New 

cost 

Jeans 15 500/- 700/- 

Heels 4 800/- 600/- 
Table.5.3. Output strategy of products based on their selling 

 

Product 

name 

Product 

sold 

Original 

cost 

New 

cost 

Pen 27 50/- 80/- 

Cover 0 300/- Free 
Table.5.4. Output strategy of products based on their selling 

 

VI. TESTING 
This tool “Sales Analytic Tool” has been developed to find whether requirements are reached or not. 

 

Feature of our tool-  
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Optimization of sales: Our tool helps them to increase their profit of enterprise with help of merchandize 

planning. Merchandize planning means change in cost of product based on their sale. 

Analysis of Evaluation: Our tool meets user’s requirements and satisfies them as it provides better 

strategy to increase profit of an organization. 

Analysis of usability: Our tool is very easy for users to use it and understand it. 

Analysis of stock: Our tool helps user to know about trends and also to update stock of those products 

which are fast selling. As shown below: 

 
 

 

VII. RESULTS 

Sales analytic tool provides the output for stock left in warehouse. As shown in figure below: 

 
Fig. 7.1 Stock left in warehouse 

Sales analytic tool also helps entrepreneur to know which products are getting sold more, which are 

trending products and all, as shown in figure below: 

 
Fig. 7.2 Product frequency per day 

If we compare our tool with normal e-commerce websites than our tool provides output in form for 

enterprise to how to increase sales, where else other e-commerce website does not provide any business 

strategies to increase sales. As shown in figures below: 
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Fig. 7.3 Sales analytic tool’s output for better merchandise planning. 

 
Fig 7.4 Other websites output. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Due to rapidly increasing in growth of e-commerce websites it is very important for any enterprise to use 

such tools which provides all the required information of resources and sales transactions. That product 

whose sales are more is known as frequently sold and are found using data mining algorithms. Therefore 

we use so many different data mining algorithms such as Market Basket Analysis, Apriori etc. By using 

such algorithms we can increase the product selling and profit margin of an enterprise. After which we 

can categorize our products as fast and slow selling products, and accordingly we can update them and 

apply some business strategies on products. 
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Abstract— A report is fundamentally a document that gives out information on a given 

topic in a methodical fashion. Writing the report is not as overwhelming as some may 

initially think, more so, for school students. A student's interaction with prevailing 

literature often requires perusing a substantial amount of text. In this paper, we have 

proposed a novel method to summarize project reports automatically so that students can 

perform their tasks by consulting shorter summaries instead of entire literature. This 

model produces summaries that are statistically better than summaries produced by 

existing models. We found that summaries helped the students save time and provide 

them a guiding light, that there was no evidence that accuracy degraded when summaries 

were used and that most students preferred working with the proposed model to working 

by themselves browsing the internet. 

 

Keywords: Android, Data Mining, Web Scrapping, Google NLP 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

School education poses no lack of hurdles to students. Some of the issues faced by students can 

appear to be so frustrating that the students might find it impossible to cope with. Most of the times, 

it is the case that the students are barely expected to pull out their part of the work. However, the 

task might look straightforward at hindsight, a multitude of students feel that it is a laborious errand 

to classify the topics and writing relevant content under it in a specified format as they utterly fail to 

throw some light on the bird’s eye view of the topic and make some generic points on the given 

topic before dealing with the problem statement. They become unsuccessful to give an apt problem 

statement; they fail to furnish a relationship between the problem statement and all of the topic 

sentences in the research paper; they fail to reinforce the research paper with enough statistics or 

facts that are relevant only to the topic of the research paper under consideration. A great deal of 

students faces challenges with the formulation of the research paper as they do not completely scan 

through and understand all the data available at the student’s disposal. As a consequence of this, the 

choice is left to the student whether to choose a generic topic or a specific topic for the amount of 

content required. For example, the topic of marine pollution can be a 200-page thesis because there 

is a cornucopia of data available on marine pollution. Notwithstanding this, the general topic of 

marine pollution by itself, is extremely humongous for a 10-page research paper. Drafting any 

report takes a lot of time, energy, and effective organization of contents in the specified format. To 

prevent pullulation of key wrongdoings and maintain the naturalistic exactitude, one must devote 

adequate time to do research in a proper manner and jot down the findings, support one’s report 

with adequate data 
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and statistics, and ensure that the report is in the correct format, within the report and in the 

appendices. Most students, however, fall short in these metacognitive skills (Graesser & Person 

1994). Afolabi (1992) identified some of the most common problems that students have when 

writing a literature review, including not being sufficiently critical, lacking synthesis, and not 

discriminating between relevant and irrelevant materials. Hence the proposed model was 

developed to provide students a guiding light as to how to draft reports and the model is 

justified by extensive experimentation. 
 

 

II. BACKGROUND 
 
A.Artificial Intelligence (AI)   

According to the father of Artificial Intelligence, John McCarthy, it is “The science and 

engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs” [1]. AI 

is a way of instructing a computer, a computer-supervised bot, or a program to think logically, 

in the parallelly as the intellectual human processes his thoughts. 

 

B. Frontend and Backend   
Frontend and backend are terminologies that describe the user interfaces and program 

services that are work together to provide the complete final application. A frontend application 

is a piece of software that users interactive with directly. For example, considering login page, 

the form which user gets to enter, edit and submit is treated as frontend. Frontend applications 

typically comprise of HTML, CSS and JavaScript. A backend application or program is 

generally a script or piece of code that runs without the user knowledge to provide support of 

the front-end services, typically by residing closer to the key resources such as database and 

can directly communicate with the required resources. Backend is a program that maybe 

invoked directly by the frontend or indirectly with the help of intermediate programs. Backend 

is built using languages such as JSP, PHP or Python. 

 

C. Hybrid Application   
Hybrid applications are generally a set of web scripts or programs running within a a 

browser shell of the application which has privileges to utilize the native features of the 

mobile, such as camera, notifications and storage. Hybrid applications have a lot of 

advantages compared to pure native applications such as wide range of platform support, 

reduced development time, and support for using third party libraries or scripts. 

 

D. Ionic framework 
 

According to the Ionic Official website, “Ionic Framework is an open source UI toolkit for 

building performant, high-quality mobile and desktop apps using web technologies (HTML, 

CSS, and JavaScript)” [2]. It is a mobile application development framework targeted at 

building hybrid mobile apps. 

 

E. Database 
 

A database is an assortment of data that is systematized so that it can be effortlessly 

retrieved, managed and restructured. There are multiple types of databases, such as SQL, 

MySQL, NoSQL, MS Access, MongoDB, etc. 
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F. API  

An application programming interface (API) is a set of communication rules and commands 

that facilitate in building applications. In general, an API is used to provide unified and simple 

access to resources, either belonging to the same project/organization or any other third party 

provided resources. 
 
 

 

G. The Cloud Natural Language API   
Google Cloud’s Natural Language API provides users with the structure and context of 

original text using a powerful pretrained machine learning models through a simplified 

endpoint or REST API. The documents are classified into general categories such as news, 

technology and entertainment. It facilitates features like entity recognition, sentiment analysis, 

entity sentiment analysis and other text annotations to users of the API. 
 
 
 

 

III. PREVIOUS WORK 
 

Though several intricate and absorbing models of project reporting structure presently exist, 

a persistent issue has been how to identify the text present in a given website in the report of a 

particular model in a new piece of writing. In the field of discourse analysis, researchers have 

generally resorted to using trained people who rate or specialist informants from the target 

field; this is a time-consuming process [4], [5], [6]. inexperienced readers in the classroom, on 

the other hand, need to gain a more immediate view of the different structural moves used in a 

text. Similarly, if novice writers are able to monitor the structural changes in their own 

compositions, they can make corrections to the flow of a text where necessary [7] There are 

several research papers on automatic bug reporting and unsupervised bug reports 

categorization. Also, there are many research papers on automatic report generation for smart 

office/inventory management. Boris et al have come up with a model which automatically 

generates project reports which can be edited and stored in a SQL database. They are useful for 

project managers.[8] Zalte et al have proposed an automatic question paper generator which is 

streamlined and secure and is mostly inclined toward academia and hence found its mention 

here.[9] Most of the existing systems focus on the industries and none on the academia. Hence, 

we have developed a system that concentrates on the students need for report generation which 

will save students’ time and energy to a large extent. 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Backend 
 

The development and deployment of backend part is done in a number of steps which is 

described in great detail  
 
 
 

 

 
Natural Language 

Wikipedia 
 

Input Query Scrapping and  

Processing  

 Finding TOC  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 

Generating docx 
Web Scrapping DuckDuckGo 

 

Individual URLS Scrapping and  

file  

for data Finding URLS  

 
 

 

Fig 1. Backend Workflow 

 

1. Login and Signup 
 

The data entered by the user is filtered to check for SQL Injections and then passed on to the 

FireBase API. The response from the FireBase API is sent back to the user through our API. 
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2. Google Scrapping 
 

The backend development starts with the usage of Python. Some background checks are 

done at this stage. If an article on the input query is present on Wikipedia, then it jumps to step 

3. Else, a predefined set of topic headings are employed namely [“Introduction”, “Cause”, 

“Effect”, “'Precautions”, “Applications”, “Conclusion”]. Subsequent Google searches will be 

performed on the predefined headings. Taking an example of ‘Marine Pollution’ as the input 

string, Google searches on “Marine pollution introduction”, “Marine pollution causes” etc., 

will be performed. 

 

3. NLP & Wikipedia Scrapping 
 

Google Cloud Natural Language Processing from the “google.cloud” library is used to 

extract the main topic query from a set of long input query. Instead of having predefined topics, 

a Wikipedia search is performed to check if there is any related topic, and scrapped the TOC 

(Table of Contents) to get the topics for the particular query. Then the search is run similar to 

step 2. 
 

The input query which is received by the API backend script is cleaned by using NLP for 

filtering out unwanted words and leaving behind only essential keywords. These keywords are 

used to find related Wikipedia pages, if any, and the Table of Contents of that particular 

Wikipedia page is scrapped and a list of necessary headings again after cleaning and filtering is 

returned back to the user. 

 

4. DuckDuckGo Scrapping 
 

Initially, Google Custom Search API was employed for fetching query result links, but due 

to the limitation of 100 query searches per day, we moved on to DuckDuckGo scraping . The 

searching efficiency was improved by using DuckDuckGo instead of Google, as Google blocks 

bots which try to search a lot of queries within a short period of time. The URLs from the 

scraped results were refined by filtering out the ads, and giving more priority to popular 

websites likes Wikipedia and other similar websites. 

 

5. Individual URL Scrapping 
 

Since each website has a different html DOM structure, it is really hard to scrape using same 

technique. Alternately, the route chosen was to grab the text from the entire webpage. Now a 

linear search algorithm is run to find the match of text from the DuckDuckGo result summary. 

From the initial position the matching text found to the required length of string/paragraphs, 

that is specified by the user in the app, is scrapped. 

 

6. Using Flask & Generating .docx file 
 

Once this functionality is complete, “Flask” library of Python is incorporated to implement a 

real-time backend server/API endpoint. Finally, the data is collected and organized which was 

scrapped from the WWW, and is exported into docx file format, using the Python library 
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“docx”. This file is saved in the server, and also the path to this file is saved in database, for 

users to see their past generated documents. 

 

B. Frontend 

 

1. First Stage – Ionic 
 

A hybrid app was built using Ionic framework. Ionic framework is built over Cordova to 

generate apps for both Android and iOS. The user gets a login and signup options, for storing 

previous search results for future purposes. The user has in his prerogative to do a part of the 

report on his phone and the other part on his desktop. This exhibits a macaronic charm and has 

an edge over other similar applications. 
 
 
 

 
Enter Input 

Select the 
 

Signup Headings for  

Query  

 specific topic  

  
 

 
 
 
 

Export the Preview the 
Run the 

 

program to  

report to docx data fetched or  

fetch required  

file format refetch the data  

data  

  
 

 Fig 2. Frontend workflow  
 

 

2. Input Query 
 

Prima facie, the user enters any search query in the given text field. A new FormData 

object is created including the search query which is sent as a HTTP POST request to the 

API which is located at http://api.repoai.ml. The response thus obtained is a list of heading 

which is further filtered and processed using our cleaning techniques including NLP. 

 

3. Selecting the Headings for specific topic 
 

The user is displayed with all the topics fetched from the API request in a list format with 

option to select, add, edit and remove them. The user can add new heading(s) of his/her 

choice if they find it missing from the Wikipedia TOC and our predefined headings set. 

They can also edit the headings, if they find any mistakes or irrelevancy. 

 

4. Generating Data and Reviewing it 
 

Once a user selects any particular heading, the data gets fetched automatically and is 

shown to the user to check for mistakes or do any modifications. If he/she feels that the 

content is irrelevant, they can click regenerate option to fetch data from different sources. 

The same procedure is followed with rest of the headings. The user is also provided with the 

option to reorder the headings to match his/her requirements. 
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5. Exporting Report 
 

The user can click on Generate Report button to select the file format he/she desires to 

export it to, either PDF or Docx file format. Once they click on a particular file format, the 

request is sent to the API along with the entire data, and a path to the generated file is 

returned back. The app uses this path to download using the default download manager. 

 

6. Solving local storage issue 
 

A plugin called “cordova-sqlite-storage” was used which helps in maintaining an SQLite 

database in a persistent storage location (phone storage). 

 

7. Saving Recent Searches 
 

An algorithm was written to save N recent searches on local storage, similar to that of 

LRU (Least Recently Used) cache which is a cache that, when low on memory, evicts least 

recently used items. LRU is an eviction policy that makes a lot of sense for the typical kind 

of cache we all deal with on a daily basis. [10] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 3. Screenshots 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

 

This project has an immense scope in the coming days as there are a lot of functionalities 

and modules which can be incorporated into it, but the scope of the project is limited due to 

various constraints. Some of the areas in which there can be enhancements are listed below 
 

1. Addition of word limit to the report so that the student can comply with the word limit 

given to him by the teacher.  
2. Addition of images in the report so that it becomes more presentable and get a clearer 

picture of what the report is conveying.  
3. Implementation of figures and statistics which help increase the readability and gives an 

idea about the past, present and future scenarios of the topic under consideration.  
4. Support of multiple formats prescribed by different institutions/organizations like IEEE, 

IJERT etc, also formats prescribed by different universities for project reports.  
5. Google is working hard to provide cloud services that facilitate human-computer 

interaction through tools that are able to consume human language like GCP (Google 

Cloud Platform), hence it is provides a path for wider enhancement of user experience 

thereby increasing the student’s usage of the app. 
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Abstract- In this paper, ensemble neural network has been designed for the classification purpose using 

the Differential Evolution (DEEANN). The ensemble structure has been designed into two different 

stages of classifier, in the first stage four multilayer perceptron classifier have been applied which has 

same size of training data but some new data also has been included to embed some new information in 

the process of learning. All the four classifiers have been trained through the gradient descent algorithm. 

In the second stage, there is decision neural network, which considers the output of all the four first stage 

classifiers as inputs and develop the final decision with the help of differential evolution. Two other 

possibilities of integrating the classifier outputs is based on majority voting method and mean decision 

value method have also been considered to compare the performances. The proposed method has shown 

not only the high efficiency but also resistivity with trial variation. 

 

Index Terms- Classification, Differential evolution, Ensemble architecture, Feed-forward neural network, 

Neural network  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

achine learning refers to a system that has the capability to automatically learn knowledge from 

experience and other ways. In machine learning classification is one of the prime important 

mechanism available, where Classifier predicts categorical labels that exist with applied input data to take 

the necessary action or place the data in the different, already existed groups. In many situations, where 

single classifier is used, face challenge of not having generalized knowledge of classification, ensemble 

approach in which many neural networks are integrated in proper manner can increase the reliability of 

classification decision. The main causes of problem with single classifier may be limited size of data, 

inappropriate learning, and noisy data etc. The major challenges with ensemble neural network are 

structure formation and determination of role of each classifier involved. These two properties have 

significant effect over ensemble network generalization capability. The most powerful way to design the 

classifier is to use artificial neural network, which has better ability of learning and handling the 

nonlinearity in optimum manner. 

 

Computing system which is inspired by biological nervous systems are defined as Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN). ANN consists of large number of processing elements called neurons. Neurons of 

network work parallel to learn from the input data, to organize internal processing, and to obtain 

optimized output. It is the most widely used algorithm for solving real-world computational applications. 

The challenges faced by ANN are choosing appropriate initial value of connection weights, selecting 

number of hidden nodes, convergence of learning algorithm and training error.  To overcome these 

problems, evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been used in recent days to evolve ANN for obtaining better 

and efficient network performance. EA can help in choosing best connection weights, reduced number of 

hidden nodes and better convergence. 

 

M 
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In this paper feed forward architecture has been considered to design the classifiers and its ensemble has 

been created with differential evolution. Each classifier has obtained the learning through the gradient 

descent method. Diversity within individual classifier has been created by providing some variation over 

training data set. A next stage classifier which is again a feed forward architecture, weights has been 

evolved through the stochastic search method. The proposed learning through differential evolution has 

been applied over benchmark XOR classification problem to analyze the training capability and then later 

ensemble network has been developed to define the classification over other data sets. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Based on Genetic algorithm a ensemble approach has been presented in [1]. An ensemble neural network 

based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC), has been proposed in [2]. Proposed algorithm first 

searches for best configuration weights of each component and then it is used as an automating tool to 

find the best configuration weights of ensemble neural network. An ENN in [3], uses entropy theory to 

combine the components of network. Using ENN, the best structure of each component network is 

searched first, and then employed to determine the best combining weights of ensemble NN. To forecast 

complex time series, authors of [4] have designed ensemble neural network using hybrid method based on 

particle swarm optimization with fuzzy aggregation of responses. Based on feature selection, a multi-

sided multi-granular neural network ensemble optimization method has been presented in [5], using 

different attribute granularity and the corresponding subsets, proposed algorithm divides attribute 

granularity of dataset from multi-side, and structures multi-granular individual neural networks. Zhiye et 

al., have proposed ensemble neural network framework for dependency parsing of natural sentences. 

Ensemble models using a convolutional neural network has been discussed in [7]. An ensemble of 

models, each of which is optimized for a limited variety of poses, is capable of modeling a large variety 

of human body configurations. An ensemble of over complete patch-based neural networks has been 

presented in [8] which segments accurate quantification of white matter hyper intensities (WMH) from 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Due to over complete nature of proposed algorithm, accurate and regular 

segmentations have been obtained, and by using a boosted ensemble of neural networks the segmentation 

error has been minimized. An ensemble DNN (EDNN) algorithm using Deep neural network and its 

applicability to metabolomics studies has been presented in [9]. To predict PPIs based on different 

representations of amino acid sequences, an EnsDNN (Ensemble Deep Neural Networks) algorithm has 

been proposed in [10]. In article [11], to identify and classify four types of blur images, an ensemble 

convolution neural network (CNN) has been designed. To enhance model discriminability without 

incurring additional computing burden, a two-stage pipeline, comprised of deep compression and 

ensemble technique has been used. In [12], Computational Modification Sites with Ensemble Neural 

Network (CMSENN), has been proposed to detect protein modification. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed work has two stages: (i) In the first stage, number of individual feed-forward architecture 

has been considered for classifier. Four same size architecture have been considered which share some 

overlapping in the training data of one classifier with other. Gradient descent has been applied to train the 

individual classifier as shown in the Fig.1. (ii) In the second stage a feed forward architecture (called 

integrated classifier) shown in Fig.2 takes the output of each 1st stage classifier as the input and get the 

training over complete data set. In this stage, integrated classifier has learnt how to assign the weightage 

to output delivered by each classifier to decide on final decision. The learning is given through the 

differential evolution algorithm which has high level of exploration capability. Fig.3. depicts architecture 

of evolving learning with Differential Evolution. The weight of neural network is first transformed into 

one dimensional representation and the pre-processing has been applied as linear normalization as defined 

by Eq. (1), where  𝑥𝑚𝑛 and 𝑥𝑚𝑥 are the minimum and maximum value of the particular attribute. This 

pre-processed input evolve by differential evolution as given in next section. 
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                     𝑥𝑛 =
𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑛

𝑥𝑚𝑥  −   𝑥𝑚𝑛
                       Eq. (1) 

 

 

 
Fig.1: First stage training phase 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2: Functional module for Second stage development 
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Fig.3. Evolving Learning with Differential Evolution 

 

A. Differential Evolution 

Differential evolution (DE) is one of the most powerful stochastic real-parameter optimization algorithms 

used to solve global optimization problems. It has 3 basic operations: mutation, crossover, and selection. 

During each generation, mutated vector is generated using linear combination of a base vector and one or 

more differential vector as defined in Eq. (2). Trial vectors have been developed by applying crossover 

operator under probabilistic environment as shown in Eq. (3). CR is a controlling parameter within the 

range [0,1]. jrand is a randomly selected index to make sure that at least 1-D of the mutated vector will 

enter into the newly generated individual. Then the selection process selects between target and trail 

vectors to choose vectors for the next generation according to Eq. (4). 

 

𝑉𝑖
(𝐺) = 𝑋𝑟1

(𝐺) + 𝐹 ∗ (𝑋𝑟2
(𝐺) − 𝑋𝑟3

(𝐺))    𝐸𝑞. (2) 

 

𝑢ij
(𝐺) = {

𝑣𝑖𝑗
(𝐺)           𝑖𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(0,1)  ≤ 𝐶𝑅 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 𝑗𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑥𝑖𝑗
(𝐺)       𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                                          

    𝐸𝑞. (3) 

 

𝑥ij
(𝐺) = {

𝑢𝑖
(𝐺)           𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑢𝑖

(𝐺)) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥𝑖
(𝐺)) 

𝑥𝑖
(𝐺)       𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                        

   𝐸𝑞. (4) 
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B. Learning algorithm with Gradient Decent 

Weight update equations for Back Propagation, the rate of the updates are proportional to the derivative 

of the nonlinear activation functions. A typical activation function for neurons in multilayer perceptron 

neural network is of sigmoid type with bell-shaped derivatives. The change in hidden and output layer 

weights have been shown below. To make the learning faster, momentum has also been included as 

shown in Eq.7. 

 

1. Initialize the weights in the network according to Gaussian distribution random number 

initialization process. 

2. From data set, the set of training data, derive the network response. 

3. Compare the preferred network responses with the definite output of the network and the local 

error is calculated according to 

 For output layer: 𝛿𝑖
𝑠 = (𝑑𝑞 − 𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑖

𝑠 )𝑔(𝑢𝑖
𝑠)       Eq. (5)  

 

 For hidden layer:  𝛿𝑖
𝑠 = ∑ 𝛿ℎ

𝑠+1𝑤ℎ𝑖
𝑠+1𝑛2

ℎ=1 𝑔(𝑢𝑖
𝑠)               Eq. (6) 

 

4. The weights of the network can be updated as 

𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑠 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑠 (𝑡) + 𝜇𝛿𝑖
𝑠𝑥𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑗

𝑠  + 𝛼[𝑤𝑖𝑗
𝑠 (𝑡) − 𝑤𝑖𝑗

𝑠 (𝑡 − 1)] Eq. (7) 

  

5. Stop the iteration if network converged, else go back to step 2. 
                                     

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

Proposed algorithms have been implemented using MATLAB. To understand the proposed form of 

learning of neural network through differential evolution, a benchmark problem of classification XOR has 

been considered. A proper classification of XOR problem will ensure the classification capability of 

developed algorithm. A feed forward architecture having size [2 3 1] has been selected and weights have 

been evolved for number of iterations with population size 100 until mean square error is greater than 

0.007. The obtained result for hidden layer weights and output layer weights have been shown in Table1 

and in Table2 respectively. The learning error with iteration for best solution and whole population mean 

error have been shown in Fig.4. It can be observed that there is nearly close chase by population mean 

error which indicate nearly complete population is having similar type of convergence. The final obtained 

output by neural network has been shown in Table3 and it is observed that output is very close to the 

target. 
 

Table1: Hidden layer weights obtained after learning completion 

 

Input node 1
st
 Hidden node 2

nd
 Hidden node 3

rd
 Hidden node 

1 -4.3460 6.1492 12.0641 

2 15.4912 9.5074 -5.7446 
 

 

 

Table2: Output layer weights obtained after learning completion 

 

Hidden node Out put node 

1 -17.5399 

2 22.6341 

3 -16.2271 
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Table3: Final obtained output by DE-ANN 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4: Learning error convergence characteristics 

To get the practical benefit of proposed ensemble classifier,” Heart-Disease” data set of UCI repository 

has been considered. It has total 270 data set and each data having 13 attributes and have two classes. In 

development of training data set for each classifier, 100 data set have been considered while remaining 

data set has been considered for the testing. (1st CLF: 1-100; 2nd CLF: 51-150; 3rd CLF: 101-200; 4th 

CLF: 151-250 data samples have been considered for training). The learning rate and momentum constant 

0.2 and 0.1 respectively has been considered. The learning of each and every classifier has been allowed 

to update up to 2000 iterations. The obtained learning error convergence for all the 4 classifiers have been 

shown in Fig.5. It can be observed that for all the cases, proper convergence has been obtained. The 

classification efficiency for training and test data along with mean square error has been shown in Table4. 

It can be observed that, very fine learning happens for each classifier and performance is around [98.6%, 

98.4%, 97.2% and 99.2%] on an average for training data. But performance is very poor over test data 

which is [76%, 77%, 83% and 79%]. Such kind of performance over test data may not be acceptable 

when considering the critical applications. 
Table4. Mean square error/Training /test data performance for each classifier 

 

Trail No. 
           CLF1 

MSE / Tr. / Test    

          CLF2 

MSE / Tr. / Test    

          CLF3 

MSE / Tr. /  Test    

          CLF4 

MSE /Tr. / Test    

1 0.108 / 99 /  79 0.197 / 98 / 76 0.324 / 97 /  81 0.0105 /99 /80 

2 0.0109  / 99 /  78 0.0103 / 99 / 76 0.0156 / 98 / 76 0.0104 / 99 / 79 

3 0.0123  /99  /  79 0.0203 / 98 / 77 0.0311 / 97 / 84 0.0014 / 100/ 78 

4 0.0308 / 97 /  73 0.0203 / 98 / 77 0.0313 / 97 / 82 0.0102 / 99 / 79 

5 0.0119 / 99 /  76 0.0103 / 99 / 77 0.0311 / 97 / 83 0.0104 / 99 / 79 

Mean (Tr.    98.6000 /77.0000 98.4000 /76.6000 97.2000/81.2000 99.2000/79.0000 
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0       0 0 0.0038 

0       1 1 0.9936 

1       0 1 0.9978 

1       1 0 0.0000 
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Fig.5.Individual classifier error convergence 

 

Table5: Performance delivered by different types of ensemble network 

 

Trial 

No. 

Majority 

Decision 

Voting  

Efficiency

% 

Mean 

Decision 

Value 

Efficiency

% 

DEEANN 

CLF1 

WT 
CLF2 

WT 
CLF3  

WT 
CLF4  

WT 

Efficiency

% 

1 88.5185 88.8889 0.3533 0.1890 0.1265 0.2744 92 

2 87.4074 90 0.2522 0.3336 0.1976 0.3378 92 

3 90 90.7407 0.3946 0.1857 0.2795 0.1000 93 

4 88.8889 89.6296 0.1405 0.4412 0.2579 0.2868 92 

5 88.6845 89.7253 0.2437 0.3349 0.1729 0.3448 92 

 
Apart from differential evolution-based ensemble, two other different type of ensemble has been 

developed. The obtained result after 5 independent trials have been shown in Table5. In first case, final 

decision of each classifier has been considered depending upon the majority voting strategy. In second 

approach, rather than counting the final decision, numeric decision given for most favorable class has 

been considered and mean is estimated for overall decision values. In this case, there is advantage that, 

none of the classifier outcome is ignored completely. With this, process opinion of every expert is being 

utilized. These two processes are easy to implement, and it can be observed that there is betterment 

achieved by these two-ensemble compared to individual. But, it is also observed that ensemble network 

that used the mean value had better performance over majority voting method. When the differential 

evolution-based ensemble has been applied, the obtained weights for each classifier under five trials have 

been shown in Table5 along with achieved efficiency.  
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           Fig.6. Weight evolution for ensemble by DE     Fig.7. Learning error minimization by DE for ensemble 

 

Table6: Comparative performance between all classifiers 

 

CLF1 CLF2 CLF3 CLF4 MJVT MNDS DEEANN 

77.0000    76.6000    81.2000    79.0000 88.6999 89.7969 92.2000 

 

 

                                   Fig.8.Comparative performance for different classifiers 
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It is very interesting to note that a very high efficiency around 92% has been achieved along with 

consistent performance. The obtained variation in weights for all the individual classifier of first stage has 

been shown in Fig.6. While the learning error minimization convergence by DE for ensemble has been 

shown in Fig.7.The final overall comparative performance of each classifiers of first stage of ensemble 

neural network (CLF1-CLF4), overall performance of ensemble neural network with majority voting 

(MJVT), ensemble neural network with mean decision (MNDS) and differential evolution based 

ensemble neural network(DEEANN) has been shown in Table 6. The comparative graphical plot for 

classification efficiency has been shown in Fig.8, which shows the benefit of ensemble as well as benefit 

of different structures of ensemble neural networks. 

Table7: Sensitivity and Specificity performances by different classifier structures 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ideally, classifier having 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity is absolutely best. To understand the 

predictability of individual classifier, in terms of sensitivity and specificity, performances obtained by a 

different form of classifiers have been evaluated and shown in Table7. It is clear that all the individual 

neural network classifier (CLF1-CLF4) have more or less nearly the same performances. A betterment in 

specificity and a remarkable drop in sensitivity has been observed in ensemble neural network with 

majority voting (MJVT). Performance has been improved further by ensemble neural 

network with mean decision (MNDS) when compared to individual classifiers and MJVT. But DEEANN 

has outperformed, when compared to the individual neural network classifiers (CF1-CF4), MJVT, 

and MNDS. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this proposed work, the importance of ensemble neural network in the area of classification has been 

shown. The observations are very clear and appealing that instead of any single classifier, ensemble 

classifier is always beneficial. The structural form of ensemble has achieved with evolutionary process, 

which has delivered the outstanding efficiency as well as high level of consistency, which is very 

important in the critical applications. The proposed method is computation efficient and has shown 

quality improvement, compared to either individual classifier as well as conventional form of ensemble 

methods. Computational efficiency of DEEANN has been obtained at the cost of little extra 

computational cost.  Here, proposed work has been evaluated only on Heart-Disease dataset. Further, the 

application-specific dataset can be used for evaluation of performance.  
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Abstract- Municipal Solid Waste Management has become one of the major problems in urban and semi-

urban areas. Improper MSW disposal and management causes all types of pollution: air, soil, and water. 

Indiscriminate dumping of wastes contaminates surface and ground water supplies. Health and safety 

issues also arise from open dumping. The report starts with various approaches to manage municipal solid 

waste and a plan to implement an integrated solid waste management for a city. Solid wastes have 

potential for causing serious adverse impact on the environment. Ground water & Surface water 

Contamination, Land Pollution, and Air Quality Deterioration. Leachate is a toxic liquid that seeps 

through solid waste in a land fill. This process extracts soluble dissolved and suspended materials from 

the waste. It contains bacteria, toxic substances, heavy metals, etc . The impact assessment of the open 

dumping was assessed by collecting and analyzing ground water and soil (within 5 km of the site) around 

S Bingipur village dump yard in Bangalore city. The focus of this study is to assess the contribution of 

waste dumping in soil contamination and in groundwater pollution. Collected surface soil samples from 

the open waste dumping area and controlled site (away from dumping yard) were examined and found 

variation in the soil composition. On the other hand, ground water samples were collected from the 

nearby village bore wells and lake, were analyzed and observed contamination of groundwater up to 

certain limit. This paper presents the impact of open dumping of solid waste on surrounding water and 

soil. 

 

Index Terms- Municipal Solid Waste Management, Soil & Groundwater pollution, open dumping and 

Landfill, Leachate  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The threat of environmental pollution has been remaining the human world and is still growing fast due to 

excessive population growth in developing countries. Municipal solid waste (MSW) normally termed as 

garbage or trash is an unavoidable consequence of human activity. Population growth and economic 

development lead to enormous amounts of solid waste generation by the dwellers of urban areas. Urban 

MSW is usually generated from human settlements, small industries and commercial activities .Solid 

waste from hospitals and clinics is an additional source of MSW. Most of the countries do not have any 

specific technique of managing hospital and clinical wastes. So, they are mixed with MSW and pose a 

threat to human population and surrounding environment. Unsuitable disposal of MSW causes all types of 
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pollution: air, soil, and water. Indiscriminate dumping of wastes contaminates surface and ground water 

supplies. In urban areas, MSW clogs drains, creating stagnant water for insect breeding and floods during 

rainy seasons. Open burning of MSW contributes significantly to urban air pollution. Open dumping is 

quite common in developing countries due to low budget available for waste disposal. It also poses 

serious threat to groundwater. Health and safety issues also arise from improper MSWM. Insect and 

rodent vectors are attracted to the waste and can spread diseases such as cholera and dengue fever. Using 

water polluted by MSW for bathing, food, irrigation and drinking water can also expose individuals to 

disease organisms and other contaminants. In India, dumping on land is the most common method of 

waste disposal, because it is the cheapest method of waste disposal. Still, this method requires large area 

and proper drainage. The land disposal of municipal and industrial solid waste is potential cause of 

groundwater contamination. Unscientifically managed dumping yards are prone to groundwater 

contamination because of leachate production. Leachate is the liquid that seeps from solid wastes or other 

medium and have extracts with dissolved or suspended materials from it.  

The volume of leachate depends principally on the area of the landfill, the meteorological and hydro-

geological factors and effectiveness of capping. It is essential that the volume of leachate generated be 

kept to a minimum and ensures that the access of groundwater and surface water is minimized and 

controlled. The volume of leachate generated is therefore expected to be very high in humid regions with 

high rainfall, or high run off and shallow water table. Leachate from the solid waste dump has a 

significant effect on the chemical properties as well as the geotechnical properties of the soil. Leachate 

can modify the soil properties and significantly alter the behavior of soil. 

The present study has been focused to conduct a detailed analysis of S.Bingipura  solid waste landfill site 

to fulfill the following objectives: 

 Assessment of quality of water bodies surrounding S.Bingipura  

 To determine the nature of soil around the landfill site. 

 Also compared the soil characteristics for contaminated and uncontaminated soil in the study 

area.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Description of the Study Area  

 

Bangalore is also known as the silicon valley of India. Bangalore urban district is located on the Deccan 

Plateau in the south eastern part of Karnataka. Bangalore district lies between 12
0
39’ to 13

0
18’ North 

Latitude and 77
0
22’ to 77

0
52’ East Longitude. The temperature in the district is known to vary between 

39
0
C (Max.) to 11

0
C (Min.). The average rainfall in the district is found to be 831mm. The district 

comprises of the following river: Shimsha, Kanva, Arkavathi, South Pennar and Vrishabhavathi. Total 

geographical area of the district is 2196 sq.km. The city is situated at an elevation of 920m above MSL.  

 

The district is spread across four Taluks; Bangalore North, Bangalore East, Bangalore South and Anekal. 

Bangalore is a hub for Information Technology, Biotechnology, Aerospace, & key knowledge based 

industries.  

 

As per provisional reports of Census India, population of Bangalore in 2011 is 96, 21, 551; of which male 

and female are 50,22,661 and 45,98,890 respectively. The sex ratio of Bangalore is 916 females per 1000 
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males. The population density of Bangalore is 4,381 per sq.km. The Population growth of the city as per 

Census 2011 was found to be 47.18%. 

 

The study was carried out at S.Bingipura. village located in the state of Karnataka as shown in Figure 2.1. 

The village lies in Bangalore Urban district and the block/tehsil is Anekal. S.Bingipura is situated about 

21.30 km from the city, with an average height of about 915m above MSL. The study started in the month 

of January 2016, but presently the site is being closed down and they are proposing a park at the site. The 

site is known to receive 1.45 lakh tons quantity of waste from Bommanahalli BBMP zone area.  
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Fig.2.1. Index map of the study site 
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2.2 Sampling and Analytical Methods   
 

Since there is no proper solid waste treatment and disposal, at the dump yard, there is a possibility of 

contamination to soil and groundwater in and around the site. So, a soil sample from the dump yard and 

soil away from the dump yard are collected for testing and comparison. Similarly, to check whether the 

ground water is being contaminated or not, the ground water samples were collected from a neighboring 

area (5 km) and tested. Soil samples were collected from the dumpsite, by removing the surface debris 

and subsurface soil dug to a depth of about 30cm and 1m with a hand auger. 5 Kg of soil sample was 

taken into the sterile containers and labeled. The samples were carried to laboratory and analyzed for 

water and soil chemical properties. The analysis was done as per the standard methods. Various Physico-

chemical parameters examined in water samples include, pH, electrical conductivity (EC), total dissolved 

solids (TDS), total alkalinity (TA), total hardness (TH), calcium, magnesium, potassium, iron, chlorides, 

turbidity, Nitrates. Similarly soil samples were tested for moisture content, specific gravity, density of 

soil,gradation of soil properties, bulk density, electrical conductivity (EC) .The results were compared 

with BIS standard limits. The sampling locations were located on map(Figure 2.2 and 2.3) with help of 

GPS and detail of the site is given in Table.2.2. The methods adopted for the various parameters of soil 

and water analysis is mentione in the Table-2.3 and 2.4. 

 

 

Table-2.2. Details of   the Sampling locations 

Location Code Latitude Longitude Environmental Attribute 

S Bingipur LT1 77
0
37’43.57” E  12

0
50’6.71” N Leachate quality                  

LP1 77
0
37’30.41” E  12

0
50’5.63” N Leachate quality 

L 1  77
0
37’54.4224” E 12

0
49’59.214” N 

Surface Water 

sampling 

BW 1 77
0
37’17.462” E 12

0
50’25.7064” N Ground water sampling  

BW 2 77
0
37’18.64” E 12

0
50’21.27”N Ground water sampling  

BW 3 77
0
37’57.2736” E 12

0
50’30.0696” N Ground water sampling  

BW 4 77
0
37’55.1172” E 12

0 
50’25.1592” N Ground water sampling  

BW 5 77
0
38’0.2364” E 12

0
49’59.4948” N Ground water sampling  

BW 6 77
0
’37’42.4956” E 12

0
49’55.3836”N Ground water sampling  

BW 7 77
0
37’16.8924” E 12

0
49’11.9136” N Ground water sampling  

SS1 77
0
37’40.6056” E 12

0
50’13.1964” N Soil quality Sampling 

location 

SS2 77
0
37’44.1588” E 12

0
50’10.2558” N Soil quality Sampling 

location 

SS3 77
0
37’43.8888” E 12

0
50’6.8676” N Soil quality Sampling 

location 

SS4 77
0
37’53.9688” E 12

0
49’13.2248”N  Soil quality Sampling 

location 

SS5 77
0
37’47.4816” E 12

0
49’5.2532” N Soil quality Sampling 

location 
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Fig 2.2  Water Sampling locations Fig 2.3  Soil Sampling locations 

 

Table-2.3.The Methods of water  and leachate Analysis 

Sl.No  Parameter Unit Method adopted 

1 Color Hazens Tintometer 

2 Turbidity NTU Nephleometer 

3 pH value -  Digital pH meter 

4 Conductivity µS/cm Conductivity meter 

5 Total dissolved Solids mg/l Filter paper method 

6 Suspended solids mg/l Filter paper method 

7 Total solids mg/l Oven drying method 

8 Total Hardness as  CaCO3 mg/l EDTA method 

9 
Calcium Hardness as 

CaCO3 
mg/l 

EDTA method 

10 
Magnesium Hardness as 

MgCO3 
mg/l 

EDTA method 

11 
Total Alkalinity as 

CaCO3 
mg/l 

Titration 

12 Acidity mg/l Titration 

13 Chlorides as Cl- mg/l Aginometric Titration 

14 Sulphates as SO42- mg/l Flame Photometer 

15 Nitrates as NO3- mg/l Titration 

16 Fluorides as F- mg/l Ion Analyzer 

17 Sodium mg/l Flame Photometer 

18 Potassium mg/l Flame Photometer 
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Sl.No  Parameter Unit Method adopted 

19 Ammonia mg/l Titration 

20 Iron as Fe mg/l Spectro-photometer 

21 DO mg/l Winkler’s method 

22 BOD mg/l Dilution method 

23 COD mg/l Autoclave method 

24 Lead mg/l Absorption Spectro-photometer 

25 Nickel mg/l Absorption Spectro-photometer 

26 Cadmium mg/l Absorption Spectro-photometer 

27 Manganese mg/l Absorption Spectro-photometer 

28 Zinc mg/l Absorption Spectro-photometer 

 

Table-2.4. Tests on Soil 

Sl.No.    Parameters     Method adopted 

1 pH Digital pH meter 

2 Electrical Conductivity Digital Conductivity meter 

3 Bulk Density Core cutter method 

4 Dry Density Core cutter method 

5 Permeability Constant head method 

6 Moisture Content Oven dry method 

7 Specific Gravity Pycnometer method 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The present paper mainly focused on identification of  selected  pollutants in the soil and ground water 

due to lechate generated from municipal solid waste landfill site.  

 

3.1 Assessment of Ground water bodies 

 i. Colour : From Table.3.1. it was observed that the colour of the bore well samples are all less than 2, 

which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.   

ii. Turbidity:  From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of turbidity in the bore well samples varied 

from 0.5 NTU to 0.7 NTU, which is less than the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991. Results depicts the 

variation of turbidity in the ground water samples 

iii. pH : From Table.3.1. it was observed that the pH of the bore well samples varies from 7.72 to 8.19, 

which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991. It was observed that the variation of pH in the 

ground water samples. 
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iv. Conductivity From Table.3.1. it was observed that the conductivity of the bore well samples varies 

from 589 µS/cm to 1451 µS/cm. Conductivity so high implies that the water sample is in fact 

contaminated.  

v. Total Dissolved Solids, Suspended Solids and Total Solids From Table.3.1. it was observed that the 

TDS in the bore well samples varied from 390 mg/l to 930 mg/l, which is lower than the desirable limit 

set by IS 10500:1991. The amount of SS present is nil. Hence the TS also varies from 390 mg/l to 930 

mg/l.  

vi. Total Hardness, Calcium Hardness and Magnesium Hardness From Table.3.1. it was observed that the 

Total Hardness in the bore well samples varied from 380.11 mg/l to 171.23 mg/l, which is mostly under 

the desirable limit but under the permissible limit set by IS 10500:1991. BW-3 has total hardness more 

than the desirable limit. The Calcium Hardness varies from 252.50 mg/l to 95 mg/l while the Magnesium 

Hardness varies from 128 mg/l to 69.87 mg/l.  

vii. Alkalinity and acidity From Table.3.1. it was observed that the alkalinity in the bore well samples 

varies from 308.80 mg/l to 183.45 mg/l. The alkalinity is greater than the desirable limit set by IS 

10500:1991; for BW2(small amount), BW3 and BW4, whereas it falls under the desirable limit for the 

other samples From these results, it was observed that the acidity in the bore well samples varies from 

2.36 mg/l to 1.07 mg/l.. 

viii. Chlorides From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of chlorides present in the bore well 

samples varied from 292.11 mg/l to 89.23 mg/l. BW3 has chlorides content more than desirable limit set 

by IS 10500:1991). The rest of the samples are found to have values within the desirable limit.  

ix. Sulphates From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of sulphates present in the bore well 

samples varied from 99.11 mg/l to 31 mg/l, which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991. 

Data depicts the variation of sulphates in the ground water samples. 

x. Nitrates From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of nitrates present in the bore well samples 

varied from 15.24 mg/l to 7.11 mg/l, which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

xi. Fluorides From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of fluorides present in the bore well 

samples varied from 0.42 mg/l to 0.24 mg/l, which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

xii. Sodium From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of sodium present in the bore well samples 

varied from 144 mg/l to 56 mg/l.  

xiii. Potassium From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of potassium present in the bore well 

samples varied from 8 mg/l to 4 mg/l.  

xiv. Ammonia From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of ammonia present in BW 3 and BW5 

samples was 0.24 mg/l and 0.12 mg/l respectively. The remaining samples had amount of ammonia below 

detection level (BDL).  

xv. Iron  From Table.3.1. it was observed that the iron content in the bore well samples varied from 0.15 

mg/l to 0.07 mg/l, which is less than the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

xvi. DO, BOD and COD From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of DO present in the bore well 

sample varied from 5.4 mg/l to 4.5 mg/l. Also, the amount of BOD present was found to be below 

detection level (BDL).  

From Table.3.1. it was observed that the amount of COD present in the bore well sample varied from 

4.89mg/l to 2.77 mg/l. Fig.4.16. depicts the variation of COD in the ground water samples. 
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Table 3.1.Ground water Assessment 

Sl.No. Test Parameters Unit BW1 BW2 BW3 BW4 BW5 BW6 BW7 

IS 10500:1991 

Desirable 

limit 

Permissible 

limit 

i Colour Hazen < 2 < 2 < 2 < 2 < 2 < 2 < 2 5.00 25.00 

ii Turbidity NTU 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.50 0.70 0.50 0.50 5.00 10.00 

iii pH - 7.81 7.82 8.19 8.12 7.72 7.94 7.90 6.50-8.50 - 

iv Conductivity µS/cm 664.00 760.00 1451.00 1327.00 612.00 589.00 1106.00 - - 

v Total dissolved Solids mg/l 420.00 510.00 930.00 850.00 390.00 390.00 690.00 500.00 2000.00 

vi Suspended solids mg/l < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 - - 

vii Total solids mg/l 420.00 510.00 930.00 850.00 390.00 390.00 690.00 - - 

viii 
Total Hardness as  

CaCO3 
mg/l 204.14 190.10 380.11 328.05 175.10 171.23 284.41 300.00 600.00 

ix 
Calcium Hardness as 

CaCO3 
mg/l 197.50 105.25 252.50 227.50 95.00 101.35 197.50 - - 

x 
Magnesium Hardness as 

MgCO3 
mg/l 78.99 84.35 128.00 100.50 79.75 69.87 87.91 - - 

xi 
Total Alkalinity as 

CaCO3 
mg/l 196.21  201.00  298.40  308.80  195.20  183.45  249.10 200.00 600.00 

xii Acidity mg/l 1.07 1.75 2.36 1.79 1.20 1.12 1.42 - - 

xiii Chlorides as Cl- mg/l 98.12 129.10 292.11 241.20 101.00 89.23 186.00 250.00 1000.00 

xiv Sulphates as SO4
2- mg/l 58.10 53.14 99.11 87.11 31.00 39.12 74.56 200.00 400.00 

xv Nitrates as NO3
- mg/l 7.11 12.10 15.24 12.14 8.23 9.01 10.24 45.00 - 

xvi Fluorides as F mg/l 0.27 0.38 0.42 0.39 0.34 0.24 0.35 1.00 - 

xvii Sodium mg/l 60.00 86.00 144.00 133.00 57.00 56.00 104.00 - - 

xviii Potassium mg/l 7.00 6.00 8.00 6.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 - - 

xix Ammonia mg/l BDL BDL 0.24 BDL 0.12 BDL BDL - - 

xx Iron as Fe mg/l 0.07 0.12 0.15 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.30 1.00 

xxi DO mg/l 5.20 5.10 4.50 4.80 4.90 5.40 4.90 - - 

xxii BOD mg/l BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL - - 

xxiii COD mg/l 2.87 2.77 4.89 3.54 3.49 2.78 2.78 - - 

 BW1, BW2, BW3, BW4, BW5, BW6 and BW7 are Ground Water Samples  

 BDL- Below Detective Level 
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3.2. Assessment of Surface water bodies  
i. Colour From Table.3.2. it was observed that the colour of the lake sample was 4 Hazens, which 

falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

ii. Turbidity From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of turbidity in the lake sample was 

21 NTU, which is more than the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991. This may be due to the 

blown away leaves, sand, and also due to the villagers washing their clothes and cattle over the 

banks of the lake. The lake is also used by the commoners for bathing. 

iii. pH From Table.3.2. it was observed that the pH of the lake sample was 7.96, which falls 

under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

 iv. Conductivity From Table.3.2. it was observed that the conductivity of the lake sample was 

3526 µS/cm. Conductivity so high only implies that the water sample is infact contaminated. 

This could be due to the possibility of the leachate to infiltrate through the soil and reach the lake 

and also other sources of pollution.  

v. Total Dissolved Solids, Suspended Solids and Total Solids From Table.3.2. it was observed 

that the TDS, SS and TS present in the lake sample was 2270 mg/l, 50 mg/l and 2320 mg/l 

respectively, which is more than the desirable limit, set by IS 10500:1991.  

 vi. Total Hardness, Calcium Hardness and Magnesium Hardness From Table.3.2. it was 

observed that the Total Hardness, Calcium Hardness and Magnesium Hardness present in the 

lake sample was 320m mg/l, 190 mg/l and 130 mg/l respectively, which is greater than the 

desirable limit but under the permissible limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

vii. Alkalinity and acidity From Table.3.2. it was observed that the alkalinity and acidity of the 

lake sample was 718.5 mg/l and zero respectively. The alkalinity is greater than both the 

desirable limit and the permissible limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

 viii. Chlorides From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of chlorides present in the lake 

sample was 723 mg/l, which is greater than the desirable limit but it falls under the permissible 

limit set by IS 10500:1991. 

ix. Sulphates From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of sulphates present in the lake 

sample was 189 mg/l, which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

x. Nitrates From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of nitrates present in the lake sample 

was 29 mg/l, which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

xi. Fluorides From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of fluorides present in the lake 

sample was 0.78 mg/l, which falls under the desirable limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

xii. Sodium From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of sodium present in the lake 

sample was 600 mg/l.  

xiii. Potassium From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of potassium present in the lake 

sample was 41 mg/l.  

xiv. Ammonia From Table.3.2. it was observed that the amount of ammonia present in the lake 

sample was 21.9 mg/l.  

xv. Iron  From Table.3.2. it was observed that the iron content in the lake sample was 0.46 mg/l, 

which is above the desirable limit but falls under the permissible limit set by IS 10500:1991.  

xvi. DO, BOD and COD From Table.3.2. it was observed that the DO, BOD and COD of the 

lake sample was 0.8 mg/l, 34 mg/l and 187.14mg/l respectively, which is below the desirable 

limit set by IS 10500:1991. 
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Table.3.2. Bingipura Lake Assessment 

Sl.No. Test Parameters Unit L1 

IS 10500:1991 

Desirable 

limit 

Permissible 

limit 

i 
Colour Hazen 4.00 5.00 25.00 

ii 
Turbidity NTU 21.00 5.00 10.00 

iii 
pH -  7.96 6.50-8.50 - 

iv 
Conductivity µS/cm 3526.00 - - 

v 
Total dissolved Solids  mg/l 2270.00 500.00 2000.00 

vi 
Suspended solids mg/l 50.00 - - 

vii 
Total solids mg/l 2320.00 - - 

viii 
Total Hardness as  CaCO3 mg/l 320.00 300.00 600.00 

ix 
Calcium Hardness as CaCO3 mg/l 190.00 - - 

x 
Magnesium Hardness as MgCO3 mg/l 130.00 - - 

xi 
Total Alkalinity as CaCO3 mg/l 718.50 200.00 600.00 

xii 
Acidity mg/l BDL - - 

xiii 
Chlorides as Cl

-
 mg/l 723.00 250.00 1000.00 

xiv 
Sulphates as SO4

2-
 mg/l 189.00 200.00 400.00 

xv 
Nitrates as NO3

-
 mg/l 29.00 45.00 - 

xvi 
Fluorides as F mg/l 0.78 1.00 - 

xvii 
Sodium mg/l 600.00 - - 

xviii 
Potassium mg/l 41.00 - - 

xix 
Ammonia mg/l 2.19 - - 

xx 
Iron as Fe mg/l 0.46 0.30 1.00 

xxi 
DO mg/l 0.8 - - 

xxii 
BOD mg/l 34.00 - - 

xxiii 
COD mg/l 187.14 - - 
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3.2. Assessment of soil parameters  
 

The soils in Bangalore city are mainly lateritic soil and red fine loamy to clayey soils. Red loamy 

soils generally occur on hilly and undulating land slope on granite and gneissic terrain. It is 

mainly seen in eastern and southern parts of Bangalore. Laterite soil is usually found in Anekal 

taluk and western parts of Bangalore North and South taluks. The results of soil analysis are 

tabulated in Table.3.3. It was observed from the Table 3. that the color parameter of soil near the 

dumping location SS1,SS2 and SS3 is dark brown to dark black. Hence an attempt has made to 

collect two more sample viz one at the contaminated soil at the dumping site itself and other one 

is 2 km away from the land fill site. The analysed results are depicted in Table 3.4. 
 

Table.3.3. Tests on Soil 

Sl. 

No. 
Parameter 

Study Site 

SS 1 SS 2 SS 3 SS 4 SS 5 

1 Colour Dark Brown Dark Brown Black 
Light 

Brown 

Light 

Brown 

2 pH 7.18 7.25 8.46 7.15 7.20 

3 
Electrical Conductivity, 

/Ω/cm 
1.00 0.80 3.20 0.10 0.30 

4 Moisture Content, % 10 11 13 12 13 

5 Specific Gravity 2.44 2.46 2.33 2.35 2.37 

6 Field Density, g/cm
3
 1.38 1.44 1.56 1.81 1.74 

7 Dry Density, g/cm
3
 1.25 1.29 1.38 1.61 1.53 

8 Dry Unit Weight, kN/m
3
 12.26 12.65 13.53 15.79 15.01 

9 Permeability, cm/hr 
2.5 to 5 

Moderate 

2.5 to 5 

Moderate  

2.5 to 5  

Moderate 

2.5 to 5  

Moderate 

2.5 to 5  

Moderate 

 

Experimental results obtained on effect of municipal solid waste lechate on the characteristics of soil on 

both contaminated and uncontaminated soil presented in Table 3.4. The present paper also focused on 

identification of  selected  pollutants in the soil due to lechate generated from municipal solid waste 

landfill site and uncontaminated soil to serve as control. Finally comparison of both contaminated and 

uncontaminated soil characteristics was made 
 

Table.3.4. Quality of soil Parameters estimated in contaminated and uncontaminated soils 

Sl No Parameters 
Contaminated 

Soil(SS1) 
Un contaminated Soil 

(SS5) 

1 Moisture Content  14% 11% 

2 Specific Gravity  2.437 2.37 

3 Particle Size Distribution    
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Sl No Parameters 
Contaminated 

Soil(SS1) 
Un contaminated Soil 

(SS5) 

 
        Uniformity coefficient  

 
Cu= 5.5  Cu= 8.57 

 
         Curvature coefficient 

 
Cc= 2.36  Cc= 3.07    

4 Permeability  0.62 Cm/S  0.069 Cm/S 

5 Shear Strength  13.5 Kn/Sq M 13 Kn/ Sq M 

6 Compressibility  0.82 Sqm/ Kn 1 Sqm/ Kn 

7 pH  7.20  8.00 

8 Chloride  108.46 Mg/L  40mg/L 

9 Alkalinity  83 Mg/L As Caco3  236 Mg/L As Caco3 

 

3.2.1. Natural Moisture Content of contaminated and uncontaminated soil The results show that the 

values of the Natural Moisture Content of the Uncontaminated soil is lower compared to those of the 

contaminated soil samples. This trend could attribute reason that the contaminated soil is expected to be 

damper, since the natural ground level is covered by the MSW, thereby preventing direct evaporation of 

moisture from the soil below.  

  

3.2.2. Specific gravity of contaminated and uncontaminated soil The results show that, the values of the 

specific gravity of the contaminated soil was  higher than the uncontaminated soil. It could be attributed 

that the specific gravity of contaminated soil is higher because of the higher moisture content of the 

contaminated soil as compared to uncontaminated soil.  

  

3.2.3. Particle Size Distribution of contaminated and uncontaminated soil From the Table 3.1 the 

uncontaminated soil is relatively homogeneous and contaminated soil has more fines than the 

uncontaminated soil. The higher percentage of fine content recorded for the contaminated soil can be 

attributed to the fines emanating from the decomposed MSW above the soil. Also during bacterial 

degradation or decomposition of MSW large amount of fines are produced.  

  

3.2.4. Permeability Test of contaminated and uncontaminated soil Laboratory falling head method was 

used in the determination of the coefficient of permeability of the soils. From the results, the 

contaminated soil has higher values of coefficient of permeability than the uncontaminated soils. These 

results somehow contradict the fact that the contaminated soil particles are loosely arranged which would 

have ordinarily increased the pore space in the soil. This anomaly may be due to particles flocculation as 

a result of contamination with MSW. The flocculation process may have altered the behaviours of the fine 

particles from clay-like to silt-like and consequently, making the soil more permeable.  

  

3.2.5. Shear Strength Test Contaminated and Uncontaminated Soil The shear strength parameters were 

determined by undrained triaxial test using undisturbed soil samples. From the results, the shear strength 

value is higher in case of contaminated soil than those recorded for the uncontaminated soil. The 

relatively high value recorded for contaminated soil samples a result of pseudocohesion, brought about by 

leachate from the decomposing MSW. This may be due to particle flocculation as a result of 

contamination with MSW.    

  

3.2.6. Compressibility Test of contaminated and uncontaminated soil Consolidation test on the 

undisturbed samples was use to investigate the effect of the MSW on the compressibility characteristics 

of the soils. The results show that the contaminated soil has relatively lower values than uncontaminated 

soil. The lower values obtained for contaminated soil in comparison with the values obtained for 
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uncontaminated soil, can be attributed to the soil immediately beneath the MSW don't undergoing any 

compression as a result of the weight of the MSW above.  

  

3.2.7. pH of contaminated and uncontaminated soil   We can conclude that, pH value of uncontaminated 

soils is higher than the contaminated soils. The pH of the contaminated soils is 7.20, it signifies that it is 

slightly acidic in nature compared to uncontaminated soil could be reason behind that the nature of the 

solid waste   contribute acidity of the soil. Due to this reason the pH of contaminated soil is slightly acidic 

than uncontaminated soils. Alkalinity value of uncontaminated soils is higher than the contaminated soils. 

This could be the reason that the pH of the contaminated soil is slightly acidic than uncontaminated soil.  

  

3.2.8. Chloride of contaminated and uncontaminated soil The chloride concentration in contaminated soil 

is 108.46 mg/l where as uncontaminated is 40 mg/l, it indicates that it is higher than uncontaminated soil. 

This contribute  due to disposal of solid waste, the quality of the soil is reduced and it clearly indicated by 

the chloride values of contaminated soils.  

  

3.2.9. Alkalinity of contaminated and uncontaminated soil The alkalinity concentration in contaminated 

soil is 83 mg/l as caco3 where as uncontaminated is 236 Mg/L As Caco3, it indicates that it is lower than 

uncontaminated soil. This clearly indicated by the lesser alkalinity values of contaminated soils due to 

acidic properities due to the concentration of leachate.  

 

The results of contaminated and uncontaminated soils are represented in Table 3.4. The result in the table 

indicates that except for pH and alkalinity, all other parameters are higher in contaminated soil compared 

to uncontaminated soils. The study concludes based on the results obtained, the disposal site soil quality 

is reduced compared to uncontaminated soil. In other words, due to the disposal of solid waste on land the 

soil quality gets reduced.  

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions has been drawn based on the results obtained in the present study.  

 The surface water sample is found to have significantly high salinity and alkalinity as reflected in 

their values for conductivity, TDS, alkalinity and pH. Hence it  indicating that the surface water 

body is polluted.  

 Test result on ground water concluded that certain bore well on the down stream side were 

polluted. 

 The Analysis of the soil samples around the site shows that the soil has moderate permeability. 

 Also Based on the experiment results obtained from the soil sample analysed in both 

contaminated and uncontaminated soils following major conclusions have been drawn.  

o The coefficient of permeability of the contaminated soil has higher than the 

uncontaminated soils. This indicates that due to disposal of solid waste the quality of the 

soil is reduced and it clearly indicated by the chloride values of contaminated soils.   

o Study conclude based on the results obtained, the disposal site soil quality is reduced 

compared to uncontaminated soil. In other words, due to the disposal of solid waste on 

land the soil quality gets reduced. 
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Abstract: Optimization of a tuning hardwired compiler is the rapidly budding hardware which makes 

porting a compiler which will be optimizing in its feature and challenging. The approach for the such 

challenging compiler is with development of modular, self-optimizing and extensible compilers that adopt 

the best optimization heuristics based on the behavior of the platform. The contribution of the machine 

learning towards the development of compiler which is capable to adjust automatically with improved 

execution time, code size on different architectures is Machine Learning for Embedded PrOgramS 

optimization (MILE POST). Recursive queries technique can be utilized for effective execution plans and 

the resulting runtime plans can be executed on a single unified data parallel query processing engine.   

High performance software development is also difficult task that requires the use of low-level, 

architecture specific programming models such as MPI for clusters, CUDA for GPUs, and OpenMP for 

CMPs. Probabilistic search of the optimization space can support to a significance speedup over the 

baseline compilers with the higher optimization settings, on several different processor architecture. 

Classifier systems are massively parallel, message-passing, rule-based systems that learn through credit 

assignment (the bucket brigade algorithm) and rule discovery (the genetic algorithm). They typically 

operate in environments that exhibit some characteristics such as -perpetually novel events accompanied 

by large amounts of noisy or irrelevant data, continual, often real-time, requirements for action, implicitly 

or inexactly defined goals, sparse payoff or reinforcement obtainable only through long action sequences. 

Classifier systems are designed to absorb new information continuously from such environments, 

devising sets of competing hypotheses (expressed as rules) without disturbing significantly capabilities 

already acquired. 

The survey highlights the approaches taken so far, the obtained results, the fine-grain classification among 

different approaches and finally, the influential research in the field. The challenges are listed at end. 

Index Terms- Optimization, Classifier systems, Machine Learning 

I INTRODUCTION 

In simple design of game software, any good player can complicate the system by throwing some twists. 

But in real world such twist will be more, and design of system should support to face such twists. For a 

machine learning system, the problem is one of constructing relevant categories from the system’s 

primitives (pixels, features, or whatever else is taken as given). Discovery of relevant categories is only 

half the job; the system must also discover what kinds of action are appropriate to each category. The 

overall process bears a close relation to the Newell-Simon [3] problem solving paradigm, though there are 

differences arising from problems created by perpetual novelty, imperfect information, implicit definition 
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of the goals, and the typically long, coordinated action sequences required to attain goals. Environments 

wherein timely outside intervention is difficult or impossible. The only option then is learning or, using 

the more inclusive word, adaptation. In broadest terms, the object of a learning system, natural or 

artificial, is the expansion of its knowledge in the face of uncertainty. More directly, a learning system 

improves its performance by generalizing upon experience. Clearly, in the face of perpetual novelty, 

experience can guide future action only if there are relevant regularities in the system’s environment. 

Human experience indicates that the real world abounds in regularities, but this does not mean that it is 

easy to extract and exploit them. The overall process bears a close relation to the Newell-Simon [40] 

problem solving paradigm, though there are differences arising from problems created by perpetual 

novelty, imperfect information, implicit definition of the goals, and the typically long, coordinated action 

sequences required to attain goals[1][2][3]. 

 

New compiler techniques must arise to support complex image processing applications without 

sacrificing programmability. This paper focuses on two image processing interfaces considered as DSLs, 

Simple Morphological Image Library(SMIL) and  Framework for Embedded Image Applications 

(FREIA), supporting each a different set of hardware targets and providing different levels of 

programmability. We built a compiler to automatically generate lower-level but more portable FREIA 

DSL code from high-level SMIL DSL applications. We evaluate this compiler on a set of seven image 

processing applications. Some of the advanced compilers to support image processing are  Simply 

Morphological Image Library(SMIL), Framework for Embedded Image Applications (FREIA), Cython 

which is a Python to C – Compiler[4].  

To locate the bugs of program it is necessary to design new types of compilers which will support to 

debug the errors in server level as well as in kernel levels[5]. These all compilers are the challenges of the 

competitive industry these are discussed. The reference reveals that in the domain of Big data domain 

specific languages are necessary to extend with machine learning concept in bigdata. In such situation 

specific languages should support for all aspect with optimized way[6]. 

ScalOps   is a DSL with the goal of enabling Machine Learning algorithms to run on a cloud computing 

environment and overcoming a limitation of the traditional MapReduce programming model: the lack of 

iteration. ScalOps is a textual programming DSL developed in jointly by the University of California, 

Irvine and Santa Cruz, and the division Yahoo! Research. The DSL also has Scala   language serving as a 

host language, which means that ScalOps is an internal DSL. Its high-level syntax makes it a declarative 

language, and as the type checking happens in compilation time, ScalOps is considered a statically typed. 

ScalOps needs to be compiled to generate lower level code, which makes it be classified as a translated 

language, according to the analysis of this survey. Additionally, the language supports vector, matrix, and 

graph operations in both parallel and cloud computing environment. To support iterations in MapReduce, 

ScalOps designers introduced an enhanced version of the programming model called Map-Reduce-

Update. This new version consists of three user-defined functions called map, reduce, and update. The 

map function receives read-only global state values and is applied to training data points in parallel. The 

reduce function aggregates the output of the map function. Finally, the update function receives the 

aggregated value and produces a new global state value for the next iteration. Alternatively, when 

appropriate, the update function indicates that no additional iteration is necessary [9][10][11]. 

Compilation can be speed up the compile processes by at least a factor of two with almost the same 

generated code quality on the SPEC2000 benchmark suite, and that our logistic classifier achieves the 

same prediction quality for non-SPEC benchmarks. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

The compilation algorithm can be written as shown in the Table 1. The algorithm accept the Majority 

Inverter Graphs (MIG) M as an input to give a Programmable Logic-in-Memory (PliM) program as an 

output. PliM enables logic operations on a regular Resistive Random-Access Memories (RRAM) array. It 

uses a single instruction RM3, which computes the three major operations in which one input is inverted 

[10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Compilation Algorithm 
Input MIG M 

1. Foreach leaf in M  

2. Do set COMP[v]← T 

3. End 

4. Foreach MIG node in M 

5. Do if all children of v are computed then 

6.    Q.enqueue(v) 

7. End 

8. End 

9. While Q is not empty  

10. Do set c ← Q.pop(); 

11.    Set P ← P U translate( c ); 

12. Set COMP[c] ←T 

13. Foreach parent of c do 

14.  If all children of v are computed then  

15.  Q.enqueue( v); 

16. End 

17. End 

 

 

18. End 

SMIL Python Code: 

import smilPython as smil 

imin = smil.Image("input.png") 

imout = smil.Image(imin) 

smil.dilate(imin, imout) 

imout.save("output.png") 
 

FREIA C Output Code: 

#include "freia.h" 

#include "smil-freia.h" 

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 

/* initializations... */ 

freia_data2d *imin; 

imin = freia_common_create_data(/* */ ); 

freia_data2d *imout; 

imout = freia_common_create_data(/* */ ); 

#define e0 SMILTOFREIA_SQUSE 

#define e0_s 1 

freia_cipo_dilate_generic_8c(imout, imin, e0, e0_s); 

freia_common_tx_image(imout, &fdout); 

freia_common_destruct_data(imout); 

freia_common_destruct_data(imin); 

/* shutdown... */ 

} 
Figure 1 SMIL Input Code and FREIA C Code 
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For SMIL applications, the compiler such as smiltofreia generates directly FREIA C code from SMIL 

Python programs.   The sample of such code is as shown figure 1.[13] 

III CONCLUSION 

The study throws many challenges such as requirement of optimized compiler for processing image 

processing languages, conversion from one languages to other many languages. The translation of 

languages is essential in case of multi programming development. This makes user to adopt any one 

language. Hardware specific optimization compilation is also required which is one of the challenging. 
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Abstract- In today’s world of multimedia applications, digital image security is of utmost importance. 

This paper proposes a two level image scrambling algorithm using Arnold transform with different 

number of iterations. Pixels are scrambled for each iteration in the conventional Arnold scrambling. Due 

to its periodic property, the original image can be retrieved by experimenting the inverse Arnold 

transform on the scrambled image. The main objective of this paper is to improve the complexity of 

malicious decryption by considering Arnold scrambling for pixels and blocks. In the first level, Arnold 

pixel scrambling is performed on the original image of size N × N, where the pixels are scrambled based 

on number of iterations. In the second level the scrambled image is divided in to 8×8 blocks for which 

Arnold scrambling is conducted block-wise. In the decryption process, inverse Arnold block scrambling 

is applied first for the scrambled image and Arnold pixel scrambling is conducted second. Decryption 

process needs to be carried out with proper order of scrambling and iterations. This order of scrambling 

and number of iterations increase the complexity of malicious decryption. Correlation coefficient, number 

of pixel change rate and unified average changing intensity are computed between the scrambled and 

original images for performance analysis. The proposed method is also analysed in each level for its 

robustness. 

Index Terms-Arnold scrambling, encryption, decryption, structural similarity index 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to recent advancement in imaging technologies and multimedia applications, a huge amount of 

multimedia content in the form of text, audio, image, video and computer generated contents are 

exchanged in various networks. These multimedia contents often exposed to malicious access, tampering, 

copyright and ownership issues. All these issues are dealt with the solutions in the form of watermarking 

[1, 2, 3], authentication and cryptography algorithms [4, 5]. High security should be provided for an 

image that contains confidential information. Subsequently, the confidential information will be hidden in 

the image in the form of secret authentication codes by using different algorithms [6]. In order to differ 

from conventional methods to hide data in the image, an algorithm can be developed using scrambling. 

Digital image scrambling transforms an image in such a way that an intruder can’t recognise the image as 

it is a disguised one. Image scrambling technology provides an algorithm which doesn’t involves any 

password or any authentication codes [7] but provides high security for the image that is being 

transmitted. The main purpose is to transmit the image through the public networks. After scrambling an 

image, the scrambled image will be disorganised, so an intruder can’t decipher it [7]. 

 

Image scrambling can be performed by using Arnold scrambling algorithm [8]. The special feature of 

Arnold scrambling is that it uses periodicity concept [7]. According to Arnold scrambling, the original 

image can be recovered after a certain number of iterations based on the size of the image. But the 

number of iterations will be different for different size of the images and the number of cycles does not 

follow any order. Currently, Arnold scrambling is applied to pixels only but it can be extended to blocks 
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of the image also. If the scrambling is performed on both pixels and blocks the robustness and security of 

the image can be improved. Arnold scrambling for pixels can be applied to any image of any size. But to 

apply Arnold scrambling to an image which is divided into blocks, the image size should be of order 

M×M. If the size of the image is not M×M, it can be made M×M by adding zeros to the image which is 

called as padding. Arnold transform is widely used in image stenography, authentication, tamper 

detection, self-recovery and image cryptography algorithms. In all these cases, Arnold transform is used 

as a scrambling step in which the number of iterations is used as a key. Arnold transform for pixel 

scrambling is used in most of the applications and hence provides one key for the security. This paper 

proposes Arnold transform for pixel scrambling and block scrambling. The coordinates of the pixels are 

scrambled first which is followed by the coordinates of the blocks and thus providing two levels of 

security for scrambling. If the first level descrambling is successful, then only the second level 

descrambling can be carried out. This increases the complexity of malicious and unauthorized 

descrambling of images.  

This paper proposes a two level image scrambling to increase the robustness of Arnold transform. First, 

the plain image is divided into blocks and each block is assigned a coordinate. The block coordinates can 

be transformed through Arnold scrambling. Hence, each block of the image will get a new coordinate and 

gets scrambled. Once the blocks are scrambled and arranged as an image, pixel scrambling can be carried 

out to scramble all the pixels in the image. This two level can also be implemented by doing pixel 

scrambling first which is followed by block scrambling. This paper analyses the two methods and the 

performance is analysed by Correlation coefficient (CC), number of pixel change rate (NPCR) and 

unified average changing intensity (UACI).  

  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with conventional and the proposed two level Arnold 

pixel scrambling which is followed by experimental results and analysis in section 3. Conclusion is given 

in section 4.  

II.  ARNOLD TRANSFORM  

Arnold scrambling transforms the position of a pixel from (x, y) to a new position (s, t) [7]. The position 

of pixels changes from one point to another [7,9,10 & 11] based on the equation (1)  

 

                                    [
𝑠
𝑡

] = [
1 1
1 2

] [
𝑥
𝑦](mod 1)                                             (1) 

 

In order to apply the transformation to a digital image the term mod 1 can be replaced by mod N where N 

is the size of the digital image [12]. 

 

                                    [
𝑠
𝑡

] = [
1 1
1 2

] [
𝑥
𝑦] (mod N)                                             (2) 

 

The transformation matrix of Arnold scrambling is a mod2 transformation matrix which is given by A. (x, 

y) T is the input and (s, t) T is the output. Considering the feedback and iterative process, the equation (2) 

can be written as follows 

  

                                                     𝑃𝑥𝑦
𝑛+1 = 𝐴 𝑃𝑥𝑦

𝑛  (mod N)                                               (3) 

                                                                𝑃𝑥𝑦
𝑛 = (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 

 

Where n specifies the number of iterations i.e., n=0, 1, 2, … After applying scrambling to an image, the 

scrambled image will be different from the original image. Apart from being simple and easy, Arnold 

scrambling has the advantage of periodicity. 

 Inverse Arnold transform [10] can be given by  

 

                            [
𝑥
𝑦] =  [

2 −1
−1 1

] [
𝑠
𝑡

] (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁)                                              (4) 
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III. TWO LEVEL ARNOLD SCRAMBLING 

This paper proposes a two level image scrambling to increase the robustness of Arnold transform. First, 

the plain image is divided into blocks and each block is assigned a coordinate. The block coordinates can 

be transformed through Arnold scrambling. Hence, each block of the image will get a new coordinate and 

gets scrambled. Once the blocks are scrambled and arranged as an image, pixel scrambling can be carried 

out to scramble all the pixels in the image. This two level algorithm can also be implemented by doing 

pixel scrambling first which is followed by block scrambling. 

A. Block Scrambling 

In block scrambling, image is divided into M×M blocks and each block is assigned a coordinate {m,n} 

according to their spatial orientation. For an image of size 512×512, image can be divided into 64×64 

blocks. Hence, there are spatial coordinates in the set of {(1,1), (1,2),…,(1,8),…,(8,1),(8,2),…,(8,8)}. 

Arnold scrambling is applied to the coordinates of blocks and hence each coordinate is assigned a new 

coordinate as given by equation (2). This paper proposes a block scrambling method for the blocks with 

same spatial resolution. This is possible only when the input image I(x,y) is of spatial resolution 2
n
×2

n
; 

where n=1,2,3,…,N. Scrambling of blocks through Arnold transform is given as follows. 

 

[
{𝐵(𝑥𝑖)}

{𝐵(𝑦𝑖)}
] = [

1 1
1 2

] [
{𝐵(𝑥𝑖−1)}

{𝐵(𝑦𝑖−1)}
] (mod M)       (5) 

 

Where B(xi,yi) is the coordinate of the block of an image. M is number of rows or number of columns of 

all the blocks.   

B. Illustration of Arnold block scrambling 

 

 

                                                       

  

 

 

Fig. 1 Illustration of Arnold block scrambling 

First, the image is divided into blocks. For example, a 512 x 512 image is converted into blocks of size 

128 x 128. Then the image will be divided into 16 blocks as shown in Fig. When Arnold scrambling is 

applied to blocks then the positions of blocks will get shifted. Let us consider block6 whose original 

position is at (2, 2) but after scrambling the position of block6 is shifted to new position i.e., (4, 3) for one 

iteration. For further iterations the input will be the output of previous iteration.  

 

B-1 B-15 B-9 B-7 

B-8 B-2 B-16 B-10 

B-11 B-5 B-3 B-13 

B-14 B-12 
B-6 

B-4 

B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 

 B-5 
B-6 

B-7 B-8 

B-9 B-10 B-11 B-12 

B-13 B-14 B-15 B-16 

Block Scrambling 
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C. Scrambling Process 

 

Fig. 2 Scrambling process 

In the scrambling process, the original image is scrambled in two levels as shown in Fig. 2. In the first 

level the image is subjected to pixel Arnold scrambling with a specific number of iterations. The 

information related to number of iterations of level1 will be in key1 (K1). The scrambled image is divided 

into 8 x 8 blocks. In the second level the divided image is subjected to block Arnold scrambling with 

other specified number of iterations. The information of number of iterations of second level scrambling 

will be in key2 (K2). The image obtained after the second level scrambling is the image that will be 

transmitted. 

 

D. Descrambling Process 

 

Fig. 3 Descrambling process 

Same as scrambling, the original image will be extracted in two levels as shown in Fig 3. The scrambled 

image is divided into blocks and inverse block Arnold scrambling is applied based on key2. In the second 

level, the obtained image after the inverse block Arnold scrambling will be subjected to pixel level 

inverse Arnold scrambling based on key1. The obtained image after the second level is the original image. 

E. Algorithm 

The scrambling and descrambling steps for pixel & block two level Arnold scrambling are stated below.   

Scrambling steps  

1. Arnold pixel scrambling with certain number of iterations (key1) as given in equation (1) is 

applied to the input image I(x,y) and denoted as Ip(x,y). 

2. Ip(x,y) is divided into blocks of size 64×64. 

3. Each block is arranged in a matrix format and assigned a spatial coordinate (m, n). 

4. Arnold scrambling with certain number of iterations (key2) is applied to the coordinates of the 

blocks and the blocks are rearranged with the new coordinate as an image.  

5. The final two level scrambled image I’(x,y) is obtained. 
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Descrambling steps 

1. I’(x,y) is divided into blocks as done in the scrambling 

2. Blocks with the coordinates are descrambled and all the blocks are arranged in an image format. 

3. Arnold descrambling is applied to the output image of block descrambling image to get the 

original image I(x,y). 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed two level pixel scrambling is carried out in two ways. In the first method, block level 

scrambling applied first which is followed by pixel level scrambling. In the second method, pixel 

scrambling is followed by block scrambling. Images with spatial resolution of 512×512 or 2n×2n; where 

n=4,5,6,7,8,… are considered for experiments and block separation is also carried out with the block size 

of 2m×2m; where m=4,5,6,7,8,… and m < n. Images with other spatial resolution can also be considered 

with proper padding to carry out block processing.  

 

A. Performance metrics 

Performance of the two level Arnold scrambling is analysed by the metrics such as CC, NPCR and UACI.  

 

Correlation Coefficient (CC): 

The correlation coefficient analyzes the relationship between two normally distributed random variables. 

It is evaluated through covariance and variance of the plain-scrambled images [13, 14]. The covariance 

between a plain image (Ip), and scrambled image (Is) is given by cov (Ip,Is) and variance is represented 

as σIp and σIs. The correlation coefficient is given by 

rxy =
|cov(Ip,Ie)|

√σIp  √σIe

          (5) 

NPCR 

  

NPCR [15] measures the different pixel numbers between the scrambled image and the plain image. 

NPCR % = ∑ ∑
P(i,j)

MN
N
j=1

M
i=1 × 100        (6) 

Where P(i,j)=0 if Ip(i,j)=Is(i,j) and P(i,j)=1 if Ip(i,j)≠Is(i,j) 

For this experiment, original image is scrambled by the proposed two level Arnold scrambling algorithm. 

The scrambled images are compared with the original image and NPCR value is evaluated. If NPCR is 

high that denotes good performance of the scrambling algorithm.  

 

UACI  

UACI [15] evaluates the average intensity difference between the plain and scrambled images. High 

UACI represents good performance of the scrambling algorithm. 

 

UACI % =
1

MN
[∑ ∑

IP(i,j)−Is(i,j)

255
N
j=1

M
i=1 ] × 100       (7) 
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B. Selection of Keys for two level scrambling 

Scrambling and descrambling of blocks and pixels of images are effectively carried out with key1 and 

key2. The keys are number of iterations for Arnold scrambling that is based on spatial resolution of the 

image and coordinates assigned to the blocks. For different spatial resolution, number of iterations are 

listed out in Table 1. Keys for two level scrambling can be selected according to the number of iterations. 

For descrambling, number of iterations is given by 

  

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
= {𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (2𝑛 × 2𝑛)}

− 𝐾𝑒𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 

Table 1. Number of iterations for different sizes of an image 

Size of Image Iterations 

4×4 3 

8×8 6 

16×16 12 

32×32 24 

64×64 48 

128×128 96 

256×256 192 

512×512 384 

 

C. Block-pixel scrambling 

This method is accomplished by block scrambling followed by pixel scrambling. The reverse is done for 

descrambling. Block separation is a trivial task in which the spatial resolution of the blocks can be 2
n
×2

n
. 

The spatial resolution of the blocks can be decided by the user and hence helps to improve the robustness 

of the method. Once the block separation is carried out with certain number of iterations (key1), all the 

blocks are arranged to get the block scrambled image. Arnold pixel scrambling is applied to this 

scrambled image with certain number of iteration (key2) to get the final scrambled image.  

 

    Table 2. Performance analysis of Block-pixel scrambling 

 Boat Barbara Baboon Airplane Zelda 

CC 

Block scrambling 0.957443 0.944454 0.743324 0.948021 0.976404 

Pixel Scrambling 0.21381 0.14124 0.09179 0.07031 0.11767 

NPCR 

Block scrambling 97.5399 97.826 97.81647 96.96465 97.74857 

Pixel Scrambling 99.02649 99.4606 99.28589 98.54507 99.29657 

UACI 

Block scrambling 19.6261 23.395 19.03114 18.91619 17.14758 

Pixel Scrambling 19.52677 24.6594 18.94954 18.31416 18.26919 

Descrambling is done with the reverse of the above mentioned steps and keys. Pixel descrambling with 

the certain number of iterations is applied to the scrambled image that delivers another scrambled image. 

From this scrambled image, one malicious user can guess some details about block scrambling that 

obstructs the robustness objective of this method. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. From Table 2, it is observed 

that block scrambling does not scramble the image completely. With the pixel scrambling step, robustness 

is improved. 
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Block 
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Fig. 4 Block-pixel scrambling plain and scrambled images 

D. Pixel-block scrambling 

This method deals with pixel scrambling followed by block scrambling with key1 and key2. 

Descrambling is done vice versa. In this method, block level descrambling should be carried out first with 

two factors, size of the blocks and number of iterations (key2). If both factors are correctly estimated then 

only the malicious user can do successful block level descrambling. Even after successful descrambling, 

the malicious user will get another scrambled image. Pixel level descrambling with correct key (key1) 

should be carried out to get back the original image. Compared to method1, the first descrambling step in 

this method does not reveal any information about the second descrambling step. This increases the 

robustness of this two level scrambling method. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. By analysing the descrambled 

images in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, it can be observed that pixel scrambling followed by block scrambling 

provides more security to the plain images. From Table 3. It is revealed that the first pixel scrambling step 

itself, the plain image is scrambled. The scrambled image is again scrambled block wise. For malicious 

users, estimating the size of the blocks for descrambling is complex task. If this step is completed 

correctly, then only the pixel descrambling can be carried out to get the plain image.  

 

    Table 3. Performance analysis of pixel - Block scrambling 

 Boat Barbara Baboon Airplane Zelda 

CC 

Pixel Scrambling 0.13751 0.11479 0.047531 0.13927 0.04106 

Block scrambling 0.21431 0.1397 0.091503 0.07029 0.11699 
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NPCR 

Pixel Scrambling 99.05396 99.46938 99.3309 98.57788 99.31679 

Block scrambling 99.01886 99.43352 99.30725 98.53745 99.27635 

UACI 

Pixel Scrambling 19.56608 24.66429 18.9602 18.35283 18.30821 

Block scrambling 19.53834 24.67745 18.95002 18.32674 18.27697 

 

 

 

Original Image 

     
 

 

 

Pixel 

scrambling 

 
     

Block 

scrambling 

     

Block 

descrambling 

     

Pixel 

descrambling 

     
Fig. 5 Pixel-block scrambling plain and scrambled images 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work proposes a two level Arnold scrambling method which increases the security of scrambling 

technique. Conventional Arnold scrambling has one level of scrambling in which the original image can 

be obtained by applying descrambling iteratively. This paper introduces Arnold scrambling for pixels and 

blocks of the plain image. This pixel and block scrambling can be applied alternatively, but pixel 

scrambling followed by block scrambling delivers more robustness compared to block scrambling 

followed by pixel scrambling. This is substantiated by both subjective and objective analysis. 

Performance of this two level Arnold scrambling is also analysed by Correlation coefficient, number of 

pixel change rate and unified average changing intensity. This two level Arnold scrambling can be used 

an image scrambling step in image watermarking, image tamper detection & recovery and image 

authentication algorithms. 
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Abstract - The Brainy Wheelchair concept is devised to provide a smart electronic aid for the physically and 
visually impaired people. The system consists of ultrasonic sensors and GPS module, and the feedback is 

received through audio. Voice output is achieved through TTS (text to speech). The system is intended to 
provide object detection, and real time assistance via GPS, by making use of Raspberry Pi. The proposed 

system detects an object around the person and sends feedback in the form of speech and warning messages via 
earphones. It also provides navigation to specific location through GPS. The aim of the overall system is to 

provide a low cost, efficient navigation and obstacle detection aid for blind. This gives a sense of artificial 

vision by providing information about the environmental scenario of static and dynamic object around them, so 
that they can move independently.  

  

Index Terms - GPS Module, Obstacles, Raspberry Pi, TTS, Ultrasonic Sensor.  

  I.  INTRODUCTION 

Blindness or visual impairment is a condition that affects many people around the world. This condition leads 

to the loss of the valuable sense of vision. Visually impaired people suffer inconveniences in their daily and 

social life. Eyesight plays a major role in collecting most of the information from the real world and that 

information will be processed by the brain. Across the world, there are millions of people who are visually 

impaired, out of which many are blind. The need for assistive devices was and will be continuous. There is a 

wide range of navigation systems and tools existing for visually impaired individuals. India’s population is 

currently at a whopping 133 crores, out of which, about 1.5 crore people are visually impaired, and 2.7 crore 

people are physically disabled.  

II. OBJECTIVE  

The main objective of this project is to provide a voice-based assistance to blind people. Here we have 

developed an intelligent system that helps a blind person to travel without the help of anyone and that works 

efficiently. The current navigation system for the visually impaired focus on travelling from one location to 

another. The device is used to help blind people to move with the same ease and confidence as a sighted people.   

III. LITERATURE SURVEY  

For the thorough development of the brainy wheel chair device for Blind Using Raspberry Pi, we need to go 

through each and every technical aspect related to it. This chapter provides an introduction to the area of 

research. A Brief Study and Survey has been carried out to understand various issues related to the project, 

which involves providing a smart electronic aid for blind people to provide artificial vision and object detection, 

real time assistance via GPS module by using Raspberry Pi .A survey is made among Blind people, who find it 

difficult to detect obstacles while moving in the street .The focus is on the visually impaired, who cannot walk 

independently in unfamiliar environment .The main aim of our project is to develop a system that helps the 

blind people to move independently. The Brainy wheel Chair for the Blind consist of three parts to help people 
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travel with a greater degree of psychological comfort and independence: sensing the immediate environment for 

obstacles and hazards, providing information to move left or right and orientation during travel.  

• “Navigation Tool for Visually Challenged using Microcontroller”, Sabarish.S.  

• “Smart walking stick - an electronic approach to    assist visually disabled persons”, Mohammad Hazzaz   

Mahmud, Rana Saha, Sayemul Islam  

• “Ultrasonic smart cane indicating a safe free path to blind people”, Arun G. Gaikwad 1, H. K. Waghmare2  

1ME Embedded system Design, MIT Aurangabad 2 Assistant Professor Department of E&TC, MIT 

Aurangabad  

• “A Multidimensional Walking Aid for Visually Impaired Using Ultrasonic Sensors Network with  

Voice Guidance”, Olakanmi O. Oladayo  

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Blind people generally use either the typical white cane or a guide dog to travel. The white cane is a 

widely used mobility aid that helps blind
 
people to navigate in

 
their surroundings. The idea of designing

 
and 

manufacturing ultrasonic sensor combines the properties of sound monition, which benefit the blind and a 

vibrating alert feature, which benefit the people that experience deafness. Although the wheelchair gives a 

warning
 
about few meters before the obstacle, for a

 
normal moving speed, the time to react is very short. A 

sensor is used detect obstacles within the designed range for a blind person to avoid them, through the issuance 

of distinctive sound or vibration. This can even be issued by the deaf, by putting their finger on the button at the 

top of the device, which vibrates when there
 
is a risk. This system involves more manual work and it does

 
not 

provide a good enough result. The existing system doesn’t provide proper navigation and therefore, is not much 

effective. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM      

The proposed system consists of three
 
main units:  

• Ultrasonic Sensor unit.    

• GPS Module unit. 

• Espeak Text to Speech unit.   

“Brainy Wheelchair for blind using Raspberry Pi” system is easy to understand and maintain. This system 

uses Raspberry
 
Pi, which is a small processing device that works as a computer at relatively low cost. The 

system consists of ultrasonic sensors, GPS module and the feedback is received through audio. Voice output 

works through TTS (text to speech).
 
 

The proposed system detects an object around them and sends feedback in the form of speech, i.e. warning 

messages via earphones. It also provides navigation to specific location through GPS. The aim of the overall 

system is to provide a low cost, efficient navigation and obstacle detection aid for the blind which gives a 

sense of artificial vision by providing information about the environmental scenario of static
 
and

 
dynamic 

objects around them, so that they can move independently. 

     

A. Ultrasonic Sensor   

High frequency sound waves is generated by ultrasonic sensor. It evaluates
 
the echo which is received back by 

the sensors. The time interval between sending the signal and receiving the echo is calculated by a sensor
 
to 

determine the distance to an object. Ultrasonic is like an infrared where it will reflect on a surface in any 

shape, but ultrasonic has a better range detection compared to infrared. In robotic and automation industry, 

ultrasonic has been highly accepted because of its usage. In our Project the Ultrasonic sensor distance 

measurement Module deals with the distance measurement between the obstacle and the blind person. This
 

module starts the process when the user turns on the device using power supply. Firstly, when the device turns 

on,
  

the ultrasonic sensor will automatically give the distance measurement of the obstacle in front of the 

blind, and then the distance measured is stored in the SD card. 
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FIG 5.1 ULTRASONIC SENSOR 

 

FIG  5.2 PROPOSED FLOW CHART 

B.   GPS Module 

             This module deals with the navigation of blind person from particular source to destination. This 

phase starts by Obstacle Detection. First the ultrasonic sensor gives voice command about the distance 

measurement between the obstacle and the blind person, based on that the navigation route instruction will be 

provided to blind by GPS Module via voice command. The navigation route is provided based on the latitude 

and longitude values. The latitude and longitude    values will be stored so that when that value is matched the 

blind person gets the voice command to move left or right. 

 

  

                          FIG 5.3 GPS MODULE  
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C. Voice Command Module   

This module deals with giving the instructions to the blind user about the obstacles via Earphone. After 

detecting the Obstacles it gives the instructions about the obstacle  and based on that GPS Module Provides 

route to the Blind. The function of a TTS (Text to Speech) is to convert the given text into spoken waveform. 

In order for us to give verbal instructions to the user, we need to convert our text instructions to audible speech.  

D. Vibrating motor 

A vibrating motor is essentially a motor that is improperly balanced. Our program triggers the vibrating motor 

when there is an obstacle in the way. As the obstacle gets closer, the intensity of the vibrating motor increases, 

thereby alerting the user. 

 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 

The working of the system begins when the power supply is given. The ultrasonic sensor is then used to detect 

obstacle and provides distance between obstacle and the device. GPS Module provides navigation. When 

obstacle is detected, the distance and the navigation will be processed using Raspberry Pi device. The 

processing happens in such a way that if the obstacle is on to the right side, a voice command will be given to 

take left and vice versa. 

VI. RESULTS 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method the experiments were conducted. The results in this paper 

shows the beginning of our efforts to build a compact travelling aid that allows the visually impaired to 

negotiate everyday environment. As previously mentioned, the sensor circuits give information about the 

environment. The circuit that has been designed for the object detection has provided an accuracy of 1 meter. 

For providing navigation GPS module has been used. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The project “Brainy Wheelchair for the Physically and Visually Impaired” is designed to create a system using 

ultrasonic sensors, GPS module and providing voice command through headphone to the blind people. It 

would help a visually impaired person navigate through a public place independently. The proposed system 

tries to eliminate the faults in the previous system. The system takes measures to ensure their safety. It also 

aims to solve the problems faced by the blind people in their daily life. The design brainy wheel chair for Blind 

using ultrasonic sensors and GPS with voice output is of great benefit to blind people when it comes to 

independent mobility. The advantage of the system lies in the fact that it can prove to be a very low-cost 

solution to millions of blind people worldwide. The proposed combination of Ultrasonic Sensor and GPS 

makes a real-time system that monitors position of the user and provides feedback making navigation more 

safe and secure.  We are using eSpeak text to speech conversion to provide voice command as output. Blind 

people can easily navigate from one place to another as our product provides voice messages. It is therefore 

capable of guiding a visually impaired person reach his/her destination. 
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Abstract- Reliability plays an important role in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). Nodes to sink data 

transmission reliability is important for monitoring the sensor field, where the sensors are deployed and 

sink to nodes data transmission  reliability for acknowledgement and software configuration. Only one 

transmission protocol for reliable transmission cannot be adopted for all applications and scenarios of 

WSNs. In this paper we discuss existing works which implement data transmission protocols that ensure 

reliable transmission of information over the channel to improve Quality Of Service (QOS) of WSN. 

Existing works are compared to help the research scholar to choose proper technique based on WSN 

application type and its constraints. 

 

Index Terms- Wireless sensor networks, Reliability, Quality of service, Protocol 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

ireless sensor network is internetwork of sensor nodes which communicate wirelessly to send the 

sensed information from the sensing field to base station through sink node, in turn the base station 

is connected to external network to reach end user[9]. Sensor nodes communicate in multihop manner 

[16].Various protocols are used for reliability of data transmission in WSN. Two types of data transport 

protocols used during erroneous channel condition for data transmission are 

 

A. Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol 

B. Forward Error Control (FEC) protocol 

 

A. Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol 

In this scheme when receiver finds any error in received data it sends a negative acknowledgement to 

transmitter so that it can retransmits the message and this continues until positive acknowledgement is 

received from receiver. ARQ-technique depends on the retransmission strategy to recover the original 

data packets [11]. 

 

B. Forward Error Control (FEC) protocol  

FEC protocol depends on check bits added to the transmitted packet so that it can be corrected for errors 

at the receiver to recover  packets without any error [13]. Two types of classification in FEC are block 

codes and convolution codes [12]. 

  

II section discusses different optimization metrics used to compare performance of different  data 

transmission protocols.III section provides various energy models for power consumption metrics 

analysis in WSN. IV section provides the survey on existing work[19][20]. V section concludes the 

discussion. 

 

II. OPTIMIZATION METRICS 

Optimization metrics used to evaluate performance of  various data transmission protocols are  

W 
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1) Coding gain. 

2) Throughput. 

3) Bit error rate (BER). 

4) Symbol error rate (SER). 

5) Packet error rate (PER). 

6) Latency. 

7) Power consumption. 

8) Decoding energy per bit. 

9) Packet delivery rate.  

 
Coding gain: For given BER, difference between the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) values of coded and 

uncoded system is coding gain [6]. 

 

Throughput: Throughput  is the successful delivery of a message over a communication channel[4]. 

 

Bit error rate: The bit error rate is the number of bit errors divided by the total number of transferred bits 

during a studied time interval. BER is a performance measure of reliability and does not have any unit. It 

is expressed as a percentage [21] 

 

Symbol error rate: The symbol error rate is the ratio of number of incorrect received symbols to the total 

number of symbols received. Symbol is declared incorrect if minimum one bit in symbol is erroneous 

[18]. 

 

Packet error rate: The packet error ratio is the ratio of number of incorrectly received data packets to the 

total number of received packets. A packet is considered incorrect if minimum one bit is erroneous [3]. 

 

Latency: Delay between transmission and reception of data [4]. 

 

Power consumption: Power consumption of the network [1]. 

 

Decoding energy per bit: Energy required for decoding a bit [5]. 

 

Packet delivery rate: Successful delivery of packets per unit time [2]. 

 

 
III. ENERY MODELS 

Energy models are used in WSN for analysis of power consumption based on transmission strategies. 

Two types of transmission strategies are end to end strategy and node to node strategy. 

A. Energy model for end to end strategy 

Total energy consumed in network is given by 

Etotal=Etx+Erx                  (1) 

Where Etx is energy consumed while transmitting the data, Erx is energy consumed while receiving data. 

Further 

Etotal=∑ 𝑁𝐸𝑡𝑥(𝑏) + ∑ 𝑁𝐸𝑟𝑥(𝑏)𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑚
𝑖=1                             (2) 
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Where N is number of bits. Etx(b) and Erx(b) are the power required to transmit and receive single bit 

respectively. 

B. Energy model for node to node strategy 

The energy required to transmit and receive single bit information is given by 

Eb=Etx + Erx + EDec                  (3) 

Where EDec is energy spent on decoding single bit.Energy consumed while transmitting and receiving can 

be written as 

Etx=((Ptx+Po) n/R+PstTst)/k                 (4) 

Erx=(Prx(n/R)+PsrTsr)/k                          (5) 

Where Po is transmit power, Ptx, Prx are power consumption in the transmit and receive circuitry. Pst, 

Psr are startup power consumption at transmitter and receiver respectively. Tst, Tsr are startup time in 

transmitter and receiver respectively, R is data rate, n is packet length and k is number of information bits. 

 

IV. EXISTING WORK 

A.       Error correction codes in WSN: an energy aware approach 

[15] Mohammad Rakibul Islam develops a framework for finding the suitable error control code for 

WSN. First bit error characteristics in sensor network is analyzed to determine whether their BER varies 

smoothly enough to be traced down. State machine is used to model the wireless channel, where each 

state corresponds to BER. Two parameters are analyzed; one is duration for which it exists in any of the 

states and BER variation between two states. Above two parameters decide usefulness of adoptability 

technique in FEC. Adoptability technique fails in two cases one is when BER rate is constant and the 

other case is when there is fast variation of BER over a time, then it is not possible to find suitable FEC 

because of the processing time required, therefore it hardly accomplishes any improvement. Graph of 

number of erroneous bytes per packet (NCBPP) distribution standard deviation distribution for 10 traces 

at Transmitter Receiver (TR) distance (6meters to 13meters) is analyzed. In this work set up made are 1) 

4 hour traffic flow, 2) 3.2kbs speed, 3) transmission power is 90mW. NCBPP increases gradually with 

TR distance. Multipath interferences get strong when signal power becomes weak. Allan deviation (in 

bytes) is plotted versus time interval (in seconds) to show how fast the bit error rate changes. Frequency 

versus burst error length analysis graph for 1000 packets is plotted and it is observed that most of the bit 

errors are either single or double bit errors; presence of burst error is rare. Reed solomon codes(RS) with 

different error correcting capabilities like RS(15,11), RS(31,26), RS(31,21), RS(31,16) and RS(31,11) are 

simulated. Power consumption and BER  analysis is  made for all RS codes and RS(31,21) turns out to be 

a optimal choice. 

 

  

B.       Forward Error Correction in Sensor Networks 

[7] Jaein Jeong, Cheng-TienEe, implemented and tested few versions of FEC protocols.WSN channel 

error characteristics are analyzed in this work using Mica Mote transmitter and receiver.analysis shows 

that most errors are single bit or double bit errors and burst errors are rarely present. This work 

implements three types of simple encoding scheme in indoor and outdoor environment which are less 

complex. Simple encoding schemes chosen for low power and small memory WSNs are Odd weight 

column code with 13 bit code word and 8 bit data (SECDED(13,8)),Odd weight column code wit 30 bit 

code word and 24 bit data (SECDED(30,24)) and quasi cycle code with 16 bit code word and 8 bit 

data(DECTED(16,8)).All codes reduce the packet error rate close to zero in outdoor environment where 

most errors are single bit or double bit. When most of the errors are burst errors in indoor environment, 
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the codes are not efficient in reducing packet losses, but packet loss is still lower than that of not using 

error control codes.SECDED (13,8) produces smallest packet drop rate among three. Flat form used is 

chipcon CC 1000 radio, in indoor and outdoor environment. 

 

 

C. Experimental investigation of Reed Solomon error correction technique for wireless sensor 

networks: 

[10] Cheng-Lai Cheah, Poh-Ling Tan, and Chee-Kit Ho proposed forward error correction code which 

reduces the PER for distances less than 40 meters. Experimental setup is done for investigation of error 

pattern for WSN (At transmitting end, the CC2520 IEEE 802.15.42.4Ghz RF transceiver is used to send 

10000 random data packets, with 114 bytes length which is approximately equal to maximum packet 

length of IEEE 802.15.4 Wireless sensor network of 122 bytes. Receiver used is CC2520 2.4 Ghz RF 

transceiver) .Experimental investigation  shows that 82% of error packets occur because of burst error and 

18% are caused by random errors. RS code is used for burst error correction. PER is investigated before 

and after correcting errors. PER v/s distance graph before and after error correction is plotted. For the 

target of 10-3 packet error rate (acceptable by most of internet protocols (IP) applications, proposed work 

improves the distance by about 10m compared to the WSN without error correction. Packet error rate v/s 

received signal strength indicator (RSSI in –dBm) before and after error correction is plotted. For the 

target of 10-3 Packet error rate, proposed technique improves the RSSI by about 8DB compared to the 

wireless sensor network which does not uses error correction technique. 

 

D. A hybrid adaptive coding and decoding scheme for multihop wireless sensor networks 

[8] Imad EZ-zari,Mounir Ariona, Ahamed El Oualkadi, PascalLorenz, proposes an approach for reducing 

decoding power consumption and to increase the lifetime of the network and also to improve the 

reliability of the transmission in multihop sensor networks. Hybrid adaptive coding is implemented based 

on inter node distance. Strong low density parity check(LDPC) codes and RS codes are considered 

adaptively on the basis of channel conditions and inter node distance. If d<dcrossover Friss free space 

model is used. If d>dcrossover two ray ground reflection model is used. This work uses MTE routing 

algorithm. If d<dcrossover data is encoded by RS code else data is encoded by LDPC code. Energy 

consumption is less and network life time is improved. It is observed that performance for clustered 

wireless networks is not analyzed in this work. 

 

E. Adaptive forward error correction(AFEC) for best effort wireless sensor networks  

[22] KanyU, FilipBarac, mikaelGidlund and johan Akerberg proposes an adoptive FEC protocol scheme 

on the medium access control. RS codes with different error correcting capacity are employed..Markove 

model with M states is used with S(i) states. Transmission starts from state (0) that is the FEC code with 

low error correcting capability, S(M) is the state with high error correcting capability. In adoptive 

switching concept transmitter evaluates the channel conditions and makes the changes to coding 

according. If channel error conditions improve the receiver will switch to a low power FEC .If channel is 

distorted, the transmission will transit to a more powerful code. Switching technique is based on the 

number of acknowledgements (ACKS) received inside a window of L previously transmitted packets. 

Packet error rate window(PER)WIN within the window is found and it is compared with a defined 

switching threshold PERT for determining whether to switch to a error correcting code with higher 

capacity or a error correcting code with lower error correcting capability. Adoptive algorithm does not 

require a dedicated feedback channel. 

 

In AFEC code ranking is given for different codes, the highest code rate will give the lower overhead in 

to encoded packets, resulting in high capacity for information payload. Error correction capability of RS 

(n, k) code is given by 

 

t= [(n-k)/2                  (6) 
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Where n is total number of symbols, k is total number of information symbols in a code word. AFEC can 

provide higher throughput and reduced power consumption compared to static FEC. Since AFEC cannot 

provide the Packet delivery rate as high as strongest static FEC scheme, it is suitable for packet loss 

tolerant WSN applications. It is observed that reliability of acknowledgement is not considered in this 

work. 

 

In [15] step by step approach for finding suitable data transmission protocol is provided. 

In[7][10]emphasis is given for error pattern rather than power consumption, computational requirement  

and storage space. Hybrid adoptive coding[8] is implemented by considering inter node distance. Channel 

conditions are estimated  for adaptive FEC [22] based on acknowledgement received. 

 

Table 1.Provides the comparison of reviewed works and their suitability for particular WSN 

application. 

Table 1: Comparison Table 

 

Author 

Network 

Topology 

Type of protocol Application suitability 

Mohammad 

Rakibul Islam 
Multihop FEC,RS CODE  

RS(15,11), RS(31,26), RS(31,21), 

RS(31,11), RS(31,16) 

WSNs which depend  on  

BER of channel 

Jaein Jeong Point to point FEC WSNs with single and 

double bit error pattern 

Cheng-Lai 

Cheah 

Point to 

point 
FEC,RS code WSNs with bursty 

channel and which are 

not tolerant  to PER over 

short distance. 

Imad EZ-zari Multihop FEC,RS,LDPC WSNs with more life 

time and reliability in 

transmission 

KanyU Point to 

point 

FEC,RS 

CODE,RS(15,5),Rs(15,7) 

Rs(15,9),Rs(15,11),Rs(15,13) 

Packet loss tolerant 

WSNs 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper provides review on different protocols for reliable transmission of data in WSN during bad 

channel conditions. Different existing works are discussed to improve reliability of transmission.WSN 

and their suitability for different applications and WSN constraints are analyzed. In existing works QOS 

is improved by means of reliable data transmission protocols. Future challenges involved to improve QOS 

of WSN are 1) resource limitations like power required for transmission, Memory size.2) Data 

redundancy that is, similar event is sensed by the nodes.3) Dynamically changing network like node 

failure, link failure and topology. 
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Abstract- With smart homes changing the way of life of people, a smart refrigerator is an addition to 

their family. The fast pace of our life has led to an alarming consumption of junk food, expired 

products or vegetables at homes. In this paper, we are introducing a novel concept of a smart 

refrigerator which is content aware and focuses on personalization for each of its users, which, in the 

long-term, would help to tackle the problem of effective waste management. It is an AI-driven 

solution, aiming at resolving the problems faced by the current generation and also has various other 

salient features like health data analysis, framing nutrient plans, recipes, dishes, etc. Various sensors 

like cameras, bar code scanners and weight gauge help to calculate the nutrients present. AI and ML 

continuously evolve, adapt and help to better understand the users’ tastes and preferences. Analysis of 

the consumption pattern will lead to the generation of what all items are to be bought and in what 

quantity to be stored in the refrigerator. This would lead to healthier homes and a healthier planet. 

 

Index Terms- Artificial Intelligence (AI), barcode scanners, cameras, machine learning (ML), smart 

refrigerator 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he advances in AI and ML powered by Cloud-based computing has revolutionized the home 

appliance industry, whether it is a good old coffee maker, or a virtual assist. There is no segment 

that has been unexplored. Integration of technology with homes has made smart living possible and is 

taking us towards the future. With the rising advancements, demands and expectations are also rising 

at a tremendous pace. Consumers are becoming more tech-savvy and want the next big thing in the 

market for their homes. 

 

There have been many efforts in developing a smart refrigerator in the industry. A smart refrigerator 

that has both personalization and sustainability-driven holds its own USP. The traditional notion of a 

refrigerator has changed, from a storage unit, to keep food cold, to a device that integrates with the 

internet and the cloud, giving it capabilities to develop data and applications, focusing on a healthier 

lifestyle.  

 

In this project, we aim at developing a smart refrigerator that driven by both, personalization and 

sustainability. Interweaving itself into this complex system of devices talking to each other, making 

routine tasks simpler [1]. Using these intelligent devices in the kitchen, which is the heart of every 

home, would help to bring in a range of products and appliances to tackle the various problems faced 

by homemakers. With weighing scales and image sensors, it would be easy to identify which product 

is going to consumed the most and at the earliest. Most of the existing smart refrigerators do not 

provide a solution for these problems. Smart refrigerators are the next evolutionary step in home 

appliances. The refrigerator would have sensors that would monitor the products kept inside, and 

accordingly would pan out recipes which can be viewed with a feed of the demo, by linking it to the 

T 
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internet for real-time content. Also, with the help of smart wearable technology, access to health 

related data of the people living in the house would be possible. This way, the refrigerators can be in 

constant touch with their users, letting them know if any product has to be bought, or if a product was 

about to get over and has to be replenished. 

There has been a drastic change in people’s lifestyle, which is a result of the developments taking 

place in the technological sector. This lifestyle has reduced the level exercise and lead to the 

consumption of unhealthy food [2]. The eating pattern of an individual can cause diet related illnesses 

during later stages of our lives [3]. Changing lifestyle has led to an unhealthy dietary pattern and the 

lack of exercise has given rise to obesity, which is becoming a major health hazard. From this 

perspective, the smart refrigerator would be focusing on the nutrition and health habits of its users. 

Refrigerators are a part of the majority of households. As results play an important role in the user’s 

consumption pattern, smart refrigerators will make it ideally suitable to tackle the problem of family 

healthcare. 

II. PRESENT SCENARIO AND RESEARCH GAP 

A. Present Scenario 

The smart refrigerator industry has seen a lot of changes in the recent times, with some of the market 

leaders in the e-commerce sector venturing into the industry as well. Some of the popular ones area 

Kenmore Smart sold on Amazon, which is the best match for Alexa lovers, Samsung RF28JBE, LG 

InstaView Door-to-Door, all unique in their own ways. However, all of them have various shortfalls, 

mainly: 

 Most of these companies don’t give a guarantee on software updation which eventually leads 

on to issues, such as unable to connect to the server, making it vulnerable and unintelligent in 

due course. Considering refrigerators are part of a household for a long period of time, this is 

a major issue. Once the refrigerator becomes vulnerable it is prone to DDoS attacks which 

can leak sensitive information of the users.  

 The price of these refrigerators is generally high, making buying a high end refrigerator with 

any of these features a sweeter deal. These refrigerators would last longer and also don’t have 

a software updation issue. 

 There isn’t a standardised system to record bar code information, for instance, the expiry, or 

the quantity of the product. 

 There aren’t any functions helping with nutrient and dietary control, which would pose to be a 

very attractive feature in any refrigerator. 

B. Research Gap 

The global smart appliance market is believed to grow at a CAGR of 23.48% during 2016-2020 [4]. 

Businesses are starting to intensely focus of this sector, trying to come up with numerous 

advancements and digital technologies that can be integrated into the daily lives of their customers. 

The present scenario gives insight into the fact that the existing refrigerators are made with advanced 

technology and are more concentrated on the combination of intelligent sensor [5][6] networks and 

information. However, most companies overlook the fact that they can deliver more to their customers 

by integrating personal factors like their health, building a stronger brand loyalty. This segment has a 

lot of potential and further exploration would lead to more opportunities to bring the development of 

the same. 
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III. PROPOSED MODEL 

A. Proposed Model 

The project is focused around developing a smart refrigerator which enables their customers to 

enhance their diet, including more nutritious content and endorsing a healthier dietary plan. The 

system is built around cloud computing and AI, eventually branching out into ML. The system has a 

database of its users and a locally built database which has nutrient information [7]. This goes in 

accordance to the user’s tastes and preferences and helps to achieve the maximum level of satisfaction 

from the customer’s point of view. The database contains information about the user’s age, weight, 

height, medical record, allergies etc [8]. The in-built sensors scan the bar code and also scan an image 

of the product every time it passes the door. This way, the refrigerator is able to record what food item 

it is and with the help of the weighing scales it will be able to have a clearer idea of how much of the 

product is consumed, enabling it to identify the consumption pattern. This would let it generate 

grocery lists and enable it to find recipes and dietary plans which fit the same [9]. Also, it would be 

able to let the user know when a particular product is about to expire. Notifying them regarding the 

same when they are near a store or when they go shopping would make their life easier. The screen on 

the door of the refrigerator displays all this information and gives out warning signals to know if the 

user still wants the product or not. 

B. USP of the model 

The USP of our prototype is the cameras, bar code scanners and weight gauge which helps to 

calculate nutrients, giving a clear picture of the contents present inside the refrigerator. By integrating 

ML and AI, we are able to better understand the customer’s tastes and preferences. It analyses the 

consumption pattern and notifies the user not only what to buy, but also how much to buy. The cloud-

based system tracks the nutrition intake and identifies which nutrients are lacking in the user’s diet, 

which is based on the intake. It also develops customised recipes based on the number of members in 

the house to improve taste and reduce waste. It calculates the BMI of its users when the information is 

fed in, which leads to more efficient nutrient suggestions. 

C. System Design  

The smart refrigerator application requires the usage of Python for its implementation. The users 

interact with the interface of the smart refrigerator. The database design is vital for the system design. 

Below is the entity-relation diagram of the smart refrigerator. In order to explain the working of our 

model we have devised an architectural design of the entire process subdivided into 3 parts.  The first 

is wearables and smart phones, next by the smart refrigerator and the last being cloud. The Fig 1.1 

explains the entire architectural framework. 

C.1. Smart wearables and smart phones 

Smart wearables record the day to day activities such as exercise, physical fitness, sleep cycle, heart 

rate, calories burnt etc. This health data is gathered and sent to the users’ smart phones. Smartphones 

nowadays have in-built health applications which are equipped with a Medical ID. This Medial ID is 

unique to its user, containing all the information generated from these smart wearables and also has its 

own input on the same, for instance, the previous medical records which include user’s BMI, 

allergies, medical condition and other issues. When the smart phone is connected to the smart 

refrigerator it can transfer this data to the refrigerator.  

C.2. Smart refrigerator 

Each smart refrigerator is assigned with a unique ID and has in-built cameras which have a 360 view 

which recognise what comes in and goes out of the refrigerator. There is also a bar code scanner 

which scans the codes of packed goodss. The weight gauge measures the weight distribution and the 
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consumption of the what is kept in the refrigerator. Combining these two helps to track the 

consumption pattern of the users, leading to higher accuracy in predictability of dishes and generation 

of grocery list. The data obtained from the smart refrigerator is sent to the cloud.  

C.3. Cloud 

Cloud serves two important functions, the first one being, it has a database of all the recipes and the 

unique smart refrigerator ID. The second is that it has the AI and ML based algorithms. Cloud has 

database of recipes which is stored on it. It further segregates data with reference to certain keywords 

and hashtags. For example, if the users use certain hashtags like #spicy, #south Indian, etc., the 

system will match these words with recipes, which would enable the users to relive the same.  

Once this data is sent, the customer is able to view customised dishes, which is made available with 

the help of cloud. These dishes are orientated around the user’s health condition. With the help of 

these devices, it will be capable to monitor the customer’s health more accurately. If the user is an 

active gym user, then it would also pick out those dishes which would complement their work-out 

pattern.  

A separate database is maintained in cloud for each smart refrigerator based on its unique ID. The 

user’s information such as the medical records and the inventory present in the refrigerator are sent to 

the cloud and based on this, coupled with his/her preferences, it will select the best recipe. 

D. Working Process 

A separate database is maintained in cloud for each smart refrigerator based on its unique ID. In Fig 

1.2 the smart refrigerator with the help of the in-built camera, would scan what comes inside the 

refrigerator. For instance, if it is a fruit, vegetable or dairy product, it would classify this on the bases 

of certain predetermined criteria in case it is a packed product and has a bar code. Then, the bar code 

scanner present would scan the code, getting all information regarding what item it is, when it would 

expire and lastly, the weight gauge would let us know what all is being consumed and how much of it 

is being consumed. All this information is derived from the smart refrigerator, and combined with the 

information with the data obtained from the smart phone which tells us regarding the medical records, 

sleeping patterns etc. In the end, the final information that is sent to the processing unit is the user’s 

medical records. The inventory present in the refrigerator are sent to the cloud. Based on this and his 

preferences, it will select the best recipe. 
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Fig1.2 Working process of Smart Refrigerator 

The processing unit, where with the help of the cloud database, which contains millions of recipes, an 

algorithm is created after careful assessment of keywords. A proper match is made with the database, 

helping to achieve a personalised experience for the user. It gives recipes based on what is available 

inside the refrigerator which it is able to perceive with the help of the consumption pattern. This also 

enables it to give out suggestions regarding what is to be bought. The ML mechanism present would 

help the machine to predict on its own in the future, without requiring access to all this information 

and after rectifying past errors. If the customers refrigerator has meat stored in it previously, then it 

would be able to detect that the user is a non-vegetarian and would recommend in accordance to 

that. Based on the previous consumption pattern of the user, the machine would be able to detect more 

accurately what to recommend its customer. The consumption pattern of the user would also enable 

the system to tell the users which all products are to be bought and in what quantity. This would help 

in waste management as the system would know which all products are not being consumed and is 

going to be wasted. So, by avoiding purchase of those products, or reducing its quantity, it will be 

help to minimize the waste. The final recipe or ingredients required would be displayed on the screen 

in the refrigerator, or on the user’s phone, which is even more convenient to the user. The user would 

Fig 1.1 System design and Components of smart refrigerator 
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be notified if a product has expired, when it should be removed from the smart refrigerator and when 

it should be bought to replace it as well.  

E.  Sustainability 

The smart refrigerator would continuously analyse and monitor consumption, due to which it becomes 

easy to predict the future consumption. This estimation would enable in reducing the waste emission 

from households as people would be aware what quantity is apt for the user and buy goods in 

accordance to that. This would lead to waste minimisation and installing these refrigerators in an 

apartment complex, proceeding into a locality, which would help in waste minimisation at a greater 

level. Its further expansion can help to reach this at a global scale. 

F. Example 

In order to comprehend the application of this smart refrigerator, we were given a problem along with 

how we would tackle this issue. 

Problem –Jenny who is a 40-year old female who has early onset of Type 2 diabetes. With her hectic 

lifestyle she was barely able to manage her health and the lack of unawareness had made Google her 

virtual dietician. As most of the information was not personalised it left her dissatisfied. For instance, 

being South Indian, she preferred South Indian cuisine, however the options made available to her are 

mostly bland and tasteless. And more often, she found that she did not have the ingredients in the 

refrigerator for the dishes she liked. The unreliability of the information of these websites was 

extremely high. She was persistently looking for a way out of this.  

Solution - With the help of our concept we believe we would be able to address her problem. The first 

step would be accessing her medical data from her smartphone. With most of smartphones having 

Medical ID and day to day activity through her fitness tracker, it would be easier to get information 

that is required to assess her medical condition and recommend dishes to her in accordance to that. 

Based on the contents inside the smart refrigerator we would be able to analyse and recommend 

dishes which would be customised to her taste. Giving preference mainly to the dishes which she 

would be able to cook based on what is available in the refrigerator. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

The future is smart living and it begins at home. The smart refrigerator sector is growing rapidly and 

we believe our product has tremendous potential and, in the future, it can be integrated with super 

markets to supply the products at the user’s door step. It can predict the demand for products and 

automatically notify the user enabling him to place the order. The proposed model is still in an infant 

stage and therefore, still has scope of improvement. With access to the user’s medical record and their 

consumption pattern it would be possible to develop nutrition chart for their users. Upon following 

this chart by the user, the system would recommend the dishes and workout plans they can use to 

make it more effective as well. The ultimate aim is to achieve a smart home which is driven towards 

making our lives easier, and at in the long term not harm our planet.  

Energy conservation is becoming a vital part of sustainability, so in future scope we can include an 

energy conservation system. For this, we would initially connect the smart refrigerator with a smart 

energy meter which receives load scheduling data from the smart grid. This would help us to monitor 

and analyse the peak hours enabling us to conserve the energy by automatically managing the 

temperature inside the smart refrigerator.  This can reduce power consumption of household 

appliances, helping to cut down on expenses and also reducing the carbon footprints as well. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This novel concept which is an integration of AI, ML and cloud-based computing. It has a bright 

future and is bound to branch out into various other dimensions of kitchen appliances, especially with 

smart homes becoming more common. The refrigerator would enable the users to have a better 

nutrient consumption, in turn improving their health. The design is in a manner wherein the items 

stored are used for advising the users dishes that can be made by guiding them step by step. It can also 

track the consumption pattern of the customers and do a health data analysis based on this.  
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Abstract— A significant cause of waste generation is littering. Whether intentional or unintentional, 

littering has an adverse impact on the environment and it also costs municipalities millions of dollars 

annually to clean up the waste. Traditional systems for waste management include regular waste 

collection by assigned groups such as the municipal corporation trucks for cities, janitors for an 

institution etc. Due to the shortcomings of existing waste monitoring and management systems, this 

paper proposes an alternative and efficient approach for waste monitoring in large. This paper 

presents a smart solid waste detection system which uses the motion of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

(UAV) such as drone for waste detection based on image processing techniques which help identify 

places contaminated with waste and sends the location coordinates as a notification. This system uses 

the concepts of deep learning, image stitching and image processing through feature extraction. In the 

last section, we will discuss the future applications of this smart system which will tackle both 

garbage detection and collection. Finally, the future scope and relevance of this system will be 

discussed. 

 

Keywords—solid waste detection, waste management, UAV, drone, image processing, 

litter, deep learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solid waste management has been a major concern for a long time. India produces 42.0 million 

tons of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) annually at present. According to a recent consensus, the per 

capita waste generation in India is increasing at a rate of 1.3% per annum. Garbage generated 

annually across the globe amounts to billions of tons today, with almost one lakh metric tons of 

garbage generated in India per day. This can cause a major impact on the environment. With 

urbanization in India, the scale of cities and the number of residents is rising and with it is increasing 

the amount of urban waste generated [1][2][3]. 

 
Often the presence of litter in a given area results in the intentional throwing of litter at that particular 

spot as it gives the impression that it is a right place for discarding the waste. Throwing kitchen 

generated waste out of the window or chucking chewing gum wrappers along the roadside for 

instance, without realizing the harmful effects it might have on the environment have become a 

commonplace. It costs residents, local, state and federal governments millions of dollars to pick up 

litter, reverse the effects of littering and prevent it. Municipal solid waste (MSW) management 

includes collection, storage, transportation and disposal of solid waste. Poor collection and inadequate 

transportation leads to heap of MSW at many places, which causes health and environmental 

problems. Governments across the world are making efforts to improve solid waste management in 

their respective countries. [4] The accumulated waste causes environmental problems such as the 

spread of pest species and diseases, marine plastic pollution, damage to wildlife ecosystems and 

toxicity in the land/waterways. 

 
While most urban waste management systems in place are designed for regular collection of waste 

from fixed locations at regular intervals, there are certain places (remotely located) which go 

unnoticed and are therefore, not cleaned. Many solutions have been designed for effective garbage 

management. There are applications available on the Google Play Store which allow the user to send 

an alert message to the municipal corporation about the status of the garbage container. However, this 

process is time-consuming as it relies on human discretion and action and communication via an 

intermediary. A better solution designed for this problem is to use sensors for obtaining information 
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about the level of garbage in containers and provide alert messages to the Garbage Collector Truck 

about the level of waste in a garbage container. Nonetheless, the problem of waste accumulation in 

remote places persists. Thus, it is crucial to detect and manage litter accumulation at remote and 

undesired locations with little or no human interference.  

 

Through extensive background study and data collection, it can be concluded that most of the current 

automated waste management systems rely on IoT and hardware devices such as infrared sensor, 

ultrasonic sensor, metal sensor, etc. for detection of garbage and subsequent communication of the bin 

status. Other than this, there are waste sorting systems based on image processing which identify 

metal materials or other special types of waste. However, these become dysfunctional in case of paper 

and plastic products. Moreover, there are very few existing artificially intelligent systems which are 

self-sufficient for waste classification. With a combined approach consisting of the hardware devices 

such as a drone, Arduino, GPS and GSM module and image processing software algorithms, this 

paper offers a better and innovative solution to the problem of effective waste detection and 

management in wide and remote areas. 

This system aims to achieve the following: 

 To capture Ariel view images using Drone and further process the same to identify solid 

waste disposed at inappropriate places 

 To notify the respective person-in-charge for taking the necessary action to clean the 

litter/solid waste 

 Help maintain cleanliness in places such as beaches, institutions, cities etc. 

 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. UAV  

Drones are Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) which operate without a human pilot aboard. 

They can either be flown using a ground-based remote controller operated by a human or 

autonomously by onboard computers. They are mostly used in military, commercial, scientific, 

agricultural, peacekeeping and other applications. They have the ability to  navigate through large 

and remote places which security cameras otherwise fail to cover. The drone that will be used in this 

project is an assembled flamewheel 450 mm model equipped with first-person-view camera. The 

utilization of the drone will allow for real-time transmission of video image set to be analyzed by the 

litter detection deep learning framework. 

  

B. Image Stitching  

Image Stitching is a technique used for attaining high-resolution panoramic image from multiple 

images combined together. Image stitching techniques can either be direct intensity-based or feature 

based. This project focuses on using feature-based image stitching algorithms such as Scale Invariant 

Feature Transformation (SIFT) to determine a relationship between the images through distinct 

features extracted from the processed images. Snapshots from the live video feed captured with the 

help of the drone will be taken at regular intervals and stitched together for further analysis.  

 

C. Deep Learning and Computer Vision 

Concepts of Deep Learning and Computer Vision have been used in this project to achieve the 

automated detection of litter. Deep learning is a subpart of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which is 

concerned with emulating the learning approach that humans use to gain knowledge from data 

patterns. In contrast to machine learning algorithms, deep which are supervised and linear, deep 

learning algorithms are stacked in a hierarchy of increasing complexity and abstraction. The 

advantage of deep learning is that the program builds the feature set by itself without any sort of 
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human supervision and hence are generally faster and more accurate. A Deep Neural Network (DNN) 

is a neural network with a certain level of complexity, they have multiple layers between the input 

and output layers. The DNN finds the correct mathematical manipulation to turn the input into the 

output. Deep learning within the field of Computer Vision is concerned with the automatic derivation 

of useful information from visual data. Image Processing can be done using ‘TensorFlow’, a dataflow 

framework developed by Google for high performance computation. Tensor Flow object recognition 

algorithms are used to classify and identify arbitrary objects within larger panoramic images obtained 

from multiple datasets. TensorFlow is well suited for deploying deep learning models.  

 

D. Python 

Python is a high-level object-oriented programming language with emphasis on code readability 

and built-in libraries to provide various functionalities. Being a general purpose programming 

language, it provides powerful implementations to facilitate large data and advanced calculations with 

libraries such as TensorFlow, Scipy, Scikit-Learn, and NumPy. Tensorflow and Scikit-Learn are 

libraries that provide various machine learning frameworks and algorithms, such as neural networks 

and support vector machines. TensorBoard is a suite of visualization tools that make it easier to 

understand, debug, and optimize TensorFlow programs. NumPy is a library for applying various 

advanced mathematical functions with arrays and matrices, both key components of machine learning 

algorithms. Scipy is the optimized core package for scientific routines in Python; it is meant to operate 

efficiently on NumPy arrays, so that Numpy and Scipy work hand in hand. To use computer vision, 

Python was also implemented with Scikit-Image and OpenCV. These libraries provide important 

image manipulation tools computer vision techniques, such as feature extraction and image 

classification. 

E. Hardware Components 

Arduino is a programmable controller which can be used for handling file transfer operations. 

It can "talk", (transmit or receive data) via a serial channel, so any other device with serial capabilities 

can communicate with an Arduino. The drone will be fixed with an arduino to facilitate the 

interfacing of other hardware components such as a Global System for Mobile Communication 

(GSM) and Global Positioning System (GPS) modules. The GSM can be integrated with the Arduino 

to connect with the computer system over a network and communicate. A GPS module integrated 

with the drone will fetch coordinates (latitude and longitude) of the places that the drone will fly 

through.   

F. Cloud Platform 

A cloud platform allows for data storage, remote access and encapsulates various tools for data 

analytics and machine learning. A cloud platform such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic 

Cloud 2 (EC2) instance will be used to store the serially transmitted location coordinates (recorded by 

the GPS module) sent via the GSM module integrated with the drone. The use of cloud is to allow 

remote file transfer and further processing of the data recorded for comparison purposes.  

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEMS 

A.  Waste Monitoring and Management Systems  

In the past decade, many smart solutions for waste detection and management involving the use 

of IoT have emerged. These systems use mechanisms to check for the status of garbage containers and 

eventually indicate the same to the respective in-charge. RFID technology is used for collection of 
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data regarding garbage container in [5]. RFID tag works to detect within the frequency range and 

when any tag comes to the range of RFID reader, it automatically reads data from RFID reader, then 

filters collected data and arranges it into specific formatted SMS. Subsequently, the data is sent to 

central server sends the information to the web server as well as authorized person’s mobile phone. A 

similar system design is described in [6] is which uses RFID technology to avoid overflow of the bin 

by sending an alert message. It uses Arduino Uno R3 as a microcontroller for reading data from 

sensors. When RFID tag interrupts the RFID reader, the sensor will check the status of the bin and 

send it to the web server. 

 
Another paper on waste management [7] uses ultrasonic sensor to detect the level of garbage in the 

bin and communicates to control room using GSM system. Four IR sensors are used to detect the 

level of the garbage bin. When the bin is full the output of the fourth IR is active low and this output 

is given to microcontroller to send a message to control room through GSM. A similar system [8] 

consists of waste bins equipped with ultrasonic sensors which are interfaced with Arduino Uno and a 

Wi-Fi module which collect the waste fill level status and upload the data to database. This data 

appears on the android application which notifies the appropriate collector client based on their 

location once the bin gets filled up. [9] introduces an Android app, SpotGarbage that can 

automatically detect and localize regions containing garbage in user-clicked unconstrained geo-tagged 

real-world images. The app utilizes the proposed fully convolutional network, GarbNet for coarsely 

segmenting image regions containing garbage and the locations of the images classified as garbage 

are marked and plotted on Google Maps. 

 
In this paper [10] ZigBee, GSM and ARM7 controller is used to monitor the garbage bin level. When 

garbage bin is full, this message of garbage level is sent to ARM7 controller. Then ARM7 will send 

the SMS through GSM to authority as to which bin is overflowing and requires cleaning up. [11] uses 

a Raspberry Pi to capture images and performs image processing using edge detection algorithm to 

identify waste. The detection is based on computer vision and is carried out with the help of camera 

and opt couplers. Waste is then collected by a vacuum unit which takes all the garbage and cleans the 

area. A related framework is described in [12] which consists of two parts, one of which is the 

hardware platform with Raspberry Pi as the core module and the other is the software platform based 

on SURF-BoW and multi-class SVM algorithm. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of Bag of 

Visual Words algorithm in image processing.  
 

B. Surveillance Systems 

Drones are unmanned aerial vehicles which often find their application in surveillance and 

monitoring of wide areas and remote places which are otherwise inaccessible. [13] describes a smart 

transport infrastructure system based on drones and feature extraction techniques to determine the 

level of traffic congestion on roads and also indicates vacant parking slots in a particular area. This 

system is an instance of the accuracy and feasibility of using drone based image processing to achieve 

useful results. A similar approach is discussed in [14] where a custom-built drone is used to capture 

images of large fields, crops in particular, to determine the type of soil present in a specific area. 

Image processing is used for classification of images with reference to a predefined train dataset. This 

paper suggests the possibility of using a GSM integrated drone for instant processing of captured 

images on a system upon retrieval. Using a GSM would be beneficial as it has no range limit of 

transmission which is useful for real-time processing. This paper [15] presents the design and 

implementation of SkyStitch, a multi-UAV-based video surveillance system that supports real-time 

video stitching implemented using commercial off-the-shelf hardware. It addresses two key design 

challenges: (i) the high computational cost of stitching and (ii) the difficulty of ensuring good 

stitching quality under dynamic conditions. Deriving valuable insights from the past works, we aim to 

build a system which takes live video feed recorded by drone as input which can be retrieved by the 

system in real-time for image processing and feature extraction to identify and classify images of 
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garbage into various categories. The presence of a GSM (communication) and GPS (georeferencing) 

module allows for real time communication and location tracking. 

 
 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 As part of the proposed solution, the focus of this project is to build a system which takes a live 

video feed (or multiple images) captured by a drone as its inputs and extracts information from the 

images in order to identify places contaminated with solid waste/litter. The drone would capture a wide 

area such as a college campus or a locality and provide an aerial view of the location. The drone will be 

made to  transfer the visual data recorded by it to the local server which is a computer system 

performing the processing operations. Arduino will be used for handling file transfer operations which 

will allow for real time retrieval of captured images. GSM and GPS module placed over the drone 

would provide the functionality of mobile communication and real time location referencing. With the 

help of image stitching techniques, the live video feed will be stitched based on similar features 

producing panoramic images of a place. This data can then be processed using Deep-Learning image 

processing algorithms coded in Python. The predefined dataset would encompass images of litter such 

as waste metal cans, bottles, crumpled paper, plastic bags etc.  By testing the input data against the 

classes/categories of the predefined dataset in Tensor Flow framework, the algorithm will produce an 

output which assigns a distinct class to the  given  input image. The end goal is to send a notification 

which contains geographic coordinates (GPS based location) of the place contaminated with garbage to 

the respective person-in-charge prompting him/her to take the necessary action. The place coordinates 

corresponding to the timestamp of the output image (where litter was detected) will be fetched and 

subsequent message will be sent. The key components for this system include the following: 

 Remote controlled Drone for surveillance and capturing images 

 Arduino for managing the captured images and handling file operations 

 Python IDE to run Python based programs 

 Interfacing circuitry for making the connections 

 GPS and GSM module for position tracking and communication respectively  

  

 
Fig. 1. Working of the proposed garbage monitoring system 

The general working of the proposed system containing the hardware and software components has 

been shown above in fig 1. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The popular machine learning techniques such as SIFT and Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) have 

been used extensively for image processing through feature extraction over the past decade. 
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TensorFlow based algorithm on the other hand is relatively new as it was developed by Google 

recently. Being specialized for numerical computation and large-scale machine learning, TensorFlow 

provides a convenient front-end API for building applications with the framework. After performing 

image processing using both BoVW (which includes SIFT for feature extraction and BoVW for 

vocabulary formation) and TensorFlow, it was concluded that Tensor Flow is more efficient and 

performs better among the two for image processing and classification. The algorithms were tested 

using a sample dataset of images of trash taken from GitHub. The output images of TensorFlow 

algorithm are shown in fig 2. 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Output images of TensorFlow algorithm, displaying the classification of the given objects as 

trash with the confidence percentage 

 

In a similar manner, Image Stitching algorithm was implemented using sample aerial images  taken 

using first-person view (FPV) camera. OpenCV is an image and video processing library present in 

Python with SIFT functionalities which are used for feature extraction and image classification. Based 

on opencv_contrib’s SIFT descriptor, the images are stitched together into a single panorama. The 

input images are shown in fig 3. Fig 4 shows the output of the image stitching algorithm which is a 

stitched image. Image stitching is needed in order to stitch the images taken by the drone in order to 

provide a 180 degree panoramic view of a specific location which will be used for detecting the 

presence of waste in the location. Real-time implementation of the algorithms will be done using 

images taken from the drone. 
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Fig 3: Input aerial images (left, centre, right) taken from FPV camera 

 

 

Fig 4: Stitched image output 

VI. CONCLUSION 

As this system is entirely automated, it will be efficient and applicable to all environments. The 

use of a drone adds to effective monitoring of waste as it removes the need for humans to manually 

travel to places for surveillance. This system offers the benefits of maintaining cleanliness in the 

surroundings and the environment. Waste accumulation in undesirable places can be minimized, even 

eliminated and waste management can be improved to a great extent. The implementation of this 

system will also assist organizations in effectively managing waste in remote places.  

 
However, despite its benefits, this project specifically focuses on waste monitoring while waste 

disposal and cleaning remain out of its scope. Therefore, future works can be based on developing an 

automated robotic system to handle the waste detected. A robotic garbage collector can be integrated 
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with the drone. The collector can be essentially be programmed to receive inputs from the drone about 

the type of garbage detected upon which the collector will clean up the litter, segregate the waste into 

recyclable and non-recyclable materials. Disposal of this waste will also be looked after by the robotic 

garbage collector. Such an integrated system would complete the entire process of waste detection and 

collection single handedly without requiring human interference. 
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Abstract- Smart homes have started reshaping the place where people live and a smart washing machine 

is an addition to it. The fast pace of our life has led to automation of many of the household items. The 

next step in evolution after automation is smart and sustainable machines. In this paper we are introducing 

a ground-breaking concept of smart washing machine which analyzes the clothes and based on their 

specifications chooses the most appropriate type of wash for the clothes. This will reduce the fading of the 

clothes and can reduce the usage of soap than the conventional washing machine. It uses Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning for enhancing the use of washing clothes more efficiently and 

effectively. By using less water than the conventional washing machine, this technology is paving a way 

to sustainability. Cameras, RFID patches, RFID reader are some of the technologies used for analyzing 

the material of the cloth. Using AI and ML we can choose the suitable type of wash for the clothes. This 

will increase the life span of clothes by mixing the right amount of detergent which in turn will reduce the 

water used. This will lead to a smart and sustainable lifestyle. 

  

Index Terms- Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, RFID, Smart washing machine, Sustainability  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

rtifical Intelligence and Machine Learning are the new emerging trend in the home appliance      

industry. Homes are getting integrated with technology with almost everything in the house which is 

taking us to the future. Consumers are becoming more tech-savvy and their expectation rises with the 

advancement in technology [1].  

The current washing machines have different washing method for textiles, which will not allow clothes to 

get knotted, disarranged or entangled by intensive agitating cycles [2]. Damping the vibrations of the 

drum of the washing machine is one of the latest designs implemented in the current washing machine 

products [4]. [10] speaks about how only three wires are required for communicating inside the machine. 

The network can be used for communicating via home network to manage peak energy usage and add a 

new level of troubleshooting and field upgrades. A smart washing machine is a device which learns from 

the previous data and improves the quality of the next wash [6]. Nowadays the conventional washing 

machine has changed to a machine that can not only wash but also dry the clothes.  

We are proposing a concept project where in, we are developing a smart washing machine that interacts 

with you and is more sustainable. The usual problem with traditional washing machines is that different 

materials of clothes need different types of wash. Using the same type of wash for different cloth 

materials damage the clothes and its durability decreases. The amount of soap that is used to wash also 

A 
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plays an important role in durability of the clothes [7]. Conventional washing machines tend to use a lot 

of water than required while washing the clothes.  

 The smart washing machine analyses these factors and accordingly washes the clothes without damaging 

them and by using less water. It analyses the data of the clothes and accordingly chooses the appropriate 

type of wash. This solves most of the above-mentioned problems faced in a conventional washing 

machine. 

II. CURRENT SCENARIO AND IT’S PROBLEMS 

A. Present Scenario 

 In the recent times, textile industries have evolved to smart clothing. These involve smart clothes which 

has various sensors in the fabric which gives various inputs such inbuilt music players, health monitoring 

sensors, etc. [9]. Many of the textile manufacturing companies are adapting RFID technology by 

embedding RFID tag in their products to track them from the warehouse to the customers [8]. The RFID 

tag contains all the details about the product so it is easier to keep track of the products. [3] compares on 

how much water is being used and how much water is actually required for washing. 

 [5] talks on how the data can be gathered from the washing machine. It also talks about bidirectional data 

flow between washing machine and cloud for analytical purpose. A survey conducted by IBM found that 

99.9% of the customers use only 3 of the many wash modes. This made the washing machine 

manufacturers to cut down the uses of other wash modes which reduced their engineering and R&D costs 

[5].  

B. Research Gap 

Washing machines have not evolved parallelly with other home appliances in the area of cloud 

technology. Other home appliances such as television has moved from CRT TV’s to LED to Smart TV’s, 

Refrigerators have moved to smart technology fridges and many more. There are lot of research papers on 

the technical aspects such as reducing the sound and damping of the washing machine. Most of the 

research papers are based on the automatic washing machines. This paper aims to bring washing machine 

into the smart home sector. 

C. Problem statement 

To develop a smart washing machine, which analyzes the data about the clothes, then selects the most 

appropriate method and uses minimum amount of water for the wash. It also uses the appropriate amount 

of soap, so that the color of the cloth does not fade faster. 

D. Objectives 

This paper is intended to integrate AI and ML into washing machine so that it identifies the type of cloth 

using RFID reader and based on that chooses the appropriate mode of washing. Based on the selected 

mode, appropriate amount of soap and water is to be added with the right temperature.  

III. PROPOSED MODEL  

A. Components Used 

  A.1. RFID tag 

It has all the details about the clothes such as the color, material of the cloth, the temperature at which it 

should be washed and the appropriate type of wash.  
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  A.2. RFID Scanner 

The RFID scanner scans the RFID tag which is embedded into all the clothes. Then it sends the 

information to the microprocessor. 

  A.3. Microprocessor  

The microprocessor collects all the data and sends it to the cloud. Based on the information it gets from 

the cloud it starts with the washing process accordingly. It controls all the sensors in the smart washing 

machine.  

  A.4. Sensors 

A PH sensor is also fit to identify the PH level of the water entering the washing machine. 

Water level sensor- To sense the amount of water to be filled.  

Detergent level sensor- A sensor to measure the amount of soap present and the quantity that is dispersed 

into the water for washing.  

 

Fig.1.1 shows the components and flow of data from scanning clothes till washing of clothes in the smart 

washing machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Working process 

The smart washing machine is first connected to the home WIFI network. Then the clothes are put in the 

smart washing machine drum where the RFID tags embedded on the clothes are scanned by the RFID 

scanner. This gives the details of the cloth such as the color, material type, the temperature at which it 

should be washed, type of wash and weight, etc. The microprocessor takes the data of clothes from the 

RFID scanner and send it to the cloud. The cloud which has machine learning and artificial intelligence 

algorithms process the data and sends the appropriate temperature, the amount of detergent soap, the 

amount of water required and best appropriate mode for the wash. This information is then sent to the 

microprocessor, based on that it chooses the amount of detergent, water and the temperature of the water 

and then adds it to the drum. Based on the type of wash, the microprocessor chooses starts the process of 

heating the water and soaking the clothes for certain period. If there are 2 or more clothes which have to 

be washed differently, a notification is sent to the mobile saying that there is a contradiction. So, the user 
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can remove the cloth, or the user can ignore the message, which the washing machine automatically 

chooses the best type of wash for it. After taking all these into considerations, it starts the wash. Once it 

has finished washing, it will send a notification to the user that the wash is complete. The smart washing 

machine then takes a feedback from the user and then sends the results to the cloud. These results will be 

analyzed by the AI and ML which will use it for future reference.  Fig.1.2 shows the working processes of 

the washing machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

  B.1. Working of detergent soap sensing unit 

The microprocessor checks the quantity of the detergent soap left in its storage. If it is less, it sends a 

notification that the detergent level is less so that the user can refill it. After this the microprocessor 

calculates the amount of soap and water required for the wash. Fig.1.3 shows the working of the detergent 

soap storage in the smart washing machine. 
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IV. EXAMPLE 

A. Conventional Washing Machine 

Let’s consider a situation where Ms. Padveeni is using an Automatic Washing Machine. She puts 

different types of clothes (4 cotton, 1 wool and 1 silk) for wash in the washing machine. She sets the 

temperature to 50 degree Celsius. She puts an approximate level of detergent soap in the machine. She set 

the mode in Cotton mode because majority of the cloth put for wash were cotton clothes. Then started the 

wash. After the wash when she removed the clothes, the cotton clothes were washed properly, but she was 

not happy with the condition of the wool and silk clothes. This is because, wool cloth should have been 

washed in a different temperature than cotton or silk and needs special care while washing. The silk cloth 

requires very less amount of detergent soap than the other type of clothes. 

B. Proposed model (Smart Washing Machine) 

Let’s consider a situation where Ms. Padveeni is using the Smart Washing Machine. She puts different 

types of clothes (4 cotton, 1 wool and 1 silk) for wash in the washing machine. The RFID scanner reads 

the RFID tag of all the clothes put in the washing machine. It sends a notification that there are silk and 

wool clothes which cannot be washed with the same setting as cotton clothes. She ignores the warning 

and presses the start button. The Smart Washing Machine then finds the best wash for this set of clothes 

i.e. it sets the temperature between 35- 40 degree Celsius.  

It uses the approximate amount of detergent soap and correct level of water required for the wash. This 

pattern of clothes and the appropriate type of wash gets stored in the cloud, so that the cloud can use the 

same data for the next wash for the same type of pattern. After the wash, the Smart Washing Machine 

collects the satisfaction level of the user and if there is any problem with clothes. This data gets stored in 

the cloud. So, when the same pattern comes for wash next time, ML and AI can analyze the satisfaction 

level and the type of wash used and corelate it. So, this can make the next wash more efficient and 

productive.  

 

V. FUTURE WORK 

This proposed model can be used a base model for finding out the actual water requirement used by the 

washing machine and also the amount of detergent soap which will be used. This can help the user 

quantify the amount of detergent soap to be purchased. This can be used by marketers for finding out the 

amount of detergent soaps required by every households and based on the consumption pattern they can 

maintain the stock accordingly.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This novel concept which is an integration of AI and cloud-based computing has a bright future and is 

bound to branch out into various other dimensions of the home appliances especially with smart homes 

which are becoming more common. The smart washing machine will enable its users for a smarter and 

more sustainable use of water and detergent soap. As this washing machine programs and reprograms 

itself based on Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence algorithms in the cloud, preprogramming of 

the washing machine is not required. This reduces the manufacturing and R&D costs for the 

manufacturers. This Smart washing machine will open new opportunities and take smart homes 

appliances to a new revolutionary level. 
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Abstract- Vehicle mishaps in foggy climate conditions have expanded in the proper method of time. One 

of significant reason is contamination rate has expanded in the earth we are seeing a dynamic difference 

in atmosphere independent of seasons. Visibility level gets decreased because of foggy climate conditions 

is a typical factor for street mishaps on roadways. This subsequently there has been an expansion of 

interest to build up a smart framework which can keep away from/mishaps or smashing of vehicles from 

behind utilizing a visibility go estimation framework. The framework would caution the driver if there is 

any obstruction before the vehicle. In this paper, we give a short outline of the best in class commitment 

in connection to assessing visibility separate under foggy climate conditions. We at that point present a 

neural system approach for evaluating visibility separations utilizing a camera that can be fixed to a street 

side units (RSU) or mounted locally available a moving vehicle or long separation Sensors .The proposed 

strategy can be made as inherent item for 4 wheeler or more vehicles which make the vehicle clever.  

Index Terms: Visibility Distance; Fog Detection; Intelligent Transportation Systems; Neural Networks; 

Machine Learning ; Koschmieder Law; Computer Vision ;Road Accident. 

I   INTRODUCTION 

 
Foggy climate conditions speak to an up and coming risk to street wellbeing, frequently prompting lethal 

street mishaps on the grounds that debased street visibility can possibly (1) shock even experienced 

drivers, (2) adjust the drivers' driving conduct, and (3) mutilate drivers' view of profundity, separate, and 

speed[1].  

These issues have caused gigantic financial misfortune just as human setbacks. As indicated by Global 

Status Report on Road Safety, distributed by World Health Organization in 2015, about 1.25 million 

individuals were executed and 20-50 million people groups got injured non-deadly wounds (WHO report, 

2015) consistently.  

As per the street auto collision information given by states, Delhi records one of the most astounding 

number of deadly mishaps (NHAI report, 2016). Street auto collision recorded information is acquired 

from National Highway Authority of India (NHAI). Not with standing, this pattern can change in future 

as it is difficult to anticipate the rate at which street auto collisions happen as it can happen in any 

circumstance.  

Prior research[1,2,3] uncovered that albeit foggy climate conditions are not intermittent marvels, the 

quantity of related various impacting vehicles, wounds and fatalities are a lot higher than normal.  
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Since thruway mist reduction advances have not come to yet the ideal dimension of development and 

financial feasibility, a few roadway crash countermeasures and new vehicle plan innovations have been 

proposed to help drivers adapt to foggy climate conditions. These incorporate reflectorized paints on 

asphalt edge striping, beaded path delineators, squinting strobe lights, and installed hardware including 

haze lights, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensors and Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) 

frameworks, among numerous others.  

II RELATED WORK 

1) Identification of Traffic Accident Trigger: Tremendous endeavors have been given to the 

recognizable proof of key conditions or specific traffic designs that could prompt car crash. For example, 

Oh proposed the supposition that problematic traffic stream is a trigger to crash [4].  

2) Real-time Traffic Accident Prediction: With the improvement of AI, numerous specialists begin to 

concentrate on constant car crash forecast. Lv picked highlight factors dependent on Euclidean 

measurement and used k-closest neighbor technique to anticipate auto collision [5].Park gathered 

enormous car crash information of thruway in Seoul and fabricate an expectation work process dependent 

on k-implies bunch investigation and calculated relapse [6]. One impediment of these works is that, they 

didn't consolidate a few significance factors, for example, traffic stream, climate condition, air quality 

into their model.   

3) Deep Learning: The achievement of profound learning has demonstrated its capacity in finding mind 

boggling structures in high dimensional information. With respect to explores on insightful transportation 

framework, various investigations center around traffic stream forecast dependent on profound learning 

[7]. In a more drawn out time scale, a few examinations attempt to anticipate the blockage development 

of vast scale transportation arrange [8]. Another fascinating application used profound fortification 

figuring out how to control the planning of traffic flag [9].  

Mist definition and visibility models  

Mist is a sort of cloud on the ground and is shaped by the suspension of tiny dampness dewdrops into 

airborne particles. As per the Meteorological Office 1969[10], mist is characterized as the condition of 

climatic shadowiness where visibility of article is decreased beneath 1 Km. In the event that visibility dips 

under 40 meters, mist is qualified as being "thick". A visibility between 40 meters and 200 meters 

compares to a thick haze situation.  

For street security applications, the visibility scope of intrigue is somewhere in the range of 0 and 400 

meters. The glowing transition exuding from obvious light (400 nm ≤ λ ≤700 nm) gets dispersed every 

which way when it hits a water bed and assimilation is frequently immaterial for this situation. This 

dispersing can seriously debilitate drivers' profundity discernment and fringe vision. The lessening of 

obvious light is described by the termination coefficient k (m-1) which is a factor of the beads measure 

and concentration. The estimation of this coefficient has been the premise of numerous visibility run 

estimation strategies. Light proliferation through haze based on Koshmieder luminance lessening 

law,Duntley[11] proposed the constriction law of air differentiates under uniform illuminance which 

expresses that an item with inborn complexity C0 without wanting to be seen at a separation d with an 

evident difference C given by:  
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   (1) 

(1) The above articulation has been utilized as a reason for characterizing the "meteorological visibility 

remove" dvisibility as the best flat separation at which a dark article (C0=1) of a moderate measurement can 

be seen seemingly within easy reach amid daytime with a differentiation limit ε=5% , as prescribed by the 

International Commission of Illumination(IEC8): (2)  

  (2) 

The above basic articulation recommends that, from the termination coefficient k of the encompassing 

environment, one can determine the apparent visual scope of a dark item at daytime. 

III  VISIBILITY SEPARATE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES AND ARRANGEMENTS 

Estimation of range can be an overwhelming assignment given the non-uniform nature of the physical 

environment and the interlacing components impacting visibility which incorporate power of 

encompassing light, physical properties of articles, light dissipate and ingestion among numerous others. 

Different visibility separate estimation approaches for transportation frameworks have been proposed 

over the previous years. These methodologies vary in different perspectives (daytime versus evening 

time, mist identification or potentially visibility estimation, optical versus picture sensors, fixed cameras 

versus locally available cameras, video-based versus picture based; calculation utilized for picture 

handling and separation estimation, and so forth).  

LiDARs have been utilized to assess visibility under foggy climate conditions by breaking down the flag 

backscattered by haze droplets[12]. As revealed by Colomb[13], this methodology, in any case, requires 

calibrating of the LiDAR's capacity to adjust to the elimination coefficient k. There has been a developing 

enthusiasm amid the previous couple of years in utilizing fixed cameras (set on the roadway) or (and to a 

lesser degree) locally available cameras to assess visibility remove, as these gadgets are moderately 

shabby and are as of now sent for traffic observing and reconnaissance on major expressways.  

Camera-based methodologies can be characterized into three primary classes: The principal (type-I) 

approach plans to quantify the separation to the uttermost dark focus in the picture while as yet showing a 

differentiation more prominent than ε=5% according to the IEC recommendation[14,15]. This includes 

looking for focuses or districts of enthusiasm by applying thresholding and division strategies to find 

indicated targets, for example, path markings[16], street signs[17], street limits, or the crossing point 

between street surface and the sky[12]. The fundamental downside of this methodology is that it requires 

exact geometric adjustment of the camera and it depends on the nearness of reference objects with high 

differences in the scene.  

The second (type II) approach depends on processing the scene differentiation and afterward playing out a 

direct relapse between this complexity and the visual range that is figured with the guide of extra 

reference sensors[13]. This methodology does not require camera adjustment or the nearness of reference 

objects. Nonetheless, it involves a learning stage that requires the use of extra meteorological sensors.  
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The third (type III) approach utilizes a worldwide descriptor vector which is registered in general picture, 

independent of its substance. This methodology does not require edge location or learning of the 

separation to different reference targets. The worldwide descriptor vector reflects data about the 

worldwide picture differentiation and utilizations highlights dependent on the inclination whole or the 

Fourier coefficients sum[15] as these are invariant to enlightenment changes. Our proposed neural system 

approach falls inside this class.  

IV THE PROPOSED NEURAL SYSTEM APPROACH 

Our methodology comprises of evaluating visibility extend through an administered preparing connected 

to marked models that are portrayed by worldwide instead of neighborhood highlights. Our classifier is a 

three-layer neural system prepared with a back-spread calculation. The principal input layer is the 

component vector picture descriptor. The concealed layer comprises of a lot of completely interconnected 

computational hubs whose number is resolved exactly.  

The yield layer is a vector whose measure is equivalent to number of classes, which for our situation 

compares to various visibility ranges. For the worldwide element descriptor, we have settled on a Fourier 

Transform approach which is viewed as a standout amongst the most effective picture change 

techniques[18] and it catches the power range of the picture. As a result of the high dimensionality of the 

Fourier change extent descriptor, we have brought a dimensionality decrease through Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA). Notwithstanding the Fourier extent descriptor, we have likewise utilized 

Shannon entropy as a second descriptor that portrays a picture surface by investigating its dark dimension 

dissemination as per the accompanying articulation: (3) where Pi is the likelihood that the contrast 

between 2 nearby pixels is equivalent to I. The last total descriptor is a mix of the mean squared Fourier 

change vector decreased by the PCA and the picture entropy.  

 

Fig. 1. Longest Sensors which are used in front and Rear of Vehicle. 

     (3) 

 

 

V TRIAL ASSESSMENT AND RESULTS 

In this investigation, we have considered six classes of visibility go (< 60m, 60m - 100m, 100m - 150m, 

150m - 200m, 200m - 250m, and ≥ 250m). We have utilized the element vectors separated from the 
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pictures to gain proficiency with the required visibility classes. Tentatively, we kept up just the initial 100 

eigenvectors since they speak to close 99% of the total percent of change. Figure 2 delineates the general 

engineering of the neural system where I1-I20 speak to the components of the information descriptor 

vector, H1-H12 are the shrouded layer hubs and the yields compare to the visibility ranges.  

 

Fig.2. Neural system layers 

To assess our proposed methodology, we have utilized the FROSI (Foggy Road Sign Images) 

database[19]. This database contains an arrangement of 400 manufactured pictures with 1000 street signs 

put at different extents. For each picture, a lot of 7 kinds of uniform mist thickness are accessible with 

visibility separations going from 50m (substantial haze) to 400m (slight haze), as appeared in the 

illustrative precedent in figure 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Test of pictures from the FROSI database 

We have likewise looked at the exactness of our proposed arrangement with that dependent on sort I 

approach. For our situation, no following/recognition steps were required as traffic sign positions were 

known from the earlier. For sort I approach, we have embraced Michelson differentiate recipe 𝐶= (𝐼max − 

𝐼min)/(𝐼max + 𝐼min ),  where Imax and Imin indicate the greatest and least pixel power, individually. For 

the neural system preparing stage, we have utilized 336 pictures under various visibility ranges. The 

weighted neural system was along these lines tried utilizing an alternate arrangement of 336 pictures 

under different haze thickness conditions. Our outcomes are abridged in the perplexity lattice portrayed in 

figure 4(a). In general, a 90.2% effective arrangement rate was accomplished, contrasted with a 65% 

achievement rate acquired through sort I approach. As appeared in figure 5(b), our methodology gives 

better outcomes under all visibility classes. We see that the 6th class has the base likelihood of 

identification (83%) because of disarray with extents somewhere in the range of 150 and 250 meters. 
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Fig. 4 (a) Confusion matrix; (b) Comparison of results 

 

VI  CONCLUSION 

Road traffic accident severity keeps on changing over time and increase endlessly. The changing and 

increasing road traffic accident severity leads to the issues of not understanding the accident behavior, 

factors influencing the traffic accident severity. In this contribution, we have presented a neural network 

approach to estimate visibility range under foggy weather conditions. First, here we only utilized the 

traffic accident data itself for prediction. However, other related data, such as traffic flow, human 

mobility, road characteristic and special events, maybe significant to traffic accident risk prediction as 

well. Second, our prediction results are coarse-grained, and cannot provide road level accident risk 

prediction.  Our solution requires a single camera which can be fixed on the roadway side or placed 

onboard a vehicle or high speed sensors. Our approach provided visibility range estimates that are close 

the expected values for a wide range of fog density scenarios. A key advantage of the proposed approach 

is that it is inherently generic and does not require special camera calibration or a prior knowledge of 

distances in the depth map. Our proposed algorithm can be implemented on existing camera-based traffic 

monitoring systems, which can serve as a driving aid to warn motorists and request them to adapt their 

speeds according to the estimated visibility distance. We are currently working on further refining our 

approach and comparing it with additional methods identified in our literature review. 
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Abstract: These days the robots are assuming an imperative job in the human life.In risky zones like 

military,medical , atomic reactor, and so on robots are utilized rather than human beings. To play out 

all these activities,the robot should be self-governing and furthermore fit for its way arranging by 

keeping away from snags. This paper clarifies about the ongoing execution of the self-governing 

robot way arranging and approved by utilizing an implanted framework stage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At the point when a service robot is asked to control an item, it ought to decide the bearings longside 

it can access and evacuate the article. The potential available bearings for the item are recovered from 

the article database. At that point, spatial prevailing upon the encompassing condition and the gripper 

geometry is summoned to confirm the bearings[1].An ongoing Multisensor data retrieval (MSDR), 

which awards offbeat access to the cloud from the robots. A market-based administration technique 

for proficient information recovery is approved by surveying a few quality-of-service (QoS) criteria, 

with accentuation on encouraging information recovery in close ongoing in regular cloud automated 

situations[2]. 

In practical cases, the human visual execution and that the robot has constraints in communication 

with human. The robot has constrained locally available movement and correspondence vitality and 

works in practical channel conditions encountering way misfortune, shadowing, and multipath[3].The 

issue of location and following of general objects with semi-static elements seen by a versatile robot 

moving in large environment. A key issue is that because of environment scale, the robot can just 

watch a subset of the articles at some random time. A model for the robot development in which the 

items normally just move locally, yet with some little likelihood they hop longer distances through 

what we call global movement.[4,5]. 

The Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection (ESD) CYCLOPS framework can accomplish powers of 

46N, and demonstrated a mean error of 0.217mm amid a circular following assignment with the 

assistance of a robot. The workspace and instrument skill is appeared by pre-clinical preliminaries. 

The framework is as of now experiencing pre-clinical in vivo approval[6]. 

The Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) algorithm is used for the implementation of the proposed 

image processing algorithm. It works on the principle of image subtraction. The developed algorithm 

is validated in real time by a change-based moving object detection method. The novelty of this work 

is the application of the developed autonomous robot for the detection of mines in the war field[7,8].  
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The organization of paper except this section is: Block diagram and its explanation is in the 

section II, Working principle is in the section III and the Results and analysis in section 

IV.Finally, the Conclusions are drawn in the section V. 
 
 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND ITS EXPLANATION 
 

The block diagram of real-time robot’s video capturing system under the servielance area is given 

in the figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1: The Video capturing  set up. 

First and foremost to check the existence of the obstacles present in the surveillance area. 

This is done by capturing the video from the supervision area and  transmit it to the receiving system 

as shown in the figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Real-robot receiving system. 

The captured video is transmitted to the receiver,for the further processing. The receiver 

system consists of a radio audio- video device to get back the video,which is already transmitted. This 

video is applied to the personal computer (PC),to identify the presence of obstacles using MATLAB 

tool with the help of the Blob analysis.  Depending on the presence or absence of the obstacle,the PC 

sends an appropriate command to the robot through the RF communication link.  
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III . WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The real-time robot’s  working principle is as described in the figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3 : The real-time robot working principle. 

First, turn ON the camera which is located in the supervision area,where actually the robot 

has to be worked. When the camera starts to capture the video,the PC converts the video into frames. 

Here, each frame is compared to its previous frame;if the difference is nonzero, then the obstacle is 

found. Later, the size of the obstacle is calculated using image processing based Blob algorithm. 

Depending on the size of the obstacle the appropriate command is transmitted through RF link in the 

form of ANSI code to the robot. The robot,which is developed on an embedded platform receives the 

command and plans its path accordingly.  

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

The real-time set-up of the wireless video transmission/reception system is as shown in the 

figure 4. The battery operated wireless camera with built-in antenna is as depicted in the figure 4a. 

Next, a 2.4GHz RF A/V device is shown in the figure 4b. Further, the RF A/V receiver  is 

connected to a PC via USB dongle,as illustrated in the figure 4c.  
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                                                                    a                                  b                          c 

Fig.4: The video transceiver system. 

 

The video captured  with the help of an RF system along with MultiViewer software is 

illustrated in the figure 5. This video is further processed for the real robot path planning applications. 

 

Fig. 5: Video Captured through Wireless RF Reception System. 

 

The transmitter and receiver section of the RF communication robot are as given in the figure 

6. This module is mounted on the robot and connected to the microcontroller unit to receive the video 

from the surveillance area.  

 

Fig. 6: The RF transceiver module. 

The author’s prototype of the robot with a wireless camera and RF receiver is as illustrated in figure 7. 
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Figure 7: The final robot prototype and its movement by avoiding the obstacle(red in colour) 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

This paper offered answers for comprehend, exceptionally unsafe military applications are performed 

by remote robots. These applications are performed by preparing personal computer from accepting 

video of the observation region with the assistance of FM modulation and demodulation process. 

Here, in the wake of handling the video to recognize the hindrance along the way of the robot, the 

microcontroller interfaced with PC sends the fitting direction to autonomous robot by ASK 

modulation technique along with the  RF modules. Thus, the upgraded way of the robot is resolved. 
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Abstract- The inscriptions or Epigraphical manuscripts written on different material such as rock carving, 

palm leaf, cloth, metal plates and paper are the cultural heritage of our country; our aim is to recreate the 

cultural importance of the Kannada Language and its traditionally writing through the historical 

manuscripts. Most of the resources are in degraded state, the degraded manuscripts are influenced by 

weather condition. The offline handwritten text recognition is one of the most challenging tasks in 

document image analysis. In the present digital era, we need to protect and digitize the resources of our 

Indian culture and heritage by digitizing the manuscripts which are losing its originality and status. In this 

paper, we have attempted to identify and recognize the historical Kannada handwritten scripts of various 

dynasties; namely, Vijayanagara dynasty (1460 AD), Mysore Wadiyar dynasty (1936 AD), Vijayanagara 

dynasty (1400 AD) and Hoysala dynasty (1340 AD) by using the improved seam carving text line 

segmentation method with LBP features. For recognition and classification purpose the LDA, K-NN and 

SVM classifiers are used. The average classification accuracy for different dynasties are computed. The 

LDA classifier yields 94.2%, K-NN classifier has yielded 94.9% and SVM classifier has 96.4%. Based on 

the experimentation, the SVM classifier has recorded good classification performance comparatively 

LDA and K-NN classifiers for historical Kannada handwritten scripts. The experimental results are 

verified by Epigraphists and language expert, which shows the robustness of the proposed method. 

 

Index Terms- Restoration, Seam carving, Line segmentation, Kannada, LDA, K-NN, SVM, Recognition, 

LBP, handwritten script, historical documents, document image analysis. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ndia is one of the oldest and ancient civilized country in the world, its civilization started before 7000 

BCE with spiritual and astrological knowledge. This knowledge of information is stored and kept 

preserved in the form of historical inscription and epigraphical manuscripts in the manuscript resource 

centres, manuscript conservation centres, manuscript partner centres, gurukula and monasteries. Due to 

the negligence in maintaining, these scripts are in the state of degradedness. Hence, the digitization of 

these degraded documents is a important task to restore the deciphering inscriptions. Particularly, in the 

state of Karnataka, many dynasties have ruled and contributed their knowledge to the Indian civilization. 

In this work, we are trying to experiment with the available historical Kannada handwritten manuscripts 

(inscription) written on paper from various dynasties, namely; Vijayanagara dynasty (1460 AD), Mysore 

Wadiyar dynasty (1936 AD), Vijayanagara dynasty (1400 AD) and Hoysala dynasty (1340 AD) collected 

from various institutions or universities for identification and recognition of historical Kannada 

handwritten manuscripts. 

I    
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Very few researchers have contributed to this area in the literature; Seam carving for text line extraction 

on colour and grayscale historical manuscript was proposed by Nikolaos et.al.[4]. Seam carving for 

content-aware image resizing has been investigated by Avidan et.al.[5]. Influence of text line 

segmentation in handwritten text recognition was presented by Romero et.al.[6]. The identification of 

writer using sparse radial sampling LBP features was proposed by Nicolaou et.al.[7]. Word spotting in 

English handwritten historical document by using LBP features has been proposed by Dey et.al.[8]. LBP 

based line-wise script identification was investigated by Ferrer et.al.[9]. Ghosh et.al.[10] proposed an 

algorithm for text / non-text separation from handwritten document images using LBP features. The 

evaluation for historical document image analysis using texture feature was carried out by Mehri 

et.al.[11]. Laurence et.al.[12] has done a survey on text line segmentation of historical documents. Text 

line segmentation for gray scale historical document images was proposed by Asi et.al.[13]. Parashuram 

and Chandrashekar [14, 15] have proposed an image enhancement method for degraded historical 

Kannada handwritten document images. The Identification and classification of historical Kannada 

handwritten document images using LBP features was proposed by Parashuram and Chandrashekar [16].  

 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

The objective of the proposed method is to digitize and recognize the historical Kannada handwritten 

manuscripts based on their age-type using improved seam carving text line segmentation approach by 

extracting LBP features using LDA, K-NN and SVM classifiers. The proposed method mainly consists of 

data collection, segmentation, pre-processing, feature extraction and classification; which are discussed as 

below: 

A. Data collection 

The availability of standard datasets of historical Kannada handwritten manuscripts are rarely found in the 

literature. Hence these documents are collected individually by visiting many resource centres, like; 

Department of P. G. Studies and Research in Kannada, Gulbarga University, Kalaburgi and Department 

of Hasataprati, Kannada University, Hampi. These historical Kannada handwritten manuscripts are 

captured through Canon 1300D, 18 megapixels DSLR Camera at 5184×3456 resolutions in the JPEG 

format. There are 121 manuscripts of different dynasties are captured and stored them in a separate file. 

B. Segmentation 

Image segmentation is a process of dividing an image into multiple regions. This is typically used to 

identify objects or other relevant information in digital images. For historical manuscript analysis, there 

are many different ways to perform image segmentation to extracts words or lines. In this work, we have 

considered the seam carving text line extraction method with the improved algorithm. Seam carving [5] 

algorithm is originally developed by Shai Avidan for content aware image resizing, it is also called as 

liquid rescaling. It works by building up various seams in image and consequently expels seams to 

diminish picture size or embeds seams to expand it. Seams cutting additionally permits manually 

characterizing regions in which pixels may not be adjusted and include the capacity to expel entire articles 

from an image. Many of the authors have used this algorithm for image retargeting, but in this work, we 

tried to improve the algorithm to extract text line in historical Kannada handwritten manuscripts. 
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C. Pre-processing 

It is more important that the historical manuscript documents are badly affected by many factors [1, 2] 

namely; it contains smear, uneven background illumination, and spot due to age or marks resulting from 

the ink bleed-through. Apart from this, the style of writing varies from manuscript to manuscript [3], 

which leads to the confusion and complexity to recognize the historical manuscript documents. The 

preprocessing steps which include image enhancement and restoration, the enhancement method 

improves the quality of the image but also removes the unwanted objects, debris, uneven background 

illumination and noise, etc. In the previous papers, we have proposed a novel image enhancement and 

restoration technique for degraded historical Kannada handwritten manuscript document images [14, 15]. 

D. Feature Extraction 

The feature extraction process used to obtain the feature vector sequence of individual images which 

describes the properties of the individual objects. The main contribution of the present work is the 

application of LBP (Local Binary Pattern) features for recognition of the historical Kannada handwritten 

scripts. The LBP characterize local image masks using binary codes that extract the relationship between 

a central pixel and its neighbors. LBP feature extraction usually computes the LBP descriptors at each 

pixel level of an image to create an image of integer code values, followed by pooling of these codes into 

a histogram [17]. 

E. Classification 

The image classification mainly works with the numerical properties of an assorted image features with 

organized classes, the image classification contains two phases i.e., training and testing phase. In the 

initial training phase, characteristic properties of typical image features are isolated and based on these, 

unique description of each classification category, i.e. training class, is created. In the subsequent testing 

phase, these feature-space partitions are used to classify image features. In this experiment, we have used 

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), K- nearest neighbor (KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

with k-fold experimentation based on the LBP features with 59 and 19 features for classification of 

historical Kannada handwritten documents. 

 

The detailed approach of the proposed method is discussed in the form of algorithm, which is described 

below: 

Algorithm for recognition of Historical Kannada Handwritten manuscript 

1. Input Camera capture historical Kannada handwritten manuscript of different age-types: namely 

Hoysala, Vijayanagara and Mysore dynasties. 

2. Apply Improved seam carving text line segmentation method for line Extraction from historical 

manuscript: 

2.1. convert the given original colour image to grayscale image 

2.2. compute edge image using the Sobel edge detector 

2.3. medial seam computation with a projection profile matching 

2.3.1. Compute horizontal projection profiles of all edge image slices and find their local 

maxima 

2.3.2. Match local maxima of the projection profiles between two consecutive image slices 

2.3.3. Remove lines that start from some intermediate column of the image 

2.3.4. Extend the small lines towards the end column of the image 

2.4. Separating seam computation with constrained seam carving 

2.5.1. apply constrained seam carving for each pair of text lines 

2.5.2. compute minimum energy separating seam using dynamic programming 
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2.5.3. overlay separating seams on the original image 

2.5.3.1.  Compute the coordinate values of the overlay separating seam and store 

them in temp 

2.5.3.2.  Concatenate the present coordinate values with temp 

2.5.4. Using coordinate value, extract the region of interest by roipoly() function 

2.5.5. Apply the image enhancement technique for binarization to the extracted region of 

interest (text line) 

2.5. Original image overlaid with both types of seams 

2.6. Apply the skew correction to the segmented text line 

3. Combination of Local Otsu and Global Otsu method is applied to each individual text line for 

binarizing the images on step 2 

4. Apply size normalization to each individual text line on step 3 

5. Extract LBP features of size normalized individual text line of different dynasties, namely; Hoysala, 

Vijayanagara and Mysore dynasties and store them as a knowledge base 

6. Apply the classification techniques, namely; LDA classifier, K-nearest neighbour classifier and SVM 

classifier to classify and recognize the historical Kannada handwritten manuscripts, whether they 

belong to the Hoysala dynasty or Vijayanagara dynasty or Mysore dynasty? 

 

The detailed approach of the proposed method is given in the Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. The detailed approach of the proposed method 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have considered the datasets of different dynasties, namely; Vijayanagara(1400 AD and 1460 AD ), 

Hoysala(1340 AD) and Mysore Wadiyar(1936 AD) (described in Sect. II) for experimentation. The 

experimentation is done with Intel Core i5 system using Matlab R2018b. Input the camera captured 

historical Kannada handwritten manuscript document images (Figure  2a) for extraction of text line 

segmentation. To extract text line segmentation, we applied the improved seam carving method which 

includes the computation of medial seam (Figure 2b), Separating seam computation with constrained 

seam carving based on medial seam (Figure 2c), overlaid with both type of seam (Figure 2d), region of 

interest i.e., text line is extracted based on the overlaid seam using roipoly() function (Figure 2e). And 

then apply the image enhancement method for binarization, restoration and size normalization to each 
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individual text line (Figure 2f). Extracted the LBP features for all the text lines and store them as a 

knowledge base. Finally, apply classification techniques; i.e., LDA classifier, K-NN classifier and SVM 

classifier for classification and recognition of the historical Kannada handwritten manuscripts based on 

their age-type. The other sample images of the proposed algorithm used for other dynasties namely, 

Mysore Wadiyar(1936 AD) dynasty, Vijayanagara(1400 AD) dynasty and Hoysala(1340 AD) dynasty, 

which are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. The results of the text lines extracted 

from the manuscripts of various dynasties based on their age-type are given in the Table 1. The average 

classification accuracy of the proposed method is given in the Table 4. Initially, we have extracted the 

LBP features with 59 features using k-fold experiment and these results are given in the Table 2. Further, 

to improve the results we have reduced the LBP features with 19 features and certainly results are 

improved. The results of these reduced features with k-fold experiments using LDA, K-NN and SVM 

classifiers are given in the Table 3. As per the results, it is observed that LBP features with 19 features are 

given better results comparatively 59 features. Hence, we propose only 19 features by reduced features 

from 59 and overall accuracy is calculated and represented only based on 19 LBP features.  

 

The classification accuracy for different dynasties represents that the LDA classifier has yielded 94.2%, 

K-NN classifier has 94.9% and SVM classifier has 96.4%. Based on the experimentation, it seems that the 

SVM classifier has got a good classification performance comparatively LDA classifier and K-NN 

classifier for historical Kannada handwritten manuscript document images. Which indicates better 

recognition rates towards historical Kannada handwritten manuscript document images. 
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Figure 2. Sample image of the proposed algorithm (a) Original camera captured historical Kannada 

handwritten manuscript document image of Vijayanagara dynasty (1460AD) (b) medial seam computed 

image (c) Separating seam computation image with constrained seam carving based on medial seam (d) 

overlaid image with both type of seam (e) text line is extracted based on the overlaid seam (f) Enhanced 

and size normalized image 
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Figure 3. Sample image of the proposed algorithm (a) Original camera captured historical Kannada 

handwritten manuscript document image of Mysoure wodeyar dynasty (1936AD) (b) medial seam 

computed image (c) Separating seam computation image with constrained seam carving based on medial 

seam (d) overlaid image with both type of seam (e) text line is extracted based on the overlaid seam (f) 

Enhanced and size normalized image 
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Figure 4. Sample image of the proposed algorithm (a) Original camera captured historical Kannada 

handwritten manuscript document image of Vijayanagara dynasty (1400AD) (b) medial seam computed 

image (c) Separating seam computation image with constrained seam carving based on medial seam (d) 

overlaid image with both type of seam (e) text line is extracted based on the overlaid seam (f) 

Enhancedand size normalized image 
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Figure 5. Sample image of the proposed algorithm (a) Original camera captured historical Kannada 

handwritten manuscript document image of Hoysala dynasty (1340AD) (b) medial seam computed image 

(c) Separating seam computation image with constrained seam carving based on medial seam (d) overlaid 

image with both type of seam (e) text line is extracted based on the overlaid seam (f) Enhanced and size 

normalized image 

 

Table 1. The results of the text lines extracted from the manuscripts of various dynasties based on their 

age-type 

Dynasties 

No. of 

Manuscript 

Images 

Total No. of 

Text lines in 

the Manuscript 

images 

Correctly 

Identified 

and 

Segmented 

text lines   

Unidentified 

Text lines 

Vijayanagara 

(1460) 
24 252 250 2 

Mysoure 

Wodeyar 

(1936) 

28 235 224 9 

Vijayanagara 

(1400) 
39 674 552 122 

Hoysala 

(1340) 
30 336 335 1 
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Table 2.Classification accuracy of LBP with 59 Features for different k-fold experimentation 

Classifiers 5 Fold 4 Fold 3 Fold 2 Fold 

LDA NA NA NA NA 

KNN 94.9 94.5 94.8 93.9 

SVM 96.4 96.1 95.4 95.7 

 

Table 3.Classification accuracy of LBP with 19 Features for different k-fold experimentation 

Classifiers 5 Fold 4 Fold 3 Fold 2 Fold 

LDA 94.2 94.1 93.8 93.9 

KNN 94.9 94.9 93.5 93.7 

SVM 96.4 96.1 94.5 95.9 

 

Table 4.The average classification accuracy of proposed method with LDA, K-NN and SVM classifiers 

Dynasties 

LDA K-NN SVM 

Recognition 

Rate 

Erro

r 

Rate 

Recognition 

Rate 

Erro

r 

Rate 

Recognition 

Rate 

Erro

r 

Rate 

Vijayanagara(1460

) 
96 4 98 2 97 3 

Mysoure 

Wodeyar(1936) 
89 11 87 13 92 8 

Vijayanagara(1400

) 
97 3 97 3 98 2 

Hoysala(1340) 93 7 95 5 97 3 

Average accuracy 94.2% 94.9% 96.4% 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm to identify and recognize the historical Kannada handwritten 

scripts of various dynasties; namely, Vijayanagara dynasty (1460 AD), Mysore Wadiyar dynasty (1936 

AD), Vijayanagara dynasty (1400 AD) and Hoysala dynasty (1340 AD) by using the improved seam 

carving text line segmentation method with LBP features. For recognition and classification purpose the 

LDA, K-NN and SVM classifiers are used. The average classification accuracy for different dynasties are 

computed. The LDA classifier has yielded 94.2%, K-NN classifier yields 94.9% and SVM classifier has 

96.4%. Based on the experimentation, the SVM classifier has proved good classification performance 

comparatively LDA and K-NN classifiers for historical Kannada handwritten script recognition. The 

experimental results are verified by Epigraphists and language expert, which shows the robustness of the 

proposed method. The same algorithm may be used for other dynasties with different feature sets, which 

will be done as future work.  
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